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It is with great pleasure that I present the selected papers from the 4th International Sanskrit Computational Linguistics Symposium (4i-SCLS) to you. The event is being hosted by the Jawaharlal Nehru University, the premier research University of India during (December 10–12, 2010) at the Special Center for Sanskrit Studies. The first symposium was organized at INRIA, France, by Gérard Huet in 2007, the second at Brown University, USA, by Peter Scharf in 2008, and the third was organized at the University of Hyderabad by Amba Kulkarni in January 2009. The Sanskrit computational linguistics community is relatively young, and the foundation for this kind of formal meeting to exchange ideas between Sanskritists, linguists and computer scientists was given by Prof. Huet and Prof. Amba Kulkarni. My hearty thanks to both of them for bringing about this unification of scholars under one umbrella.

The 4i-SCLS saw excellent response from the scholars. We received more than 31 papers, which were examined by our Program Committee members to shortlist 18 papers for publication presented in this volume. The papers can be categorized under the following broad areas:

1. Phonology and speech technology
2. Morphology and shallow parsing
3. Syntax, semantics and parsing
4. Lexical resources, annotation and search
5. Machine translation and ambiguity resolution
6. Computer simulation of Aṣṭādhyāyī

Some of the notable misses were the speech corpora annotation, image processing techniques like OCR, and also the papers written in Sanskrit. Efforts will be made to ensure wider participation by scholars in future events.

Under category 1, the following papers were selected:

Wiebke Peterson and Silke Hamann (University of Dusseldorf) in their paper “On the generalizability of Pāṇini’s Pratyāhāra Technique to Other Languages” have experimented the Pāṇini’s *pratyāhāra* technique to German with good results. That there are universal principles in Pāṇini’s grammar has been a well-known fact among linguists, but actually applying them to languages other than Sanskrit has not been done a great deal. The present paper is therefore very important in this context. One of the more significant conclusions arrived at by the authors is that they have found this technique to be better than the feature-based techniques used by modern phonology. The paper “Building a Prototype Text to Speech for Sanskrit” by Baiju Mahananda, Raju C.M.S., Ramalinga Reddy Patil, Narayan Jha, Shrinivasa Varakhedi, and Kishore Prabhallad presents a prototype TTS system for Sanskrit. The paper is significant
because the group is the first to develop a prototype using a simplified phone set and the well-known Festvox engine.

The following three papers were presented under category 2:

“Rule Interaction, Blocking and Derivation in Pāṇini” by Rama Nath Sharma (University of Hawaii) is based on an earlier paper by the author, and is the title of the keynote talk to be delivered in the inaugural session. It is a detailed account of rule applications, interpretations and interplay, blocking in the complex process of obtaining a syntactic form from stems. Prof. Sharma’s mastery of the structure and processes in the Aṣṭādhyāyī can be seen in the description of the blocking parameters and the derivation procedures. Peter Scharf (Brown University) in his paper titled “Rule-Blocking and Forward-Looking Conditions in the Computational Modeling of Pāṇinian Derivation” demonstrates the mechanism of rule blocking and looking ahead in Pāṇini through XML schema and regular expressions compiled into Perl code. The paper, besides discussing this in the context of derivations and other preprocessing implementations, gives an option to those Pāṇinian enthusiasts who can learn a simple tag like schema (not a programming language yet) and hope to convert Pāṇini’s rules into XML. Then a routine done by Hyman can convert all that into a Perl program. The paper titled “Sanskrit Compound Processor” by Anil Kimar, Vipul Mittal and Amba Kulkarni (University of Hyderabad) presents a compound processor for Sanskrit which does segmentations and type identification based on manually annotated data. Sanskrit derivational morphology has not been worked on a great deal due to various reasons. The paper is significant in this context and also because it will help in identifying complex words not found in the dictionary.

Under category 3, the following papers were selected:

“Designing a constraint-based parser for Sanskrit” by Amba Kulkarni, Sheetal Pokar and Devendra Shukl (University of Hyderabad) is an attempt toward parsing simple one-verb sentences of Sanskrit prose with proper annotation and morphological information. The śabdabodha and mīmāṃsā parameters are brought in to reduce ambiguities and far-fetched possibilities. As Sanskrit is a highly inflected language with relatively free word-order, morphological analyses are generally assigned a greater role. However, the importance of parsers cannot be underestimated when one considers processing constituents higher than words—sentence and discourse. In the paper “Generative Graph Grammar of Neo-Vaiśeṣika Formal Ontology (NVFO)”, Rajesh Tavva and Navjyoti Singh (IIIT Hyderabad) describe a formal model of Vaiśeṣika ontology for computing śabdabodha of sentences (among other things). The approach described is foundational and bottom-up and the proposed grammar based on graphs can correctly distinguish well-formed graphs from others. The proposed framework is generative and can help model ontologies effectively without the known disadvantages of the top–down approach. The paper “Headedness and Modification in Nyāya Morphosyntactic Analysis: Towards a Bracket-Parsing Model” by Malhar Kulkarni, Anuja Ajotikar, Tanuja Ajotikar, Dipesh Katira, Chinmay
Dharurkar and Chaityal Dangarikar (IIT Bombay) present an alternative model for sentence analysis using the prakāratā and viśeṣyatā concepts of the Navya-Nyāya school of philosophy. The paper is a comprehensive account of the alternative parsing model which the authors have tried on simple and complex sentences as well as discourses with anaphors and ellipsis.

Under category 4, the following six papers were presented:

In the paper “Citation Matching in Sanskrit Corpora Using Local Alignment”, the authors Abhinandan S. Prasad and Shrisha Rao from IIIT Bangalore experiment with a citation matching technique used in bioinformatics for Sanskrit corpora. Of particular interest is their method of approximate matching of Mahābhārata citations in Mahābhārata-tātparyanirṇaya using the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm which is generally used in scientific documents. Diwakar Mani in “RDBMS-Based Lexical Resource for Indian Heritage: The Case of Mahābhārata (MB)” presents his research work done at Jawaharlal Nehru University. The indexing system developed as part of this research is done in Java/JSP and MS SQL server with a Unicode input/output mechanism. The system is live at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/mb. The author has used BORI’s authoritative version of the MB text and has created a database system which allows three kinds of searches – direct search, alphabetical search and the search by structure of MB. The search results are listed as index of words, details of which can be obtained by following the link. As an extension, not typical of indices, the system also links the results with other lexical resources available on the internet through simple http connections. The significance of the work rests in the fact that in future, interlinked database resources of heritage texts can be developed which will make classical indological research more attractive. In another paper in this category—“Evaluating Tagsets for Sanskrit” Madhav Gopal, Diwakar Mishra and Priyanka Singh from Jawaharlal Nehru University compare existing tagsets for Sanskrit: JNU Sanskrit tagset (JPOS), Sanskrit consortium tagset (CPOS), MSRI-Sanskrit tagset (IL-POST), IIIT Hyderabad tagset (ILMT POS) and CIIL Mysore tagset for their LDCIL project (LDCPOS). The main goal behind this enterprise is to check the suitability of existing tagsets for Sanskrit. Indian language computing groups have created numerous tagsets and therefore it is very important that these are evaluated based on standard procedures. In this context, the paper by Oliver Hellwig titled “Performance of a Lexical and POS Tagger for Sanskrit” is very relevant. The paper reports testing the performance of SanskritTagger on more than 34 Sanskrit texts and does estimations of the error rates in automatic processing of Sanskrit. They also note the problems like segmentation, homonymy, complexities of Sanskrit morphology and syntax which affect the accuracy of automatic processing. “Knowledge Structure in Amarakośa” by Sivaja S. Nair and Amba Kulkarni presents a structural description of Amarakośa bringing out complex relationships that lexical items may have across kāṇḍas and vargas. The paper seems to suggest how a wordnet based on Amarakośa structure can be evolved for Indian languages. In “Gloss in Sanskrit Wordnet”, Malhar Kulkarni,
Iravati Kukarni, Chaitali Dangarikar and Pushpak Bhattacharya (IIT Mumbai) highlight the role of glosses in the wordnet and MRDs. Their paper also describes the experience in building Sanskrit wordnet which is based on the Hindi wordnet. The authors also report on the various wordnet activities on Indian languages based on the Hindi wordnet done at IIT Mumbai.

Under category 5, the following papers were presented:

“Vibhakti Divergence Between Sanskrit and Hindi” by Preeti Shukla, Devanand Shukl and Amba Kulkarni (University of Hyderabad) focuses on a specific kind of variance between a pair of languages under MT. Mapping Sanskrit (which is a synthetic language) vibhaktis to Hindi (which is post-positional in nature) is not easy due to many-to-one as well as one-to-many cases, and also because of many new features emerging in Hindi in the course of evolution. The authors examine this problem at the level of divergence and discuss each case in detail. In “Anaphora Resolution Algorithm for Sanskrit”, Pravin Pralayankar and Sobha Lalitha Devi (AU-KBC Research Centre, Anna University) have continued some of the recent work in this area with a more definite mechanism for resolving anaphora in Sanskrit. They have also implemented a system and have given performance evaluation based on 200 anaphoric sentences. The work on Sanskrit syntax and discourse has been minimal, and therefore the paper becomes very important for future research and development in this direction. The paper by Brendan S. Gillon (McGill University)—“Linguistic Investigations into Ellipsis in Classical Sanskrit – provides a detailed account of the distribution of Ellipsis in Sanskrit, its classification and linguistic analysis. Since not many scholars have ventured in this area of Sanskrit linguistics, this work is certainly going to be a fundamental document for researchers working this area.

Under category 6, the following papers were presented:

“Asiddhatva Principle in Computational Model of Asīḍhāṭhya” by Sridhar Subbanna (Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati) and Srinivasa Varakhedi (Sanskrit Academy, Osmania University, Hyderabad) has evolved from a previous work by the same authors on the conflict resolution techniques in Asṭādhyāyī. In this paper they have tried to map the asiddhatva principle to the concept of ‘filter’ so that all the cases of asiddha operations can be accounted for. In “Modeling Asṭādhyāyī—An Approach Based on the Methodology of Ancillary Disciplines (Vedaṅga)”, the author (Anand Mishra, University of Heidelberg) extends his previous works (as presented in the previous symposia at Paris and Hyderabad) and has adopted a new perspective. Since Pāṇini’s grammar is situated in the tradition of Vedaṅga (four of which deal with language), the organization of the text may have certain inheritances from the tradition. The author has exploited this fact in terms of the content, structure and operations of methodological enquiry of Vedaṅga and Asṭādhyāyī and has put together a generalized model with broader coverage.

This volume would not have been possible without the active support of my Ph.D. students Diwakar Mishra (from the Special Center for Sanskrit Studies)
and Ritesh Kumar (from the Center for Linguistics). Their LaTeX skills and unending enthusiasm were critical in finalizing this volume.

I also thank all the members of the Program Committee who took pains to review the papers in time despite their hectic schedules. My special thanks to the members of the Steering Committee, Local Advisory Committee and Organizing Committee for facilitating this event. I also thank the sponsors (Dept. of I.T., C.I.I.L. Mysore, Microsoft Research India and others who may confirm support later) whose generous support was key to organizing this symposium. Finally, a special mention of Springer for accepting to publish this volume.

I hope the readers will like the volume and it will lead to the popularization of computational linguistics amongst Sanskrit scholars and students.
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Rule Interaction, Blocking and Derivation in Pāṇini*

Rama Nath Sharma
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Honolulu, HI, U.S.A.
rama@hawaii.edu

1 Sāmānyya, Viśeṣa and Šeṣa

Pāṇini’s grammar is a class of rules formulated based on generalization abstracted from usage, so that the vast oceans of words could be properly understood. This class of rules will consist of general (utsarga) and their related particulars (viśeṣa). A general rule, since it is to be formulated with certain generalizations made about its scope of application, must yield to its related particulars which would necessarily require delineation of their own particular scope of application. A particular rule is thus formulated with particular properties relative to generalized properties. A general rule is supposed to pervade its scope of application in its entirety. It is in this sense that it is called vyāpaka (pervader). Since a particular rule is formulated with particular properties relative to the general, the scope of application of a particular must then be extracted from within the scope of its general counterpart. A related particular is called pervaded (vyāpya), since its scope of application is to be carved out from within the general scope of its corresponding utsarga, the pervader (vyāpaka). Rules whose application cannot be captured within the related class of general and particular have been classed as residual (śeṣa). A residual would thus fall outside of the applicational scope of its general and particular counterparts. For, it refers to a proposal which is yet to be made, close to its context (upayuktād anyah śeṣah).

Rules of Pāṇini’s grammar have been formulated with brevity though certainly not at the expense of clarity. Consideration of brevity demands that rule be formulated with terms and symbols. Condition of explicitness requires proper interpretation of rules, so that they could reach their desired context of application. Two rules may share a single context of application (sāvakāśa), thereby presenting the difficulty of selecting concurrent (yugapad) application, application in turn (paryāya), application of one by blocking the application of the other (bādhaka), or application of one over the other based on it being left with no context of application (niravakāśa). For a rule should apply only once

in realizing its desired goal of application (lakṣye laksanāṁ sakṛd eva pravartate). A rule which is formulated against a provision already made available to a rule, blocks the application of the other, obligatorily (nitya; yena nāprāpte yo vidhīr ārabhyate sa tasya bādhako bhavati). A prior (pūrva) rule may block the application of a rule which is subsequent (para) in the order of enumeration. A rule whose condition of application is internal (antarāṅga) to the other conditioned externally (bahirāṅga), blocks the application of the other. Relative power of application of these rules is determined in this order: pūrva ‘prior’, para ‘subsequent’, nitya ‘obligatory’, antarāṅga ‘externally conditioned’ and apavāda ‘exception, particular’.

Rules of grammar are likened to rain clouds which rain over land and water indiscriminately (parjanyaval laksanāṁ bhavanti). This indiscriminate raining of clouds over land and water with no consideration whatsoever of its beneficent, or malevolent, results, is not acceptable in the world of grammar. A parjanya enjoys a great deal of freedom when it comes to accomplishing its desired goal of raining (varṣana). A rule of grammar, on the other hand, does not enjoy as much freedom when it comes to its desired application. It has to be carefully restrained or its scope of application must be delineated with care, so that it can accomplish its desired (iṣṭa) goal.

Proper delineation of context of rule application depends on interpretation of rules. Since rules are interpreted as a sentence, and also since rules also share single sentence relationship with rules placed at different places in grammar, interpretation of rules become very difficult. This implies that interpretation of rules is two-fold, (i) where rules which share single sentence relationship are placed together in one place, and (ii) where rules which share single sentence relationship are placed at different places.

It is generally agreed that proper understanding of a rule is possible only when one considers the exposition of the learned (PŚ1: vyākhyaṁato viśeṣapratipattir na hi sandeḥād alaksanāṁ ). It is in this sense that Pāṇīniyas accept the notion of ekavākyatā ‘single sentence-ness’ for interpretation of a rule. A rule in its physical context can be interpreted as a single sentence rather easily. To interpret a rule as a single sentence in its functional context is not so easy. For, that rule could not be properly understood unless the single sentence interpretation of its physical context is brought close to its functional context of application. Now consider two interpretive conventions (PŚ2-3) which both are complementary to each other, and which scholars consider operative in the Aṣṭādhyāyī:

1. yathoddeśam saṁjnā-paribhāṣham
2. kāryakālam saṁjnā-paribhāṣham

These two views about interpretation of technical names (saṁjnā), and interpretive conventions (paribhāṣa), are called yathoddeśa ‘not going beyond the place where taught’ and kāryakāla ‘taught at the place where operative.’ A student may like to understand a rule, for example 1.1.2 adeṇi guṇah , right at the place where it is taught in the grammar. Some other student may like to understand this rule where, for example, rule 6.1.87 ād guṇah is taught with the use of the
term guna. He understands 1.1.2 adeśi gunah as a rule which assigns the name guna to aT and eN. He also learns that eN, per 1.1.71 ādir antyena sahetā with reference to inventory of sounds listed by the Śiva-sūtra, is an abbreviated symbol used with the denotation of e and o. An understanding of 1.1.70 taparas tatkālasya further explains that a specification made with -t (which shows here with the uppercase T) denotes duration (kāla) of ‘that which is used with T.’ He thus understands that guna is a name (samjñā) assigned to vowels a, e, and o. Rules 1.1.3 iko gunāvṛddhi, 1.1.49 śaśthi sthāneyogā and 1.1.67 tasmād ity uttarasya, similarly teach him that ‘a specification made with the genitive (saśthi) means ‘in place of’ (that which is specified with the genitive),’ and ‘a specification made with the ablative (pañcamī) means ‘after’ (that which is specified with the ablative).’ In addition, a replacement ordered with express mention of the terms guna and vṛiddhi must come in place of a vowel denoted by the abbreviated symbol iK (1.1.3 iko gunāvṛddhi). It is at the time of understanding the function (kārya), and thereby application of rule 6.1.87 ād gunah, that his samskāra ‘memory impressions’ of understanding 1.1.2 adeśi gunah, 1.1.3 iko gunāvṛddhi, 1.1.70 taparas tatkālasya, 1.1.71 ādir antyena sahetā and 1.1.67 tasmād ity uttarasya must be brought close to the context of 6.1.87 ād gunah, for its proper interpretation and application. The ablative of aT and the term guna, must serve as a mark (liṅga) for reconstruction of the full context of this rule by memory so that its application could be accomplished. Note that this rule is put in the domain (adhiśāra) of 6.1.72 samhitāyām, where samhitāyām 7/1, aci 7/1 (6.1.77 iko yan aci) and ekaḥ 1/1 pūrvaparayoh 6/1 (6.1.84 ekaḥ pūrvaparayoh) must be carried over to its context. The locative (saptami) of aci 7/1 and the genitive dual (saśthi dvivacana) of pūrvaparayoh 6/2 must also serve as marks for reconstructing memory impressions of rules 1.1.3 iko gunāvṛddhi, 1.1.49 śaśthi sthāneyogā and 1.1.67 tasmād ity uttarasya. This, in turn, facilitates his full understanding of rule 6.1.87. I now quote single sentence interpretation of this rule from the Kāśikāvṛtti:

avarṇāt paro yo’c aci ca pūrvo yo avarṇaḥ tayoḥ pūrvaparayoh avarṇācoḥ sthāne eko gunādeśo bhavati
‘a single replacement termed guna comes in place of both, the (guna) vowel which follows a, and the (guna vowel) a which precedes it, within the scope of samhitā ‘close proximity between sounds’

Notice that this preceding is a single sentence interpretation of rule 6.1. 87 ād gunah , presented in the physical context of samhitā (6.1.72 samhitāyām). But this interpretation cannot be considered yathoddeśa ‘place where guna is taught’ interpretation. For, it involves bringing memory impressions of rules placed outside the domain of rule 6.1.87 ād gunah. It must then be viewed as the kāryakāla at time when the rule is functional interpretation whereby rules necessary for proper interpretation of a rule are brought close to its context from the outside of its domain. It is to be noted that no derivation is possible without taking help from the kāryakāla view. What triggers this interpretation in the derivational process? It is triggered by the mark of definitional terms, and interpretive conventions (paribhāṣā). We see that guna is the mark of the definitional term guna
in rule 6.1.87 \( \text{ād guṇah} \). We also find \( \text{pañcamī} \) ‘ablative’, \( \text{saśthī} \) ‘genitive’ and \( \text{saptamī} \) ‘locative’ in words which are brought close to the context of rule 6.1.87 \( \text{ād guṇah} \), and trigger the reconstruction of \( \text{pañcamī} \), \( \text{saśthī} \), and \( \text{saptamī} \) from domains of rules placed outside this domain. This reconstruction is triggered by definitional and interpretational terms, and is accomplished by scanning rules where they have been used. This reconstruction entails bringing memory impressions of rules such as 1.1.2 \( \text{adeñ guṇah} \), 1.1.3 \( \text{iko guṇavṛddhi} \), 1.1.49 \( \text{saśthī} \) \( \text{sthāneyoga} \), 1.1.67 \( \text{tasmād ity uttarasya} \) and \( \text{tasminn iti nirdiṣṭe pūrvasya} \), to facilitate proper interpretation of rule 6.1.87 \( \text{ād guṇah} \). I have shown in the derivational section how derivations cannot be carried out without reference to antecedents of definitional and interpretational terms. I have used the word Referential Index (RI) for reconstruction of rule contexts triggered by marks of terms on hand.

2 General Blocking Considerations

Rule-interaction has been studied in the literature from the point of view of possibility of rule application (\( \text{prāpti-sambhava} \)). Once this possibility of application is ascertained in a context, we look at the context and give some serious consideration towards establishing the blocked-blocker relationship (\( \text{bādha-cintā} \)). Rules whose possibility of application is ascertained in a given context are called \( \text{sāvakāśa} \) (with valid scope of application). If two rules A and B become applicable in a given context \( \text{Z} \), a concurrent application of both rules is impossible. There are two possibilities:

1. Apply rules A and B in turn (\( \text{paryāya} \)), or
2. Apply only one rule by blocking the application of the other
3. A rule (\( \text{kakṣāṇa} \)) applies only once (\( \text{sakrād} \)) to reach its desired goal (\( \text{iṣṭa} \))

Here are some generally established blocking considerations:

1. B blocks the application of A if B is a particular (\( \text{viśeṣa} \)) related to its general (\( \text{utsarga} \)) counterpart A;
2. The \( \text{ākādārīya} \) proposal of \( \text{vipraṭiṣedha} \) ‘conflict among rules of equal strength’ whereby B blocks the application of A if B is subsequent (\( \text{para} \)) in the order of enumeration (1.4.1 \( \text{ā kadārād ekā saṃjñā} \) and 1.4.2 \( \text{vipraṭiṣedhe param. kāryam} \)).
3. The \( \text{ābhiya} \) proposal of rule suspension (\( \text{asiddhatva} \)) of 6.4.22 \( \text{asiddhavad atrābhāt} \).
4. The \( \text{tripādī} \) proposal of rule (8.2.1 \( \text{pūrvatrāśiddham} \) ) suspension (\( \text{asiddhatva} \)).
5. B blocks the application of A if B may be rendered without any scope of application (\( \text{niravakāśa} \)).
6. B blocks the application of A if B is obligatory (\( \text{nitya} \)).
7. B blocks A if B is internally conditioned (\( \text{antarāṅga} \)), as against A which is externally conditioned (\( \text{bahirāṅga} \)).
8. B blocks A if B is placed higher in relative hierarchy of rules in interaction. Consider the following interpretive convention of relative blocking from the Paribhāṣendūṣekhara of Nāgėśa: pūrvaparanityāntaraṇāpavādānānuttarottaram balīyāḥ ‘prior (pūrva), subsequent (para), obligatory (nitya), internally conditioned (antaraṇga) and exception (apavāda), are considered more powerful in this order.’

These blocking considerations express closely relate to the utsargāpavāda dichotomy of (1) general (sāmānyya), particular (viśeṣa) and residual (śeṣa). It is in this sense that Pāṇini’s grammar, the Aṣṭādhyāyī, is considered a set of ordered rules capable of deriving the infinity of utterances of the Sanskrit language.

3 Derivational System of the Aṣṭādhyāyī

The goal of grammar is to derive correct words (sabdā-nispatti) of the language. The tradition uses sabda ‘word’ in the general sense of an utterance which, given its basic purpose of serving as means of communication, can be referred to as a sentence. A word in its technical sense is accepted as fully derived, a pada which ends in two sets of affixes, namely sUP and tiN (1.4.14 suptiṇantam padam). This yields two pada types, subanta ‘that which ends in a sUP, and tiṇanta ‘that which ends in a tiN.’ Recall that this grammar imagines constituency of words in bases (prakṛti) and affixes (pratyaya), and as a result of operations (kārya) carried out with application of rules on input strings, yields a fully derived word. There are two types of bases, namely prātipadika ‘nominal stem’ and dhātu ‘verb root’:

1.2.45 - arthavad adhāturd apratyayāḥ prātipadikam ‘a non-root and non-affix word-form (sabdā-rūpa) which carries a meaning (arthavad) is termed prātipadika nominal stem.’
1.2.46 - kṛttaddhitasamāsāś ca ‘a word form which ends in affixes termed kṛt (3.1.93 kṛd atiṇi) and taddhita (4.1.76 taddhitāḥ), or which is termed samāsā (2.1.3 prāk-kaḍārāt samāsāḥ), is also termed prātipadika nominal stem.’
1.3.1 - bhūvādayo dhātavah ‘word-forms which are listed in groups headed by bhū ‘to be, become,’ and its likes, are termed dhātu.
3.1.33 - sanādyantā dhātavah ‘word-forms which end affixes saN, etc., are also termed dhātu.’

Note that nominal stems (prātipadika), and verb roots (dhātu) will be here considered as base-input (prakṛti). Affixes which are introduced after base-inputs are classified into three groups of (i) nīyāP ‘those which are formed with a common ṇī (NīP /NīS /NīN ) and āP (CāP /TāP /DāP ), (ii) Vibhakti : ‘nominal inflectional endings (sUP)’ and ‘verbal inflectional endings (tiN),’ (iii) kṛt (3.1.93 kṛd atiṇi) and taddhita (4.1.76 taddhitāḥ). Now consider the following rules:
3.1.7 - dhātoḥ karmanah samānakartkād icchāyām vā (san) ‘affix saN is, optionally, introduced after a verb root used with the denotation of object of is ‘to desire, wish,’ provided its agent (kartr) is the same as the agent of is.’

For example, kartum icchati → cikirṣatī, where cikirṣa ‘to wish to do’ is a root derived with affix saN, introduced after the verbal root DUKṛN ‘to do.’ This derived base input can then gain access to the domain of 3.1.91 dhātoḥ whereby cikirṣa, with introduction of LAT → tiP, and SaP would yield cikirṣatī, a verbal pada.

3.1.8 supa atmanah kyac ‘affix KyaC is, optionally, introduced after a pada which ends in a sUP, and is used with the denotation of an object wished for one’s own (ātmanah).’

For example, ātmanah putraṁ icchatī → putrīyatī, where putrīya ‘to wish a son of one’s own’ is a root derived with affix saN introduced after putra + am, a pada ending in sUP.

3.1.91 - dhātoḥ ‘after a verb root’
3.2.123 - vartamāne lat ‘affix LAT is introduced after a verb root when action is denoted at the current time’
3.4.77 - lasya ‘in place of that which is formed with a LA’
3.4.78 - tiptasjhi-sipthastha-mivbasmas-tātānjhathāsāthām-dhvamiḍvahimahiṇ ‘the affixes tiP, tas, jhi, etc.’ For example, pac + LAT → tiP → pac + ŠaP + tiP = pacati, a verbal pada which ends in a tiN.

4.1.1 - āṇya-pratipadikāt ‘an affix is introduced after that which ends in an affix, formed with āṇ and āP (TāP/CāP/DāP; ĀP/ĀS/ĀN), or after that which is termed a pratipadika (nominal stem)’
4.1.2 - svaujasmaut chas tabhāyāmhiṇ ‘an affix denoted by sUP is introduced after that which ends in an affix formed with ĀP and āP, or after that which is termed a pratipadika’

Table 1. The tiN affixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prathama</th>
<th>tiP</th>
<th>tas</th>
<th>jhi</th>
<th>3rd person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>madhyama</td>
<td>siP</td>
<td>thas</td>
<td>tha</td>
<td>2nd person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uttama</td>
<td>miP</td>
<td>vas</td>
<td>mas</td>
<td>1st person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ātmanepada ‘middle’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prathama</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>ātām</td>
<td>jha</td>
<td>3rd person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>madhyama</td>
<td>thās</td>
<td>āthām</td>
<td>dhvam</td>
<td>2nd person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uttama</td>
<td>iṬ</td>
<td>vahi</td>
<td>mahn</td>
<td>1st person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. The sUP affixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ekavacana ‘singular’</th>
<th>dvivacana ‘dual’</th>
<th>bahuvacana ‘plural’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prathama</td>
<td>sU</td>
<td>au</td>
<td>Jas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devśiyā</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>auT</td>
<td>Sas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tṛtyā</td>
<td>Tā</td>
<td>bhyām</td>
<td>bhis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caturthī</td>
<td>Ne</td>
<td>bhyām</td>
<td>bhyas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paṃcamī</td>
<td>NasI</td>
<td>bhyām</td>
<td>bhyas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāṭhī</td>
<td>Nas</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>ām</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saptamī</td>
<td>Nī</td>
<td>os</td>
<td>sU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3 striyām ‘an affix is introduced after a nominal stem when feminine is denoted’
4.1.4 ajādyataḥ tāp ‘affix TāP is introduced after a nominal stem...
4.1.5 ṛṇeḥhyo niṇip ‘affix NiP is introduced after a nominal stem extracted from the group headed by aja ‘goat,’ or one which ends in -a’
4.1.76 taddhitāḥ ‘affixes termed taddhita...’

A form which ends in the feminine suffixes TāP, NiP etc., is not assigned the name prātipadika. It, however, gains access to the domain of 4.1.1 niyāp-prātipadikāt as a base-input again since its suffix is marked with niyāp. This time it must opt for application of 4.1.2 svaujasmaut..., whereby, with introduction of sUP, it subsequently yields a pada.

4.1.82 samarthānāṃ prathamād vā ‘a taddhita affix, namely aN (read with
4.1.83 prāg divyato’ān) is introduced after the first among syntactically related nominal pada.’

Consider upagu + Nās, a nominal pada which, with introduction of the taddhīta affix aN, yields aupagava, a nominal stem. This nominal stem must now get access to the domain of 4.1.1 niyāp-prātipadikāt, whereby, with introduction of sUP (4.1.2 svaujasmaut...) it yields aupagavāḥ ‘male descendant of upagu’, a nominal pada. Note however, that a base-input ending in a taddhīta affix may gain access to the domain of 4.1.3 striyām for yielding a nominal base ending in a feminine affix. The output of this application will then go for access to the domain of 4.1.1 niyāp-prātipadikāt for application of 4.1.2 svaujasmaut... This clearly establishes the cyclic nature of these domain accesses.

It is clear from the definitions of nominal stems and roots that they each have two sets of forms, simple and derived. A nominal pada which ends in a sUP can also serve as a base input for introduction of taddhīta affixes under the provision of rule 4.1.82 samarthānāṃ prathamād vā. This will still yield a nominal stem, and with the introduction of a sUP would yield a nominal pada. A kṛt affix can be introduced after a verbal base under the co-occurrence condition of a nominal pada, whereby a form which ends in a kṛt affix is termed a nominal stem. For
example, *kumbhakāra* ‘pot-maker’ which is a derived nominal stem. This can access the domain of 4.1.1 *nīyāp-prātipadikāt*, where with the introduction of *sU* of 4.1.2 *svaujasmaut*... it yields *kumbhakāraḥ*, a nominal *pada*. A *pada* which ends in a *sUP* can also be combined with another, also ending in a *sUP*, to yield a compound (2.1.3 *saha supā; samāsa*), again termed a nominal stem. Affixes *saN*, etc., can be introduced after a base-input termed *dhātu*, whereby a form which ends in them is again termed *dhātu*, a derived verb root. An affix of this class, for example *KyaC*, can also be introduced after a nominal *pada*, for example *putra + am*, under some co-occurrence condition to yield *putrīya*, a verb root. This verb root can then yield a verbal *pada*, for example *putrīyat* ‘he wishes a son of his own.’ Finally, affixes formed with the two shared elements *Nī* and *aP* are introduced after a nominal *pada*, for example *putra + am*, under some co-occurrence condition to yield *putrīya*, a verb root.

This verb root can then yield a verbal *pada*, for example *putrīyat* ‘he wishes a son of his own.’ Finally, affixes formed with the two shared elements *Nī* and *aP* are introduced after a nominal *pada*, for example *putra + am*, under some co-occurrence condition to yield *putrīya*, a verb root. Note that this set of six base-inputs which denote feminine are not classed as a nominal stem, or verb root. They are, characterized as ending in affixes formed with *Nī* and *aP* instead.

This controlled description of a fully derived word by way of bases (*prakr. ti*), affixes (*pratyaya*) and operations (*kārya*) may give the impression to many that the Aṣṭādhyāyī is a morphological grammar, even more so because a *pada* is its final output. It is true that Pāṇini accepts *pada* as the final output of his grammar. But his *pada* ends in a *sUP*, *onaṭ* (1.4.14 *supti ˙nantam padam*). These *sUP* and *tiN* affixes which come as terminal elements in a *pada* are introduced after bases which carry meaning. The *sUP* and *tiN* affixes themselves express meanings both grammatical and notional. The meaning of a base is always notional. Grammatical and notional meanings are expressed by affixes, including *sUP* and *tiN*. For example, consider *nara + sU + odana + am* → *narah odanam*, and *pac + LAT* → *pac + ˙SaP+tiP = pac + a + ti = pacati = narah odanam pacati* ‘the man cooks rice,’ where affix *LAT* is introduced after *pac*, a verbal base-input. Rule *lah karman. ic abh ¯ave c¯akarmakebhyah.* states that a *LA*-affix is introduced after a transitive (*sakarmaka*) verb root when *kartr. ‘agent’ and *karman ‘object’ are denoted. This same *LAT* can also be introduced after an intransitive (*akarmaka*) verb root when *kartr. and bh¯ava ‘root-sense’ are denoted. The *-ti* of *pacati* is selected as a replacement of *LAT* with the choice of expressing *kartr. ‘agent.’

This choice of expressing *kartr* with *-ti* has consequence for selecting the nominal inflectional ending *sUP* after *nara* and *odana* which happen to be the named *kartr* and *karman* of the sentence. Now consider rule 2.3.1 *anabhihite* which makes a restrictive provision for selection of *sUP*. This rule would allow the selection of a *sUP* only when the denotatum of *sUP* is not already expressed. The *dvitiyā ekavacana* ‘accusative’ ending *-am* of *sUP* which is selected for introduction after *odana* expresses the named object (*karman*) of *pac*. This is made possible because the *-ti* of *pacati* has expressed *kartr*, and the *karman* is not already expressed (2.3.1 *anabhihite; 2.3.2 karmaṇi dvitiyā*). The choice to express *kartr* by 2.3.18 *kartr-karaṇayos tṛtiyā* was not allowed in case of *nara*, the named agent of the sentence, because the *-ti* of *pacati* has already expressed it. It is for this reason that the *prathamā-ekavacana* ‘nominative singular’ ending
of 2.3.46 prātipadikārtha... had to be introduced after nara to express nothing but the sense of the nominal stem (prātipadikārtha). If a choice is made to express the karman with the verbal pada at the time of selection of tiN, a replacement of LAT, rule 2.3.1 anabhīhite would not allow introduction of -am after odana to express the karman. The nominative singular ending sU would be then introduced after odana to express its nominal stem notion. The kartr of the sentence would then be expressed by 2.3.18 kartr-karṇaṇayos trtīyā. The sentence would then be nareṇa odanaṁ pacyate, a passive counterpart of the active naraḥ odanaṃ pacati. This clearly shows that a pada in Pāṇini expresses grammatical and notional relations in a sentence. Furthermore, its derivation must adhere to certain selectional restrictions which bear upon the derivation of a sentence as a whole. I shall subsequently show how derivation of complex bases is related closely to expression of kartr, karman and bhāva, thereby yielding complex sentential strings. This expression of kartr, karman, and bhāva directly relates to derivation of simple and complex sentences, and the derivational paths the strings follow.

Pāṇini derives words (pada; 1.4.14 suptiniantam padam) by first extracting them from sentences, and then by analyzing their constituency in terms of bases and affixes. A formal string of base(s) and affix(es) is then processed through a network of rule applications to yield a fully derived pada. Since a pada necessarily carries an impression of grammatical and notional relations, and such relations are part of sentential meaning, a pada shares dependency relationship with a sentence. A pada cannot be fully derived without reference to its syntactic context. It thus becomes necessary for grammar to first present an abstract syntactic representation of a sentence. Since action (kriyā) forms the central denotatum of a Sanskrit sentence, its abstract syntactic representation is presented as an action-complex with participants, namely the kāraka. Pāṇini sets up six kāraka categories, namely apādāna, sampradāna, karaṇa, adhikaraṇa and kartr, in this order.

Note that agent (kartr) is a kāraka which is independent of all other kārakas in the sense that the action (kriyā) must necessarily have it as a participant. All other kārakas are named by the action depending on its own nature. It is not necessary for all six kārakas to participate in accomplishment of all actions. It is also not necessary that a speaker may not look at the role of a given kāraka as that of some other. Consider the following sentences where apādāna could not be brought as a participant kāraka:

1. bhṛtyah vane kāṣṭhāṁ sthālyāṁ odanaṁ pacati kumbhakārāya ‘the servant cooks rice in a pot with wood in the forest for the pot-maker’
2. bhṛtyena vane kāṣṭhāṁ sthālyāṁ odanaṁ pacyate kumbhakārāya ‘rice is cooked in a pot with wood in the forest for the pot-maker by the servant’

These two sentences are related in the sense that (1) is an action, and the other is its passive counterpart. Since Pāṇini derives them with a common string, I shall present the abstract conceptual structure (CS) of the active, namely the first sentence. A CS would constitute an action-complex where < action> will
be central. Each CS will obligatorily have at least one participant, namely agent \( \text{kart} \), who will bring other participating kārakas into action, if the speaker so desires.

Let us now return to the CS of sentences (1):

CS1: \( bhṛtyaḥ vane kāṣṭhāḥ sthāyāṁ odanam pacati \) ‘x engages in accomplishing the action named \( y \) (softening) intended for \( z \) at a place named \( r \) in \( m \), a receptacle’

This sentence has five participants in its action complex, where since the agent is expressed with the verbal \( pada \) \( \text{pacati} \). In fact \( \text{pacati} \), by itself, can be accepted as a single \( \text{pada} \) sentence with its third person singular agent already expressed. I shall next show the derivation of \( \text{pacati} \) ‘he / she / it cooks,’ along with the derivation of other \( \text{padas} \) of the sentence (1).

**Participant(s)** \( \text{< kart}> \)

**Action** \( \text{<vikliṭṭi ‘softening’}> \) \( (3) \) \( \text{pacati ‘he cooks’} \)

**step #1**

\( \text{pac ‘to cook’} \)

1.3.1 \( bhūvadayo dhātavaḥ \)

**step #2**

\( \text{pac} \rightarrow \text{pac} \ + \ \text{LAT} \)

3.1.91 \( \text{dhātoḥ} \)

\{3.1.1 \( \text{pratyayaḥ} \)

3.1.2 \( \text{paraś ca,} \)

3.1.3 \( \text{ādyudāttaḥ ca,} \)

3.1.4 \( \text{anudāttaḥ suppitau} \)

\#1.1.67 \( \text{tasmād ity uttarasya} \)

3.2.123 \( \text{vartamāne lat.} \)

‘affix \( \text{LAT} \) is introduced after a verb root when action is denoted at the current time’

3.4.69 \( \text{laḥ karmanī ca bhāve cākarmakebhyaḥ} \)

‘a \( \text{LA-} \text{affix} \) is introduced after a transitive ( \( \text{sakarmaka} \) verb root when \( \text{kart} \) ‘agent’ and \( \text{karman} \) ‘object’ are denoted; it is introduced after an intransitive ( \( \text{akarmaka} \) verb root when \( \text{kart} \) ‘agent’ and \( \text{bhāva} \) are denoted’

\( \rightarrow \text{pac} \ + \ \text{LAT} \)

\( <\text{dhātu / sakarmaka / pratyaya / anudātta / vartamāna / kart}/ \ \text{LAT}> \)

**step #3**

\( \text{pac} \ + \ (\text{LAT} \ → \ \text{tiP}) \ = \ \text{pac} \ + \ \text{tiP} \)

3.4.77 \( \text{laṣya ‘in place of that which is formed with LA (LAT)} \)

\#1.1.49 \( \text{sāṣṭhī sthāneyogā} \)

3.4.78 \( \text{tip-tas-jhi-sip-tha-mip-vas-mas-ta-ātām-jha-thās-āthām- dhvam-id-vahi-mahiī} \)

\( \rightarrow \text{pac} \ + \ \text{tiP} \)

\( <\text{tiN}> \)
Rule Interaction, Blocking and Derivation in Pāṇini

1.4.99 *lah* parasmaipadam ‘a LA-replacement is termed parasmaipada’

1.4.100 *tāriṇāv* ātmanepadam ‘replacements of LA denoted by *taN*, and also *āna*, are termed ātmanepada’

1.4.102 *tāny ekavacana-dvivacana-bahuvacanaṁ ekāsaḥ* ‘elements of triads of *tiN* are termed ekavacana, dvivacana and bahuvacana, one after the other’

1.4.104 vibhaktiś ca ‘triads of *sUP*, and *tiN*, are termed vibhakti’

1.4.107 *tiṇas triṇi triṇi prathamamadhyamottamāḥ* ‘each triad of *tiN* is termed prthama, madhya and uttama’

3.1.67 sārvadhātuka yak ‘yaK’ is introduced after a verb root when an affix termed sārvadhātuka follows’

3.4.113 *tiṇisit sārvadhātukam* ‘that which is a *tiN*, or is marked with *Ś* as an it, is termed sārvadhātuka’

3.1.91 *dhātuvah* is the heading (adhikāra) of the domain and it also contains the term *dhātu* with which the base

Let us now return to the derivation of (3) *pacati*, our base-input *pac* activates the grammatical device and is assigned the term *dhtu* by the rule 1.3.1 bhūvādayo *dhātavah* of the Controlling Domain (CD; *adhyāya* one). It is then sent for scanning domain headings in the Obligatory Domain (OD; *adhyāya* three through five) of the grammar for possible rule application. It locates the domain of 3.1.91 *dhātovah* for possible rule application because *dhātovah* is the heading (ad- hikāra) of the domain and it also contains the term *dhātu* with which the base
input is identified. Term assignment (Naming a term) thus guides a base-input in locating domain of possible rule application. Further scanning of this domain, especially in view of its CS marker of \(<vartamāna>\) ‘current time,’ facilitates application of rule 3.2.123 \(vartamāne\) \(\text{lat.}\). This rule must be interpreted with the obligatory anuvṛtti of 3.1.1 pratyayaḥ, 3.1.2 paraś ca, 3.1.3 ādyudattasaś ca and 3.1.4 anudattau suppitau. For these form the rule-context of the larger domain of which 3.1.91 \(dhātoḥ\) is an interior domain. This is how 3.1.123 \(vartamāne\) \(\text{lat.}\) yields the meaning, ‘affix (pratyaya) \(\text{lat.}\) is introduced after the transitive (\(sakarmaka\)) verb root \(pac\) when action is accomplished at the current time (\(vartamāna\)); it is also marked with \(udatta\) at the beginning (3.1.3 ādyudattasaś ca).

Since rule 3.1.91 \(dhātoḥ\) is marked with \(pañcamī\) ‘ablative,’ rule 1.1.67 \(\text{tasmād ity uttaraśyā}\) becomes operative. This assures that affix \(\text{lat.}\) is introduced not just after (3.1.2 paraś ca) \(pac\), but ‘immediately after’ \(pac\). Our string \(pac + \text{LAT.}\) must now scan the domain looking for application of a rule guided by introduction of the term \(\text{LAT.}\). We find rule 3.4.69 \(lah\) \(karmaṇī ca bhāve cākarmakebhyaḥ\) whereby we learn that a \(\text{LA-affix}\) is introduced after an intransitive verb root when \(karti\) and \(karman\) are to be denoted. Our string \(pac + \text{LAT.}\), where \(pac\) is marked with \(<\text{sakarmaka}>\) and \(\text{LAT.}\) is marked with \(<\text{pratyaya}, \text{initial udatta}>\) (3.1.1-3.13), + \(karti\), + \(karman\) (3.4.69), now moves to the application of rules 3.4.77 \(\text{lasya}\) and 3.4.78 \(\text{tip-tas-jhi-sip-tha-mip-vas-mas...}\) where it is faced with the problem of selecting one \(tiN\)-element out of eighteen. Recourse must now be taken to reconstruction of referential index triggered by the terms \(\text{LAT.}\) and \(tiN\) whereby rules 1.4.99, 1.4.100, 1.4.102, 1.4.104, 1.4.107 and 1.4.108 are brought close to application of rules 43.4.77 and 3.4.78. This is how we select \(tiP\), an active (\(\text{parasmaipada}\)) third personal (\(\text{prathamam}\)) singular (\(\text{ekavacana}\)) ending (\(\text{vibhakti}\)) with the denotation of \(karti\) ‘agent.’ Two things must be noted here: (i) selection of \(-\text{ti}\) is made on the basis of choice expression of \(karti\) ‘agent’ with reference to 3.4.69 \(lah\) \(karmaṇī ca bhāve cākarmakebhyaḥ\); (ii) the anudatta accent assigned to \(\text{LAT.}\) in view of 3.1.2 ādyudattasaś ca must be replaced with the anudatta of 3.1.4 anudattau suppitau, based on \(P\) as an \(it\) of \(tiP\). The following is the summary representation of \(tiN\)-selection:

\[
\begin{align*}
1.4.99 & \text{lah parasmaipadam} & <\text{parasmaipada}> \\
1.4.100 & \text{tātānaṇāv ātmanepadam} & <\text{ātmanepada}> \\
1.4.101 & \text{tiṇastraṇirśtriniprathamamadhyāya...} & <\text{prathama}> \\
1.4.102 & \text{tāny ekavacana-dvivacana...} & <\text{ekavacana}> \\
1.4.104 & \text{vibhaktiś ca} & <\text{vibhakti}> \\
1.4.108 & \text{śese prathamamah} & <\text{prathama}> \\
1.4.22 & \text{dvyeKayor dvivacanaıkavacane} & <\text{ekavacana}> \\
\end{align*}
\]

The \(-\text{ti}\) of our string \(pac + \text{LAT.} \rightarrow ti\) \((P \rightarrow \phi) = pac + ti\) is now assigned the term \(sārvadhātuka\) by rule 3.4.113 \(tiṇiṣit sārvadhātukam\). This triggers the reconstruction of the term \(<sārvadhātuka>\) which, via reverse scanning, leads to application of rule 3.1.68 \(karti\) \(ŠaP\) read with 3.1.67 \(sārvadhātuke\) \(\text{yak}\). This rule introduces affix \(ŠaP\) after the verb root \(pac\) under the right condition of a \(sārvadhātuka\) affix, namely \(-\text{ti},\) used with the denotation of \(karti\) ‘agent.’ Notice
that rules 3.4.78 *tiptasjhisipthastha*. which introduces *-ti* is in the fourth quarter of *adhyaṣya* three. Rule 3.1.68 *kartari śap* which introduces *ŚaP* is placed in the first quarter of *adhyaṣya* three, even before 3.1.91 *dhātoḥ* within whose domain 3.2.123 *vartamāne laṭ* introduced affix *LAṬ*. The selection of *-ti*, via reconstruction of *LAṬ* and *tiN*, not only helps the selection of *-ti* but also facilitates application of 3.1.68 *kartari śap*, by way of *-ti* as right condition of application. This application is made possible by reconstruction of the term <sārvadhatuka>. Our string *pac + (Ś → φ)*<P → φ> + *ti = pa + a + ti* can exit this domain, and with assignment of new term in the Controlling Domain (CD), must gain access to domains of further rule application. A summary representation of terms which facilitated this derivation can be made in the form of a string with rule numbers as follows:

<dhātu / sakarmaka (1.3.1) / pratyaya (3.1.1) / anudāṭta (3.1.4) / vartamāna (3.2.123) / kartṛ (3.4.68) / LAṬ (3.2.123) / tiN (3.4.78) / parasmaipada (1.4.99) / prathama (1.4.101) / vibhakti (1.4.104) / ekavacana (1.4.12) / pada (1.4.14)>

(4) bhṛtyaḥ ‘servant’

Participant: <kartṛ>

Action *pac ‘to cook’* <viklitti/dhātu/sakarmaka /+ kartṛ>

bhṛtyaḥ ‘servant’

step #1

bhṛtya <prātipadika>

1.2.45 arthavat adhātur apratīyaḥ prātipadikam ‘that which is meaningful (arthavat), non-root (adhātuḥ) and non-affix (apratīyaḥ) is termed prātipadika’

1.4.53 svatantraḥ karttā; ‘kartṛ is independent (svatantra)’

→ bhṛtya ‘servant’ <prātipadika; kartṛ>

step #2

bhṛtya → bhṛtya + sU

4.1.1 nyāp-prātipadikāt ‘an affix occurs after that which is marked with *niyāp*, or else is a nominal stem’

4.1.2 su-au-jas-ām-āu-śa-ṭā-bhyām-bhis-īc-bhyām-bhyās-īnā-bhyām-bhyās-īnas-os-ām-īi-os-sup ‘the nominal endings *sUP*’

→ bhṛtya + sU

#sUP-selection

2.3.1 anabhihitā ‘when not already expressed’

2.3.64 prātipadikārthālīṅgaparimāṇavacanamāitre prathama ‘prathama ‘nomi-
native’ is used when sense of the nominal stem (prātipadikārtha), gender (liṅga) and number (vacana), alone, is to be expressed’

→ bhṛtya + sU <prātipadika/kartṛ/sUP/sU/ ekavacana>

1.4.22 dvyeKayor dvivacanaikavacane ‘dvivacana ‘dual’ and ekavacana ‘singu-
lar’ occur when ‘two-ness, duality’ and ‘one-ness, singularity’ is to be denoted’

1.4.100 ...trīṇi trīṇi... ‘each triad...’ <ekavacana>

1.4.102 tāṇy ekavacana-dvivacana-bahuvacanāny ekusah ‘elements of triads of *tiN* are termed ekavacana, dvivacana and bahuvacana, one after the other’ <ekavacana>

1.4.103 supah ‘elements of triads of *sUP* are termed ekavacana,
dvivacana and bahuvacana, one after the other’ <sUP>

1.4.104 vibhaktiś ca ‘triads of sUP, and tiN, are termed vibhakti’

step #3 <vibhakti>

bhṛtya + s(U → ϕ) = bhṛtya + s

1.4.13 yasmāt prayayavidhis tadādi... <aṅga>

6.1 aṅgasya (no rule application in the aṅga domain)

1.4.14 supitnantam padam <pada>

1.4.110 virāmo’ vasānam <avasāna>

1.2.41 aprkta ekāl prayayah ‘an affix formed with a single sound segment is termed aprkta’ <aprkta>

step #4

8.1.16 padasya ‘of that which is a pada’ <pada>

8.2.66 sasajus.or u h. −→ bhṛtya + (s −→ r (U −→ ϕ)) → bhṛtya + r

8.3.15 kharvasānayor visarjanīyāḥ <avasāna> → bhṛtya + (r −→ ḷ) = bhṛtyah ‘servant’ <pada>

Referential Index

<prittipadika / kartr/ vibhakti / prathamā / sU / ekavacana / pada / avasāna / aprkta>

The derivation of pada (4) bhṛtyah ‘servant’ begins with the base-input bhṛtya which is assigned the term pratiṣṭhāna by rule 1.2.46 ardhavat adhātur apratyaḥ... of the Controlling Domain (CD). Our string bhṛtya <pratiṣṭhāna> is now sent to the Obligatory Domain (OD) for locating an interior domain where possibility of rule application is indicated by the term pratiṣṭhāna. The interior domain of 4.1.1 ṣṇyay-pratiṣṭhāna is selected because the rule is formed with the term pratiṣṭhāna in it. The application of rule 4.1.2 svaujaṃ autoṣṭhaḥbhyaṃ... poses the problem of selecting one sUP affix out of twenty-one. Similar to tiN-selection of (1) pacati, recourse must be taken to reconstruct the referential index of sUP. The selection of the nominative (prathamā) singular (ekavacana) ending (vibhakti) will be made by bringing the following rules close to its context via reconstruction of referential index of sUP:

1.4.102 täny ekavacana-dvivacana-bahuvacanāny ekaśaḥ ‘elements of triads of tiN are termed ekavacana, dvivacana and bahuvacana, one after the other’ <ekavacana>

1.4.103 supaḥ ‘elements of triads of sUP are termed ekavacana, dvivacana and bahuvacana, one after the other’

1.4.104 vibhaktiś ca ‘triads of sUP, and tiN, are termed vibhakti’

1.4.22 deyekayor dvivacanaikekacana ‘ekavacana ‘singular’ and dvivacana ‘dual’ are used when singularity and duality is denoted’

2.3.1 anabhihit ‘when not expressed otherwise’

2.3.46 pratiṣṭhānaḥ ṣṇyeyaparimāṇavacananamātre prathamā ‘prathamā is introduced when nothing but the sense of the nominal stem (pratiṣṭhāna), gender (liṅga), measure (parimāṇa) and number (vacana) is denoted’
Note here that this selection of \(-sU\) is made under the restrictive provision of 2.3.1 \(anabhihite\). This rule can allow the selection of a \(SUP\) if its denotaum is not already expressed otherwise. Since \(pacati\) has already expressed the named \(kartr\) of the sentence, \(bhartya\) must now be introduced with the nominative singular \(-sU\) to express nothing but its own sense (\(pratipadikärtha\)), per rule 2.3.46 ‘\(pratipadikärthali\)garpaparimāṇa\text{-}vacana\text{-}mātra\ text{-}prathamā.’ Our string \(bhartya + s (U \rightarrow \phi)\) is now sent to the Controlling domain where it is assigned the term \(pada\) (1.4.14 \(upti\) \(nantam\) \(padam\)). This term then facilitates scanning of domain headings beyond \(adhyāya\) five (Obligatory Domain), and thereby access to the domain of rules headed by 8.1.16 \(padasya\). Rule 8.2.66 \(sasajus\) or \(u h\) then replaces the \(-s\) with \(r (\bar{U} \rightarrow \phi)\), thereby yielding \(bhṛtya + r\). This \(-r\) is then replaced with \(visarjan\) of rule 8.3.15 \(kharavānayor visarjanīya\). Note however that rule 8.3.15 turns the \(-s\) turned \(-r\) to \(visarga\) under the condition of \(-s\) termed \(apṛkta\) (1.2.41 \(apṛkta\ ekāl pratyayaḥ\)). We now have \(bhṛtya + (r \rightarrow h) = bhṛtyaḥ\), a \(pada\).

The derivational history of \(bhṛtyaḥ\) can be captured with the following string of terms of its referential index which guided the derivation:

\(<\text{pratipadika} (1.2.45) / \text{kartr} (1.4.53) / \text{SUP} (4.1.2) / \text{vibhakti} (1.4.104) / \text{prathamā} (2.3.46) / \text{sU} (4.1.2) / \text{ekavacana} (1.4.22) / \text{pada} (1.4.53) / \text{avasāna} (1.4.110) / \text{apṛkta} (1.2.41)\>)

\[(5) \text{vana} ‘\text{forest}’ \quad <\text{pratipadika}; \text{adhikaraṇa}>\]

1.2.45 \text{arthavād adhātur apratyayaḥ pratipadikam}

4.1.1 \text{nyāp-pratipadikāt}

1.4.45 \text{ādhāro’ dhikaraṇam}

#similar to step #2 of (4) \(bhṛtyaḥ\)

4.1.2 \text{svaujasmaut,… \# SUP-selection}

2.3.1 \text{anabhihite}

2.3.36 \text{saptamyaḍhikaraṇe ca}

\(→ \text{vana + ṇī} \quad →\)

6.1.87 \text{ād gunāḥ} (6.1.72 saṃhitāyām)

\[(6) \text{kāṣṭha ‘\text{wood}’} \quad <\text{pratipadika}; \text{karaṇa}>\]

1.2.45 \text{arthavād adhātur apratyayaḥ prātipadikam}

4.1.1 \text{nyāp-pratipadikāt}

1.4.42 \text{sādhaṅkataṁam karaṇam}

#similar to step #2 of (4) \(bhṛtyaḥ\)

4.1.2 \text{svaujasmaut,…}

2.3.1 \text{anabhihite}

2.3.18 \text{kartr-karaṇayos trītiyā}

\(→ \text{kāṣṭha + bhīs}\)

1.4.13 \(yasmāt pratyaya\text{-}vidhis tadādi pratyaye’ ngam\)

6.4.1 \text{aṅgasya kāṣṭha + bhīs}

7.1.9 \text{aṅga bhīs ais}\n
\(→ \text{kāṣṭha} (\text{bhīs} \rightarrow \text{ais})\)

\(\text{kāṣṭha + ais (s} \rightarrow \text{h})\)
kāśṭhaiḥ ‘woods,’ a pada

(7) odana ‘rice’<prātipadika; karman>

1.2.45 arthavad adhātur apratyayaḥ prātipadikam
4.1.1 niyāp-prātipadikāt
1.4.49 kartur īpsitatamāṃ karma
#similar to step #2 of (4) bhṛtyaḥ
4.1.2 svaujasmauat...

→ odana + am
6.1.72 saṃhitāyām
6.1.106 ami pūrvaḥ

→ odan(a+a → a)m = odanam
= odanam ‘rice,’ a pada

(8) sthāḥ <prātipadika; adhikarana>  

1.4.45 ādhāro’ dhikaranaṃ...

(9) kumbhakārāya
1.2.45 arthavad adhātur apratyayaḥ prātipadikam
4.1.1 niyāp-prātipadikāt
1.4.49 karmanā yaṃ abhiprāti sa sampradānam
#similar to step #2 of (4) bhṛtyaḥ
4.1.2 svaujasmauat...

2.3.1 anabhīhite

2.3.13 caturthi sampradāne

→ kumbhakāra + Łe

1.4.13 yasmāt pratyayavidhīs tadādi pratyaye’ ōgam
6.4.1 aṅgasya

7.1.13 īer yaḥ

→ kumbhakāra + (ňe → ya)
= kubhakāra + ya
7.3.102 supi ca

→ kumbhakār (a → ā ) + ya
= kumbhakārāya

(10) kumbhakāraḥ

(a) DUKrN → 1.3.1 bhūvādayo dhātavah <dhātu>

→ 1.3.3 halantyam

→ 1.3.5 ādirnījūdavah

→ 1.3.9 tasya lopah (it-deletion)

(DU → )kṛ(Ñ → φ) = kṛ

(b) kṛ → 3.1.91 dhātoḥ

1.1.62 tasmād ity uttarasya
3.1.1 pratyayah
3.1.2 paraś ca

3.1.3 ādyudāttaḥ ca <ādyudātta>
3.2.1 karmany api <karman>
3.1.92 tatropadama saptamśtham \(<upapada>\) ‘that which is specified in this domain of dhātoḥ with the saptamī ‘locative’ is termed \(upapada\) ‘conjoined pada’

3.4.67 kartari kṛt \(<kartṛ>\)
\[kṛ + a(N \longrightarrow φ) = kṛ + a \ (it\ -deletion)\]

1.4.49 kartur īpsitatamaṁ karma \(<\text{karman}>\)

2.3.1 anabhīhīte

2.3.65 kartṛ-karmaṇoḥ kṛti \(<\text{karman} / kartṛ>\)
\[→kumbha + am\]
\[→kumbha + ām kṛ + a\]

2.2.19 upapadam atiṁie \(<\text{upapada}>)\)

2.1.3 prākkaḍārāt saṃsāṣaḥ \(<\text{samāsa}>)\)
\[→kumbha am kāra\]

1.2.46 kṛt-taddhitasamāsāś ca \(<\text{prātipadika}>\)

2.4.71 supo dhātraprātipadikaṣyoḥ
\[→kumbha + (am \longrightarrow φ) + kāra\]
\[= kumbhakārā ‘pot-maker’\]

Our base input for deriving kumbhakāra is verb root \(kṛ\) ‘to do, make’ which, in turn, is assigned the term \(<\text{dhātu}>\). This serves as a mark for guiding the string for access to the domain of 3.1.91 dhātoḥ. Rule 3.2.1 karmaṇy aṅ then applies to introduce affix \(aN\). The locative singular (saptamī-ekavacana) of karmaṇi of this rule serves as a mark for bringing rule 3.1.92 tatropadama saptamśtham ‘that which is specified with a locative (saptamīsthām) in this domain of dhātoḥ is termed an \(upapada\) ‘a conjoined pada.’ If a choice is made to introduce affix \(aN\) after \(kṛ\), a pada denoting karman must be brought close to this context of \(kṛ\).

Selection of a nominal ending with the denotation of karman must be made in accordance with the condition of 2.3.1 anabhīhīte ‘not already stated, otherwise.’ We realize that the affix which is to be introduced, namely \(aN\), is a \(kṛt\) (3.4.67 kartari kṛt ) affix, and hence it would denote \(kartṛ\). We may now select the genitive (saṣṭhi) plural ending -\(am\) of rule 2.3.36 kartṛkarmaṇoḥ kṛti. Note that 2.3.36 allows genitive to denote \(kartṛ\) or karman, when they are not already expressed otherwise, and when a \(kṛt\) (non-ti\(N\); 3.1.93 \(kṛt\) atiṁ) affix follows in construction. This is what enables us to meet the condition of 2.3.1 anabhīhīte, and select genitive plural to express karman. The \(kartṛ\) is already expressed with kāra. The derivational string at this stage is: kumbha + ām kṛ + a\(N\). It has the referential index of \(<\text{dhātu},\ upapada,\ pratyaya,\ kṛt,\ ady udātta>\). Rule 1.4.13 yasmāt pratayayavidhīs tadādi pratayaye’ ṅgam assigns the term aṅga.

The string is sent to the domain of 6.4.1 aṅgasya where rule 7.2.115 aco’ niṁiti applies to replace \(r\) of the aṅga with its vrddhi counterpart ār. This application yields kumbha + ām k(\(r\ \longrightarrow \ ār\)) a(N \longrightarrow φ) = kumbha + am kāra. The term upapada must now guide the derivation. Rule 2.2.19 upapadam atiṁ allows the formation of a compound (2.1.3 saṃsāṣaḥ) which yields kumbha + am + kāra. This string is then assigned the new term prātipadika ‘nominal stem.’ This leads to application of rule 2.4.71 supo dhātraprātipadikaṣyoḥ whereby a sup, here -\(am\) of kumbha + am + kāra, is subject to deletion by LUK. We now have
kumbha (am $\rightarrow$ φ)kāra = kumbhakāra, a derived nominal base (prātipadika). This completes the derivational history of fully derived words (padas) which form simple sentences.

The following is a flow-chart showing selectional restriction and agreement based of reconstruction of rule contexts by Referential Indices:

4 Derivational Mechanism

The derivational mechanism of the Aṣṭādhyāyī makes use of a network of bases and affixes to derive padas, with application of select operations. These operations are carried out, primarily at two levels of naming and expressing, following certain conventions.

5 Levels of Derivation

The derivational mechanism of the Aṣṭādhyāyī primarily operates on two levels of naming and expressing, with reference to the Action Complex (AC) of the Conceptual Structure (CS) of sentences:
Rule Interaction, Blocking and Derivation in Pāṇini

(1) CS1: 'x accomplishes the action of making y at the current time'

*bhrtyaḥ ghaṭam karoti* 'servant makes a pot'

AC1: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bhrtya &lt;kartṛ&gt;</th>
<th>Action: &lt;dhātu&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;pratīpadika / kartṛ&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;dhātu / sakarmaka&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2.45 arthavad... 1.3.1 bhūvādayo...

Level 2: <domain access / affix placement>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bhrtya &lt;kartṛ/ pratīpadika&gt;</th>
<th>pac &lt;dhātu/ sakarmaka&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2.45 arthavad... 3.1.7 dhātoḥ karmāṅaḥ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.76 taddhiṭaḥ 3.4.77 tasya

4.1.82 samarthānāḥ 3.4.78 tiptasjhi... <tiN>

<rule Context>

3.1.1 pratīyaḥ 3.1.2 paraś ca
3.1.3 ādyudāṭtaḥ ca 3.1.4 anudāṭtau suppitau

<sUP-selection> <tiN-selection> <agreement>

1.4.99 laḥ parasmaipadām 1.4.100 taṇānāv ātmanepadām
1.4.102 tāṇy ekavacana... 1.4.103 supaḥ
1.4.104 vibhaktiś ca 1.4.105 yuṣmady upapade...
1.4.106 praḥāse ca manyopa... 1.4.107 asmady uttamaḥ
1.4.108 śeṣa prathamaḥ 1.4.21 bahuṣu bahuvacanam
1.4.22 dyeyekayor dīvivacanaikavacane

6, Term Assignment (Naming; for exiting the Obligatory Domain)

1.4.109 paraḥ sannikarṣaḥ samhitā <6.1.72 saṃhitāyāṃ >
1.4.13 yasmāt pratīyaḥavidhis... <6.4.1 añgasya>
1.4.14 suptiinantaḥ padam <8.1.16 padasya>
1.4.18 yaci bham <6.4.129 bhasya>

Other terms, depending on the base-input, and inputs yielded by individual applications, may be assigned to direct operations.

C. Convention

1. A base-input, i.e. *dhātu* and *pratīpadika*, when made input to the controlling domain (CD; the first adhyāya of the grammar) activates this grammatical device with assignment of term (*saṃjñā-kārya*) to the base-input(s). For example, the assignment of the term <dhātu> to pac by 1.3.1 bhūvādayo dhātavah, and of the term <pratīpadika> to bhrtya by 1.2.45 arthavad adhātur... This process can be called <Term Assignment>.

2. A base-input must gain access to the Obligatory Domain (OD; adhyāya three through five) of the grammar for scanning of domain headings (adhiṣṭā) for possible rule application. A heading formed with the term assigned to the
base-input locates the domain for possible rule application. For example, \textit{pac}, the base-input which is assigned the term \textslt{\textless dh\textbar tu\textgreater}, can opt for possible rule application in the domain of 3.1.5 \textit{guptijkidbhya\textbar h san}, 3.1.7 \textit{dh\textbar atoh\ldots}, and 3.1.91 \textit{dh\textbar atoh}, if it meets required condition. Access to the domain of possible rule application is made fairly automatic by assignment of the term, this case, \textslt{\textless dh\textbar atu\textgreater}.

3. Access to, and application of a rule within a domain, must be made in consonance with syntactico-semantic specification of the CS, and terms currently assigned. This is the reason why \textit{pac} was sent to the domain of 3.1.91 \textit{dh\textbar atoh}.

4. Each time a definitional term and abbreviated symbol is introduced to the derivational string, recourse should be taken to scanning of the domain for possible explanation and application via reconstruction of referential index.

5. A referential index of definitional terms and symbol must be reconstructed by scanning rules beginning with the Controlling Domain (CD) to the domain which triggers scanning. Terms and symbols of the referential index alone guide a string for further location of domains and thereby rule application.

6. Operations directed by terms of the referential index must be performed in the order the terms and symbols appear on the index. Operations relative to term1 must be completed before an operation required by term2 is performed.

7. The string, after each application, is sent back to the (CD) for possible assignment of new term, and thereby termination of operation in that domain.

8. Result of each application must be sent to the Controlling Domain (CD) for assignment of term for scanning of domains of possible rule-application.
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Abstract. Pāṇini defines the sound classes involved in grammatical rules by pratyāhāras, i.e., a two-letter code based on the order of the sounds in the Śivasūtras. In the present paper we demonstrate that Pāṇini’s pratyāhāra method is generalizable to the description of the phonological systems of other languages by applying it to the sound classes and phonological alternations of German. Furthermore, we compare Pāṇini’s pratyāhāra technique with the technique of describing phonological classes by phonological features, which is more common in Western phonology. It turns out that pratyāhāras perform better than features for the description of our sample of German phonological processes if one considers the quality criterion for class-description devices proposed by [10] which is based on the ratio of describable to actual classes.
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1 Introduction

The Āstādhyāyī – Pāṇini’s circa 2500 years old grammar of Sanskrit – starts with the Śivasūtras, a list of the sounds of Sanskrit. Throughout his grammar, Pāṇini uses the so-called pratyāhāras – a two-letter code based on the order of the sounds in the Śivasūtras – to define the sound classes involved in grammatical rules. Since Pāṇini’s time, the Śivasūtras have been studied intensively with focus on the following questions: Is the order of the sounds in the Śivasūtras determined by the rules in the Āstādhyāyī? Why does one sound (the glottal [h]) occur twice in the list? Are the Śivasūtras minimal? And how did Pāṇini develop the Śivasūtras?

In the present article we make a first attempt to describe the phonological processes of another language with the help of a Śivasūtra-like list and pratyāhāras. For this purpose we chose German, another Indo-European language with a phonological system that differs considerably from Sanskrit. We propose a list of all German sounds in the style of the Śivasūtras that allows us to refer to the sound classes relevant for the description of German phonological processes in the form of pratyāhāras. This Śivasūtra-like list of sounds will be called pratyāhāra sūtras in the following. Our aim is to test what the formalization of
pratyāhāra sūtras for another language entails, and how far such a description differs from the phonologically more common description of sound classes with phonological features.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we introduce two ways of referring to sound classes and phonological processes: the language-independent description of processes with phonological features and Pāṇini’s approach with Śivasūtras and pratyāhāras that was especially designed for Sanskrit. Section 3 gives a short overview of the German sound system and the phonological processes that are the basis for our analysis of German. In the central section 4 we propose pratyāhāra sūtras for German. Finally, in section 5 we conclude with a brief discussion of our results.

2 Describing Sound Classes and Phonological Processes

Phonology is concerned with the sound system of a language and the alternations that these sounds undergo. In phonological theory, alternations between sounds are called phonological processes. In German, for instance, plural forms of nouns often involve a number of alternations compared to the singular forms, see the example in (1).

(1) *Hand* \[hant\] ‘hand’ - *Hände* \[h¿ndo\] ‘hands’

In (1) the vowel \([a]\) in the singular alternates with the vowel \([ɛ]\) in the plural, and the consonant \([t]\) in the singular alternates with the consonant \([d]\) in the plural. Generative phonologists describe such processes by assuming that only one of the alternants is the form that native speakers or listeners have stored in their mind, while the other alternating form is derived from it. The sound representations stored in the mind are usually called underlying representations and are denoted in slashes, and the sounds that the speakers actually produce or the listeners hear are termed surface representations and are denoted in square brackets. For the singular-plural alternation in (1) it is usually assumed that the \([d]\) is the underlying representation, and the \([t]\) is derived from it by a process that is called final devoicing (see section 3.2.1 below).

Phonological processes can be described in terms of phonological rules. These rules are typically of the form “the underlying sound \(/A/\) is realized as the surface sound \([B]\) if it is preceded by sound \(C\) and/or followed by sound \(D\)”. This can be formalized as

\[
(2) \ /A/ \rightarrow [B] / \ C \_ \ D.
\]

The variables \(A\), \(B\), \(C\) and \(D\) in (2) can stand for single sounds, but also for classes of sounds. Whole classes of sounds can thus undergo a phonological process, be the result of a phonological process or pose the context of such a process. Sound classes can be described in several ways. In the following two subsections, we shortly present the commonly employed phonological description with features (2.1) and the description by pratyāhāras introduced by Panini for Sanskrit (2.2).
2.1 Featural Descriptions

Instead of listing whole classes of sounds in phonological processes, phonological descriptions usually employ phonological features. The key assumption of this description technique is that every sound in a language can be described sufficiently by a set of binary features, making it distinct from all other sounds in the same language [7]. Phonological features have acoustic, articulatory or auditory definitions. For instance, the feature [+high] is defined as an articulation with a high tongue body. Accordingly, the feature [−high] also refers to the dimension of tongue position; it is defined as an articulation with a non-high tongue body. Sounds that share a feature and therefore a phonetic trait are called a natural class. The Spanish vowels [i u], for instance, are the only vowels in Spanish with the feature [+high] and therefore form a natural class in Spanish.

Unnatural classes of sounds are those that do not share a phonetic trait, and they usually do not occur as undergoer, result or context of a phonological process. A well-known example of an unnatural class is the context of the so-called ruki-rule in Sanskrit [20], 61f]. According to this process, the segments [r], [u], [k] and [i] cause retroflexion of the dental [s]. The four segments forming the context of this rule form no natural class but rather an arbitrary set of sounds, because they involve two types of vowels (the back vowel [u] and the front vowel [i]), and two types of consonants (a retroflex [r] and a velar [k]), which cannot be referred to by one or a few phonological features. To describe this class, all feature specifications of all four segments have to be given. A situation like this, where the context of a rule cannot be referred to by a single or a few features, is called a disjunction in the phonological literature [e.g. [8], 216]. The disjunct context of the ruki-rule probably diachronically emerged from the merger of several processes [see the discussion in [6] chapter 4.3.4].

‘Binary phonological features’ are a relatively modern concept; the first complete set of features has been proposed by [7]. However, the traditional Śiksās- and Prātiśākhyaś-literature, which even predates Pāṇini, already classifies sounds by phonetic criteria that can be interpreted as phonological features [cf. the elaborated varga system of the sparśas as described in [III]]. In his grammar, Pāṇini uses the varga system in addition to his pratyāhāra technique.

2.2 Pāṇini’s Śivasūtras

Pāṇini’s grammar of Sanskrit, the Astādhyāyī, is preceded by the 14 sūtras given in Figure 1 which are called Śivasūtras. Each single sūtra consists of a sequence of sounds which ends in a consonant. This last consonant of each sūtra is used meta-linguistically as a marker to indicate the end of a sūtra. In order to emphasize the technical nature of the end consonants, they are replaced by neutral marker elements $M_i$ in Figure 1(III). Together the 14 Śivasūtras define a linear order on the sounds of Sanskrit. The order is such that more or less each class of sounds on which a phonological rule of Pāṇini’s grammar operates forms
Fig. 1. Pāṇini’s Śivasūtras for Sanskrit (I: Devanāgarī script; II: Latin transcription; III: Analysis – the syllable-building vowels are left out and the meta-linguistically used consonants are replaced by neutral markers $M_i$)

an interval which ends immediately before a marker element

As a result, Pāṇini could use a two letter code consisting of a sound and a marker called pratyāhāra in order to designate the sound classes in his grammar. A pratyāhāra denotes the continuous sequence of sounds in the interval between the sound and the marker (including the first sound, but non of the markers). E.g., the pair $iM_2$ in Figure 1 denotes the class [i, u, r, l].

Concerning the question of how Pāṇini developed the Śivasūtras, it is generally agreed upon that the order of the sounds in the Śivasūtras is primarily determined by the structural behavior of the sounds in the grammar rules and that the arrangement of the sounds is chosen such that brevity is maximized [cf.\cite{17, 12, 1, 9, 13}]. \cite{13} proves that Pāṇini’s Śivasūtras are an optimal solution for the following task: Given the set of all phonological classes which are encoded as pratyāhāras in the Asṭādhyaṭī, construct a list which is interrupted by markers such that each class can be denoted as a pratyāhāra. Choose the list where the fewest sounds are repeated and minimize its length. It follows from the proof that the duplication of the sound [h] in the Śivasūtras is not superfluous and that the number of markers and thereby the number of Śivasūtras cannot be reduced. In \cite{14, 15} it could be shown that there are nearly 12 000 000 alternative sound lists interrupted by markers which allow the formation of the required pratyāhāras and which are of the same length as the Śivasūtras.

3 The Phonemes and Phonological Processes of German

In order to describe the phonological processes of German with the technique of Pāṇini’s pratyāhāras, we first have to establish the sound system of German and its phonological alternations. This is not a trivial task. While for Sanskrit it is

\footnote{As mentioned before, Pāṇini uses different description techniques in parallel. Hence, he states not every phonological rule in terms of pratyāhāras.}
generally accepted that Paṇini’s grammar describes the phonological system of the language, no such undisputable description exists for German. Establishing the sound system of German involves decisions on whether certain sounds are considered to be mentally stored (underlyingly represented), or whether they are considered surface alternants that can be derived from another underlying form via a process. Underlying forms are usually meaning-distinguishing units with relatively unrestricted occurrences, and called phonemes, while those forms that are derived and have only a restricted context are called allophones. If a sound in a language is classified as an allophone, the phonological description of the language has to include a process to describe its derivation from an underlying phoneme. The velar nasal [ŋ], for instance, is considered by some phonologists [e.g. 19,21] to be an allophone of the alveolar nasal phoneme/n/ in German because it only occurs after a vowel and before a syllable break, in the so-called coda position. Such decisions on the phoneme status of a sound are often made purely on theoretical grounds: [2], e.g., postulated that the number of phonemes should be as small as possible while the number of processes is unrestricted. The following description of German is based on [21] and [5] and the theoretical assumptions therein.

3.1 The Sounds of German

The consonants and vowels of German forming the basis of our analysis are given in Figure 2 and 3 respectively [based on [5], pp. 31, 62, 68].

In Figure 2, two consonants are given in brackets, namely the glottal plosive [ʔ] and the velar fricative [x]. These sounds are bracketed in Figure 2 because their occurrence is predictable from the context and can therefore be derived with a process: The glottal stop occurs before syllable-initial stressed vowels, and the velar fricative after low and back vowels, as described with the phonological processes in 3.2.3 and 3.2.5 below. All other sounds in Figure 2 can be considered phonemes of German.

The vowels of German are given in Figure 3. Again, the sounds given in brackets are considered to be allophones of underlying phonemes. These are the low vowel [ə], which is the realization of the German /u/ in coda position and
therefore predictable, and the short tense vowels [i, y, u, e, ø, o]. These short
tense vowels are allophones of the long tense /iː, yː, uː, eː, øː, oː/. The latter only
occur in stressed position, while the former only occur in unstressed position,
see the phonological process of vowel shortening in 3.2.4.

In addition to the vowels in Figure 3, German also has three diphthongs; these
are vowels that change their quality during the articulation. The diphthongs
of German are [ai, ei, au].

3.2 Phonological Processes of German
The present description is restricted to processes that involve classes of sounds.
These classes can be the undergoer, the result or the context of a phonological
process. Processes where only single segments are involved are excluded because
they are of no relevance for a description with Śivasūtras or phonological fea-
tures. Such a process is for instance the vocalisation of the German /β/ to [v]
in coda position [see e.g. [21], pp. 252ff. for a detailed description]. The follow-
ing six processes meet this criterion and therefore seem to be relevant for our
descriptions.

3.2.1 Final Devoicing
German, like many other languages, has a process of final devoicing that turns a
class of voiced consonants into voiceless ones if they occur in word-final position
[see e.g., [21], pp. 199ff.]. In the example in (1) the plural Hände [hɛndə] ‘hands’
is realized as [hant] with a final [t] in the singular.

The whole list of sounds that undergo German final devoicing are given in the
formalization in (3).

(3) /b, d, ɡ, v, z, ʒ/ → [p, t, k, f, s, ʃ] / word boundary

The group of sounds undergoing this process are traditionally described as ob-
struents, a term that refers to all plosives, fricatives, and affricates in a language.
As we can see in Figure 3 German has more obstruent phonemes than the ones
listed in rule (3). The input to the rule lacks all affricates and the fricatives [ç,
ʁ, h]. While the voiceless phonemes [pf, ts, ç, h] cannot undergo final devoicing
because they have no voiced counterpart, the voiced [dʒ] and [ɡ] are phonemes that do not occur in coda position, and therefore do not meet the requirements of the process, either.

In featural accounts of phonological processes, the voiced obstruents of German are referred to with the phonological features [+voiced, −sonorant], and the voiceless obstruents with [−voiced, −sonorant]. A rule with features would thus look as follows:

$$[+\text{voiced}, -\text{sonorant}] \rightarrow [-\text{voiced}, -\text{sonorant}] / \text{word boundary}$$

This rule is hyper-inclusive in the sense that it theoretically affects all obstruents. Empirically, however, it is harmless as only the plosives and part of the fricatives occur in the relevant context and thus undergo the rule.

### 3.2.2 Regressive Nasal Assimilation

The nasal alveolar /n/ is often assimilated to its following context in German. The word /ankunft/ ‘arrival’, for instance, can be realized as [aŋkunft], and /amfaret/ ‘gateway’ as [amfaret]. This so-called regressive assimilation of nasals has to be formalized as two processes, velar and labial assimilation, distinguishing the two types of outcome:

$$(4) \quad /n/ \rightarrow [ŋ] / \text{[k, ɡ]}$$  
**velar nasal assimilation**

$$(5) \quad /n/ \rightarrow [m] / \text{[p, b, pf, f, v]}$$  
**labial nasal assimilation**

The two contexts of nasal assimilation can be referred to with the features [+velar, −sonorant, −continuant] for [k, ɡ], and the features [+labial, −sonorant] for [p, b, pf, f, v].

### 3.2.3 Glottal Stop Epenthesis

Vowel-initial words in German are always realized with a preceding glottal stop [ʔ], e.g. /a1/ ‘egg’ is realized as [ʔa1]. The distribution of the glottal stop is formalized in the following *epenthesis* rule, a rule that inserts segments:

$$(6) \quad \emptyset \rightarrow [ʔ] / \text{word boundary \_ vowel}$$

The regular and predictable occurrence of the glottal stop is the reason why it is not considered a phoneme of German by many phonologists. The class of vowels forming the context of glottal stop epenthesis can be referred to with the phonological feature [−consonantal].

### 3.2.4 Vowel Shortening

The German vowels [iː; yː; eː; əː; uː; ɔː], which are referred to as long and tense vowels, only occur in stressed position. Their short counterparts [i, y, e, ə, u, ɔ], on the other hand, only appear in unstressed position, and are restricted to loanwords, e.g. the first vowel in [mɔnəʁɪ:] ‘monarchy’. This complementary distribution led most phonologists to tread the short tense vowels as allophones of the long ones and to describe their distribution with a process as it is formalized in (7).
(7) /iː, yː, eː, oː, uː, ɔː/ → [i, y, e, ɔ, u, o] / unstressed

The long, tense vowels are usually referred to with the features [+long, +tense, −consonantal], and their short counterparts with [−long, +tense, −consonantal].

3.2.5 Palatal Fricative Assimilation

The palatal fricative /ç/ is articulated with a more backed tongue position, i.e. as the velar fricative [x], after the vowels [aː, a, uː, u, ɔ, ɔ, aʊ]. This process is described in (8).

(8) /ç/ → [x] / [aː, a, uː, u, ɔ, ɔ, aʊ] / unstressed

The context vowels for palatal fricative assimilation can be described with the phonological features [−consonantal, +low] for [aː, a], and [−consonantal, +back] for [uː, u, ɔ, ɔ, aʊ]. This class is an example for a disjunct phonological context, where the sounds forming the context cannot be united under one feature description.

3.2.6 Umlaut

In German, we can observe a process of vowel change that has lost its phonological context. This process, called umlaut, changes the vowels /uː, o, ɔ, aː, a, aʊ/ into [ɛː, ɛ, ɔ, ɔ, ɛ], respectively, when a noun is set in the plural. The example [hant] – [henda] ‘hand (sg. – pl.)’ in (1) illustrated this. Umlaut also occurs for diminutive forms of nouns and the comparative forms of many adjectives, see e.g. [21] (1996: 182f.). A formalization is given in (9), though the context is not specified because the process is morphologically conditioned.

(9) /uː, o, ɔ, aː, a, aʊ/ → [ɛː, ɛ, ɔ, ɔ, ɛ, ɛ, ɛ]

Such a process is familiar to Sanskrit scholars from the Sanskrit ablaut grades termed guna and vrddhi.

For a description with phonological features, this process has to be divided into three subprocesses. The sounds [uː, u, ɔ, ɔ] are [−consonant, −low, +back] and change to [ɛː, ɛ, ɔ, ɔ] with the feature specification [−consonant, −low, +front]. The sound class [aː, a] with the specification [−consonant, +low] changes to [ɛː, ɛ] with the specification [−consonant, −low, −high, +front, −tense]. And lastly, the single segment [aʊ] changes to [ɛ].

The six processes described in this section involve ten classes of sounds, namely the input and output of final devoicing, the context of labial and velar nasal assimilation, the context of glottal stop epenthesis, the input and output of vowel shortening, the context of palatal fricative assimilation, and the input and output of the umlaut process. For a featural description of these processes, a total of 16 features has to be used. In the following section we will see how an account with pratyāhāras for the same processes looks.

In order to make our analysis independent of the theoretical assumption that features are binary, we treat features like [+high] and [−high] as two distinct privative features.
4 Pratyāhāra sūtras of German

In section 3 we defined the collection of phonological processes and thereby implicitly the set of 10 phonological classes which we intend to represent as pratyāhāras. Hence, our task is to develop a list of the German sound segments interrupted by markers in the style of the Śivasūtras which allows the formation of a pratyāhāra for each phonological class of the collection. A simple but undesirable solution to the problem would be to line up the phonological classes in one single list and to put a marker behind each class. In such a list, the number of occurrences of a phonological segment would be equal to the number of phonological classes to which the phonological segment belongs. Since Pāṇini duplicates in his Śivasūtras only one segment, namely [h], it is obvious that the Śivasūtras are constructed more economically: Pāṇini aims at the minimization of the number of duplicated segments and the reduction of markers [9].

In [14,15] the general problem of generating economical pratyāhāra sūtras for given sets of sets has been tackled by applying methods from Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [4]. In what follows we will apply those former results in order to construct adequate, economical pratyāhāra sūtras for German. A small example helps to clarify the required terminology of FCA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>class1</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class2</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 4 (left) an example set of four classes, namely \{a, b\}, \{b, c\}, \{c, d\}, and \{a, b, c\}, is given in form of a formal context. A cross in the table indicates that an element (top row) belongs to a class (first column). All four classes can be denoted as pratyāhāras of the list of pratyāhāra sūtras

\[ d \text{ c } M_1 \text{ b } M_2 \text{ a } M_3 \text{ (pratyāhāras: b } M_3, c M_2, d M_1, c M_3) \]

Note that no element in the pratyāhāra sūtras occurs twice. The concept lattice of the formal context is the set of all intersections (ordered by the inverted subset

Fig. 4. Example formal context (left) with corresponding concept lattice (right)
relation) which can be generated from the classes (plus the set of all elements). For our example, the set of all intersections is

\[\{\emptyset, \{c\}, \{b\}, \{a, b\}, \{b, c\}, \{c, d\}, \{a, b, c\}, \{a, b, c, d\}\}\].

Figure 4 (right) shows a Hasse diagram of the concept lattice, i.e., a Hasse diagram of the set of the eight intersection sets ordered by the inverted subset relation. In the diagram the nodes (circles) correspond to the intersection sets and an edge between two nodes indicates that the set associated with the upper node is a subset of the one associated with the lower node and that no other intersection set is a superset of the set associated with the upper and a subset of the set associated with the lower node. The diagram is labeled as follows: each segment is written above the node corresponding to the smallest set to which it belongs, e.g., \(c\) labels the node for the set \(\{c\}\), \(b\) the node for the set \(\{b\}\), and \(a\) the one for \(\{a, b\}\). The labeled Hasse diagram can be read as an inheritance hierarchy: each node corresponds to the set of segments by which the node or one of its supernodes is labeled. E.g., the node for ‘class 4’ corresponds to the set \(\{a, b, c\}\), the bottom node corresponds to \(\{a, b, c, d\}\), and the top node to the empty set.

The formal context for our collection of phonological classes for German is given in Figure 5. [13] proves that it is impossible to order the phonological segments in pratyāhāra sūtras without a single duplication if the corresponding concept lattice is not planar, i.e., if it is impossible to draw a Hasse diagram without intersecting edges. A Hasse diagram of the concept lattice of the formal context for our phonological classes of German is given in Figure 6. In order to improve readability, most of the labels are left out. One part of the diagram, namely the one corresponding to the subsets of the phonological class ‘glottal epenthesis’ (i.e. the vowels), stands out, as it is plane. The question is whether it is possible to give a plane drawing, i.e. a drawing without intersecting edges, of the remaining part of the diagram. By Figure 7 we will argue that such a drawing is impossible.
Fig. 6. Concept lattice for the phonological classes of German (the big circle indicates the planar part constituted by the vowel segments)

Figure 7 shows a Hasse diagram with intersecting edges of the concept lattice of the formal context constituted by the four classes ‘devoicing output’, ‘devoicing input’, ‘nasal assimilation labial’, and ‘nasal assimilation velar’. According to [11] and [16], a lattice has no plane diagram if it is possible to gain the graph $\tilde{\mathcal{G}}$ (i.e. the complete graph $K^5$) from the graph of the diagram enlarged by an additional edge connecting the lowest and the top most node by removing some of the edges and contracting others. It is obvious that the graph in Figure 7 (top) can be constructed from the one in Figure 6 by leaving out some of the edges. The sequence of drawings at the bottom of Figure 7 starts with the graph from the top of the figure enlarged by an additional edge connecting the top and the bottom node. Each remaining graph is gained from its left neighbor by contracting the emphasized edge (thick grey edge). As the final graph is isomorphic to the graph $\tilde{\mathcal{G}}$, the sequence proves that it is impossible to draw a diagram of the concept lattice in Figure 6 without intersecting edges. Hence, the concept lattice of the formal context of our collection of phonological classes is not planar. It follows that it is impossible to construct pratyâhâra sūtras for the formal context in which each sound segment occurs only once. Hence, analogously to the Śivasūtras for Sanskrit we are forced to repeat at least one sound segment for our pratyâhâra sūtras for German.

Thus, the next step towards pratyâhâra sūtras for German is the identification of sound segments which are good candidates for duplication. Hence, we are interested in identifying those segments for which we can add a copy to our formal context in Figure 5 and distribute the crosses in the table between the two copies in such a way that the corresponding concept lattice gets planar. The aim thereby is to copy as few sound segments as possible. Note that the nodes
Fig. 7. Non-planar concept lattice for a selection of the phonological classes of German (key: $S \mapsto [f]$, $Z \mapsto [g]$)

of the four minimal nonempty sets ($\{f, p\}$, $\{k\}$, $\{v, b\}$, $\{g\}$) in Figure 7 do not differ structurally with respect to their position in the concept lattice. Thus, it is better to duplicate one of the segments $[g]$ or $[k]$ than one of the remaining four segments, as duplicating for example the segment $[f]$ would force one to duplicate the segment $[p]$ too, since these two segments are not distinguishable with respect to the chosen phonological classes. In what follows we will concentrate on the duplication of the segment $[g]$; the duplication of $[k]$ would give analogous results.

If in the formal context in Figure 5 the segment $[g]$ is replaced by two copies – one classified as ‘devoicing input’ and the other one as ‘nasal assimilation velar’ – a plane Hasse diagram of the resulting concept lattice can be drawn (cf. Figure 8). In the diagram in Figure 8 the top node of the concept lattice, which corresponds to the empty set, is left out. The boundary graph of the diagram is called the $S$-graph of the formal context. In [14] it has been proven that the $S$-graph of a formal context is unique up to isomorphism if the formal context can be encoded as $pratyähara$ $sūtras$ without duplicated elements. Furthermore, the main theorem on S-sortability [15] states that a formal context can be encoded as $pratyähara$ $sūtras$ without duplicated elements if and only if its
Fig. 8. Concept lattice without top node for the phonological classes of German (key: c → [c], S → [ʃ], ? → [ʔ], Z → [ʒ], N → [n], R → [ɾ], Y → [ʏ], A → [a], @ → [ə], I → [i], E → [ɛ], Ö → [œ], O → [ɔ], U → [ʊ], ö → [ø], ü → [œ], ai → [ai], OI → [ɔi], aU → [au], E: → [ɛ], tS → [tʃ])
concept lattice is planar and its S-graph contains all nodes labeled by elements. The following procedure quoted from [15] allows one to read off pratyāhāra sūtras with a minimal number of markers from the S-graph of a formal context.

Procedure for the construction of S-alphabets (here: pratyāhāra sūtras) with minimal marker sets:

1. Start with the empty sequence and choose a walk through the S-graph that:
   – starts and ends at the lowest node,
   – reaches every node of the S-graph,
   – passes each edge not more often than necessary,
   – is oriented such that while moving downwards as few labeled nodes with exactly one upper neighbor as possible are passed.
2. While walking through the S-graph modify the sequence as follows:
   – While moving upwards along an edge do not modify the sequence.
   – While moving downwards along an edge add a new marker to the sequence unless its last element is already a marker.
   – If a labeled node is reached, add the labels in arbitrary order to the sequence, except for those labels which have already been added in an earlier step.

Applied to our context of phonological classes of German, an optimal walk through the S-graph is depicted in the lower right of Figure 8. It starts at the bottom node and runs first through the consonantal part and then through the vowel part of the S-graph. The walk through the vowel part of the S-graph is oriented counter-clockwise since this guarantees that while moving downwards as few labeled nodes with exactly one upper neighbor as possible are passed. The orientation of the walk through the consonantal part can be arbitrarily chosen. By traversing the depicted walk the following eight pratyāhāra sūtras for German can be read off:

\[
d_3 t^s t^s r^l n^m j^? h^c x^g k^k M_1 t^s J^f p^p M_2 p^f b^v M_3 z^d g^M_4 o^v
\]

\[
i^a r^o y^e i^u o^a M_5 u^o a^v a^o: o^u: M_6 i^e: e^y: o^M_7 e^v: v^e^M_8
\]

The first sūtra results from collecting all unclassified sounds at the bottom node and then walking upwards to the nodes labeled ‘g’ and ‘k’. Since the walk goes downwards after reaching the node labeled ‘k’, a first marker \(M_1\) has to be added to the sequence. The other sūtras are constructed analogously. One sound segment, namely \([g]\) occurs twice in the list of pratyāhāra sūtras, namely in the first and the fourth sūtra. It is obvious that the phonological classes of German do not uniquely determine a list of pratyāhāra sūtras. As mentioned, the pratyāhāra sūtras would differ if another walk through the S-graph would be chosen which could for example go first through the vowel part or traverse the consonantal part clockwise. Additionally, all sound segments by which a single node is labeled can be added to the pratyāhāra sūtras in any desired order.

---

3 As mentioned in section 2.2 there are nearly 12 000 000 pratyāhāra sūtras of the same length for Sanskrit from which Pāṇini has chosen one sample (i.e., the Śivasūtras).
Finally, instead of duplicating the sound segment \([g]\), the sound segment \([k]\) could have been duplicated, resulting in different pratyāhāra sūtras.

The pratyāhāra sūtras given above yield the following pratyāhāras for the 10 phonological classes from our formal context in Figure 5:

- \(gM_1\) : Input to velar nasal assimilation
- \(fM_3\) : Input to labial nasal assimilation
- \(bM_4\) : Input to final devoicing
- \(kM_2\) : Output to final devoicing
- \(uM_6\) : Context of palatal fricative assimilation
- \(aM_6\) : Input to umlaut
- \(yM_8\) : Output to umlaut
- \(aM_7\) : Input to vowel shortening
- \(aM_8\) : Context of glottal epenthesis

In the remainder of this section we will demonstrate how the pratyāhāras for German can be employed for the description of the phonological rules discussed in section 3.2. The problem we are faced with is that phonological rules treat phonological classes not always as plain sets. In a phonological rule only the left and right contexts are unordered sets; the input and the output class has to be linearly ordered. The reason for this is that if a phonological rule is viewed as a rewriting rule then it has to be ensured that each segment of the input class has to be rewritten by its corresponding segment of the output class; e.g., the rule for final devoicing has to ensure that \(/d/\) is rewritten as \([t]\) and not as \([k]\). Pāṇini’s Śivasūtras fulfill this constraint, his pratyāhāras are considered to be linearly ordered sets. But our formal model of the pratyāhāra technique so far does not take internally ordered sound classes into account. By our definitions pratyāhāras denote unordered sets. Our approach only guarantees that the resulting pratyāhāra sūtras offer the possibility to form for each phonological class a pratyāhāra which denotes the unordered set of the elements of the class. However, for the concrete example of phonological classes for German we were able to arrange the sounds in our pratyāhāra sūtras such that the order of the sounds in the input classes corresponds to the reversed order of the sounds in the output classes. Take for example the rule of final devoicing (rule (3) in section 3.2):

\[
(3) \quad bM_4 \rightarrow kM_2/\text{word boundary} \quad \text{final devoicing}
\]

Here, the pratyāhāra \(bM_4\) denotes the class \([b\ v\ 5\ z\ d\ q]\) and \(kM_2\) the class \([k\ t\ s\ \mathcal{f}\ p]\). Hence, \(kM_2\) denotes the devoiced counterparts of the elements of \(bM_4\) in reversed order. The remaining rules of section 3.2 can be stated in terms of pratyāhāras as follows:

\[
(4) \quad /n/ \rightarrow [n] /\text{velar nasal assimilation} \\
(5) \quad /n/ \rightarrow [m] /\text{labial nasal assimilation} \\
(6) \quad \{\} \rightarrow [?] /\text{glottal stop epenthesis}
\]
Hence, all phonological processes of German described in section 3.2 can be rewritten with pratyāhāras of our proposed pratyāhāra sūtras.

5 Discussion

By describing the sound classes and phonological alternations of German with Pāṇini’s pratyāhāra technique we have demonstrated that the pratyāhāra method is generalizable to the description of the phonological systems of other languages. Pāṇini’s aim while constructing his Śivasūtras was to allow the formation of a pratyāhāra for every phonologically motivated class, i.e. for every class that is needed in the description of the phonological processes of Sanskrit. He did not construct pratyāhāras for all phonetically-based classes of sounds in a fashion that modern phonological features do. In the present article, we applied both methods, namely the description with pratyāhāra sūtras based solely on phonological processes and the description with features based on phonetic criteria, to a sample of phonological processes of German. Our phonological system of German consisted of 52 sound segments. This yields a total of $2^{52} = 4503599627370496$ potential sound classes; just 10 of those classes are actually required for the description of our sample of phonological processes of German.

Any method for describing phonological classes which is not simply listing their elements overgenerates in the sense that it allows the formulation of classes which are needed in no phonological rule. The ratio of describable to actual classes constitutes a quality criterion for class-description devices [10]. Considering our example of German phonology, we get the following results: The pratyāhāras for the 10 required classes are given in section 4, but how many pratyāhāras can be formed with our pratyāhāra sūtras? Figure 9 lists the pratyāhāra sūtras for German and calculates for each single sūtra the number of pratyāhāras which can be build with its sound elements. For instance, each of the 5 sound elements of the second sūtra can be combined with any of the succeeding 7 markers $M_2 \ldots M_8$ in order to form a pratyāhāra. Altogether 268 pratyāhāras can be formed. Although at first glance the ratio of describable to actual classes seems low for the pratyāhāra method, this method still performs better than the description with phonological features: In section 3 we used a total of 16 features to describe the phonological processes under consideration. But 16

---

4 Combined the pratyāhāra account and the featural account in an analysis of the vowel system of German and a constructed language, by transferring the featural specifications for the vowels into pratyāhāras. It turned out that this demanded the duplication of disproportionately many sounds.

5 Usually one would exclude pratyāhāras which are formed by the final sound segment and the marker of a pratyāhāra sūtra and which thus only denote single sound segments. Therefore, only 260 pratyāhāras of our pratyāhāra sūtras are well-formed.
features yield a total of $2^{16} = 65536$ classes which can be described by feature sets, thus far more than by pratyāhāras. Even if one drops the requirement that features should have acoustic, articulatory or auditory definitions and allows for unnatural features, a featural description of the 10 phonological classes cannot perform better than our pratyāhāra description. As none of our 10 classes can be described in terms of an intersection of some of the other classes, every featural description which is able to distinguish those 10 classes has to make use of at least 10 different features. A minimal featural description of the 10 classes would be to use the class identifiers (e.g., ‘devoicing input’, ‘devoicing output’) as features. Such a description would be minimal since none of the features would be reducible to other features. 10 features still yield a total of $2^{10} = 1024$ classes which can be described by feature sets; this is nearly four times more than by the pratyāhāras we employed.

One objection against our approach could be that we are only considering seven phonological processes while Pāṇini is describing many more processes in the Aṣṭādhyāyī. The main reason for this is that German exhibits far less Sandhi phenomena than Sanskrit. Furthermore, there is no standard description of the complete phonological system of German comparable to the Aṣṭādhyāyī. In this paper we refrained from testing how hyper-inclusive processes could yield a more economic description of German. The main reason for this is that our mathematical approach to the induction of the pratyāhāra sūtras is not yet able to automatically identify cases of harmless hyper-inclusivity. This is left for future research.

It is important to note that Pāṇini pursues a mixed strategy for the description of phonological classes: they are denoted by pratyāhāras (e.g., sūtra 6.1.77), they are referred to by the older phonetical varga-classification (e.g., sūtra 3.1.8) or their elements are simply listed (e.g., sūtra 1.1.24). In contrast to Pāṇini we restricted ourselves to the pratyāhāra-method.
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Abstract. This paper describes about the work done in building a prototype text to speech system for Sanskrit. A basic prototype text-to-speech is built using a simplified Sanskrit phone set, and employing a unit selection technique, where prerecorded sub-word units are concatenated to synthesize a sentence. We also discuss the issues involved in building a full-fledged text-to-speech for Sanskrit.
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1 Introduction

Developing a text to speech (TTS) system for Sanskrit primarily involves studying its phonology and phonetics [2]. Sanskrit has a highly developed system of phonemic description, developed in ancient times mainly for preserving Vedic texts[3].

1.1 Goal

We try to develop a text to speech system for simple classical Sanskrit, using simplified phone set of Sanskrit. This uses Direct synthesis, in which the speech signal is generated by direct manipulation of its wave form representation. Wave form concatenation, is representative of this synthesis category. In this approach, several fundamental periods of pre-recorded phonemes are simply concatenated. The phonemes are then connected to form words and sentences [1].

1.2 Previous Work

Making a computer to talk in different languages has been attempted by many scholars from many years and they are successful. We are making an attempt to take forward the work done on “Making a Computer to talk Sanskrit”. The following are few studies in this path:

1. Vani - An Indian Language Text to speech Synthesizer for Sanskrit [15], is a speech synthesizer which employs formant synthesis, in which the basic
assumption is that the vocal tract transfer function can be satisfactorily modeled by simulating formant frequencies and formant amplitudes. The synthesis thus consists of the artificial reconstruction of the formant characteristics to be produced. This is done by exciting a set of resonators by a voicing source or noise generator to achieve the desired speech spectrum, and by controlling the excitation source to simulate either voicing and voicelessness. The addition of a set of anti-resonators furthermore allows the simulation of nasal tract effects, fricatives and plosives [1].

2. Text to speech synthesis for Indian languages (Acharya), is a syllable level representation of the text and each syllable directly translates into a sound that can be synthesized or simply played from a prerecorded piece of audio [2].

3. Text to Speech conversion systems developed by C-DAC (Centre for Development of Advanced Computing) for various Indian languages supplementing the GIST Card [3].

Speech synthesis by concatenation of sub-word units (e.g. diphones) has become basic technology. It produces reliable clear speech and is the basis for a number of commercial systems. However with simple diphones, although the speech is clear, it does not have the naturalness of real speech [16].

In this work we are going to present you the general issues in building a TTS for Sanskrit, which could help in building an efficient Speaking system for Sanskrit.

2 Sanskrit Orthography

2.1 Nature of Sanskrit Scripts

The basic units of the writing system in Sanskrit are characters which are an orthographic representation of speech sounds [3]. A character in Indian language scripts is close to a syllable and can be typically of the form: C*VN, where C is a consonant, V is a vowel and N is anusvāra, visarha, jivhauṇya e.t.c. There is fairly good correspondence between what is written and what is spoken [5]. Sanskrit has richer set of characters than many of the other Indian languages.

2.2 Phone Set

Most institutions and scholars propose “Pāṇinīya - Śikṣā” as a reference for written form of Sanskrit [8], in this book it is said that “The speech-sounds in Prakrit and Sanskrit are 63 or 64, according to their origin, has been said by Brahman (Svyambhu) himself.” among which vowels are 21, and consonants are (included stop, approximent, sibilant, nasal, palatels) 43 [4]. We are using UTF-8 format to represent the text. In our system we use 8 vowels and 40 consonants including other symbols, which are given in the below picture (Fig. 2) with respective IT3 representations [1].

1 Since the present computers can only process ASCII characters at machine level, we use a coding mechanism to represent each character (may belong to any language) in an intermediate format. This format was formulated by CMU.
There has been many discussions on the character set of Sanskrit, but some say devanagari alphabets are developed for writing Sanskrit (which are descended from brahmi scripts) [9], however as we all can see Sanskrit can be written in multiple languages.

Letters not used in TTS - ॐ, ज्ञानमूलीय:, उपमनानीय:, प्रत्यु:, कँ, खं, खं, घं

2.3 Suitability of Sikshaa Granthas for Building a TTS

Shiksha (Phonetics) explains the proper articulation and pronuciation of vedic texts. There are six parts of Shiksha letters (varnas), accent (swara), time consumed in articulating vowel (matra), effort (bala) Melodius chanting of mantras (sama) and conjugation of letters (sandhi). If some mistake is committed in any of the above six, instead of giving the desired result it can prove to be disastrous as well [8].

In order to make an efficient talking system all the parts of shiksha are to be met, however the present day systems can only add some parts of siksha, research has to be done to add the above six to the synthesized speech.
3 System Architecture

Sanskrit TTS system is implemented within the Festival/Festvox framework. Segmentation, unit selection and synthesis are done using Festvox and Festival framework.

3.1 Why Festvox?

Frameworks are built to ease the software development. But the frameworks which can be customized for user need are mostly preferred. Festvox offers such a facility and it is an open software.

4 Letter to Sound Rule

Letter-to-sound rules are almost straightforward in Indian languages, as they are phonetic in nature. We write what we speak and we speak what we write, and hence generally the necessity of a pronunciation dictionary does not arise in our case. The pronunciation for a Sanskrit word such as chatura (clever) (the word chatura is the IT3 representation of the word “चतुरा” using the chart specified above) in terms of phones marked with syllable boundaries can be written as ((ch a) 1) ((t u) 0) ((r a) 0). As the characters in Indian language are close to a syllable, clustering C*VN can be done easily taking into account a few exceptions [6].

In this work, simple syllabification rules are followed. Syllable boundaries are marked at the vowel position. If the number of consonants between two vowels is more than one, then first consonant is treated as coda of the previous syllable and the rest of the consonant cluster as the onset of the next syllable. For stress assignment, the primary stress is associated with the first syllable and secondary stress with the remaining syllables in the word. The integer 1 assigned to first syllable in the word chatura indicates the primary stress associated with it. Letter to sound rules, syllabification rules and assignment of stress patterns are different for different languages, which has to be specified accordingly. The architecture of Festival synthesis engine allows these rules to be written in Scheme, so that they get loaded at the run time, essentially avoiding recompilation of the core code for every new language.

5 Creation of Speech Database

A common trend in concatenative approach for TTS system is to use large database of phonetically and prosodically varied speech.

5.1 Text Selection for Sanskrit

The quality of data-driven synthesis approaches is inherently bound to speech database from which the units are selected. It is important to have an optimal text corpus balanced in terms of phonetic coverage and the diversity in the
realizations of the units. Sanskrit has a vast literature starting from Vedic text to latest classical literature. In this work, the test corpus was generated from a set of simple Sanskrit sentences selected from daily life conversations. Some of the example sentences are given below. A common trend in concatenative approach for TTS system is to use large database of phonetically and prosodically varied speech.

5.2 Speech Data Collection

The number of Sentences recorded to generate Sanskrit database is 852. In these sentences we tried to cover the possible conversations related to our daily life. As it is not possible to complete the recording in a single session, to ensure consistency, the recordings were made at the same time every day.

6 Speech Segmentation

One of the most important tasks in building speech databases is the annotation of speech data with its contents (labeling) and the time alignment between labeling and speech (segmentation). Phoneme segmentation and labeling are highly desirable and useful for TTS as this information is used for classifying the speech units that helps to select and concatenate the right units in terms of linguistic and acoustic features.

The most precise way to annotate speech data is manually by linguistic experts. However, manual phoneme labeling and segmentation are very costly and require much time and effort. Even well trained, experienced phoneme labelers using efficient speech display and editing tools require about 200 times real time to segment and align speech utterances. To reduce this effort considerably and aid the phoneme labelers, an automated segmentation tool is required. For automatic phoneme segmentation, we have been using the most frequently used Tool EHMM based phoneme recognizer.

Spoken Sentence (UTF-8): आगच्छतु! किं क्रियाबर?  
Spoken Sentence (IT3): aagachhatu! kim aavashyakam?
7 Unit Clustering and Synthesis

Given these segments, the unit selection algorithm (a Statistical Parametric Synthesizer) in the framework clustered the phones based on their acoustic differences. These clusters are then indexed based on higher level features such as phonetic and prosodic features. During synthesis, the appropriate clusters are sought using phonetic and prosodic features of the sentence. A search is then made to find a best path through the candidates of these clusters. Though the units used here are phones, the acoustic frame of previous unit is used during clustering as well as for concatenation.

Clustergen is a statistical parametric synthesizer released as part of the Festival distribution [11]. It predicts frame-based MFCCs clustered using phonetic, metrical, and prosodic contexts. Unlike CLUNITS, the unit size is one frame (5ms by default), and the signal is partitioned at the HMM-state size level (3 states per phone). The clustering, done via CART, optimizes the standard deviation of the frames in the cluster. The frames are 24 coefficient MFCCs plus F0. Clustergen offers a number of options for clusters which can be single frames, trajectories, or trajectories with overlap and add. We used the simplest model for our TTS. Synthesis is done by predicting the HMM-state duration, then predicting each frame with the appropriate CART tree. The track of MFCC plus F0 vectors is re-synthesized with the MLSA algorithm [13], as implemented in the HTS system and already implemented within Festival.

8 Evaluation

In order to evaluate we conducted subjective and objective evaluations. As part of subjective evaluation 10 samples were extracted from the database. These
Table 1. MOS Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence Name</th>
<th>Least Score</th>
<th>Best Score</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>3.67</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

samples were played to 10 Sanskrit speakers for obtaining mean opinion scores (MOS), i.e., score between 1 (worst) to 5 (best) [7]. The results were given in the Table 1.

For objective evaluation we have choose MCD. Mel cepstral distortion (MCD) is an objective error measure used to compute cepstral distortion between original and the synthesized MCEPs. Lesser the MCD value the better is synthesized speech. MCD is essentially a Euclidean Distance defined as

\[
MCD = \frac{10}{\ln 10} \times \sqrt{2 \times \sum_{i=1}^{25} (mc_{t_i} \times mc_{e_i})^2}
\]

(1)

where mcti and mcei denote the target and the estimated MCEPs, respectively. MCD is used as an objective evaluation of synthesized speech. Informally it is observed in [11] that an absolute difference of 0.2 in MCD values makes a difference in the perceptual quality of the synthesized signal and typical values for synthesized speech are in the range of 5 to 8.

Table 2. MCD Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Synthesis with Diphones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCD</td>
<td>6.474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compute MCD, we have taken 20 sentences from Sanskrit database and synthesized using diphone as unit.

9 Discussion and Future work

So far, we have discussed the build process of a prototype text-to-speech for Sanskrit. While we have demonstrated the usefulness of this prototype text-to-speech for Sanskrit by conducting listening tests, it should be noted that there
exists several research issues that need to be addressed in building a full-fledged text-to-speech for Sanskrit. The following are a few research issues that need to be addressed in building a complete voice for Sanskrit.

1. Choice of Phoneset: In this work, we have used a simplified phoneset (mostly borrowed from Hindi) to develop this prototype text-to-speech system. A careful acoustic-phonetic study needs to be done to build a phone set for Sanskrit. Also, the relationship between Akshara and the sound is assumed to one-to-one in Sanskrit. However, it is often may not be the case. Typically it is known that the Sanskrit scholars in the Northern part of India drop Schwas at the end. For example, /raama/ is pronounced as /raam/. Hence a carefully analysis need to be done to derive a Akshara (written symbol) to phone (spoken sound) correspondence.

2. Choice of Unit: In this work, we have used diphone as a unit for concatenation. This type of unit is found to be useful for English. It is also well known that syllable is a better unit for Indian languages which are mostly derived from Sanskrit. Hence, it is important to study various levels of units (diphone, syllable, polysyllable) for the case of Sanskrit TTS.

3. Nature of Sanskrit Language: In this work, the prototype TTS is built for spoken on conversational form of Sanskrit. It is known that the Sanskrit comes in various flavors such as Vedic. Poetry prose, classical etc. and hence the nature of the Sanskrit language has to be studied and considered in developing a complete text-to-speech for Sanskrit.

4. Prosody: Prosody is often found to be manifested in intonation (rhythm), stress (energy), and duration patterns. Sanskrit is known for its richness in prosody. Hence, a study on prosodic aspects of Sanskrit TTS has to be conducted to identify suitable acoustic properties that can incorporated in TTS.

5. Incorporation of Sandhi Rules: Sanskrit is also known for Sandhi rules. The effect of these Sandhi rules has to be studied and understood in order to implement these rules in Sanskrit TTS.
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Rule-Blocking and Forward-Looking Conditions in the Computational Modelling of Pāṇinian Derivation
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Abstract. Attempting to model Pāṇinian procedure computationally forces one to clarify concepts explicitly and allows one to test various versions and interpretations of his grammar against each other and against bodies of extant Sanskrit texts. To model Pāṇinian procedure requires creating data structures and a framework that allow one to approximate the statement of Pāṇinian rules in an executable language. Scharf (2009: 117-125) provided a few examples of how rules would be formulated in a computational model of Pāṇinian grammar as opposed to in software that generated speech forms without regard to Pāṇinian procedure. Mishra (2009) described the extensive use of attributes to track classification, marking and other features of phonetic strings. Goyal, Kulkarni, and Behera (2009, especially sec. 3.5) implemented a model of the asidhavat section of rules (6.4.22-129) in which the state of the data passed to rules of the section is maintained unchanged and is utilized by those rules as conditions, yet the rules of the section are applied in parallel, and the result of all applicable rules applying exits the section. The current paper describes Scharf and Hyman’s implementation of rule blocking and forward-looking conditions. The former deals with complex groups of rules concerned with domains included within the scope of a general rule. The latter concerns a case where a decision at an early stage in the derivation requires evaluation of conditions that do not obtain until a subsequent stage in the derivation.

1 Implementations of Sandhi and Inflection

Scharf and Hyman implemented Pāṇinian sandhi rules in a portable framework using modified regular expressions in an XML file to model Pāṇinian rules, as described in Scharf 2009: 118-120. Each rule is written as one or more XML rule tags each of which contains several parameters: source, target, lcontext, rcontext, optional, and c. The optional parameters lcontext and rcontext specify the left and right contexts for the replacement of the source by the target. The optional parameter optional specifies that the current state is to be duplicated and subsequent parallel paths created, one in which the rule is implemented and the other in which it is not. The parameter c (for comment) contains the
number of the Pāṇinian rule implemented by the rule tag. The implementation utilizes the Sanskrit Library Phonetic encoding scheme SLP1, described in Scharf and Hyman 2010, Appendix B, in which Sanskrit sounds and common phonetic features such as tones and nasalization are each represented by a single character.

The rule syntax utilizes a number of macros that model Pāṇinian structures. Macros are used to model Pāṇinian sound classes: varṇa, varga, guṇa, vṛddhi, saniprasāraṇa, etc.; to create pratyāhāras: अक्ष, अण, इक्ष, यण, etc.; and to group sounds with common phonetic features: aspirated sounds, unaspirated sounds, voiced sounds, unvoiced sounds, etc. For example, the macros @(f) and @(x) in 1.1.9 vt. represent the varnas सो and स्र respectively. The macros @(eN) in 6.1.109 and @(ac) in 6.1.78 represent the pratyāhāras एञ (monothongs) and अञ (vowels), respectively. Mappings are used to map sets of sounds onto corresponding sounds, such as short vowels onto long, and unvoiced stops onto voiced stops. Functions, such as `lengthen`, `guRate`, and `vfdDiize`, utilize the mappings to facilitate implementation of common operations, namely, the replacement of a vowel by its corresponding long vowel, guṇa vowel, or vṛddhi vowel, respectively.

Rules are not pre-selected by hand; rather they are triggered by the data that meets the conditions for the application of the rule. Yet rules are arranged in sequence and placed in blocks to ensure appropriate application of general rules and exceptions. In particular, negations and identical replacements that are exceptions select paths that avoid the application of rules of which they are negations and exceptions. Hyman wrote a Perl program that converts the XML file of regular expressions to Perl executable code. The model succeeds in encoding Pāṇinian rules in a manner that allows the rules that come into play to be tracked. Rule tracking has valuable research and pedagogical applications. Hyman (2009) describes the procedure by which the XML vocabulary to express Pāṇini’s sandhi rules was developed and how a series of stages converts the rules not only into executable Perl code, but also into a network, and a finite state transducer. The latter, being extremely fast, will permit realtime web use of the models.

Scharf and Hyman augmented the XML data structures created to model Pāṇinian sandhi to allow derivation of nominal stems, as described in Scharf 2009: 120-23. They introduced an additional parameter `morphid` in the XML rule tag that utilizes Scharf’s (2002: 29-30) set of nominal inflection tags. They further enriched the XML structure utilized for nominal declension to model verbal conjugation. Scharf (2009: 123-125) described Scharf and Hyman’s implementation of a computational model of Pāṇinian verbal inflection in a single cascade of rules that apply to whatever strings meet their conditions. The procedure begins with a single set of verbal terminations for all verbs, just as Pāṇini does, and introduces replacements on the basis of phonetic context. They widened the set of tags employed by the parameter `morphid` to utilize, in addition to nominal inflection tags, Scharf’s (2002: 30-31) verbal inflection tags. They added two parameters to the rule tag: `lexid`, and `root`. The former allows reference to the class of the root in the Pāṇinian Dhātupātha. The latter allows reference to the original form of the root even when the previous rules have modified the input.
string. The implementations of Pāṇinian inflection include rule tracking so that a derivational history of the form can be provided.

2 Participles

In 2008, Scharf and Hyman enriched the XML tagset further to allow derivation of participle stems. A \texttt{vlexid} parameter was added to allow reference to the class of the verbal root in the \textit{Dhātupāṭha} and an \texttt{affix} parameter to allow reference to the affix in the form in which it was originally introduced. The implementation of 1.2.21 demonstrates both parameters. 1.2.21 is a negation rule that optionally denies the \texttt{k}-marking to the affixes \texttt{k} and \texttt{kavat} that have the initial augment \texttt{dr}, when they occur after a verbal root with a penultimate short \texttt{u}.

\begin{verbatim}
<rule source="k" target=""
  lcontext="@[begin]@[al]*u@[hal]#i:(?:ta|tavat);@[it]*"
  rcontext="@[it]*" vlexid="^vt?1" lexid="^(ppp|pap)$"
  affix="@(nizWA)"
  root="^[@char]*?@[char]*u@[hal];?[@char]*";
  optional="yes"
  c="1.2.21 udupaDAdBAvAdikarmaRoranyatarasyAm"/>
</verbatim>

---

The parameter \texttt{source} has the value of the \texttt{k} to be deleted; the parameter \texttt{target} has the null string value. The parameter \texttt{lcontext} has the value of a regular expression matching strings preceding the \texttt{source} parameter. These include conditions specified in the ablative in the rule, namely, a string in which there is a penultimate short \texttt{u}, as well as any markers that might occur prior to the marker \texttt{k} to be deleted. The pound sign in the string marks the morpheme boundary between the stem and the affix. This is followed by the initial augment \texttt{dr} separated from the rest of the affix by a colon. The subsequent parenthesis matches either \texttt{ta} or \texttt{tavat} representing the phonetic strings \texttt{t} or \texttt{tavat} respectively. A semicolon separates the phonetic form of the affix from its markers, regardless of whether they are initial or final. The value of the \texttt{lcontext} parameter ends with an expression including a macro reference that matches any possible marker.

\begin{verbatim}
<macro name="it" value="ufkNcYRtnprlS" c="1.3.2-8"/>
</verbatim>

The \texttt{rcontext} parameter in the implementation of 1.2.21 again has the value of any marker that might follow \texttt{k} represented in the \texttt{source} parameter. Now it is possible that the string \texttt{t} belongs to some affix other than \texttt{k}. It is also possible that an affix has a final marker \texttt{k} rather than an initial one. In order to ensure reference to the desired affix, the original form of the affix is included as the value of the \texttt{affix} parameter. Here the location of markers as initial or final
is preserved. The affixes in question are introduced with an initial marker क् and are termed निधा. Initial and final markers are separated from the phonetic form of the affix by a grave accent and a semicolon respectively. A macro implements the classification rule as follows:

```xml
<macro name="nizWA" value="क`ta|k`tavat;u"
c="1.1.26 ktaktavatU nizWA"/>
```

The macro name nizWA is then employed in the implementation of 1.2.21, just as the technical term निधा is in 1.2.19 from where it recurs. Recurring terms are explicitly stated in XML implementations of rules. The option parameter has the value yes which initiates two streams of derivation from this point forward, one in which the rule is applied and one in which it is not.

Now the Kāśikā on 1.2.21 states that the option is specifically distributed (व्यवस्थित) in that the rule applies only when the affixes occur after roots to which the stem-forming affix (विकारण) गम्भीर will be introduced (व्यवस्थितविभाग चेयम् | तेन शब्दकरणानामेव भवति |). In order to limit the rule in accordance with the Kāśi-
kā’s statement, the rule includes the parameter vlexid which has the value of the lexical tag associated with the verbal root in our digital Dhātupāṭha. Pertinently, vlexid contains the roots’ class. The example shown of the implementation of 1.2.21 demonstrates the utility of the two new parameters vlexid and affix.

### 3 Blocking

Scharf and Hyman enriched the structure of the xml file containing rules for participle derivation to allow complex blocking relations. Pāṇini formulates general rules (उत्सर्ग) and exceptions (अपवाद). Exceptions take precedence over their related general rule. Where the exception alters the string so that it no longer meets the conditions for the application of the general rule, it is easy to implement exceptions by simply ordering the rules in such a way that the exceptions have the opportunity to apply first. This is achieved by placing them earlier in the cascade of rules. However, rule ordering alone is insufficient to capture the structure of Pāṇini’s blocking relations where the exceptions do not alter the string. This is particularly obvious where the exception takes the form of a negation. In previous versions of their framework, Scharf and Hyman rewrote general rules that had negative exceptions to reflect the narrower scope of application in the conditions of the general rule itself. Such a procedure makes it more difficult to implement accurate rule tracking. Hence we have enriched the framework of the XML rule file to reflect blocking.

Let’s take, as an example, rules concerning the provision of the initial augment इ. 7.2.35 provides that the augment इ occurs as the initial part of an ārdhadhātuka affix that begins with a consonant other than यु.

```xml
<rule source="" target="i:" lcontext="#
rcontext="[@(val)][@(al)]*[@(anta)] affine="~(@(ArDaDaAtuka))"c="7.2.35 ArDaDaAtukasyeq valAdeH"/>
```
For the purposes of the participal derivation in this ruleset, the macro name ArDaDAtuka refers to any one of several affixes that form what are typically called participals as follows:

<macro name="ArDaDAtuka"
value="k`vas;u|k`Ana;c|k`ta|k`tavat;u|k`tva|tum;un@(kftya)"
c="3.4.114 ArDaDAtukaM SezaH, 3.4.115 liw ca"/>

The macro kftya again refers to what are called gerundives:

<macro name="kftya"
value="tavya|tavya;t|anIya;r|ya;t|k`ya;p|R`ya;t"
c="3.1.95 kftyAH prANRvulaH"/>

The general rule above accounts for the इ-аугмент in the infinitive लवितुम् (<
लू ‘cut’ + इ-तुम्) and the gerundive stem लवितव्य (< लू ‘cut’ + इ-तव्य), for example.

Several negations that disallow the addition of the initial augment इ are exceptions to 7.2.35. Their domains are entirely included within the domain of the general rule; hence these negations would have no scope of application if they were not given precedence over 7.2.35. For example, 7.2.8 provides that the initial augment इ does not occur in affixes termed kṛt that begin with a voiced consonant other than य or ह. The domain of 7.2.8 is included within the domain of 7.2.35 because all kṛt-affixes that begin with a voiced consonant other than य or ह are also ārdhadhatuka affixes that begin with a consonant other than य.

Obviously the set of voiced consonants excluding य and ह is a subset of the set of consonants excluding य. Moreover, most kṛt-affixes are ārdhadhatuka; only eight kṛt-affixes are termed sārvadhātuka rather than ārdhadhatuka due to being marked with श, but they all begin with a vowel, in particular with अ or आ। Since the domain of 7.2.8 is entirely included within the domain of 7.2.35, 7.2.8 is an exception to 7.2.35 and takes precedence over it. The XML rule 7.2.8 is formulated as follows:

<rule source="" target="" lcontext="#"
rcontext="[@(vaS)][@(al)]*;[@(it)]*k[@(it)]*""
affix="^(@(kft))$" c="7.2.8 neqvaSi kfti"/>

The rule includes reference in the affix parameter to the macro kft, which lists several kṛt-affixes relevant to participle formation, including absolutive and non-Vedic infinitives.

1 शत् (3.2.124, 3.2.130), शानच् (3.2.124), शानन् (3.2.128), चानश् (3.2.129), खश् (3.2.28, 3.2.83), श (3.1.137, 3.3.100), and शद्य and शद्यन्न (3.4.9). Note that the vikaraṇas शू (3.1.73, 3.1.82), शम् (3.1.78), and शा (3.1.81, 3.1.83) are taught before the heading धातू: in 3.1.91; hence they are not subject to being termed kṛt according to the Kāśikā on 3.1.93 which limits the rule to the range of the heading धातू: in 3.1.91 (अस्मिन् प्रात्विधिकाः, etc.). Although these vikaraṇas are not subject to the इ-augment’s negation by 7.2.8, they are not subject to its provision by 7.2.35 or any other rule either.
The exception 7.2.8 does nothing to change the conditions that would allow the general rule 7.2.35 from applying subsequently; it replaces nothing by nothing at the beginning of the affix. Now, if 7.2.8 were placed prior to 7.2.35 in the cascade of rules without any other restriction, 7.2.35 would proceed to add the -augment there. This is not desired. 7.2.8 should prevent 7.2.35 from applying. To achieve this, Hyman created an XML structure similar to an otherwise statement found in some programming languages. The structure groups rules within a block that contains two subsections: a try section and an otherwise section, as shown:

```
<block>
  <try>
    <rule/>
    <rule/>
    ...
  </try>
  <otherwise>
    <rule/>
    <rule/>
    ...
  </otherwise>
</block>
```

To effect the blocking of 7.2.35 by 7.2.8, then we write 7.2.8 in the try block and 7.2.35 in the otherwise block as follows:

```
<block>
  <try>

  ...<rule source="" target="" lcontext="#"
    rcontext="[@(val)][@al]*[@(anta)]"
    affix="^(@ArDaDAtuka);$"
    c="7.2.35 ArDaDAtukasyeq valAdeH"/>
  ...
  </try>
  <otherwise>
    <rule source="" target="i:" lcontext="#"
      rcontext="[@(val)][@al]*[@(anta)]"
      affix="^(@ArDaDAtuka);$"
      c="7.2.35 ArDaDAtukasyeq valAdeH"/>
  </otherwise>
</block>
```

All instances of exceptions whose domains are totally included within the domain of their related general rule can be handled similarly. In instances of
partial blocking, the rule that contains a domain partially included within the
domain of a related general rule must be split into a rule with a totally included
domain and a rule with an excluded domain. Only the rule with the totally
included domain will be placed in the try block.

4 Look Ahead

Some rules in the Āśṭādhyaḥ apply only under conditions that are not created
until subsequent rules apply. Let’s consider the case of 7.2.67, necessary for the
derivation of perfect active participles. Rules in the अस्त्र-section (6.4.1–7.4.97)
apply before rules for doubling and related stem-internal changes (6.1.1 etc.).
1.1.59 द्विवचने श्वि provides that the replacement of a vowel whose replacement
is conditioned by a vowel-initial affix has the status of its substituend for the
purpose of doubling in the section of rules headed by 6.1.1 एकातः दे प्रथमस्य
(See Cardona 1997: 60). This implies that the augment द precedes vowel dele-
tion which in turn precedes doubling. Likewise, rules providing the augment द
to the beginning of an affix apply before rules that change the stem prior to the
augmented affix. Hence 7.2.67 applies to add the augment द to the affix -कत्तू
before 6.4.98 applies to delete the penultimate vowel of the root before vowel-initial
affixes. The augment must be provided first because without it, the affix
would not be vowel-initial. 6.4.98 in turn applies prior to 6.1.8 लिट धातोरण-यास्य.
However, 7.2.67, the rule that provides the augment, includes among its condi-
tions that the root be single-syllabled, and the Kāśikā explains that this refers
to the root after doubling has applied. But doubling can’t apply until after the
augment द is added, which conditions deletion of the penultimate vowel. It is
not possible to evaluate the condition of being a single-syllabled doubled root
at the time the augment is added. It is not possible to evaluate a state of affairs
brought about subsequent to a rule as a condition at the time of application
of that rule. Hence it is necessary to apply the rule tentatively, then trace the
derivation subsequent to the application of the rule to the point where its condi-
tions can be evaluated before deciding whether to apply the rule or not. Our
XML framework implements look ahead to achieve this by deriving the form
both with and without the rule application, then abandoning the rejected line
of derivation at the point the decision is made.

Let’s trace the derivation of the perfect active participle of the root गम् ‘go’
to illustrate our implementation. The Pāṇinian derivation is shown in Table 1;
the Scharf-Hyman derivation in Table 2.

The Scharf-Hyman framework does not at present implement sthānivadbhāva;
it does not reintroduce replaced sounds at certain points where they are required
in the conditions of subsequent rules. Instead, for the time being, rules are mod-
ified to include the replacements in the conditions of the subsequent rule. Hence
our derivation of the perfect active participle of गम् differs from the Pāṇinian

---

2 See Scharf (forthcoming) for a thorough examination of principles for determining
rule precedence in cases of conflict between rules that have independent as well as
overlapping domains (विप्रतिलिपि).
While Pāṇini implements penultimate vowel deletion by 6.4.98 (Table 1, step 5) prior to doubling by 6.1.8 (Table 1, step 6), we implement doubling by 6.1.8 first (Table 2, step 5) and then delete the penultimate vowel by 6.4.98 (Table 2 step 6), modifying the condition for deletion to accommodate the doubled root. To avoid dealing with the issue of sthānivadabhāva, deletion of the penultimate vowel is implemented after doubling by including the parameters to match a doubled root in the conditions for the application of 6.4.98. The root parameter compensates for the overbroad lcontext parameter to ensure the application of the rule only to the proper roots.

```
<rule source="a" target=""
  lcontext="@(begin)(?:[ghjKG]a[mns][ghjKG])"
  rcontext="[mns]#(?!a;N@(anta))[@(ac)][@(al)]*[@kNit]"
  root="^(g\am;/x|h\an;/a\j/an;/I\j\an;/a\j/an;/I\K/an;^u|G/as;/x)$"
  c="6.4.98 gamahanajanaKanaGasAM lopaH kNityanaNi"/>
```
In either derivation, 7.2.67 at step 4 must anticipate the state of the derivation at a subsequent step (at least step 6 in our derivation or step 7 in the Pāṇinian derivation). Our framework implements 7.2.67 in two XML rules to separate the single-syllable condition, which requires look-ahead, from conditions that don’t require look-ahead. The single-syllable portion is written as follows:

```xml
<rule source="" target="i:"
  lcontext="^\(?:(?:@\upasarga-|[@(hal)])[@(ac)][@(hal)]\)#" 
  rcontext="vas@(anta)" affix="^riv\vasu|st;f$"
  root="@(DpAdi) [@(hal)][^/\][@(ac)][@(hal)]@(Dpanta)"
  c="7.2.67 vasvekAjAdGasAm"/>
```

At step 4 we begin two lines of derivation, one with the augment and one without. Only the one with is shown in Table 2. At step 9, we evaluate the condition in 7.2.67 and, finding that the string qualifies for augmentation, throw out the derivation without the augment.

We look forward to utilizing the enriched framework created for participle derivation in a revised, more faithful model of Pāṇinian inflection and hope to go on to implement derivational morphology generally.
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1 Introduction

In recent years Sanskrit Computational Linguistics has gained momentum. There have been several efforts towards developing computational tools for accessing Sanskrit texts (¹², ¹⁴, ²³, ¹⁶, ⁷, ¹¹). Most of these tools handle morphological analysis and sandhi splitting. Some of them (¹⁰, ¹³, ⁸) also do the sentential parsing. However, there have been almost negligible efforts in handling Sanskrit compounds, beyond segmentation.

Sanskrit is very rich in compound formation. The compound formation being productive, forms an open-set and as such it is also not possible to list all the compounds in a dictionary. The compound formation involves a mandatory sandhi.¹ But mere sandhi splitting does not help a reader in identifying the meaning of a compound. Typically a compound does not code the relation between its components explicitly. To understand the meaning of a compound, thus, it is necessary to identify its components, discover the relations between them, and finally produce a vigrahavākyad² of the compound. Gillon ⁶ suggests

¹ Sandhi means euphony transformation of words when they are consecutively pronounced. Typically when a word \( w_1 \) is followed by a word \( w_2 \), some terminal segment of \( w_1 \) merges with some initial segment of \( w_2 \) to be replaced by a “smoothed” phonetic interpolation, corresponding to minimising the energy necessary to reconfigure the vocal organs at the juncture between the words. ¹¹

² An expression providing the meaning of a compound is called a vigrahavākya.
tagging of compounds by enriching the context free rules. He does so by specifying the vibhakti, marking the head and also specifying the enriched category of the components. He also points out how certain components such as ‘na’ provide a clue for deciding the type of a compound. Pāṇini captures special cases and formulates rules to handle them. Implementing these rules automatically is still far from reality on account of the semantic information needed for the implementation. In the absence of such semantic information, statistical methods have proved to be a boon for the language engineers. These statistical tools use manually annotated data for automatic learning, and in turn develop a language model, which is then used for analysis. In what follows we discuss the automatic segmentation and type identification of compounds using simple statistics that result from the manually annotated data.

2 Sanskrit Compounds

The Sanskrit word samāṣaḥ for a compound means samasanam which means “combination of more than one word into one word which conveys the same meaning as that of the collection of the component words together”. While combining the components together, a compound undergoes certain operations such as loss of case suffixes, loss of accent, etc. A Sanskrit compound thus has one or more of the following features (17, 6):

1. It is a single word (ekapadam)3
2. It has a single case suffix (ekavibhaktikam) with an exception of aluk compounds such as yudhistirāḥ, where there is no deletion of case suffix of the first component.
3. It has a single accent(ekasvarah)4
4. The order of components in a compound is fixed.
5. No words can be inserted in between the compounds.
6. The compound formation is binary with an exception of dvandva and bahu-pada bahuvrīhi.
7. Euphonic change (sandhi) is a must in a compound formation.
8. Constituents of a compound may require special gender or number different from their default gender and number. e.g. pāṇipādam, pācikābhāryaḥ, etc.

Though compounds of 2 or 3 words are more frequent, compounds involving more than 3 constituent words with some compounds even running through pages is not rare in Sanskrit literature. Here are some examples of Sanskrit compounds involving more than 3 words.

1. वेदेवदाङ्क्तच्छः वेद-वेदाज्ज-तच्छः
2. प्रदर्शनपुकृतमणिमरीचिमञ्जरीचिन्नितरचणयुगालि-प्रदर्शन-मुक्त-मणि-मरीचि-मञ्जरी-चय-चिन्नितर-चणयुगालि

3 aikapadyam aikasvaryam ca samāsatvāt bhavati [Kāśikā 2.1.46].
4 aikapadyam aikasvaryam ca samāsatvāt bhavati [Kāśikā 2.1.46].
5 Rāmāyaṇam 1-1-14.
6 Pañcatantram in kathamukham.
The compounds are formed with two words at a time and hence they can be represented faithfully as a binary tree, as shown in figure 1.

Semantically Pāṇini classifies the Sanskrit compounds into four major types:

- **Tatpuruṣaḥ**: (Endocentric with head typically to the right),
- **Bahuvarhiḥ**: (Exocentric),
- **Dvandvah**: (Copulative), and
- **Avyayahāvaḥ**: (Endocentric with head typically to the left and behaves as an indeclinable).

This classification is not sufficient for generating the paraphrase. For example, the paraphrase of a compound vrksamulam is vrksasyamulam and grhagatah is grham gataḥ, though both of them belong to the same class of tatpuruṣaḥ. Based on their paraphrase, these compounds are further sub-classified into 55 sub-types. Appendix-A provides the classification and Appendix-B describes the paraphrase associated with each tag.

### 3 Compound Processor

Understanding a compound involves (ref Fig 2)

1. Segmentation (समासपदच्छेद:),
2. Constituency Parsing (समासपदवाच्य:),
3. Compound Type Identification (समस्तपदपरिचयक:), and
4. Paraphrasing (वियह-वाक्य).

These four tasks form the natural modules of a compound processor. The output of one task serves as an input for the next task until the final paraphrase is generated.

---

7 *Kevalavyatireki-prakaraṇam* : *Maṇiṇa* [22].
3.1 Segmenter
The task of this module is to split a compound into its constituents. For instance, the compound

\[ \text{sumitrānandavardhanah} \]

is segmented as

\[ \text{sumitrā-ānanda-vardhanah} \]

Each of the constituent component except the last one is typically a compounding form (a bound morpheme).\(^8\)

3.2 Constituency Parser
This module parses the segmented compound syntactically by pairing up the constituents in a certain order two at a time. For instance,

\[ \text{sumitrā-ānanda-vardhanah} \]

is parsed as

\[ <\text{sumitrā-}<\text{ānanda-vardhanah}>\]

3.3 Type Identifier
This module determines the type on the basis of the components involved. For instance,

\[ <\text{sumitrā-}<\text{ānanda-vardhanah}>\]

is tagged as

\[ <\text{sumitrā-}<\text{ānanda-vardhanah}>T6>T6 \]

where T6 stands for compound of type \(ṣaṣṭī\)-\(tatpuruṣa\). This module needs an access to the semantic content of its constituents, and possibly even to the wider context.\(^8\)

\(^8\) With an exception of components of an ‘aluk’ compound.
3.4 Paraphrase Generator

Finally after the tag has been assigned, the paraphrase generator \[16\] generates a paraphrase for the compound. For the above example, the paraphrase is generated as:

\[\text{¯anandasya vardhanah} = \text{¯anandavardhanah},\]
\[\text{sumitr¯ay¯ah} \text{¯anandavardhanah} = \text{sumitr¯anandavardhanah}\.\]

4 Compound Segmenter

The task of a segmenter is to split a given sequence of phonemes into a sequence of morphologically valid segments \[18\]. The compound formation involves a mandatory sandhi. Each sandhi rule is a triple \((x, y, z)\) where \(y\) is the last letter of the first primitive, \(z\) is the first letter of the second primitive, and \(x\) is the letter sequence resulting from the euphonic combination. For analysis, we reverse these rules of sandhi and produce \(y + z\) corresponding to a \(x\). Only the sequences that are morphologically valid are selected. The segmentation being non-deterministic, segmenter produces multiple splits. To ensure that the correct output is not deeply buried down the pile of incorrect answers, it is natural to prioritize solutions based on some scores. We follow GENerate-CONstrain-EVALuate paradigm attributed to the Optimality Theory \[21\] for segmentation. As is true of any linguistic theory, the Optimality Theory basically addresses the issue of generation. Nevertheless, there have been successful attempts (\[4\], \[3\]) to reverse the process of generation. It will be really challenging to implement the sandhi rules from \(Aṣṭādhyāyī\) as CONstraints and then reverse them for splitting. In this attempt however, we simply use the ‘cooked’ sandhi rules in the form of triplets. We describe below the GENerate-CONstrain-EVALuate cycle of the segmenter and the scoring matrix used for prioritizing the solutions.

4.1 Scoring Matrix

A parallel corpus of Sanskrit text in sandhied and unsandhied form is being developed as a part of the Sanskrit Consortium project in India. The corpus contains texts from various fields ranging from children stories, dramas, purāṇas to Ayurveda texts. From around 100K words of such a parallel corpus, 25K parallel instances of sandhied and unsandhied text were extracted. These examples were used to get the frequency of occurrence of various sandhi rules. If no instance of a sandhi rule is found in the corpus, for smoothing, we assign the frequency of 1 to this sandhi rule.

We define the estimated probability of the occurrence of a sandhi rule as follows:

Let \(R_i\) denote the \(i^{th}\) rule with \(f_{R_i}\) as the frequency of occurrence in the manually split parallel text. The probability of rule \(R_i\) is:
\[ P_{R_i} = \frac{f_{R_i}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} f_{R_j}} \]

where \( n \) denotes the total number of sandhi rules found in the corpus.

Let a word be split into a candidate \( S_j \) with \( k \) constituents as \( \langle c_1, c_2, ..., c_k \rangle \) by applying \( k - 1 \) sandhi rules \( \langle R_1, R_2, ..., R_{k-1} \rangle \) in between the constituents. It should be noted here that the rules \( R_1, ..., R_{k-1} \) and the constituents \( c_1, ..., c_k \) are interdependent since a different rule sequence will result in a different constituents sequence. The sequence of constituents are constrained by a language model whereas the rules provide a model for splitting. We define two measures each corresponding to the constituents and the rules to assign weights to the possible splits.

**Language Model.** Let the unigram probability of the sequence \( \langle c_1, c_2, ..., c_k \rangle \) be \( PL_{S_j} \) defined as:

\[ PL_{S_j} = \prod_{x=1}^{k} (P_{c_x}) \]

where \( P_{c_x} \) is the probability of occurrence of a word \( c_x \) in the corpus.

**Split Model.** Let the splitting model \( PS_{S_j} \) for the sandhi rules sequence \( \langle R_1, R_2, ..., R_{k-1} \rangle \) be defined as:

\[ PS_{S_j} = \prod_{x=1}^{k-1} (P_{R_x}) \]

where \( P_{R_x} \) is the probability of occurrence of a rule \( R_x \) in the corpus.

Therefore, the weight of the split \( S_j \) is defined as the product of the language and the split model as:

\[ W_{S_j} = \frac{PL_{S_j} * PS_{S_j}}{k} \]

where the factor of \( k \) is introduced to give more preference to the split with less number of segments than the one with more segments.

### 4.2 Segmentation Algorithm

The approach followed is GENerate-CONstrain-EVALuate. In this approach, all the possible splits of a given string are first generated and the splits that are not validated by the morphological analyser are subsequently pruned out.

Currently we apply only two constraints viz.

- C1: All the constituents of a split must be valid morphs.
- C2: All the segments except the last one should be valid compounding forms.

The system flow is presented in Figure 3.
The basic outline of the algorithm is:

1. Recursively break a word at every possible position applying a sandhi rule and generate all possible candidates for the input.
2. Pass the constituents of all the candidates through the morph analyser.
3. Declare the candidate as a valid candidate, if all its constituents are recognised by the morphological analyser, and all except the last segment are compounding forms.
4. Assign weights to the accepted candidates and sort them based on the weights as defined in the previous subsection.
5. The optimal solution will be the one with the highest weight.

Results. The current morphological analyser\(^9\) can recognise around 140 million words. Using 2,650 rules and a test data of around 8,260\(^{10}\) words parallel corpus for testing, we obtained the following results:

- Almost 92.5% of the times, the first segmentation is correct. And in almost 99.1% of the cases, the correct split was among the top 3 possible splits.
- The precision was about 92.46% (measured in terms of the number of words for which first answer is correct w.r.t. the total words for which correct segmentation was obtained).
- The system consumes around 0.04 seconds per string of 15 letters on an average.\(^{11}\)

---

\(^9\) Available at [http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/anusaaraka/sanskrit/samsaadhanii/morph/index.html](http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/anusaaraka/sanskrit/samsaadhanii/morph/index.html)

\(^{10}\) The test data is extracted from manually split data of *Mahābhārata*

\(^{11}\) Tested on a system with 2.93GHz Core 2 Duo processor and 2GB RAM.
Table 1. Rank-wise Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>% of words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>92.4635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.0492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.6235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>0.3723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The complete rank wise distribution is given in Table 1.

5 Constituency Parser

Segmenter takes a compound as an input and produces one or more possible segmentations conditioned by the morphological analyser and the sandhi rules. Constituency parser takes an output of the segmenter and produces a binary tree showing the syntactic composition of the compound corresponding to each of the possible segmentations. Each of these compositions show the possible ways various segments can be grouped. To illustrate various possible parses that result from a single segmentation, consider the segmentation a-b-c of a compound. Since a compound is binary, the three components a-b-c may be grouped in two ways as < a < bc > or << ab > c >. Only one of the ways of grouping may be correct in a given context as illustrated by the following two examples.

1. `< baddha- < jāmbūnada- srajah >>`
2. `<< tapas-svādhyāya >- niratam >>`

With 3 components, only these two parses are possible. But as the number of constituents increase, the number of possible ways the constituents can be grouped grows very fast. The constituency parsing is similar to the problem of completely parenthesizing \( n+1 \) factors in all possible ways. Thus the total possible ways of parsing a compound with \( n + 1 \) constituents is equal to a Catalan number, \( C_n \) [13] where for \( n \geq 0 \),

\[
C_n = \frac{(2n)!}{(n+1)!n!}
\]

The task of the constituency parser is then to choose the correct way of grouping the components together, in a given context. To the best of our knowledge no work has been initiated yet that produces the best constituency parse for a given segmentation, in a given context.

6 Type Identifier

After getting a constituency parse of a compound, the next task in the compound analysis is to assign an appropriate operator (tag) to each non-leaf node. This operator will then operate on the leaf nodes to produce the associated meaning.
We use manually tagged corpus as a model for predicting the tags, given a pair of constituents of a compound. Manually tagged corpus consists of approximately 150K words which contain 12,796 compounds\textsuperscript{12}. These texts were tagged using the tagset given in appendix-I. All these compounds are thus tagged ‘in context’ and contain only one tag. This corpus formed the training data. Another small corpus with 400 tagged compounds from totally different texts, was kept aside for testing.

**Some features of the manually tagged data**

1. Around 10% of the compounds were repeated.
2. The 12,796 tokens of compounds contain 2,630 types of left word and 7,106 types of right word.
3. The frequency distribution of highly frequent tags is shown in Table 2. To study the effect of fine-grained-ness we also merged the sub-types. Table 3 gives the frequency distribution of major tags, after merging the sub-types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>% of words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>28.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bs6</td>
<td>12.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K1</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tn</td>
<td>8.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di</td>
<td>7.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>% of words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>52.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>18.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>12.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>8.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We define,\[
P(T/W_1 - W_2) = \text{probability that a compound } W_1 - W_2 \text{ has tag } T.
\]

Assuming that occurrence of $W_1$ and $W_2$ are independent,

\[
P(T/W_1 - W_2) = P(T/W_1) \times P(T/W_2)
\]

where $P(T/W_i) = \frac{P(T \times W_i)}{P(W_i)}$, $i = 1, 2$.

Since the data is sparse, to account for smoothing, we define, for unseen instances,

\[
P(T,W_i) = \frac{1}{F},
\]

\[
P(W_i) = \frac{1}{F},
\]

where $F$ is the total number of manually tagged compounds.

\textsuperscript{12} Only compounds with 2 components were selected.
6.1 Performance Evaluation

The test data of 400 words are tagged ‘in context’. While our compound tagger does not see the context, and thus suggests more than one possible tag, and ranks them. Normally a tool is evaluated for its coverage and precision. In our case, the tool always produces tags with weights associated with them. The coverage and precision therefore are evaluated based on the ranks of the correct tags. Table 4 shows results of 400 words with a coarse as well as fine grained tagset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>no of words</th>
<th>% of words</th>
<th>no of words</th>
<th>% of words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, if we consider only the 1st rank, the precision with 8 tags is 72.7% and with 55 tags, it is 63.0%. The precision increases substantially to 95.4% and 81.1% respectively if we take 1st three ranks into account.

The performance of the type identifier can be further improved by using semantically tagged lexicon. There are around 200 rules in the Aṣṭādhyāyī which provide semantic contexts for various compounds. One such example is the Pāṇini’s sūtra annena vyañjanam (2.1.34). This sūtra gives a condition for forming tṛtyā tatpuruṣah compound. Thus what is required is a list of all words that denote eatables. A lexicon rich with such semantic information would enhance the performance of the tagger further. The compound processor with all the functionality described above is available online at [http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/samAsa/frame.html](http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/samAsa/frame.html)
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## Appendix-A: Sanskrit Compound Type and Sub-type Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound sub-types</th>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Compound sub-types</th>
<th>Tags</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>अन्याय-पूर्वपद:</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>अन्याय-उत्तरपद:</td>
<td>K1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अन्याय-उत्तरपद:</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>अन्याय-उत्तरपद-कमंथराय:</td>
<td>K2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तित्त्रत्वभूति:</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>तित्त्रत्वभूतिवप:</td>
<td>K3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>संवादपूर्वपद-नविपत्तरः</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>उपमान-पूर्व-पद-कमंथराय:</td>
<td>K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>नविपत्तरः-अन्यपदधस्यायां</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>उपमान-उत्तर-पद-कमंथराय:</td>
<td>K5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>संवादपूर्वपद-वश्यानिर्दत्तरः</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>अनाध्वारणापूर्वपद-कमंथराय:</td>
<td>K6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>यार-मन्य-पूर्वपद-धन्यतिनिर्दत्तरः</td>
<td>A7</td>
<td>सम्भोवानपूर्वपद-कमंथराय:</td>
<td>K7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### तत्तुरुषः वहुविहिः:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound sub-types</th>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Compound sub-types</th>
<th>Tags</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>त्रितीयात्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>त्रितीयात्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तत्तौत्तरुषः:</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>तत्तौत्तरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चतुर्थात्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>चतुर्थात्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>पञ्चात्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>पञ्चात्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>षड्यात्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>षड्यात्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>सचिनात्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>T6</td>
<td>सचिनात्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>षड्यात्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>T7</td>
<td>षड्यात्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>षड्यात्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>Tn</td>
<td>सचिनात्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>समाधिरणान्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>Tds</td>
<td>समाधिरणान्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bsp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तत्तौत्तरुषः:</td>
<td>Tdts</td>
<td>तत्तौत्तरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bsg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>उत्तरविहिः:</td>
<td>Tdu</td>
<td>उत्तरविहिः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bsnn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>गौतिमसामासः:</td>
<td>Tg</td>
<td>गौतिमसामासः-वहुविहिः:</td>
<td>Bvp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>न्यायान्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>Tk</td>
<td>न्यायान्तुरुषः-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>प्रादिरसामा:</td>
<td>Tp</td>
<td>प्रादिरसामा-वहुविहिः: (समानाधिकरण: )</td>
<td>Bs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>मूर्यस्कृत्बः:</td>
<td>Tm</td>
<td>मूर्यस्कृत्बः-वहुविहिः:</td>
<td>Bv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तत्तुरुषः: वहुपदः:</td>
<td>Tb</td>
<td>तत्तुरुषः-वहुपदः-व्यधिकरण-वहुविहिः:</td>
<td>Bvs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तत्तुरुषः: उपपदः:</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>तत्तुरुषः-उपपदः-व्यधिकरण-वहुविहिः:</td>
<td>BvS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तत्तुरुषः: वहुपदः:</td>
<td>Ub</td>
<td>तत्तुरुषः-वहुपदः-व्यधिकरण-वहुविहिः:</td>
<td>BvU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तत्तुरुषः: वहुपदः:</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td>तत्तुरुषः-वहुपदः-वहुविहिः:</td>
<td>Bb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>केकल:</th>
<th></th>
<th>केकल:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>बन्तरत्यार-डुरुद्धः:</td>
<td>Di</td>
<td>केकल समासः:</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>समाधिरणान्तुरुषः:</td>
<td>Ds</td>
<td>द्विविहिः:</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A : Rules for Paraphrase Generation

अन्वयोभाव:

1. \(<x-y>A1 => y\{6\} \ f\{x\}\)
   where \(f\) maps \(x\) to the noun with same semantic content.
   A function \(f\) needs to be defined.

2. \(<x-y>A2 => x\{3\} विपरीतत्म् वृत्तम्\)

3. \(<x-y>A4 => x\{6\} y\{6\} समाहारः\)

4. \(<x-y>A5 => x'\{1\} y\{1\} यस्मिन् दशं\)
   \(x'\) has same gender as that of \(y'\).

5. \(<x-y>A6 => x\{6\} y\{6\} समाहारः\)
   if \(x = दीर्घ, \) both \(x\) and \(y\) will be in दीर्घचनम्

6. \(<x-y>A7 => x\{6\} y\)

7. \(<x-y>T_n => x\{n\} y \ 2 \leq n \leq 7\)

8. \(<x-y>Tn => x\{n\} y\)

9. \(<x-y>Tds => x\{6;ba\} y\{6;ba\} समाहारः\)

10. \(<x-y-z>Tb = x\{1\} y\{1\} z\{1\}\)

11. \(<x-y>K1 => x\{1\} तत् y\{1\} च\)

12. \(<x-y>K2 => x\{1\} च y\{1\} च\)

13. \(<x-y>K3 => x\{1\} च अमो y\{1\} च\)

14. \(<x-y>K4 => x\{1\} इव y\{1\}\)

15. \(<x-y>K5 => x\{1\} y\{1\} इव\)

16. \(<x-y>K6 => x\{1\} एव y\{1\}\)

17. \(<x-y>K7 => x\{1\} इत्य य y\{1\}\)

बद्धोक्तः:

19. \(<x-y>Bsd => x\{6\} च y\{6\} च यदन्तरालम्\)

20. \(<x-y>Bsp => x\{3\} च y\{3\} च प्रदेत्य इवम् युद्धम् प्रवृत्तम्\)

21. \(<x-y>Bsg => x\{7\}-y\{7\}+ गहीत्या इवम् युद्धम् प्रवृत्तम्\)

22. \(<x-y>Bsnm => x'-y\{1\} यस्य\)

23. \(<x-y>Bss => x\{1\} वा y\{1\} यस्य\)

24. \(<x-y>Bsu => x\{1\} इव y\{1\} यस्यः:\)

25. \(<x-y>Bv => x \ y\{1\} यस्य\)

26. \(<x-y>Bvs => y\{6\} x' \ य सन्ति ते\)

27. \(<x-y>BvS => y\{3\} सह\)

28. \(<x-y>BvU => x\{6\} इव y यस्य\)

29. \(<x-y>Di => x\{1\} च y\{1\} च\)

30. \(<x-y>Ds => x\{1\} च y\{1\} च\)

31. \(<x-y>S => y\{1\} x\{1\}\)

32. \(<x-y>d => x \ y\)
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Abstract. Verbal understanding (śabdabodha) of any utterance requires the knowledge of how words in that utterance are related to each other. Such knowledge is usually available in the form of cognition of grammatical relations. Generative grammars describe how a language codes these relations. Thus the knowledge of what information various grammatical relations convey is available from the generation point of view and not the analysis point of view. In order to develop a parser based on any grammar one should then know precisely the semantic content of the grammatical relations expressed in a language string, the clues for extracting these relations and finally whether these relations are expressed explicitly or implicitly. Based on the design principles that emerge from this knowledge, we model the parser as finding a directed Tree, given a graph with nodes representing the words and edges representing the possible relations between them. Further, we also use the Mīmāṃsā constraint of ākāṅkṣā (expectancy) to rule out non-solutions and sannidhi (proximity) to prioritize the solutions. We have implemented a parser based on these principles and its performance was found to be satisfactory giving us a confidence to extend its functionality to handle the complex sentences.1
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1 Introduction

Śabdabodha is the understanding that arises from a linguistic utterance. The three schools of Śabdabodha viz. Vyākaraṇa, Nyāya and Mīmāṃsā mainly differ in the chief qualificand of the Śabdabodha. Nevertheless to begin with, all these three schools need an analysis of an utterance. This analysis expresses the relations between different meaningful units involved in an utterance. The utterance may be as small as a single word or as big as a complete novel. In what follows, however, we take a sentence2 as a unit, and as such we discuss only the relations of words within a sentence and do not deal with the discourse analysis.

1 Thanks to Gérard Huet and Peter Scharf for their valuable remarks.
2 Roughly ekatiṁ vākyam (vārttika on tvāmav dvitiyāyah 8.1.23, halantapuṇḍliṅga-prakaraṇam).
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A generative grammar of any language provides rules for generation. For analysis, we require a mechanism by which we can use these rules in a reverse way. The reversal in some cases is easy and also deterministic. For example, subtraction is an inverse operation of addition and is deterministic. The reversal may not always be deterministic. Let us see a simple example of non-deterministic reversal with which all of us are familiar. The multiplication tables or simple method of repetitive addition provides a mechanical way for multiplication. Given a product, to find its factors is a reverse process. Multiplication of two numbers, say, 4 and 3 produces a unique number 12. But its decomposition into two factors is not unique. 12 may be decomposed into two factors as either \{6,2\} or \{4,3\} in addition to a trivial decomposition \{12,1\}. Thus the inverse process may at times involve non-determinism. Depending upon the context, if one factor is known, the other factor gets fixed. For example, if you are interested in distributing 12 apples among 2 children, then one of the factors being 2, the other factor, viz. 6, is determined uniquely.

This is true of a generative grammar as well. To give an example, look at the following two sūtras of Pāṇini.

- \textit{anabhihite} (2.3.1)
- \textit{kartṛkaraṇayos tṛtiyā} (2.3.18)

These two sūtras together, in case of a passive voice (karmanī prayogāḥ), assign third case \(^3\) to both the \textit{kartā} as well as \textit{karaṇam kāraka} as in

\begin{equation}
(1) \text{rāmeṇa bāṇena vāliḥ hanyate.}
\end{equation}

Now, when a hearer (who knows Sanskrit grammar) listens to this utterance, he notices two words ending in the third case suffix and that the construction is in passive voice. But unless he knows that \textit{rāma} is the name of a person and \textit{bāṇa} is used as an instrument, he fails to get the correct reading. In the absence of such an ‘extra-linguistic’ knowledge, there are two possible interpretations viz. either \textit{rāma} is \textit{kartā} and \textit{bāṇa} is \textit{karaṇam}, or \textit{bāṇa} is \textit{kartā} and \textit{rāma} is \textit{karaṇam} leading to a non-determinism \(^4\).

The process of analysing a sequence of words to determine the underlying grammatical structure with respect to a grammar is parsing. There are two distinct ways of developing a parser for a language. The first method which has gained recent predominance is to use statistical machine learning techniques to learn from a manually annotated corpus. This requires a large human annotated corpus. Second method is to use the grammar rules of generation to ‘guess’ the possible solutions and apply constraints to rule out obvious non-solutions. There have been notable efforts in developing parsers by both the statistical methods as well as grammar based methods for various languages (Lin,1998; Marneffe, 2006; Sleator,1993). A parser based on Paninian Grammar Formalism for modern

\(^3\) The word ‘case’ is used for \textit{vibhakti}.

\(^4\) There are two more possibilities, since both have the same gender, number, and \textit{vibhakti}, one can be an adjective of the other.
Indian languages is described in Bharati, et. al. (1995; 85-100). This parser is modeled as a bipartite graph matching problem. A statistical parser for analysing Sanskrit is described in Hellwig (2008). The shallow parser of Huet (2006, 2009) uses bare minimum information of transitivity of a verb as a sub-categorisation frame and models it as a graph-matching algorithm. The main purpose of this shallow parser is to filter out non-sensical interpretations. It is therefore natural for Huet to develop small tools such as ‘ca’ handler with more priority to rule out non-grammatical solutions (rather than to develop a full-fledged parser).

While designing a grammar based parser, two major design issues one has to address are: a) what should be the level of semantic analysis, and b) which relations to represent in the parsed output. In order to decide on these issues, in what follows, we first look at the Sanskrit grammar to see what kind of semantic relations can be extracted from a language string, precisely where is the information about these relations coded, and whether the extracted relations are from primary sources or secondary. Later we discuss the issues the mechanical processing throws up, and the possible ways to handle them. Based on these observations, we decide various design parameters. The next section discusses mathematical formulation of the problem, its implementation and finally its performance analysis.

2 Encoding of Grammatical Relations in Sanskrit

Parsing unfolds a linear string of words into a structure which shows explicitly the relations between words. For example, the parse of

(2) rājā viprāya gāṃ dadāti.

may be described as in Figure 1.

The task of a parser involves identifying various relations between the words. So the parser developer should decide on the nature of relations and the means

---

5 The issues in the development of a statistical parser are totally different. They are related to the size of the annotated corpus, the number of annotated tags used, their fine-grained-ness, etc.
to identify the relations. Sanskrit has the unique privilege of having an extant grammar in the form of Aṣṭādhyāyī. It has been demonstrated (Bharati, forthcoming) that Pāṇini had given utmost importance to the information coding and the dynamics of information flow in a language string. In what follows we look at the information coding in Sanskrit from the point of view of designing a parser.

2.1 Semantic Content of the Relations

Though the correspondence between the semantic relations and the kāraka relations is duly stated in the grammar, what is encoded in words is only the kāraka relations. There is no one-to-one relation between thematic and kāraka relations. One kāraka relation may correspond to more than one thematic relation and one thematic relation may be realised by more than one kāraka relations (Kiparsky, 2009: 49). What can be extracted from a language string alone without using any extra-linguistic information are the syntactico-semantic relations or the kāraka relations and not the pure semantic relations. We give below some examples in our support.

Svatantraḥ kartā. The vārttikas under Pāṇini’s sūtra kārake (1.4.23) go like this:

In the sentence *devadattaḥ pacati*, the activity of cooking refers to the activity of *devadattaḥ* viz. putting a vessel on the stove, pouring water in it, adding rice, supplying the fuel etc. and this activity refers to the activity of the *pradhāna kartā*. In the sentence *sthāli pacati*, the cooking activity refers to holding the rice and water till the rice cooks and this activity is that of a vessel. In the sentence *edhāḥ paksyanti*, the cooking activity refers to the supply of sufficient heat by a piece of firewood and thus refers to the activity of an instrument.

In real world, *devadattaḥ, sthāli* and *edhāḥ* are the agent, locus and the instrument respectively. But what is expressed by these language strings is just the kartṛtvā of the *pradhāna kartā*, adhikaraṇam and karaṇam respectively and NOT the agent, locus and instrument.

śeṣe. Similarly the relation between *vṛṣa* and śākhā, pīṭḥ and putra, and rājān and puruṣa in the phrases *vṛṣasya śākhā, pīṭḥḥ putraḥ* and *rājāṇaḥ puruṣaḥ* is marked by the genitive case suffix, and Pāṇini groups all of them under the sūtra *ṣaṣṭhī śeṣe* (2.3.50). Semantically however the first is avayava-avayavī-bhāva (part-whole-relation), the second one is janya-janaka-bhāva (parent-child-relation), and the third one is sva-svāmi-bhāva (owner-possession-relation).

---

6 *adhisṛyayaṇadakāśecanatāṇḍulāvapanaidho ’pakaṛṣaṇaḥkriyāḥ pradhānasya kartuḥ pākah || (ma. bhā. 1.4.23. vā 8) ||

*dronaḥ pacatādhakaḥ pacati samhavhanakriyā dhāraṇaḥkriyā cādhikaraṇaḥsya pākah || (ma. bhā. 1.4.23.vā 9 )||

*edhāḥ paksyantyā viklitter jvaliṣyantitī jvalanakriyā karaṇasya pākah || (ma. bhā. 1.4.23.vā 10) ||.*
**adhiśisthāsan karma (1.4.46).** In the sentences

(3) hariḥ vaikuṇṭham adhiśete.
(4) munīḥ śilāpaṭṭam adhitiṣṭhati.
(5) sādhuḥ parvatam adhyāste.

vaikuṇṭha, śilāpaṭṭa and parvata are in the second case, and Panini assigns them a karma role. However, semantically, all of them are the loci of the activities of the associated verbs viz. adhi-śīṁ, adhi-sthā, and adhi-ās. Hence the naiyāyikas, who want to map the ‘world of words’ to the real world, find it difficult to accept the karmatva of these words and they qualify this karmatva on the second case ending as ādharasya anusāsanika-karmatva (Dash, 1991:141). Thus, there is a deviation between the real world and what is expressed through the words.

**sahayukta’apradhāne (2.3.19).** In the sentence,

(6) mātrā saha bālakaḥ āgacchati.

the agreement of the verb is with bālakaḥ, and not with mātarā. According to the sūtra (2.3.19), ‘saha’ is used with the apradhāna (sub-ordinate) kāraka. Thus in this example, mātā is sub-ordinate and bālaka is the main kartā. However, at another level of semantic analysis, the situation is reversed. It is mātā who carries the child in her arms and thus bālaka is apradhāna and mātā is the pradhāna kāraka. Thus again there is a mismatch between the reality and what sentence actually codes in terms of grammatical relations.

From all the above examples, it is clear that the world of words (śabda-jagat) is different from the real world. To match the extracted relations with the experience of the real world, extra-linguistic information is needed. Since the extra-linguistic information is not easily accessible, and is open ended, we would extract only syntactico-semantic relations that depend solely upon the linguistic/grammatical information in a sentence.

### 2.2 Clues for Extracting the Relations

Sanskrit being inflectionally rich, we know that suffixes mark the relation between words. Similarly certain indeclinables mark some grammatical relations. Agreement between the words also indicate certain grammatical relations. We discuss below these cases with examples.

1. **Abhihitatva**

   The Paninian sūtra ‘anabhihite’ (2.3.1) (if not already expressed) is an important sūtra that governs the vibhakti assignment to the nominals. The vārttikā on this sūtra explains abhihita as the one which is expressed either by tiṁ (a finite verbal suffix), kṛt (a non-finite verbal suffix), taddhita (derivational nominal suffix) or samāsa (compound). E.g. in the sentence

   *tiṅkṛttaddhitasamāsaiḥ pariṣaṅkhyānam* (ma. bhā. 2.3.1. vā.)
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the verb being in the active voice (\textit{kartari prayogah}), the verbal suffix ‘\textit{ti}’ expresses the \textit{kart\tilde{a}}, while in the following sentence in passive voice (\textit{karman\tilde{i} prayogah})

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(7)] \textit{r\tilde{a}mah vana\tilde{m} gacchati.}
\end{enumerate}

the \textit{karma} is expressed by the verbal suffix. As such, in both cases, the one which is expressed (\textit{kart\tilde{a} and karma} respectively) is in the nominative case and shows number and person agreement with the verb form.

Some of the \textit{krt} suffixes also express the \textit{k\tilde{arakas}.} For example, in

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(9)] \textit{dh\tilde{avan} a\tilde{svah}.}
\end{enumerate}

the \textit{krt} suffix in ‘\textit{dh\tilde{avan}}’ expresses the relation of \textit{kart\tilde{a}} (\textit{kartari krt} (3.4.68)).

2. \textit{Vibhakti}

The verbal as well as nominal suffixes in Sanskrit are termed \textit{vibhaktis}. We have already seen that verbal suffixes (\textit{ti\tilde{n}}), through \textit{abhihitatva}, mark the relations between words. Now we consider the nominal suffixes. They fall under two categories.

(a) \textit{vibhakti} indicating a \textit{k\tilde{arak}a relation}

This marks a relation between a noun and a verb known as a \textit{k\tilde{arak}a} relation. Sanskrit uses seven case suffixes to mark six \textit{k\tilde{arak}a} relations viz. \textit{kart\tilde{a}, karma, kara\tilde{nam}, samprad\tilde{anam}, ap\tilde{ad\tilde{anam}} and adhikara\tilde{nam}.}

The genitive suffix, in addition to marking a \textit{k\tilde{arak}a relation\footnote{\textit{kart\tilde{ikarma\tilde{n}oh k\tilde{iti}} (2.3.65).}}, is predominantly used to mark the noun-noun relation. There is no one-to-one mapping between the case suffixes and the \textit{k\tilde{arak}a} relations, which makes it difficult to determine the relation on the basis of \textit{vibhakti} alone.

(b) \textit{upapada vibhakti}

In addition to the noun-noun relations expressed by the sixth case, there are certain words, most of them indeclinables called \textit{upapadas}, which also mark a special kind of noun-noun relation. These indeclinables, mark a relation of a noun with another noun, and in turn demand a special case suffix for the preceding noun. For example, the \textit{upapada ‘saha’} demands a third case suffix for the preceding noun as in

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(10)] \textit{r\tilde{ame\tilde{na}o}o saha s\tilde{ita} vana\tilde{m} gacchati.}
\end{enumerate}

3. Indeclinables (\textit{avyaya})

The indeclinables mark various kinds of relations such as negation, adverbial (manner adverbs only), co-ordination, etc. Sometimes they also provide information about interrogation, emphasis, etc. We distinguish the \textit{upapadas} from the \textit{avyayas}, mainly because, though most of the \textit{upapadas} are also
indeclinables, they demand a special case suffix on the preceding word, whereas it is not so with indeclinables.

For example, the relation of ‘na’ with ‘gacchati’ in the sentence

(11) rāmaḥ grhaṁ na gacchati.

is that of ‘negation (niṣedha)’. Similarly, the relation of ‘mandam’ with ‘calati’ in the sentence

(12) rāmaḥ mandaṁ calati.

is that of ‘adverbial (kriyāviśeṣaṇa)’. The relation of ‘eva’ with ‘rāma’ in the sentence

(13) rāmaḥ eva tatra upaviṣṭati.

is that of ‘emphasis (avadhāraṇa)’.

4. Samānādhiḥikaraṇa
Agreement in gender, number and case suffix marks samānādhiḥikaraṇa (having the same locus), or the modifier-modified relation between two nouns as in

(14) śvetāḥ aśvāḥ dhāvati.
(15) aśvāḥ śvetāḥ asti.

In (14) as well as (15), the words aśvāḥ and śvetāḥ have the same gender, number and vibhakti indicating samānādhiḥikaraṇa. However, there is a slight difference between the information being conveyed. In (15), the word śvetāḥ is a predicative adjective (vidheya viśeṣaṇa), while in (14) it is an attributive adjective.

2.3 Explicit versus Implicit Relations

Relations need not always be encoded directly through suffixes or morphemes. Sometimes the information is coded in the ‘Language Convention’. The sūtra

samānakartṛkayoh pūrvakāle (3.4.21)

states that the suffix ktvā is used to denote the preceding of two actions that share the same kartā. Then the question is what relation does ktvā suffix mark? - the relation of kartṛtva or the relation of pūrvakalinatva? or both?

Bhartṛhari in vākyapadīyam states (3.7.81-82),
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pradhānetayoryatra dravyasya kriyayoh prthak śaktirguṇaśrayayā tatra pradhānanamurudhyate 3.7.81

pradhānavisayā śaktih pratayenābhidhiyate ēkad guṇe tādā tadvad anuktāpi prakāśate. 3.7.82

i.e., in case X is an argument of both the main verb as well as the subordinate verb, it is the main verb which assigns the case and the relation of X to the sub-ordinate verb gets manifested even without any other marking.

From the sentences

(16) rāmaḥ dugdmaḥ pītvā śālām gacchati.
(17) rāmeṇa dugdmaḥ pītvā śālā gamyate.

it is clear that the vibhakti of rāma is governed by the main verb gam. And hence, the information that rāma is also the kartā of the verb pā is not expressed through any of the suffixes. The ktvā suffix expresses only the precedence relation (pūrvakālīnātva).

Similarly the sutra

samānakartṛkeṣu (icchārtheṣu) tumun (3.3.158)

states that in case of verbs expressing desire, the infinitive verb in the subordinate clause will have the same kartā as that of the verb it modifies. Here also the primary information available from the non-finite verbal suffix tumun is the relation of purpose.

The sharing in case of ktvā and tumun suffixes is the result of the pre-conditions samānakartṛkayoḥ or samānakartṛkeṣu in 3.4.21 and 3.3.158 respectively which act as Language Conventions.

3 Factors Useful for Śābdabodha

As mentioned above, the generation problem is a direct problem, and the analysis problem is a reverse problem, and is non-deterministic. This problem was well recognised by the mīmaṃsakas who proposed four conditions viz. ākāṅkṣā (expectancy), yogyaṭā (mutual compatibility), sannidhi (proximity) and tātparya (intention of the speaker) as necessary conditions for proper verbal cognition. With the help of examples, we explain below, how the first three factors play an important role in the rejection of non-solutions from among the several possibilities. We have not discussed the importance of the fourth factor, since the kind of analysis it involves is out of the scope of the present discussion.

9 tumunṇvulau kriyāyām kriyārthāyām (3.3.10).
3.1 Ākāṅkṣā (Expectancy)

In the sentence,

(18) rāmaḥ vanaṃ gacchati.

each of the 3 words in this sentence has multiple morphological analyses.

rāmaḥ = rāma {gender=m, case=1, number=sg},
      = rā{lakāra=laṭ, person=1, number=pl, voice=active, paras-maipadi}.

vanaṃ = vana {gender=n, case=1, number=sg},
      = vana {gender=n, case=2, number=sg}.

gacchati = gam {lakāra=laṭ, person=3, number=sg, voice=active, paras-maipadi},
      = gacchat (gam śatṛ) {gender=m, case=1, number=sg},
      = gacchat (gam śatṛ) {gender=n, case=1, number=sg}.

This may lead to the following two possible sentential analysis:

– rāma = kartā of the action indicated by gam,
  vana = karma of the action indicated by gam.

– vana = karma of the action indicated by rā,
  gacchati = simultaneity of the actions indicated by rā and gam,
  vayam = kartā of the action indicated by the verb rā (not expressed explicitly, but through the verbal suffix) [11]

Of these two analyses, the second analysis can be ruled out on the basis of non-fulfilment of kartā and karma expectancies of the verb gam, and the sam-pradānam expectancy of the verb rā. The first analysis being complete in itself, it is preferred over the second one.

3.2 Yogyatā (Compatibility)

Consider the sentence,

(19) śakaṭaṃ vanaṃ gacchati.

The possible morphological analyses of each of the three words are given below.

śakaṭaṃ = śakaṭa {gender=n, case=1, number=sg},
      = śakaṭa {gender=n, case=2, number=sg}.

vanaṃ = vana {gender=n, case=1, number=sg},
      = vana {gender=n, case=2, number=sg}.

[10] rā in the sense of dāne from the second (adādi) gaṇaḥ.
[11] The sentence is interpreted as - (tasmin) gacchati (sati), vayāṃ vanaṃ rāmaḥ
     As (he) goes, let us give the forest (to somebody).
gacchati = gam \{ person=3, lakāra=laṭ, number=eka, voice=active, parasmaipadi \},
= gacchat (gam+sattr) \{ gender=m, case=1, number=sg \},
= gacchat (gam+sattr) \{ gender=n, case=1, number=sg \}.

Now, more than one word can’t have the same kāraka role unless it is already expressed (abhihita). This leads to the following possible sentential analyses:\textsuperscript{12}

- \( śākaṭa = \text{kartā of the action indicated by } \text{gam} \),
  \( \text{vana} = \text{karma of the action indicated by } \text{gam} \).

- \( \text{vana} = \text{kartā of the action indicated by } \text{gam} \),
  \( \text{śakaṭa} = \text{karma of action indicated by } \text{gam} \).

- \( \text{vana} = \text{kartā of the action indicated by } \text{gam} \),
  \( \text{śakaṭa} = \text{modifier of } \text{vana} \).

- \( \text{vana} = \text{karma of the action indicated by } \text{gam} \),
  \( \text{śakaṭa} = \text{modifier of } \text{vana} \).

Out of these, the last two do not fulfil all the mandatory expectancies of a verb. Among the first two, the first one is preferable over the second one, since \( śākaṭa \) has an ability to move while \( \text{vana} \) can not move. Hence \( śākaṭa \) is preferable as a \( \text{kartā of the verb } \text{gam} \) than \( \text{vana} \). Thus the \( \text{yogytā} \) or the competency of the nouns to be eligible candidates for the \( \text{kāraka} \) roles plays an important role here. However, the context may overrule the condition of \( \text{yogytā} \). It is possible to have a reading where, all the residents of \( \text{vana} \) are going to see the new \( śākaṭa \), and thus \( \text{vana} \) qualifies to be a \( \text{kartā} \). The \( \text{yogytā} \) and the context thus compete with each other and hence one needs discourse analysis to prune some of the possibilities.

3.3 \textit{Sannidhi (Proximity)}

Consider,
(20) \( \text{rāmaḥ dugdham pīvā śālām gacchati} \).

Here the possible analyses are:

- \( \text{rāma} = \text{kartā of } \text{gam} \),
  \( \text{dugdha} = \text{karma of } \text{pā} \),
  \( \text{śālām} = \text{karma of } \text{gam} \),
  \( \text{pā} = \text{preceding action with respect to } \text{gam} \).

- \( \text{rāma} = \text{kartā of } \text{gam} \),
  \( \text{dugdha} = \text{karma of } \text{gam} \),
  \( \text{śālām} = \text{karma of } \text{pā} \),
  \( \text{pā} = \text{preceding action with respect to } \text{gam} \).

\textsuperscript{12} \text{Assuming that the modifier is to the left, which need not be true in case of poetry.}
A competent speaker rules out the second solution on account of non-compatibility of the arguments viz. **dugdha** and **śālā** do not have semantic competence to be the karma of **gam** and **pā** respectively.

The arguments in the correct solution are closer. We mark the words by their positions, and define the proximity measure of a relation as the distance between its two arguments, and the proximity measure of a solution as the sum of the proximity measures of the various relations in the parse. The proximity measure of the above two parses is

- **rāma** = *kartā* of **gam**
  (dist = position of **gam** - position of **rāma** = 5 - 1 = 4)
- **dugdha** = *karma* of **pā** (dist = 3 - 2 = 1)
- **śālām** = *karma* of **gam** (dist = 5 - 4 = 1)
- **pā** = preceding action with respect to **gam** (dist = 5 - 3 = 2)
Thus the total distance = 4 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 8

- **rāma** = *kartā* of **gam** (dist = 5 - 1 = 4)
- **dugdha** = *karma* of **gam** (dist = 5 - 2 = 3)
- **śālām** = *karma* of **pā** (dist = 4 - 3 = 1)
- **pā** = preceding action with respect to **gam** (dist = 5 - 3 = 2)
Thus the total distance = 4 + 3 + 1 + 2 = 10

The one with greater proximity (or smaller distance) is preferred as a solution. Though Sanskrit is a free-word-order language, the following sentence with exchange of the karmas is not acceptable.

\[(21) *rāmaḥ śālām pītvā dugdham gacchati.\]

Equally unacceptable prose orders are

\[(22) *rāmaḥ pītvā śālām dugdham gacchati.\]
\[(23) *rāmaḥ dugdham śālām pītvā gacchati.\]

which involve crossing of links expressing the relations. A small pilot study of anvaya of Saṅkṣepa Rāmāyaṇa (Kutumbhaṣṭaṭri, 2002) sentences show no evidence of crossing of links.

It is worth exploring the Calder mobile model suggested by Staal (1967) and further worked out by Gillon (1993) in the light of the *mīmāṃsā* principle of *sannidhī*. It may result in a better computational criterion for *sannidhī*.

### 4 Design Principles

The foregoing discussions lead to the following design principles for the constraint-based parser.

1. The relations will be marked as *kāraka* relations.
   [Using these *kāraka* relations and extra-linguistic knowledge, the semantic analysis may be carried out in the next level of processing.]
2. Only those relations that are marked directly by the morphemes will be extracted.

[No relations that require some post-processing, or are based on secondary information will be extracted in the first step. The next level of processing will use this information to mark the unspecified or shared relations, if any.]

3. To prioritize the solutions, only the conditions of ākāṅkṣā and sannidhi will be used.

[The condition of yogyatā will be used as and when the information is available in machine usable form, with the understanding that this knowledge may not be relied on completely.]

4. While dealing with prose, it will be assumed that there is no cross-linking of the relations between the words.

5 Mathematical Model

Let each word in a sentence be represented as a node in a graph, and the nodes be connected by the directed labelled edges. Then the problem of parsing a sentence may be modelled as

Given a Graph G with n nodes, the task is to find a sub-graph T which is a directed Tree\(^\text{13}\)

Assuming that the words can be partitioned into two classes viz. the words which have an expectancy called demand words and the words which satisfy the demand called source words, Bharati et. al. reduced the parsing problem to matching a bipartite graph (Bharati 1995: 96). But in reality, the words can not be partitioned into two classes. We come across words which can be demand words in some context and source words in some other context, or in the same context a kṛdanta (primary derivative), e.g. can be both a demand word as well as a source word. Bharati et. al. (1995: 91) also needed the requirement of kāarakas and their optionality for each verb. But then, a parser based on such information will fail to parse sentences with ellipsis, or the real corpus where we come across sentences with incomplete information.

With a robust parser, that produces at least partial solution in case of ellipsis, as an aim, we relax the above conditions. So we give away the constraint that a word can be exclusively either a demand or a source word. Further we treat all kāarakas at the same level, irrespective of whether they are mandatory or optional, and assign penalty to lower the priority of those solutions which do not satisfy the mandatory expectancies.

We divide the problem into three parts:

1. For a given sentence, draw all possible labeled directed edges among the nodes.

\(^{13}\) A tree is a graph in which any two vertices are connected by exactly one simple path.
2. Identify a sub-graph $T$ of $G$ such that $T$ is a directed Tree which satisfies the given constraints.
3. Prioritize the solutions, in case there is more than one possible directed Tree.

In what follows we describe our model.

A matrix is a convenient way of representing the graphs for computing purpose. In our case, each word represents a node of a graph, and with each pair of nodes is associated zero or more labels, indicating the possible relations between these nodes. The strong constraint on these relations is that there can be at the most one label associated with a pair of nodes. This then naturally suggests a 3D matrix representation, whose elements are either 0 or 1, where the 3 dimensions represent two nodes and a relation label. The task of the parser is to prune out all those relations which do not satisfy the given constraints, and finally rank them based on their weights. Further, each word has one or more morphological analyses. Hence, corresponding to each node there exists a record with one or more cells, each cell representing one morphological analysis of the word. Let the $j^{th}$ analysis of the $i^{th}$ node be represented by $[i, j]$. Thus the address of a typical element of the 3D matrix is $([i, j], R, [l, m])$. The first pair of letters $i$ and $j$ correspond to the source word analysis, while the second pair of letters $l$ and $m$ represent the demand word analysis. $R$ is the name of the relation of the $l^{th}$ word to the $i^{th}$ word. $j$ indicates the morphological analysis of the $i^{th}$ word responsible for this relation, and $m$ indicates the morphological analysis of the $l^{th}$ word that triggers this relation. In short the tuple $([i, j], R, [l, m])$ represents a relation $R$ due to the $m^{th}$ morphological analysis of the $l^{th}$ word to $i^{th}$ word due to its $j^{th}$ morphological analysis. For ease of representation, we represent the tuple as $(i, j, R, l, m)$. Thus, the initial graph with all possible relations between various nodes is represented as 5D matrix $C$ such that

$$C[i, j, R, l, m] = 1, \text{ if such a relation exists,}$$

$$= 0, \text{ otherwise.}$$

**Task 1.** Based on the available information in a given sentence in the form of $abhihitatva$, $vibhakti$, $sāmānādhikaranya$, and the expectancies the matrix $C$ is populated with 0s and 1s.

Here are sample rules (just enough to illustrate an example), expressed in English.

**Rule 1:**
If the sentence has
- a noun(say ‘s’) in prathamā vibhakti,
- a verb(say ‘t’) in kartari prayogah, in 3rd person, and
- ‘s’ and ‘t’ agree in number,
then ‘s’ is possibly a kartā of ‘t’.
Rule 2:
If the sentence has
   a noun(say ‘s’) in dvitiyā vibhākati,
   a verb(say ‘t’) in kartari prayogāḥ, and is sakarmaka (roughly transitive)
then ‘s’ is possibly a karma of ‘t’.

Rule 3:
If the sentence has
   a noun(say ‘s’) in saptamī vibhākati, and
   a verb(say ‘t’),
then ‘s’ is possibly an adhikaraṇa of ‘t’.

Now consider the sentence
(24) rāmaḥ vanam gacchati.

The analyses of various words are numbered as follows:
[1, 1]: rāma {gender=m, case=1, number=sg},
[1, 2]: rā {gaṇah=adādi, lakāra=laṭ, person=1, number=pl, prayogah=kartari, parasmaipadī}.
[2, 1]: vana {gender=n, case=1, number=sg},
[2, 2]: vana {gender=n ,case=2, number=sg}.
[3, 1]: gam {lakāra=laṭ, person=3, number=sg, voice=active, parasmaipadī},
[3, 2]: gacchat (gam śatr) {gender=m, case=1, number=sg},
[3, 3]: gacchat (gam śatr) {gender=n, case=1, number=sg}.

The above 3 rules with this input then produce the following output showing all possible relations between various analyses:
[2, 2] is a possible karma of [3, 2]
[2, 2] is a possible karma of [3, 3]
[2, 2] is a possible karma of [1, 2]
[2, 2] is a possible karma of [3, 1]
[2, 1] is a possible kartā of [3, 1]
[1, 1] is a possible kartā of [3, 1]

The resulting graph is shown in Figure 2.

**Task 2.** In order to get a Tree from this graph, we impose the following constraints.

1. A morpheme(*vibhakti*) marks only one relation.
   I.e., a node can have one and only one incoming arrow.
\[ \sum_{j,R,k,l} C[i, j, R, k, l] = 1, \forall i. \]
2. Each kāraka relation is marked by a single morpheme. There can not be more than one outgoing arrow with the same label from the same cell, if the relation marks a kāraka relation, i.e. there can not be two words satisfying the same kāraka role of the same verb. 
\[ \sum_{i,j} C[i, j, R, k, l] = 1, \text{ for each tuple } (R, k, l). \]

3. A morpheme does not mark a relation to itself. A word can’t satisfy its own expectancy. i.e. a word can’t be linked to itself. Or there can not be self loops in a graph.
\[ \sum_{j,R,k} C[i, j, R, i, k] = 0, \forall i. \]

4. Only one valid analysis of every word per solution
   (a) If a word has both an incoming arrow as well as an outgoing arrow, they should be through the same cell.
   \[ \forall i \forall j \sum_{R,l,n} C[i, j, R, l, n] + \sum_{a,b,R,k! = j} C[a, b, R, i, k] \leq 1. \]
   (b) If there is more than one outgoing arrow through a node, then it should be through the same cell.
   if, for some i,j,R,l,m \( C[i,j,R,l,m] = 1, \)
   then \( \forall a \forall b \forall R \sum_{a,b,R,k! = j} C[a, b, R, l, k] = 0. \)

5. All the words in a sentence should be connected.

---

14 adhikaraṇam is treated as an exception since one can have more than one adhikaraṇam as in rāmaḥ adya pañca vādane ṣṛham agacchat.
15 In case of some of the taddhita suffixes which are in svārtha, there will be self loops. But we do not consider the meaning of taddhita suffixes in the first step, and thus can avoid the self loops.
16 This condition is not yet implemented.
6. There are no crossing of links
   If all the nodes are plotted in a straight line, then they should not intersect
   each other. i.e.,
   
   if \( C[i, j, R, k, l] = 1 \), then
   \( \forall v \forall y C[u, v, w, x, y] = 0 \), if \( i < x < k \) and \( u < i \) or \( u > k \).

   The resultant graph is a Tree provided:
   
   1. It is connected\(^{17}\).
   2. It has \( n-1 \) edges.
      The fact that only sup / tiṇiu suffix in every word marks a relation with some
      other word in a sentence, and abhihita kāraka is not expressed by any sup
      suffix, it is guaranteed that there are exactly \( n-1 \) edges.

   **Task 3.** The solutions are prioritized using the conditions specified below.
   For each of the solutions, the cost is calculated as
   \[
   \text{Cost} = \sum_i R_j c_i R_j, \text{ where}
   \]
   i) \( c_i R_j = |j - i| \times wR, \text{ if } C[i, a, R, j, b] = 1 \) for some \( a \) and \( b \).
   \( = 0 \) otherwise.
   ii) \( wR = \text{rank}(R), \text{ if } R \text{ is a kāraka relation (appendix I shows the ranking)} \)
   \( = 100, \text{ otherwise.} \)
   This cost ensures the following:
   
   1. ākāṅkṣā (kāraka relation) is preferred over other relations (rank\(^{18}\) of the
      relations takes care of this.).
   2. The ranking of the solutions on the basis of distance-based weights takes
      care of sannidhiḥ.

6 **Implementation**

The first task demands the inputs from grammar, whereas the second and the
third tasks are purely mathematical ones, which can be handled by a constraint
solver. The separation of tasks into three sub-tasks makes it not only modular,
but also easy for a grammarian to test his/her rules independently. For the
first task, an expert shell CLIPS is being used, whereas for the second task, a
constraint solver MINION is being used. The system is available at

http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/~anusaaraka/sanskrit/MT/test_skt.html

There is no specific reason behind using these special software tools except the
familiarity and the availability under the General Public License. No special
efforts were put in towards the efficiency of the system since the main purpose
of this exercise is to have a proof of the concept.

\(^{17}\) Since, this condition is not yet implemented, the resulting graph need not be a Tree.

\(^{18}\) Better ranking scheme needs to be developed to take care of default word order.
7 Performance

The current system allows only padaccheda-sahita-eka-tiṇ-gadya-vākyam. To measure the performance of this parser, we used hand tagged data. Around 110 sentences with single finite verb were selected from a school book (see appendix A for a sample). These sentences were tagged manually showing the relation of each word in the context. The sentences being simple, each sentence had a single possible parse in the context. There were 525 token words. The average length of the sentences was approximately 5, with a maximum length of 14 words. Morphological analyser is a pre-requisite for a parser. In order to avoid the cascading effect of errors due to non-availability of the morphological analysis, before running the parser, we ensured that the correct morphological analysis of all the words is being produced. Thus, given all possible correct analyses of the words, the task of the parser was to come up with a correct parse. Though the parser produces multiple parses, for the evaluation purpose, we chose only the first parse. Among the 113 sentences, 97 (86%) sentences had the first parse correct and 16 (14%) sentences had one relation wrong. Out of these 16, 10 relations had wrong label, 3 had wrong attachments and 3 went wrong in both the label as well as attachments.

The analysis of wrong results showed that most of the wrong relations were due to non-availability of appropriate knowledge to make the fine-grained distinction. For example, manually tagged corpus makes a distinction between kāla-adhikaraṇa and deśa-adhikaraṇa, gauṇa and mukhya karma in case of dvi-karmaka (di-transitive) verbs, hetu and karaṇam, to name a few. Another cause of ambiguity was the verbs in the curāḍi (10th) gaṇa. For most of the verbs in this class, the causative and non-causative forms are the same. This then leads to a wrong parse, since we also allow elipsis. In case there are n (> 1) adjectives, there can be more than one possible way these adjectives can group with the following noun. But we produce a single parse where the adjectives are linked as a chain with the rightmost adjective qualifying the noun directly. This chain just indicates a chunk, and the internal grouping of these adjectives and also their relation with the head noun is left to the user for interpretation.

A sample output of a sentence

bālyakāle rāmāḥ daśārathasya ājñāvā viśvāmitrasya yajñam rākṣasebhyaḥ rakṣitum vanam agacchat.

is produced in Figure 3

8 Challenges

The result with limited test cases is encouraging. The real corpus, even with small children’s stories involves much more complex constructions, not necessarily confining to ‘eka tiṇi vākyam’. The constructions involve co-ordination between two or more verbs, sentence connectives such as ‘yadā-tadā, yathā-tathā,
atha, tasmāt,’ etc. Thus, even at the level of simple texts, one can not do away with discourse analysis.

Another important problem that needs to be addressed is to handle a little more semantics than can be handled with syntactico-semantic relations. For example, it would be desirable to distinguish between hetu and karaṇa at least, though not between mukhya karma and gaṇa karma.

Third problem is regarding the upapadas. Upapada acts more like a function word (dyotaka) than a content word (vācaka). So in case of upapadas, it would be desirable to group the upapada together with the content word in the vibhakti it demands and then mark its relation with other content word. Thus e.g. in the sentence rāmaḥ muninā saha vanaṃ agacchat, it is desirable to parse it as in figure 4 than as in figure 5. This means an upapada should be treated as a function word, and as such should not be represented by a node.

The vibhaktis, as we know, denote more than one meaning. For example, the second case suffix denotes the meaning of kriyāviśeṣaṇa (manner), kāla (time) or adhvaṇ (path) in addition to the karma. To decide an appropriate role, now what one requires is the knowledge of yogyata. In other words, our e-dictionaries should be rich with semantic properties of the words such as whether it denotes time, path or the manner, etc.

Since the parser does the analysis ‘mechanically’, it detects the problems of ‘violation’ of the rules more easily. We give just one example (more examples can be found in Gillon, 2002) from the anvaya of ‘Sāmkṣepa Rāmayañam’.

guhena laksmaṇena sitayā ca sahitah rāmaḥ vanena vanaṃ gatyā bahūdakaḥ nadiḥ tīrtvā bharadvājasya śasanāt citrakūtam anuprapya vane ranyam āvasatham kṛtvā devagandharvasaṅkāśāh te trayah rāmāṇaḥ sukhaṃ nyavasan. (Śloka 30-32)
This sentence poses the following problems:

a) Whom does the phrase ‘te trayah’ refer to?

b) rāmaḥ does not agree with the finite verb nyavasan. Is it not a violation of samānakartṛkayoh pūrvakāle?

c) Does gatvā precede tīrtvā or nyavasan?

d) In case of vanena vanam what should be the meaning of the third case?

In spite of these problems, this parser can act as a tool to discover various kinds of semantic knowledge necessary to build a semantic parser.
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A Sample Story

nadyaḥ taṭe ekaḥ vr̥kṣaḥ asti| vr̥kṣasya samīpam ekā śilā asti| vr̥kṣasya śākhasu nīḍaḥ santi| nīḍeṣu vihagāḥ vasanti| nīḍaḥ vihagān rakṣanti| vr̥kṣasya adhaḥ vānarāḥ santi| kapayaḥ grhaḥ na racayanti| te sarvadā itastatāḥ bhramanti| ekasmin divase śītam tān pīḍayati| te śītāt trāṇāya agnim icchanti| kutrāpi te agnim na vindanti| ekaḥ guṇāyāḥ phalāni paśyati| guṇāyāḥ phalāni raktāni santi| saḥ agneḥ sadṛśāni guṇāyāḥ phalāni ānayati| tāni guṇāyāḥ phalāni śīlayām samharaṇi| te sarve guṇā-jpha-lam paritaḥ upaviśanti| agneḥ icchayā te mukhāṇaḥ tāni dhamanti| te agnim na vindanti| te vānarāḥ analāya vrthā āyāsam kuryānti| teṣām śītam na naśyati| kapayaḥ mūrkāḥ santi|

B Relations

The relations used, along with their ranks are given in Table 1.

| (0) | upapada vibhakti | (12) | kāla-adhikaraṇaṃ |
| (1) | kartā | (13) | viṣaya-adhikaraṇaṃ |
| (2) | prayojaka kartā | (14) | kartā-samānādhikaraṇaṃ |
| (3) | prayojya kartā | (15) | viśeṣaṇaṃ |
| (4) | karma | (16) | kriya-viśeṣaṇaṃ |
| (5) | reserved for gaunakarma | (17) | tādarthya |
| (6) | reserved for mukhyakarma | (18) | pūrvakālaṇa |
| (7) | karaṇaṃ | (19) | sambandha |
| (8) | sampradānaṃ | (20) | kārakaṣaṣṭhī |
| (9) | apādānaṃ | (21) | nisedha |
| (10) | adhikaraṇaṃ | (22) | sambodhana |
| (11) | deśa-adhikaraṇaṃ |
Abstract. NLP applications for Sanskrit so far work within computational paradigm of string grammars. However, to compute ‘meanings’, as in traditional śādabodha prakriya-s, there is a need to develop suitable graph grammars. Ontological structures are fundamentally graphs. We work within the formal framework of Neo-Vaiśeṣika Formal Ontology (NVFO) to propose a generative graph grammar. The proposed formal grammar only produces well-formed graphs that can be readily interpreted in accordance with Vaiśeṣika Ontology. We show that graphs not permitted by Vaiśeṣika ontology are not generated by the proposed grammar. Further, we write Interpreter of these graphical structures. This creates computational environment which can be deployed for writing computational applications of Vaiśeṣika ontology. We illustrate how this environment can be used to create applications like computing śādabodha of sentences.

Keywords: Formal Ontology, Vaiśeṣika, Punctuator, NVFO, śādabodha, Graph Grammar, Generative Grammar.

1 Introduction

Natural Language processing for Sanskrit like sandhi-splitting and parsing etc. are written on top of string grammars. Syntax of languages can be computationally handled with operations on generative string grammars. ‘Meaning’ of language, however, is a richer structure than the syntax of language. Words and inflexions therein can be linearly handled in terms of symbolic string manipulation and matching, whereas meanings of words are related to elements outside the linear sentence. Typically, specification of the meaning of a sentence will involve insertion of information about classes, properties and events etc. in the middle of the symbolic string. Such information is a graph. Thus, we need graph grammar of symbols to specify meaning of sentences. Such grammars should provide for embedding and paraphrasing of graphs in the middle of strings. This is exactly what is done in the traditional Sanskrit semantics. To analyze meaning of Sanskrit sentences śādabodha prakriya-s have been traditionally evolved based on the contending perspectives of (1) Vyākaraṇa, (2) Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika and (3)
In these analytical models, a sentence is uniquely paraphrased into a graph which is the meaning of a sentence.

In fact, our goal is much bigger than just solving the problem of śābdabodha where one only tries to analyze the meaning of a sentence. Our goal is to construct a computational ontology which is foundational as well as generative in nature. We are aiming at generative graph grammar on which comprehensive ontology interpreter can be constructed. Once that task is accomplished, one could apply it to solve domain-specific problems like śābdabodha. Hence the main focus of the paper is on the building of graph grammar suitable for ontology applications. Idea is to construct computational environment such that applications like śābdabodha can be built.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1.** Computational environment

Most of the existing ontologies follow top-down approach they start with the names of the entities (real as well as imaginary) existing in the universe, they try to classify these names and in turn try to classify the actual objects in the universe. But this approach has a problem since in the process of classifying names, one cannot help placing a name under two classes. In other words one name/class might have to have two parent classes. This is called *crossing*. For instance if one has the classes ‘flying objects’ and ‘horses’ in one’s classification and now if one encounters a new object called ‘flying horse’, in which of the above classes should he place this object? Obviously, both classes should be its parents since it has the features of both the classes, and hence there is crossing. A good ontological classification is one in which there are no crossings. Having said this, we now elucidate an alternative bottom-up approach which we take to build not just any ontology but a formal, foundational and generative ontology. For this we utilized formalization of Vaiśeṣika ontology which is a comprehensive foundational ontology. While formalizing it, there was some difference noted with classical Vaiśeṣika traditions, hence our approach has been called Neo-Vaiśeṣika Formal Ontology (NVFO).
There are many proposed foundational ontologies based on Aristotle’s ontology like BFO [1], GFO [2], OCHRE [3], DOLCE [4] etc. These ontologies are not generative, they are depictive; they declare categories and not formally derive categories. In contrast, NVFO is generative as its categories are formally derived from the first principle and thus generative graph grammar for NVFO can be done as has been shown in the paper.

2 Neo-Vaiśeṣika Formal Ontology (NVFO)

Vaiśeṣika ontology, due to Kañāda [5], Praśastapāda [6] and Udayana [7] has been formalized by Navjyoti [8, 9, 10, 11]. The formalization is based on the idea of an ontological form which is recursive. This form is called punctuator. Using punctuators categories of Vaiśeṣika ontology can be derived.

2.1 Punctuator

To understand differentiating features of categories, we introduce a form punctuator which takes contents strictly as its exteriors quite unlike forms such as ‘proposition’ or ‘set’. Two examples of this form are ‘locus-located’ punctuator (ādhāra-ādheya bhāva) and ‘predecessor-successor’ punctuator (kārya-kāraṇa bhāva), which tell apart two entities or rather make two entities contiguants in the context of locational and temporal contiguum respectively. We shall develop this form to arrive at calculus that yields categories.

The idea of punctuation can be generalized as a form ‘punctuator’ which vacuously tells apart two content-full entities that are otherwise-bound by relational context. Generalized idea of punctuator holds for experience acquired through all sensory modalities and not just auditory modality. Rather it holds for all experience. Force behind this generalization is based on the insight that no real entity is given in experience without a punctuator. Any presentation in experience minimally has a punctuator and the entities it punctuates.

Punctuator is thus a general form that vacuously weaves two exterior entities as contiguants in the context of relational contiguum. Relational contiguum is made up of the rest of entities in the world. It is the rest of the entities in the world that go in making two punctuated entities contiguant in the first place. Relational contiguum is determinable in terms of invariants that arrest infinite regress in the system of entities and punctuators. Using these invariants, categories of entities can be characterized. Further, mutually distinguishing features of categories and shared features of categories can be exactly articulated. With these categories, well-formed punctuators with determinate relational context become knowable and pronounceable.

Punctuator between two entities $e_x$ and $e_y$ is represented as $p_r(e_x|e_y)$ where $r$ is an underlying contiguum.
2.2 Fundamental Types of Punctuators

In Vaiśeṣika, there are three basic relations enumerated - svarūpa, samavāya, and samyoga-vibhāga. These will form the relational contexts for our three basic punctuators (a) Self-linking (b) Inseparable punctuator and (c) Separable punctuator respectively.

**Self-linking Punctuator.** Punctuator \( p_φ(e_x|e_y) \) with structure \( \langle e_x|e_y, \phi \rangle \) is called self-linking punctuator where \( \phi \) is an empty relational context. It can be represented using directed graph notations by representing entities as circular nodes and punctuator as line.

![Self-linking Punctuator](image)

**Inseparable Punctuator.** Inseparable punctuator \( p_σ(e_x|e_y) \) with structure \( \langle e_x|e_y, p_φ(e_x|S) - p_φ(S|e_y) \rangle \) where \( S \) is an inert entity (the top one in the following figure) called inherence that inseparably binds \( e_x \) and \( e_y \). It can be represented using directed graph notations by representing entities as nodes and punctuator as line with arrow. The full structure of inseparable punctuator will be as depicted below.

![Inseparable Punctuator](image)

**Separable punctuator.** Separable punctuator \( p_τ(e_x|e_y) \) can be represented using directed graph notations by representing entities as nodes and punctuator as line with arrow. \( p_τ(e_x|e_y) \) is read as ‘conjunction/disjunction with \( e_y \) inheres in \( e_x \) and conjunction/disjunction with \( e_x \) inheres in \( e_y \)’ or simply as ‘\( e_x \) is in conjunction/disjunction relation with \( e_y \)’. Unlike inherence relation, conjunction/disjunction relations are mutually contingent like a switch device. The full structure of separable punctuator is depicted below. Here conjunct ‘J’ is represented by the top black entity, and disjunct ‘D’ is represented by the top white entity. At any instant of time only one of them can inhere in both \( e_x \) and \( e_y \) since those entities can only be in conjunct or disjunct at a time but not both.

![Separable Punctuator](image)

One can further generalize this and go on to construct any arbitrary punctuator of complex shape consisting of these three basic punctuators. This can be done if one has a grammar to combine these fundamental punctuators. Our
claim is that any such structure represents some portion of reality. Hence one can identify each of the entities of that structure as one of the fundamental categories of Vaiśeṣika. This is possible if one has interpretation rules to interpret the structure generated by the above grammar. Thus the main agenda of this paper is to give the grammar rules (to generate arbitrary complex punctuator from the basic punctuators) as well as interpretation rules (to interpret this structure) after which one can deploy this knowledge for various applications like śādbodha etc.

3 Graph Grammars

Graph Grammars are more generalized versions of string grammars where the alphabet are nodes and edges. As we have observed above that the 3 fundamental punctuators are graphs, and they are sufficient to construct any complex punctuator, one would naturally get a doubt ‘How?’ For that we need to define the rules for combining the basic punctuators in different ways.

Firstly, our grammar consists of a set of rules to generate a graph of arbitrary size composed of basic punctuators. Then we write an interpreter another layer of rules to identify the substructures of the graph with the above categories. Before we list the rules, let’s have a look at some of the technical details necessary to understand them.

3.1 Definitions

Graph. Given two fixed alphabets $\Omega_V$ and $\Omega_E$ for node and edge labels, respectively, a (labelled) graph (over $(\Omega_V, \Omega_E)$) is a tuple $G=(G_V, G_E, s^G, t^G, lv^G, le^G)$, where $G_V$ is a set of vertices (or nodes), $G_E$ is a set of edges (or arcs), $s^G, t^G : G_E \rightarrow G_V$ are the source and target functions, and $lv^G : G_V \rightarrow \Omega_V$ and $le^G : G_E \rightarrow \Omega_E$ are the node and edge labeling functions, respectively. [12]

Total graph morphism. A (total) graph morphism (mapping) $f : G \rightarrow G'$ is a pair $f = (f_V : G_V \rightarrow G'_V, f_E : G_E \rightarrow G'_E)$ of functions which preserve sources, targets, and labels, i.e., which satisfies $f_V \circ t^G = t^G' \circ f_E, f_V \circ s^G = s^G' \circ f_E, lv^G \circ f_V = lv^{G'}$, and $le^G \circ f_V = le^{G'}$. [12]

Partial graph morphism. A subgraph $S$ of $G$, written as $S \subseteq G$ or $S \hookrightarrow G$, is a graph with $S_V \subseteq G_V, S_E \subseteq G_E, s^S = s^G|S_E, t^S = t^G|S_E, lv^S = lv^G|S_V, le^S = le^G|S_E$. A (partial) graph morphism $g$ from $G$ to $H$ is a total graph morphism from some subgraph $dom(g)$ of $G$ to $H$, and $dom(g)$ is called the domain of $g$. A partial morphism can also be considered as a pair of partial functions. [12]

Production. A production $p : (L \rightarrow R)$ consists of a production name $p$ and of an injective partial graph morphism $r$, called the production morphism. The graphs $L$ and $R$ are called the left-hand side (LHS) and the right-hand side (RHS) of $p$, respectively [12].
Graph Grammar. A graph grammar $G$ is a pair $G = ((p : r)_{p \in P}, G_0)$ where $(p : r)_{p \in P}$ is a family of production morphisms indexed by production names, and $G_0$ is the start graph of the grammar. [12]

The above details can be concisely captured in the following diagram.

If the match $m$ fixes an occurrence of $L$ in a given graph $G$, then $G \xrightarrow{p,m} H$ denotes the direct derivation where $p$ is applied to $G$ leading to a derived graph $H$. Intuitively, $H$ is obtained by replacing the occurrence of $L$ in $G$ by $R$.

Negative Application Conditions (NACs). Rules can have exceptions - it may not be likely to apply a rule in some particular cases. Those cases/conditions can also be depicted in the form of graphs. Hence each rule may (or may not) have one or more NACs. So a rule will be applied only when its LHS matches with some subgraph of the host graph, and none of its NACs matches with any subgraph of the host graph.

4 Generation Rules of NVFO Graph Grammar

In NVFO, as mentioned earlier, there are rules for generating graphs as well as rules for interpreting these generated graphs. For the generation rules, $\Omega_V = \{G, X, E, S, J, D\}$ where

- $G$ – start node
- $X$ – variable node
- $E$ – anonymous entity (this will be identified as one of the categories during interpretation)
- $S$ – inherence entity (samavāya)
- $J$ – conjunct entity (sañyoga)
- $D$ – disjunct entity (vibhāga)

And the set of edge labels, $\Omega_E = \{\text{in}, \text{con}, \text{dis}\}$ where

- $\text{in}$ – inheritance
- $\text{con}$ – conjunct/contact
- $\text{dis}$ – disjunct
The edge representing self-linking relation has no label. It is recognised as such. Though it is directed it can be considered as undirected edge since for a self-linking edge direction doesn’t matter.

The start graph, $G_0$, consists of a single node labelled ‘$G$’. It is the same as the LHS of Rule 1 listed below. The following rules can be applied in any order, not necessarily in the order in which they are listed.

**Rule 1 (Start).** We start by replacing the start node, ‘$G$’, with anonymous entity, ‘$E$’, and variable node, ‘$X$’, which are self-linked.

**Rule 2 (SelfLinking).** Here LHS is replaced by a punctuator which self-links already existing ‘$E$’(1:$E$) with another ‘$E$’. ‘$X$’s here are variable nodes.

**Rule 3 (LeftInherence).** Here LHS is replaced by Inherence punctuator where the new entity ($E$) inheres in the old entity (1:$E$). In the process, ‘$S$’, is generated which is self-linked to both the entities.

**Rule 4 (RightInherence).** Here LHS is replaced by Inherence punctuator where the old entity (1:$E$) inheres in the new entity ($E$).

**Rule 5 (Conjunct).** LHS is replaced by separable punctuator where the new entity ($E$) and the old entity (1:$E$) are in contact with each other. In the process ‘$J$’ is generated which inheres in both the entities.
Rule 6 (Disjunct). LHS is replaced by separable punctuator where the new entity \((E)\) and the old entity \((1:E)\) are in disjunct with each other. In the process ‘\(D\)’ is generated which inheres in both the entities.

Rule 7 (MereologyConjunct). Here the middle graph represents LHS of this rule, and the rightmost one, its RHS. It says that when some entity inheres in two other entities, a conjunct can be created in between them on the condition (NAC) that there is already no conjunct between them, which is represented by the leftmost graph in the above image. This rule is to model the conjunct between parts of a whole.

Rule 8 (MereologyDisjunct). It says that when some entity inheres in two other entities, a disjunct can be created in between them on the condition (NAC) that there is already no disjunct between them.

Rule 9 (ConjunctToDisjunct). Conjunct between two entities is replaced by disjunct. This rule is to accommodate such cases.

Rule 10 (DisjunctToConjunct). Disjunct between two entities is replaced by conjunct. This rule is to accommodate such cases.
Rule 11 (Termination). This rule is applied when no more new entities need to be generated.

5 Testing If Ill-Formed Graphs Are Constructed

Our claim is that the above rules generate only well-formed graphs (those which comply with Vaiśeṣika Ontology) and not a single ill-formed graph. For instance one can show that the above rules do not generate the following ill-formed graphs. In NVFO grammar the rules in which only ‘S’ or ‘E’ appear (no ‘J’ or ‘D’) are rules 1,2,3,4 and 11. Let’s show that, using these rules, the following graphs cannot be generated (we will ignore the node ‘X’ and its edges for the time being since it can always be done away with the ‘Termination’ rule (Rule 11)).

To generate the first graph, one can try applying the above rules in the following order: 1,3 (or 1,4). They would generate two ‘E’s and one ‘S’. But if one further tries to apply one more rule which produces a new ‘S’ one cannot do it without producing a new ‘E’. Hence there can be no graph with two ‘E’s and two ‘S’ s. One needs minimum three ‘E’s to have two ‘S’ s. This proves Vaiśeṣika theorem that same pair of entities cannot inhere in each other, and that inherence is unidirectional.

One can get closest to the second graph by applying the rules 1,2,4 in order. But here the self-linking edge between ‘S’ and the top-right ‘E’ would be missing. There is no other rule with which this edge can be created. Hence this graph too cannot be generated with this grammar. It’s an ill-formed graph according to Vaiśeṣika because the same ‘S’ can never be self-linked to more than two entities at a time.

The third graph can be discarded right away since there is no single rule in our grammar which has only ‘S’s in it. In other words, any given graph, generated using these rules, has to contain minimum one or more ‘E’. This is an ill-formed graph according to Vaiśeṣika since two inherence entities cannot have an inherence relation between them this would lead to infinite regress.

The 4th and 5th graphs can be rejected using similar arguments. One can get closest to them by applying rules 1,3,3 (or 1,3,4 or 1,4,3 or 1,4,4) in order. But at the end of none of these combinations does one get a cycle where the third ‘E’ inheres in the first ‘E’ or vice-versa. This chain of inheritances always remains open, never closed. This proves another theorem of Vaiśeṣika that there can never be a closed chain consisting of inherence relations alone.
These are only some of the very large set of ill-formed graphs which are not generated by this grammar. One can test many other ill-formed graphs and find that none of them will be generated by this grammar.

6 Interpretation Rules of NVFO Graph Grammar

Here we interpret the above generated graphs to identify each of the anonymous entities as one of the Vaiśeṣika categories.

For the interpretation rules, $\Omega'_V = \Omega_V \cup \{U, US, V, SW, SA, Q, A\}$ where

- $U$ – Universal (sāmānyā)
- US – Ultimate Substance (antya dravya)
- V – Ultimate Differentiator (višeṣa)
- SW – Substantial Whole (avayavi)
- SA – Substantial Atom (paramāṇu)
- Q – Quality (guna)
- A – Action (karma)

And the set of edge labels, $\Omega'_E = \Omega_E$; and any of the graphs generated by applying the rules of generation can be considered as the start graph, $G_0$, here. These rules, unlike the rules of generation, need to be applied in the order they are listed below (the reasons are mentioned inline).

**Rule 1 (DefineSubstantialWhole).** A substantial whole is one in which something inheres, and also it itself inheres in some other entities. Hence ‘$E$’ is replaced by ‘$S_w$’ if at least one entity inheres in it, and it itself inheres in minimum two other entities (It has to inhere in minimum two entities for it to be differentiated from Qualities and Actions which can inhere only in one entity).

In Vaiśeṣika, Universal means a class which has minimum two instances of it. Now Universal is defined in three rules since an entity can be identified as a Universal in three different cases. Each of these rules has the same NACs (4 in number) which are mentioned at the end of these three rules.

**Rule 2 (DefineUniversal(a)).** Universal inhering in two anonymous entities which haven’t yet been identified.
Rule 3 (DefineUniversal(b)). Universal inhering in one anonymous entity and one whole.

Rule 4 (DefineUniversal(c)). Universal inhering in two wholes.

None of the above 3 rules can be applied if at least one of the following 4 NACs is true which say that nothing can inhere nor be in contact with a Universal neither anonymous entity nor a whole.

In Vaiśeṣika, Ultimate Substance is the one which has no locus, but it itself can serve as a locus for other entities. Here it is defined in three rules. Each of these rules has 2 NACs.

Rule 5 (DefineUltimateSubstance(a)). An anonymous entity can inhere in Ultimate Substance.

Rule 6 (DefineUltimateSubstance(b)). A Universal can inhere in Ultimate Substance.
Rule 7 (DefineUltimateSubstance(c)). A whole can inhere in Ultimate Substance.

The following 2 NACs (for each of the above 3 rules) state that Ultimate Substance can inhere neither in an unidentified entity nor in a whole.

Viśeṣa, in Vaiśeṣika, can inhere in one and only one entity, that too Ultimate Substance, and nothing else inheres in viśeṣa. These Ultimate Differentiators give volume to the Universe. It is defined in one rule which has 6 NACs.

Rule 8 (DefineVisesa). If an entity inheres in Ultimate Substance then it can be identified as viśeṣa under the 6 NACs.

The 6 NACs state that neither an unidentified entity nor a Universal nor a whole can inhere or be in contact with viśeṣa.

(Here we need not handle the case where viśeṣa inheres in two or more places since all those entities will be replaced by a whole or a Universal by now since the earlier rules will be applied first).

The only remaining padārtha-s are Quality and Action. We defined them as those entities in which at least one Universal inheres, but they themselves can inhere in one and only one whole or one Ultimate Substance, not more. Hence when an entity satisfies these conditions, it can be identified as either a Quality or an Action non-deterministically. Hence Quality and Action are defined in two rules each. Each of the following 4 rules has 4 NACs.
Rule 9 (DefineQuality(a)). In a Quality at least one Universal inheres, and it itself inheres in one and only one whole (its inherence in two or more wholes is handled in NACs).

Rule 10 (DefineQuality(b)). In a Quality at least one Universal inheres, and it itself inheres in one and only one Ultimate Substance.

Rule 11 (DefineAction(a)). In an Action at least one Universal inheres, and it itself inheres in one and only one whole.

Rule 12 (DefineAction(b)). In an Action at least one Universal inheres, and it itself inheres in one and only one Ultimate Substance.

The 1st NAC says that quality/action cannot inhere in any entity other than whole or Ultimate Substance. The remaining 3 NACs state that they cannot inhere in two or more entities, whatever they may be.

7 Application to śābdabodha

Now one can easily verify that the above rules generate the following well-formed graph which represents the structure of an arbitrary Substantial Whole (here inherence entity ‘S’ and its edges are ignored). This is just one of the many well-formed graphs generated by this grammar. In fact, our claim is that each and every substructure of a graph generated by these rules represents some portion of reality or the other. But for now, we will be using the structure of a substantial whole to do śābdabodha.
Let’s consider the sentence, ‘Jug is on the table’. Using standard NLP techniques, one can identify jug and table to be some objects and that table is used in the locative sense. This is all the meaning that could be drawn when this sentence is considered as such. But when we replace ‘Sw’ in the above structure with ‘jug’, and another ‘Sw’ (which is in contact with the earlier Sw) with ‘table’, we can draw the following inferences:

- Jug is in contact with table and vice-versa.
- Jug has some qualities.
- Table has some qualities.
- Some actions can be performed on jug.
- Some actions can be performed on table.
- Jug has some parts.
- Table has some parts.
- Jug belongs to some class ‘jugness’ which indicates that there are probably some other jugs in this Universe which may also have same qualities, and which may also be in contact with some table.
- Similarly, table belongs to the class ‘tableness’ which indicates that there are probably some other tables in this Universe.

This kind of reasoning has many applications. For instance one can write a query application which asks the user relevant queries when he gives the sentence, ‘Jug is on the table’, as input to the query system. The system can ask the following questions:

- What is the color of the jug?
- Are there some other jugs on the table?
- What is the length of the table?
- What is the texture of the surface of the table?
- ...

8 Conclusion

Śābdabodha is only one of the many applications of this grammar. Since Vaiśeṣika is not a domain ontology but a foundational ontology, our grammar is a
foundational framework upon which any domain ontology can be modeled, not just śādbabodha. The power of this grammar lies in its generative nature which none of the other existing ontologies have.
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Abstract. The paper aims to develop a parsing model using the nyāya-morpho-syntactic analysis using the two terms namely, prakāra and viśeṣyātā. The idea is that prakāra and viśeṣyātā are to be seen as modification (modifiedness) and headedness respectively. Several representative sentences have been exemplified using the method developed. prakāra and viśeṣyātā not only come through to give a thorough analysis at word level, but may be extended, as it has been shown in this paper, to get a thorough analysis at syntactic and discourse level, as well.

Keywords: headedness, modification, head-modifier relationship, prakāra and viśeṣyātā.

1 Introduction

Many systems that provide the morphological information of Sanskrit are available online. They are built by following scholars at following institutions- Gérard Huet, INRIA, Paris, Amba Kulkarni, University of Hyderabad, Peter Scharf, Brown University, and Girish Nath Jha, JNU. Ramakrishnamacharyulu (2009) presented a tagset to be used for the processing of Sanskrit sentences. We base ourselves on these existing systems and aim to provide with a model to parse Sanskrit sentences with head and modifier information. In order to do so we draw our material from the framework of the Navya-Nyāya school of Indian Philosophy. Several devices in Pāṇini’s grammar like abhidhāna, kāraka have been employed to develop the analysis proposed. Several studies like Akshara Bharti (1995) and Pederson (2004), show use of Paninian framework in dependency parsing. They do not however, explicitly use the Navya-Nyāya technique of representing head and modifier relation within a word and concentrate mainly on intra-word relations. Further, they try to adapt the Paninian framework to the parsing of other Indian and non-Indian languages and not Sanskrit.

1 http://sanskrit.inria.fr/DICO/reader.html
2 http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/lang-tech/lang-tech.html
3 http://sanskritlibrary.org/
4 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/index.jsp
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1.1 Heading towards *viṣeṣyatā*

The idea of head across the syntactic theories has been residing in the basic idea of category, i.e. head as the unit that gives category to a phrase. It is as if the phrasehood of a phrase depends on the head.

The head of X is the part which determines the category of X. Example: The category of *ate the apple* (VP) is determined by the verb ‘ate’, not by any other element. This explains why it coordinates with other phrases which begin with a verb, but not with phrases that share the nominal part: *peeled the apple and ate the apple, *ate the apple and over the apple.*

Head in X-bar theory is an offshoot of the basic idea of phrase which is the centre of formalization. Here, though we would be using “head” as the English equivalent, it is strictly in the sense of *viṣeṣya* and so we would distance this *viṣeṣya* (head) from the head as in the linguistic theories.

The distinct nature of this headedness is that, save verb, for all the *padas,* it is the suffixes that hold the *viṣeṣyatā.* Here, head-modifier relation is not of the kind that exists in X-bar theory. The *prakṛti-pratyaya* analysis is used to speak in terms of *prakārata* and *viṣeṣyatā.* So, in the analysis presented here (which takes inputs from *nyāya,* *vyākaraṇa* etc.), it is the *pratyaya* that is mostly the head and the *prakṛti* that is the modifier, and it is the relation between these two that exhausts the analysis.

**On the absence of head in Pāṇini.** *Pradhāna* or *viṣeṣya* or anything that may express any sort of the dominant-subordinate relation is absent in Pāṇini. Thus one may say that head is not defined in Pāṇini, neither the concept of head has been deployed in Pāṇini. So, Pāṇini is not bound to define head. The ensuing question would then be: why in Pāṇini there is no idea or concept of head.

The reasons behind the development of the concept of head in GB or X-bar theory would be cognitive. In the sense that idea behind getting an abstract, generalized phrase structure through X-bar emerged as there was a need to understand the economy and speed in the acquisition. Head-modifier abstraction in X-bar theory gives a general phrase structure for all the phrases, i.e. it successfully explains the common structure applicable to all the phrases. [15]

There are no such cognitive commitments in Pāṇini. Also, it seems that phrase has never been the concern of Pāṇini. In Paninian morphology it is the *pada,* which is at the center of analysis. It can also be said that no phrase-based analysis is carried out in Pāṇini, overtly or covertly. Though Paninian grammar may be claimed to be *vākya*-centric, it is only through the consistent *pada*-analysis that *vākya* may be analyzed in the totality of *pada.* Phrase, as something possessing a category as its head, is simply impossible in Pāṇini because categories have been fashioned differently in Pāṇini.

Though the terms *head* and *modifier* have strong affiliations to the generative grammars (which do not talk in terms of dependency, as dependency grammars
do), we, in this paper, use the terms headedness for \( \text{vi\'eesyata}\) and modification for \( \text{prak\'arat\'a}\).

The analysis and parsing presented in this paper are distinct from the theories like dependency grammar or phrase structure grammar. Though we use terms like \( \text{kartr}, \text{karma}\) which may be identified in parallel with the functional categories, one important difference to be noted is that our analysis presents an intra-lexical analysis that holds suffix as the head (save verbs) and inter-lexical analysis as well.

We certainly do not attempt to fuse dependency or phrase structure grammars. We use the terms modification and headedness as we find them convenient and suitable equivalents for \( \text{prak\'arat\'a}\) and \( \text{vi\'eesyata}\). These terms have not been used to evoke any resemblance or solidarity towards the linguistic theories. One straightforward aim of this paper is to represent the system of sentence analysis and parsing found in the traditional knowledge system of Ny\'aya with some inputs from Vy\'akara\'na.

1.2 Ny\'aya Terms Used in the Head-Modifier Analysis

Following Sanskrit terms (with abbreviations) are used for analyzing head-modifier relationship in Sanskrit sentences:

1. \( \text{ni\'isha} \) (निष्ठा) Residing in.
2. \( \text{prak\'arat\'a} \) (प्रकृतिता) State of being a modifier/modification.
3. \( \text{nip\'ita} \) (निपित) In relation to.
4. \( \text{vi\'eesyaita} \) (विशेषयीति) State of being a head/headedness.
5. \( \text{abhinna} \) (अभिन्न) Same as.
6. \( \text{prak\'rti\'artha} \) (प्रकृतियार्थ) the root meaning.
7. \( \text{pratyay\'artha} \) (पत्त्यार्थ) meaning of the termination.

This terminology is used in the texts of Navya-Ny\'aya. We have seen this terminology being used in several Navya-Ny\'aya texts, but never in the context

---

5 See Kübler, et al (2009: 2) While the dependency structure represents head-dependent relations between words, classified by functional categories such as subject (SBJ) and object (OBJ), the phrase structure represents the grouping of words into phrases, classified by structural categories such as noun phrase (NP) and verb phrase (VP).

6 See Kübler, et al (2009: 2) Other terms that are found in the literature are modifier or child, instead of dependent, and governor, regent or parent, instead of head. Note that, although we will not use the noun modifier, we will use the verb modify when convenient and say that a dependent modifies its head. Also, Kübler, et al (2009: 3). It is also worth noting that many syntactic theories make use of hybrid representations, combining elements of dependency structure with elements of phrase structure. Hence, to describe dependency grammar and phrase structure grammar as two opposite and mutually exclusive approaches to natural language syntax is at best an over-simplification.
of parsing a sentence with special reference to head-modifier representation. We explain below the three main terms briefly:

1. *viśeṣya*. This word is in use since Pāṇini. It is a relative term and not absolute. It co-exists in relation with the state of being a modifier. Pāṇini in his grammar called Aṣṭādhyāyī uses it in relation with another term called *viśeṣaṇa*. The term *viśeṣya* literally means *something which is being distinguished* and the term *viśeṣaṇa* literally means *the instrument which distinguishes*. The term *viśeṣya* indicates the element which can be said to function as a ‘head’ in a particular structure in the scheme proposed in this paper. The suffix *tā* indicates the *state of being a head*.

2. *prakāra*. - This word is proposed to be used in this scheme in the sense of a modifier. This word came into circulation in this sense with the advent of Navya-Nyāya. The suffix *tā* indicates the *state of being a Modifier*.

3. *nirūpita*. - This word indicates the relation between the two concepts mentioned above. It means ‘in relation to’. It is used as an intra-lexical as well as inter-lexical metalinguistic connector.

The *state of being a head* and the *state of being a modifier* are correlated, coexistent and are assumed to rest in the meaning of the word. This substratum is indicated here with the help of the word *niṣṭha*.

Thus using this terminology we can present in brief the head modifier relation for a representative word like *grāma* in the following way,

```
Analysis- grāma-niṣṭha-prakāratā-nirūpita-karma-niṣṭha-viśeṣyatā
```

2 **Prakāratā-Viśeṣyatā** Analysis

2.1 **Sentence Level**

Sanskrit scholars have proposed various *śabdabodha* theories. For grammarians meaning of the verb root is the most important element in the sentence. Therefore they have proposed *dhātvartha-mukhya-viśeṣyaka-śabdabodha*. According to them words of any given sentence can be classified as either *subanta* or *tiṅanta*. Since, the meaning of the verbal root is the most important component of the sentence, all *subanta* words will be connected to the *tiṅanta* word. Therefore at the sentence level, only *tiṅanta* becomes *viśeṣya*. All the *subantas* become *prakāras* of the *tiṅanta* word. Therefore, *tiṅanta* word in the sentence, *bālah paṭhati* will be tagged as follows:

```
(bālah) prakāratā-nirūpita (paṭhati) viśeṣyatā |
```

In some sentences, more than one *subanta* will have the same *vibhakti*. These *subantas* are grouped together as they have adjective-substantive relationship

---

7 The English paraphrase of the same would be- the state of being a head, residing in ‘karma’, in relation to the state of being a modifier which resides in ‘village’. This provides us with the information that it is ‘village’ which is the head and ‘karma’ is the modifier.
between them. The adjectives are linked to the substantive by “non-difference” (abheda). For example:

“arunayā ekahāyanyā pīṅgākṣyā gavā somañ kṛṣṇāti”

In this sentence there are four subantas with the same vibhakti arunayā, ekahāyanyā pīṅgākṣyā gavā. Therefore they are grouped together. One subanta (here, gavā) is the substantive. The adjectives are shown to be linked with this substantive by the relation of non-difference (abhinna). This is shown below:

\[(\text{arunayā}) a(\text{ekahāyanyā}) a(\text{pīṅgākṣyā})a\ \text{gavā} / \text{somaṇ} kṛṣṇāti\]

But in some cases, some subantas will be linked to the verbal root directly and some will be linked via these directly linked subantas. This we show in the following figure:

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. Direct and indirect relation of subantas with the tiṅanta

Therefore, in this prakārata- višeṣyatā analysis, subantas that are linked to the tiṅanta directly, are related to the tiṅanta by the prakārata-nirūpita tag. Whereas, the subantas that are linked to the tiṅanta-linked-subantas are grouped together. This group of višeṣaṇas is placed before the subanta to which they are linked. These subantas will also be linked by the tag prakārata- nirūpita but instead of tiṅanta they are linked to either kartā or karma. Therefore, the above mentioned sentence can be analyzed as:

Table 1. Direct and indirect relations of subantas with the verb

| (odanam) prakāratā- nirūpita pacati | | |
| (sthālyam) prakāratā- nirūpita odanam | | |
| (vahninā) prakāratā- nirūpita pacati | | |
| (kaśhaiḥ) prakāratā- nirūpita pacati | | |
| (grāmat) prakāratā- nirūpita agataḥ | | |
| (āgataḥ)-(devadattaḥ) | | |
| (devadattaḥ) prakāratā-nirūpita pacati | | |

Though all the subantas are ultimately linked to the tiṅanta, there is one exception. The genitive case which expresses relations\(^8\) is not linked to the tiṅanta. The genitive case shows a relation with another noun in the sentence.

\(^8\) P. II.3.50
In this prakārata-viśeṣyatā analysis, such genitive cases will be linked to the nouns to which they are related. Further, the genitive case will be tagged as prakārata-nirūpita as it is the modifier of the noun. It is not the head of the noun to which it is related.

Thus the phrase daśarathasya putraḥ can be analyzed as (daśarathasya) prakārata-nirūpita putraḥ. But the genitive word daśarathasya will not be linked to the verb gacchati in the sentence daśarathasya putraḥ gacchati |

2.2 Word Level prakārata-viśeṣyatā Analysis Rules

Similar prakārata-viśeṣyatā can be analyzed at the word level too. Each word in the Sanskrit sentence can be segmented into two parts: (a) prakṛti and (b) pratyaya.

Prakārata-viśeṣyatā analysis within a subanta word: Any subanta word in the sentence can be segmented into two parts: (1) prakṛti or prātipadika and (2) a suffix, sup. The meanings of these sup pratyayas are defined in the Paninian grammar. (Table.3)

Here the pratyayārtha is “head” so it is analyzed with niṣṭha-viśeṣyatā. The word rāmam will be analyzed as:

prakṛtyartha-rāma-niṣṭha- prakārata- nirūpita-
pratyayārtha-karmaniṣṭha-viśeṣyatā.

-This (i.e. karma-niṣṭha etc.) particular tag is given when the particular kāraka is not expressed by the verbal suffix. Therefore (kāraka) is variable.

-But the nominative singular suffix does not express any kāraka relation and its meaning is prātipadika only therefore the particular prātipadika will be a part of the tag. In the case of indeclinables though vibhakti is deleted, the meaning of the suffix is viśeṣya and is treated like prathamā thus in the following case:

cā+su
cā+ 0

we observe following analysis:

prakṛtyartha-caniṣṭha- prakārata- nirūpita - pratyayārtha - caniṣṭha- viśeṣyatā
Table 3. Meanings of sup pratyayas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vibhakti</th>
<th>vibhaktyartha</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prathamā</td>
<td>pratipadika</td>
<td>rāma su (rāma -niṣṭha -viśeṣyatā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dvitiyā</td>
<td>karma</td>
<td>rāma am (karma -niṣṭha -viśeṣyatā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tṛtiyā</td>
<td>karaṇa/kartṛ</td>
<td>rāma ṭā (karaṇa/kartṛ -niṣṭha -viśeṣyatā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caturthī</td>
<td>saṁpradāna</td>
<td>rāma ne (saṁpradāna -niṣṭha -viśeṣyatā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pañcamī</td>
<td>apādana</td>
<td>rāma nasi (apādana -niṣṭha -viśeṣyatā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saṣṭhī</td>
<td>saṁbandha/karma/kartṛ</td>
<td>rāma nās (saṁbandha/karma/kartṛ -niṣṭha -viśeṣyatā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saptamī</td>
<td>adhikaraṇa</td>
<td>rāma nī (adhikaraṇa -niṣṭha -viśeṣyatā)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Difference between the internal meaning structure of impersonal and active/passive verbs

Prakāratā-viśeṣyatā analysis within tiṅanta word: In the case of verbs, root meaning is “head” and suffix meanings are modifiers. The tiṅanta suffix has four meanings (1) kāraka, (2) puruṣa, (3) vacana and (4) kāla. Tense or mood is related with the action and person and number are related with kārakas expressed by a tiṅ suffix. Overall two kārakas can be expressed by a tiṅ suffix and in the

---

9 Even though more than one kāraka meaning is conveyed by one vibhakti we do not go into all the details of these mappings. We restrict ourselves for the present purpose to the most common mappings. Needless to say that we assume that the same technique would be equally applicable to other kāraka meanings as well.
absence of the expression of these kārakas; bhāva or action is expressed by the tiṅ suffix. When bhāva is expressed by a suffix, person and number are not related to it. Only kāla is. Here suffix expresses action in general and there is non-difference (abheda) between root meaning and suffix meaning. (See Fig. 2.)

3 From the above Discussion, We Formulate the Following Rules on Which We Base Our Analysis

3.1 Minimal Set of Rules on the Basis of Which the Headedness and Modification Will Be Determined at Different Levels

Rule no. 1. Suffix meaning is head and root meaning is modifier.
   Sub-rule a. In the verb, root-meaning is the head and the suffix-meanings are the modifiers.

Rule no. 2. Modification of verbal suffix meanings-
   2.a The number and person (which are the suffix meanings) are the modifiers of the kāraka.
   2.b Time modifies the action denoted by the verbal root.

Rule no. 3. The kāraka which is denoted by the tiṅ suffix matches with the nominative case in the sentence.

Rule no. 4. All the kāarakas modify the action denoted by the verbal root.
   These rules can be said to be the rules for the head-modification within the padārthā
   After applying these rules we get the following rule for headedness and modification on the sentence level.

Rule no. 5. The element which invariably has the tag of niṣṭha viśeṣyatā is the mukhya viśeṣya of the sentence.
   After applying these rules we get the following general rule which is applicable on discourse level.

Rule no. 6. The head of the first sentence remains a head till it is modified by a sentence connective or gerund.

3.2 Complete prakāratā- viśeṣyatā Analysis

If both, sentence level and word level, prakṛti - prayāya based analysis are combined, then the constituents of the meanings of the subanta words are linked as follows:

10 prakṛtiprayāyārthayoh sahārthatve prayāyārthasya eva prādhānyam. para-
   malaghumaṇīṣūṣa dhaṭvārthaprakaraṇam p. 29
11 tiṅante kriyāyāḥ eva prādhānyam śābdabodhe na prayāyārthasya iti bodhyam.
   kālaśca vyāpara viśeṣaṇam. ibid p. 29
12 ibid p.30
13 abhihitē prathamā. vārtika on A. 2.3.2
The *tiṇanta* suffix has four meanings (1) *kāraka*, (2) *puruṣa*, (3) *vacana* and (4) *kālā*. The *subanta* ending in the first case-ending is identified with the meaning *kāraka* of the *tiṇanta* suffix. Therefore, it is placed or moved in the *kāraka* meaning. Other two meanings of the *tiṇanta* suffix namely, *puruṣa*, and *vacana* become the *prakāra* of the *subanta* in the nominative case, linked with the *kāraka* meaning of the *tiṇanta* suffix. The complete sentence meaning after *prakārata* and *viśeṣyatā* analysis will be as follows.(Table.4)

If the sentence is transformed to or is in the passive or impersonal form then we get slightly different sentences after the *prakārata* and *viśeṣyatā* analysis. (Fig.4)

Since *karma* is expressed, (*abhihitā*) in the passive voice, it is in the first case-ending. The *tiṇanta* suffix in the passive verb has the meaning *karma*. Therefore, as per our rule no. 3 this *subanta* which is in nominative case will be linked to the meaning *karma* of the *tiṇanta*.

The complete sentence after *prakārata* and *viśeṣyatā* analysis of a passive voice will be as follows:

**Table 4. prakārata-viśeṣyatā analysis of the active voice sentence ramaḥ grāmaṁ gacchati**
Fig. 4. Complete analysis of a sentence prior to *prakāratā* and *viśeṣyatā* tagging (Passive Voice)

Table 5. *prakāratā-viśeṣyatā* analysis of the passive voice sentence *rameṇa gramaḥ ganyate*

Similarly, in the impersonal voice, the *kartr̥* is linked with *tiṅanta* but it is not expressed, *abhihita* by the *tiṅ* suffix. Therefore, *kartr̥* in such sentences is in instrumental case.

Fig. 5. Complete analysis of a sentence prior to *prakāratā* and *viśeṣyatā* tagging (impersonal voice)

Even though the suffix in the impersonal verb conveys two meanings (1) *kāla*, tense and (2) *bhāva*, the later meaning does not figure in the head-modifier analysis because the meaning *bhāva* actually means the action in general and therefore is connected to the meaning of the verbal root with non-difference (*abheda*). The head-modifier analysis of the sentence of the impersonal voice will be as shown below. (Table 6)
In this way, we can show that with the help of these minimal set of seven concepts and six rules, we can analyze head-modifier relationship in any Sanskrit sentence. In the following, we show how this analysis can be modeled formally and can be used along with the existing language processing tools for Sanskrit.

4 Automated or Semi-automated prakāratā-višeṣyatā Analysis

This analysis can be modeled for the automated or semi-automated head and modifier relationship analysis of Sanskrit sentences. We propose a model using the rules mentioned in the above section. Any non-verse prose sentence can be analyzed by this model. Technical terminology can be shortened and analysis can be made much simpler if presented formally. We propose following short-forms for the formal representation of these rules (Table 7).

For example, the head and modifier analysis for the active sentence “rāmaḥ grāmaṇi gacchati” will be as follows:

a) Word 1 or ‘rāmaḥ’ is explained as-
prakṛtyartharha-rāmaniśṭha-prakāratā-nirūpita- pratayārthartha -kārtmiśṭha-višeṣyatā
s1/1=)RM_प्रति sTM_वि(  

b) Word 2 or grāmaṇi is explained as-
prakṛtyarthagrāmaṇi-niśṭha-prakāratā-nirūpita- pratayārtha -karmaniśṭha- višeṣyatā
S2/1(RM_प्रति sTM_वि( 

c) Word 3 or gacchati, the verb, can be explained in two parts as follows-
(3p/sing_प्रति-कर्तृ-तितिवि) प्रति-(present tense_प्रति-RM3(gamana)_वि)_वि(  
or
(prathamapuruṣa-ekavacana-niśṭha-prakāratā-nirūpita-kārtmiśṭha-višeṣyatā)-niśṭha- 
prakāratā-nirūpita-(vartamāna-niśṭha-prakāratā-nirūpita-gamana-niśṭha-višeṣyatā)- 
niśṭha-višeṣyatā

\[ t3/1= (tTM2,tTM3_प्रति-tTM1_वि)_प्रति((tTM4_प्रति-RM_वि)_वि \]

\[ TM1=करकरा, \text{(kāraka, karma)}, \ TM2=पुरुष, \ TM3=वाक्य, \ TM4=काल \] This is also mentioned in the discussion on fig.2.
5 Hierarchical Bracket Parsing

The model that is proposed here takes primarily into consideration the brackets consisting of words and shows with the help of rules how the system can reduce
them one by one and ultimately how all these brackets representing words get reduced to a bracket of a sentence with the information of the head and modifier tagged to each bracket intact. We present below a brief description of the Hierarchical Bracket Parsing.
Table 9. Hierarchical Bracket Parsing of the passive voice sentence rāmeṇa grāmahaṁ gamyate

```
[ (प्रकृत- rāma_प्रति-स्त्वर्थ-(कर्त) विप्रति
  { (प्रपु-एव_प्रति-प्रक- grāma_प्रति-स्त्वर्थ- grāma _विप्र-(कर्म) विप्रति
  (vartamāna_प्रति- gamana _विप्र) विप्र
  }_विप्र
 ]
```

Table 10. Hierarchical Bracket Parsing of the impersonal voice sentence rāmeṇa hasyate

```
[ (प्रकृ- rāma_प्रति-स्त्वर्थ-(कर्त) विप्रति
  { vartamāna_प्रति-hasana _विप्र
  }_विप्र
 ]
```

This kind of analysis can be done not only on the simple sentences but also to the complex sentences from the literature. For example, we present the head and modifier analysis of the complex sentence, prajāśu pālanīṁ vṛttim veditum yam ayuṅkta sa varṇiliṅgī viditaḥ vanecarah dvaitave yudhiṣṭhirəṁ samāyaṇau.

6 Application at Discourse Level

So far we presented analysis using the Navya-Nyāya terms of word-word meanings, and sentence-sentence meanings. We also presented this analysis in all the three voices and showed that the analysis does not get affected by the functional categories. Now we show how this technique can be used for discourse level. We present below the analysis of a group of three sentences. We will show how one element can be considered as head within all these three sentences and the rest as modifiers using this technique.

---

15 Partial construal of Kiratarjuniyam 1.1
Table 11. prakārata-viśeṣyatā analysis of multiple sentences

Sentences:
S1. rāmaḥ mandiram gacchati|
S2. tataḥ vidyalyaṁ gamisyati|
S3. anantarāṁ grhāṁ gamisyati|(Table.11)

The last tag (niśtha-viśeṣyatā) in S3 indicates that the meaning of the verbal root in S3 remains a head in the context of (S1+S2). In other words, this tag shows the main meaning in the group of three sentences. This feature can be extended to a larger group of sentences.

7 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

Thus we showed that we can make optimal use of the existing theories within Sanskrit traditional śāstras for the purpose of parsing Sanskrit at the discourse level. Our approach combined insights from both Nyāya as well as Vyākaraṇa for parsing at various levels. For a sentential analysis, we used the Vyākaraṇa
way of analysis and at the discourse level on the first step when we have to connect one previous sentence to the next one, we used the *Navya-Nyāya* way of analysis and then again we used *Vyākaraṇa* way of analysis.

Thus we have presented a model that sufficiently and minimally represents the head-modifier relationship between nominal and verbal elements. It is minimal in the sense that, it is the minimum number of terms employed from *Navya-Nyāya* that would sufficiently represent the analysis. We have also shown how it will be useful when we take into consideration the discourse level.

The analysis can be seen as an end in itself, such that it helps understand the sentence and words within it, in the scope of the proposed schema.

We propose to show in future how this model will capture the *viśeṣaṇa-viśeṣya* relation amongst nouns and also how it could prove useful for anaphora resolution in Sanskrit. We could also develop this model using *Mīmāṃsā* techniques to define sentence connectives that would prove useful for the purpose of discourse level analysis of Sanskrit. We presented an outline of a model that could very well be developed and tested in a full-fledged bracket parsing grammar under whose purview would fall issues like anaphora resolution, ellipsis and coordination etc.
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Abstract. Citation matching is the problem of finding which citation occurs in a given textual corpus. Most existing citation matching work is done on scientific literature. The goal of this paper is to present methods for performing citation matching on Sanskrit texts. Exact matching and approximate matching are the two methods for performing citation matching. The exact matching method checks for exact occurrence of the citation with respect to the textual corpus. Approximate matching is a fuzzy string-matching method which computes a similarity score between an individual line of the textual corpus and the citation. The Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm for local alignment, which is generally used in bioinformatics, is used here for calculating the similarity score. This similarity score is a measure of the closeness between the text and the citation. The exact- and approximate-matching methods are evaluated and compared. The methods presented can be easily applied to corpora in other Indic languages like Kannada, Tamil, etc. The approximate-matching method can in particular be used in the compilation of critical editions and plagiarism detection in a literary work.
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1 Introduction

Citation matching in literature is the problem of finding which citations occur where in a given textual corpus. Citation matching is applied in various areas like authorship detection, content analysis, etc. Currently, citation matching is limited to scientific literature because most of the citation mapping work like autonomous citation matching, identity uncertainty, etc., are done on scientific literature. Autonomous citation matching identifies and groups variants of the same paper [5]. Identity uncertainty in the context of citation matching decides whether a set of citations corresponds to the same publication or not [9]. Citation matching is an unexplored area in Sanskrit literature due to various reasons like lack of encoded texts, complexity of the Sanskrit language compared to English, lack of Sanskrit knowledge among computer scientists, etc. As far as we know, no one has seriously attempted citation matching on Sanskrit literature.

This paper presents two methods: exact matching and approximate matching, to perform citation matching in Sanskrit texts. Exact matching is based on the
idea of finding the precise character-by-character match between pattern and text. This method finds citations that are exactly the same as those in the corpus. The search space for a given text with citations is directly proportional to the size of the corpus from where citations are to be found. Sorting the corpus can help reduce the number of comparisons needed by obviating the need to make unnecessary comparisons. This method cannot find citations if there are occurrences of pāṭhāntara (variant readings) or sandhi-viccheda (splits of compounds). Such occurrences provide the motivation for the approximate matching method.

The pāṭhāntara and sandhi-viccheda problems can be easily handled if we consider similarity or closeness. Approximate matching is based on this idea. This method is widely applied in bioinformatics, where a common technique called local alignment is used. The Smith-Waterman algorithm \[14\] is one of the predominant algorithms in local alignment. The Smith-Waterman algorithm finds a pair of segments in the nucleotide or amino acid (protein) sequences such that there is no other segment with greater similarity \[14\]. The Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm \[14\] is an extension of the Smith-Waterman algorithm which uses affine gap penalty to reduce the computational overhead of the basic Smith-Waterman algorithm.

Our approximate matching method computes the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh distance \[14\] between citation and text. The results are filtered based on the similarity cutoff. As our intuition would suggest, this method is computationally intensive compared to exact matching.

An experiment is conducted using the Mahābhārata-Tātparyānirnaya as the base text where citations may exist, and the Mahābhārata \[13\] as the source text where to look for citations. The Mahābhārata-Tātparyānirnaya is a commentary on the Mahābhārata in digest form. Its author Madhva (1238–1317 CE) indicates that a lot of its verses are taken from the Mahābhārata directly:

\begin{quote}
भारतेषुपि यथा प्रोक्तो निर्गण्योऽयं क्रमेन तु
तथा प्रवर्तितः स्वाम्यन्त्रयः स्वर्णाः: || 2-53 ||
\end{quote}

However, a lot of the citations are yet to be traced. Madhva’s citation of untraceable sources has in general been the subject of some controversy since the 17th century.

1 Mahoney \[6\] sorts some Sanskrit texts but as far as we know, no one has sorted the entire Mahābhārata. We have sorted the Mahābhārata to reduce the search size for exact matching. A previously unavailable sorted verse-index of the Mahābhārata has thus been created as part of this effort. See the URL \[http://www.iiitb.ac.in/faculty/srao/other-information/\] for a link to the same.

2 See \[12\] for more information on the Mahābhārata-Tātparyānirnaya and its author.

3 In this regard, see \[12\] for some general discussion. Mesquita claims \[7\] that Madhva’s citations are his own inventions, a charge countered by Rao and Sharma \[10\]. Mesquita recently has repeated \[8\] the charge in the specific context of Madhva’s citations from the Mahābhārata.
Thus, beyond the general and computational aspects, we believe this work also has probative value in the context of this particular textual controversy.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the similar work in other domains like bioinformatics. Section 3 describes the problem and the challenges. Section 4 presents the method to perform sorting of a Sanskrit corpus. Section 5 presents the exact matching method. Section 6 presents the approximate matching method. Section 7 presents some conclusions and suggestions for further work.

2 Related Work

Citation matching is one of the active areas of research. Citation matching is used for identifying authors of scientific papers, knowledge discovery, etc. Citation matching is currently limited to scientific literature like research papers. Sorting is performed to reduce the search space when we use the exact matching method. There are classical algorithms for performing sorting like heap sort, merge sort, etc. There is an x86 assembly language program which sorts Sanskrit texts. Mahoney implements sorting using Perl. Neither nor specifies the maximum text size that these programs can handle. Also as far as our knowledge goes, nobody has sorted the entire Mahābhārata text. Gale and Church describe a method for aligning sentences based on a sample statistical model of character length. This method is used by Csernel and Patte for performing comparisons between Sanskrit manuscripts.

Local alignment is one of the sequence alignment techniques used in bioinformatics to find the similarity regions between two DNA, RNA or protein sequences of unequal length. The Smith-Waterman algorithm is used widely for performing local alignment. The Smith-Waterman algorithm is more accurate but computationally intensive as compared to other methods like BLAST. The Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm is an extension of the Smith-Waterman algorithm. Symmetric is an open source similarity measurement library implemented in Java. Basic algorithms like edit distance and Smith-Waterman-Gotoh are implemented in this library, which we have used.

3 Problem Definition

Citation matching is an unexplored area in natural language texts, especially in Sanskrit literature. Table shows examples of sources and citations.

Citation matching in Sanskrit literature is complex compared to the same problem with scientific literature because of the following reasons.

---

4 These classical algorithms can be used to sort the Sanskrit corpus by modifying the comparison function. There is no need for modification in English corpora but we cannot apply this method to Sanskrit corpora because the order of the syllables in the Sanskrit is different from the Roman alphabet.
Table 1. Source and Citation Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>मानुषी तनुमाश्रित</td>
<td>मानुषी तनु आश्रित</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>कालो वा कारण रागो</td>
<td>कालो वा कारण रागो</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>युद्ध तुमुल लघुकथण।</td>
<td>युद्ध तुमुल रोपमठण।</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ब्रह्मचारी कोमारादि पाण्डव।</td>
<td>ब्रह्मचारी कोमारादि अपि पाण्डव।</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) The Sanskrit alphabetical system is entirely different from that of the English language. In Sanskrit each letter is a combination of vowel and consonant like क + ओ = क, but this kind of combination is not present in English. Modern English does not support ligatures whereas Sanskrit supports ligatures like क + ओ = क्ओ.

(ii) In many cases, the corpus has pāthāntaras with respect to the text, and there also are cases of differences due to sandhi-viccheda (e.g., तनुमाश्रितम् and तनु आश्रितम्).

(iii) The size of the corpus may be very large (the ASCII text \[13\] of the Mahābhārata being about 8MB in size). It is challenging to handle these kinds of large data sets.

(iv) The conversion of Sanskrit texts into machine readable formats is prone to error as it involves human interaction. There is a high probability of error in the machine readable format which in turn affects the result significantly.

For both methods—exact matching and approximate matching—we use the Mahābhārata-Tātparyanirṇaya as the base text where citations may exist, and the Mahābhārata \[13\] as the source text or corpus where to look for citations. The Mahābhārata and Mahābhārata-Tātparyanirṇaya are both encoded in the ASCII-based Harvard-Kyoto format to evaluate these methods. The Harvard-Kyoto format is one of the common encoding schemes used to make Sanskrit texts machine readable.

4 Sorting

Exact matching compares each line of the source corpus with each citation. The number of comparisons is directly proportional to both corpus size and citations. If there are \(m\) lines of source corpus and \(n\) citations, then the total number of comparisons needed in exact matching is \(m \times n\). Consider a corpus like the BORI Mahābhārata which has around 80000 verses or 160000 lines, and a text set with 100 citations; then the total number of comparisons are \(16 \times 10^6\).

One approach to reduce the number of comparisons is to sort the source corpus. Sorting reduces the search space drastically. Consider a citation ककुदं तन्य चाभाति स्कन्धम् आपूर्ये विष्ठितम्. It is enough to compare with the Mahābhārata hemistichs starting with क, and we can ignore the rest of the verses. In this way, sorting helps reduce the search space.
Table 2. Input and Output: Unix Sorting in Roman Order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>कथं विरातनगरे मम पूर्वपितामहाः:</td>
<td>अन्तःवासं उषिता दुर्योधनभयादिता:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अन्तःवासं उषिता दुर्योधनभयादिता:</td>
<td>गल्वांश्रम ब्राह्मणेऽथ आच्छ्यो</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>जनमेजय उवाच</td>
<td>जनमेजय उवाच</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>गल्वांश्रम ब्राह्मणेऽथ आच्छ्यो</td>
<td>कथं विरातनगरे मम पूर्वपितामहाः:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sorting is not straight-forward in Sanskrit texts compared to English. Even the classical sorting tools like the Unix `sort` fail to sort Sanskrit text. Table 2 shows the input and output of the `sort` command in Unix, which sorts in Roman, rather than Sanskrit, alphabetical order.

In Sanskrit each letter is a combination of vowel and consonant. So the comparison function should look at both vowel and consonant during comparison of words.

Consider an example of की and कि. कि should come before की because कि = क् + इ and की = क् + आ. Even though both have क् in common, they differ in their vowels, and इ comes before आ in the Sanskrit alphabetical system.

There are a large number of classical algorithms like quicksort, merge sort, heapsort, etc., to perform sorting [1]. Given that in our case the size of data involved is huge, quicksort, heapsort and merge sort are the candidate algorithms for performing sorting, because all these have log-linear time complexity. We prefer heapsort over the other two algorithms for the following reasons.

(i) The time complexity of heapsort in the worst case is $O(n \log n)$ whereas the time complexity of quicksort is $O(n^2)$.

(ii) The space complexity of heapsort is $\Theta(1)$ but the space complexity of merge sort is $\Theta(n)$.

Each character in the encoding scheme is assigned a positive integer corresponding to the position of the Sanskrit character it represents in the Sanskrit alphabetical system. In English, the ASCII values of the characters are implicitly used in the comparison, but this is not appropriate in Sanskrit. There should be a way of identifying which character appears before which other character. Hence we assign positive integers to the characters.

Let us consider an example. In the Harvard-Kyoto scheme, आ represents कप and उ represents उ. According to the Sanskrit alphabetical system, the positions of कप and उ in the वर्णमाला are 2 and 5 respectively.

The pseudocode for the modified comparison function of heap sort is as given in Algorithm 1. `CharVal(k)` is the function which returns the positive number assigned to an encoded character k.

Let $S_i, S_j$ be two strings with length i and j respectively.

In Algorithm 1, line 1 and line 2 check whether one of two strings is a substring of the other. Substrings appear before the base string in a lexicographic ordering. If two strings are not substrings, then the algorithm compares each character
input: Two strings $S_i, S_j$ of size $i$ and $j$ respectively
output: An Integer

if Substring($S_i, S_j$) then return 1;
if Substring($S_i, S_j$) then return -1;
for $k ← 0$ to $i$ do
    if ($S_i[k] = S_j[k]$) then continue;
    if (charVal($S_j[k]$) > charVal($S_i[k]$)) then return (charVal($S_j[k]$) - charVal($S_i[k]$));
    else return(charVal ($S_i[k]$) - charVal ($S_j[k]$));
end
return 0;

Algorithm 1. Comparison Subroutine

of the strings at position $k$. The for loop in line 3 compares the character at position $k$ in both the strings. If the characters are not equal, then the comparison function returns the difference of the values assigned to two characters.

Table 3 shows a partial list of the sorted Mahābhārata.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Reference</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>अकर्षणं हि जीवितं स्थावरं नेतरं जना:</td>
<td>(03.033.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अकर्षक्षुष्ण ्तिप्रस्तु मैत्रोंकरुक्तित्वम्:</td>
<td>(13.024.053)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अकर्षक्षो निरारम्भो लत्वं आहारो जितेन्द्र्य:</td>
<td>(03.080.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अकर्षक्षो हू अतकेश बाद्यं भर्तरभ:</td>
<td>(13.024.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अकर्षत्वात् च मातृपुः: समन्यवन्त पत्तयः</td>
<td>(09.007.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अकर्षत्व: कल्मपाणि कतो वाहुश्रितास्तु स:</td>
<td>(03.211.020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Exact Matching

Exact matching is based on the idea of finding a precise character-by-character match between pattern and text. This method finds the citations which are exactly the same as those in the corpus.

The notations used in the pseudocode are:

(i) $T$: Input Sanskrit corpus.
(ii) $m$: Size of the corpus $T$.
(iii) $C$: Set of input citations.
(iv) $n$: Cardinality of the citation set $C$.
(v) $R$: The set of citations present in $T$—clearly, $R ⊆ C$.

The pseudocode for this method is presented in Algorithm 2.

The complexity of this algorithm is $O(mn)$.

In Algorithm 2, each line of the source text is compared with each citation in the citation set. If both match exactly (all characters are identical), then the
input: Sorted corpora $T$ and set of citation $C$ of size $m$ and $n$ respectively

Result: Set of citations $R$ found in the corpus

$$R \leftarrow \emptyset;$$

for every line of corpus text $T_i$ in $T$ do

for every citation $C_j$ in $C$ do

if $(T_i = C_j)$ then $R \leftarrow R \cup C_j$

end

end

Algorithm 2. Exact Matching

citation is included in the result set $R$; otherwise it is discarded. The source corpus is sorted using heap sort to reduce the search space.

The following table shows the partial result of the exact matching method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>अभिनन्दन दूर्दे भीमसेन स्वयं (2.160) अभिनन्दन दूर्दे भीमसेन स्वयं (05.075.018)</td>
<td>कालो वा कारण राजो (30.36) कालो वा कारण राजो (05.130.015) (12.070.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ज्ञातु दृढृ च तत्त्वन (1.108)</td>
<td>ज्ञातु दृढृ च तत्त्वन (06.033.054)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This method finds those citations which are exactly the same in the text and in the source. Consider now the citation: अवज्ञानन्त्र मां मृदा मानुषी तत्नुमाणितं and the source text अवज्ञानन्त्र मां मृदा मानुषी ततु आशितं. Only the words तत्नुमाणितं and ततु आशितं differ in this case. This is an example of sandhi-viccheda, occurring perhaps due to scribal or editorial choice. Exact matching does not capture these kinds of citations.

Exact matching is the first method that comes to our mind when we think of citation matching. Exact matching fails to consider similarity when citations are searched for. In Sanskrit literature, we have pāthāntaras of the same corpus occurring in different sources. Most of the times these corpora differ due to sandhi-viccheda also. Therefore, exact matching is not an ideal method when there are pāthāntara and sandhi-viccheda.

6 Approximate Matching

Sequence alignment is a technique from bioinformatics of arranging nucleotide or protein sequences to identify the similarity regions. This identification of these similar regions in an important problem in molecular sequence analysis [14].

Global alignment and local alignment are the two types of sequence alignment. Global alignment is applied on sequences of almost equal length. Local alignment is applied on sequences with unequal length.
The Smith-Waterman algorithm, based on dynamic programming, is used in local alignment.

The lengths of citation and source text are unequal in the present domain of citation matching in Sanskrit texts. Hence local alignment is more appropriate than global alignment. The approximate method used by us is based on the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm, with each line of source and citation considered as a sequence. The comparison between text and citation can be reduced to finding the maximum similarity score between two sequences. The Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm computes the similarity score of text and citation. Only the citations with scores which are equal or greater than some approximation cutoff are included in the result set.

6.1 Smith-Waterman-Gotoh Algorithm

Consider two sequences $A = a_1a_2...a_m$ and $B = b_1b_2...b_n$. The Smith-Waterman algorithm constructs a matrix $H$, where each cell $h_{ij}$ in $H$ is computed as follows. It builds the matrix $H$ based on the set of equations given below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall \ 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m \\
 h_{ij} &= \max \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
 h_{i-1,j-1} + s(a_i, b_j) & \text{if } a_i \text{ and } b_j \text{ are associated} \\
 \max_{k \geq 1} \{h_{i-k,j} - W_k\} & \text{if } a \text{ is at the end of deletion of length } k \\
 \max_{l \geq 1} \{h_{i,j-l} - W_l\} & \text{if } b \text{ is at the end of deletion of length } l
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

$h_{k0} = h_{0l} = 0$ \quad $\forall 0 \leq k \leq n$ \quad and \quad $0 \leq l \leq m$

$s(a, b) = \text{Similarity between } a \text{ and } b$. $W_k = \text{Weight assigned to deletion of length } k$. $s(a, b)$ and $W_k$ are chosen on an a priori statistical basis.

(i) $h_{i-1,j-1} + s(a_i, b_j)$ is the similarity, if $a_i$ and $b_j$ are associated.
(ii) $h_{i-k,j} - W_k$ is the similarity, if $a_i$ is at the end of a deletion of length $k$.
(iii) $h_{i,j-l} - W_l$ is the similarity, if $b_j$ is at the end of a deletion of length $l$.
(iv) Zero is included to prevent negative similarity. Occurrence of zero indicates absence of similarity between $a_i$ and $b_j$.

The procedure to find the the optimal local alignment is:

(i) Locate the highest similarity score in the matrix $H$.
(ii) Go backwards from this cell until a cell with zero value is encountered.
(iii) The path from the cell with maximum score to one with zero value gives the maximum sequence.

Consider the biological sequences TACTAG and ACCTAG with $s(\text{match}) = 2$, $s(\text{mismatch}) = W_k = W_l = -1$. 
The corresponding similarity matrix is

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
- & A & C & C & T & A & G \\
- & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
T & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 2 & 1 & 0 \\
A & 0 & 2 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 4 & 3 \\
C & 0 & 1 & 4 & 3 & 2 & 3 & 2 \\
T & 0 & 0 & 3 & 2 & 5 & 4 & 3 \\
A & 0 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 4 & 7 & 6 \\
G & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 3 & 6 & 9 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

The optimal local alignment in the above example is -CTAG.

However, in this paper we are not concerned about the optimal local alignment. Our interest is only in the maximum similarity score.

The Smith-Waterman algorithm is computationally intensive compared to other methods like BLAST. The Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm is an extension of the Smith-Waterman algorithm which uses affine gap penalty \[4\] to reduce the computational overhead.

We have redefined the parameters costfunction, windowsize and the limits of gapfunction of the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm for performing citation matching. The new windowsize and gapfunction are as follows. We use windowsize ← 100 and 0 ≤ gapfunction ≤ 5. Table 5 shows the scores associated with different matches.

Table 5 shows the scores associated with different matches:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matching Type</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mismatch</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are seven groups of characters. Let char1 and char2 be two characters in String1 and String2 at position k respectively. char1 and char2 are considered as being approximate match if char1 and char2 are any two characters in the same group. Table 6 shows these seven groups.

Table 6 shows these seven groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Smith – Waterman – Gotoh – Distance\((\text{string}_1, \text{string}_2)\) function takes two strings \(\text{string}_1\) and \(\text{string}_2\) as arguments. It builds the similarity matrix between \(\text{string}_1\) and \(\text{string}_2\) similar to the above example with redefined parameters, and finally returns the maximum similarity score in the matrix.

6.2 Algorithm

Algorithm \(^3\) uses the notation \(\textit{cutoff}\) in addition to the notations used by Algorithm \(^2\). \(\textit{cutoff}\) is defined as the similarity score cutoff.

The pseudocode for the approximate matching is presented below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{input} & : \text{Corpus text } T \text{ and set of citation } C \text{ of size } m \text{ and } n \text{ respectively.} \\
\text{cutoff score } & \text{cutoff} \\
\text{Result: } & \text{Set of citations } R \text{ which are greater than } \textit{cutoff} \text{ found in the corpus} \\
R & \leftarrow \emptyset; \\
\text{for every line of corpus } T_i \text{ in } T \text{ do} \\
& \quad \text{for every citation } C_j \text{ in } C \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \text{if Smith-Waterman-Gotoh-Distance}(T_i, C_j) > \textit{cutoff} \text{ then} \\
& \quad \quad \quad R \leftarrow R \cup C_j \\
& \quad \text{end} \\
& \text{end} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Algorithm 3. Approximate Matching

In Algorithm \(^3\) Line 4 computes the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh distance between a citation and a line of text in the source corpus. The citation is included in the result set only if the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh distance is greater than the \(\textit{cutoff}\). This step is repeated for every line of text in the corpus.

Table 7 shows the partial result set of this method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>समस्ता हृदप्रविचा: सहस्र (22.285)</td>
<td>समस्ताद्व बलप्रविचा: सहस्र (03.152.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>भीमो दुर्योधन हन्ता (21.350)</td>
<td>अह हुयोधन हन्ता (02.068.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>सुदु समुद्र लोमहंस (27.66)</td>
<td>सुदु समुद्र रोमहंस (06.043.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>बद्धांको कौमाराद्विप पाण्डव: (28.162)</td>
<td>बद्धांको कौमाराद्विप अंि पाण्डव: (05.057.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>बलबान् स जात: शूरस्तपस्वी (22.283)</td>
<td>बलबान् स जात: शूरस् तरस्वी (03.152.017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exact matching method does not include शूरस् तरस्वी and कौमाराद्व अंि in the result set because of पाथंतरा and सांधी-विचेठ respectively. This shows that approximate method can handle पाथंतरा and सांधी-विचेठ.

If \(\textit{cutoff} \leftarrow 1\) then approximate matching behaves exactly as the exact matching method. This of course is tantamount to saying that if the similarity score
cutoff is 1, then only exact matches are considered similar, so the approximate matching results are identical to the exact matching results.

This method takes closeness or similarity between text and citation into account when searching the citations. This is the strength of this method. However this method is computationally intensive as compared to exact matching and usually also requires manual review of results.

We performed the experiment with different values of $cutoff$. Initially we started with $cutoff = 0.9$. In this case the number of valid results is 87 and the rest of the results are false positives or very small matches like उमा उवाच. We repeated the same experiment with $cutoff = 0.8$. In this case the number of valid results are 103 and there was also an increase in the count of false positives.

The similarity score is a measure of how one string can be transformed into another given string. If one of the strings is a substring of the other, then naturally the similarity score is high. This is the main reason for the rise in false positives when $cutoff$ is lowered. The number of false positives is inversely proportional to $cutoff$.

7 Conclusions

Citation matching is one the active areas in research but unfortunately it is limited to scientific literature. We have presented approximate matching based on local alignment in this paper. The known limitations of exact matching provide the inspiration for approximate matching.

We can easily see that the results obtained with approximate matching are far superior to those with exact matching. The exact matching method is unable to identify even some well-known verses like अवजानन्त्र मा मृदा मानुषीं ततुं आश्रितम् because of sandhi-viccheda, but the approximate matching method can.

Heap sort is the best sorting method, preferable to other methods like quick sort, merge sort, etc., for sorting Sanskrit corpora, due to its worst-case log-linear time complexity and constant space complexity.

Approximate matching can be extended to other Indic languages like Kannada. We can use this method as long as the encoding schemes used by both source and citation is consistent.

Citation matching is used in content analysis. We can extend this to Sanskrit literature using the approximate matching method. It is noteworthy that many classical authors and commentators in Sanskrit quote earlier texts implicitly, without indicating their sources or indicating that the words/sentences/verses used are not their own. To discover these hidden citations, given the prevalence of pāṭhāntaras and sandhi-vicchedas, our approach can be used.

The approximate matching method can be easily extended to detect plagiarism in literature because the Smith-Waterman algorithm is used elsewhere [15] to detect plagiarism. However, in our opinion, plagiarism is a modern concept and not likely to apply significantly in the case of classical Sanskrit texts. However, critical editions of many texts like the Mahabharata need to be prepared and revised, and in such cases variant readings recorded by long-ago authors and
commentators may be utilized in coming up with a text that, while not certain to be the same as a putative ur-text, is nonetheless “the text that best explains all the extant documents” [11]. Approximate matching has a role in this, and local alignment is thus an important tool.
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Abstract. The paper describes a lexical resource in the form of a relational database based indexing system for Sanskrit documents Mahābhārata (MBh) as an example. The system is available online on http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/mb with input and output in Devanāgarī Unicode, using technologies such as RDBMS and Java Servlet. The system works as an interactive and multi-dimensional indexing system with search facility for MBh and has potentials for use as a generic system for all Sanskrit texts of similar structure. Currently, the system allows three types of searching facilities- ‘Direct Search’, ‘Alphabetical Search’ and ‘Search by Classes’. The input triggers an indexing process by which a temporary index is created for the search string, and then clicking on any indexed word displays the details for that word and also a facility to search that word in some other online lexical resources.
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1 Introduction

MBh, the great epic of India ascribed to Veda Vyāsa, can be un-hesitatingly given the honour of being the cultural encyclopaedia of India. It is the story of a great war that ended one age and began another. The story has been passed down to us in a classical canon of Sanskrit verses - some 90,192 stanzas (including additional Harivāṁśa) long, or some 1.8 million words in total (among the longest epic poems worldwide) divided in 18 parvas and 97 upaparvas which are again divided into 1995 chapters. The MBh is about 12 times the length of the Bible and 8 times longer than the Iliad and the Odyssey. The work therefore holds a significant place in the cultural history of India. An overview of structure of the MBh is given below (Table 1).

2 Why Is Indexing System Necessary for MBh?

The MBh extols its greatness itself in the following words: yadīhāsti tadanyatra yannēhāsti na tat kvacīt. The saying vyāsocchiṣṭaṁ jagatsarvam also stresses

---

1 The structure of Mahābhārata is based on BORI’s Critical Edition of Mahābhārata.
this point. MBh is neither a history in the modern sense of the term, nor a chronicle. But it stands in incomparable isolation, defying all definitions. It is a veritable encyclopaedia comprising heterogeneous material from all branches of knowledge. Taking the core-story of the feud between two branches of a royal family and the circumstances leading to a catastrophic war, several branches of knowledge including philosophy, law, ethics, statecraft, warfare, history and ethnology are embodied in its structure. The MBh is a comment on the human condition with all its richness, complexity and subtlety. The MBh is the source of many compositions like- *abhijñāanaśākuntalam* of Kalidāsa, *naiṣadhiya-caritam* of śrīharṣa etc. It is the text that is most sought for in order to enrich cultural, social and any other type of knowledge about Indian civilization.

While on the one hand, the text is very important, on the other, it is so huge that it becomes virtually very difficult and time consuming for someone to search a specific keyword in it manually. The searching process combines the benefit of search and extraction. The indices thus prepared will constitute a separate text in itself due to the size of the MBh and will be of tremendous use to the researchers and users.

### 2.1 Uses of the Indexing System

The indexing system of Sanskrit documents can be used in various NLP applications like building Sanskrit WordNet, dictionaries, Sanskrit- Indian Language

---

**Table 1. Structure of Mahābhārata (According to the BORI’s critical edition)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parvan</th>
<th>Sub-parvan</th>
<th>Akhyāna</th>
<th>Adhyāya</th>
<th>Slokas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adiparva</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>07197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabha-parva</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>072</td>
<td>02390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aranyakaparva</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>10338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virātaparva</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>067</td>
<td>01824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udyogaparva</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>06063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhīṣmaparva</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>05406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droṇaparva</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>08192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnaparva</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>069</td>
<td>03871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salyaparva</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>064</td>
<td>03315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauptikaparva</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>018</td>
<td>00772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striparva</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>027</td>
<td>00730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāntiparva</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>12902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anuśāsanaparva</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>06439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āśvamedhikaparva</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>096</td>
<td>02743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āśramavāsikaparva</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>047</td>
<td>01062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mausalaparva</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>009</td>
<td>00273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahāprasthānikaparva</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>003</td>
<td>00106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svargārohaṇaparva</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>005</td>
<td>00194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (in 18 parvans)</strong></td>
<td><strong>95</strong></td>
<td><strong>36</strong></td>
<td><strong>1995</strong></td>
<td><strong>73,817</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harivamśa (Khilaparva)</td>
<td><strong>02</strong></td>
<td><strong>-</strong></td>
<td><strong>-</strong></td>
<td><strong>16,375</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (including khila)</strong></td>
<td><strong>97</strong></td>
<td><strong>36</strong></td>
<td><strong>1995</strong></td>
<td><strong>90,192</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Machine Translation System (MTS) etc. Unique words are a basic need of a Word-Net and a dictionary. Automatic indexing and sorting is a good tool to extract unique words from a given text. Though, there is not a direct use of indexing system in machine translation but can be helpful in generating a context lexicon (a lexicon with the entries including the uncommon words frequently occurring in the context of use of that particular word, which, later assigning the sense may be used as a lexicon for word sense disambiguation). This work, besides being an essential resource in NL system of Sanskrit, may also be useful for authentic and referential knowledge about Indian heritage. The system can also be very useful for the researches of historical, socio-political and geographical researches by providing the facts from the huge text which cannot be easily read.

3 Previous Work

The history of textual indexing is very rich in India. Saunaka, a great scholar of Vedas, made a Vedic index named sarvanukramaṇī. "A Word Concordance of Mahābhārata" is a research tool supplying well alphabetized and grammatically analyzed record of each and every word-unit occurring in the text of different Parvans of MBh. It is a gigantic collaboration project at Sanskrit evam Prācyā Vidyāsamsthāna, Kurukshetra University. Six parts of the same have already been published. Seventh part is in press and press copies of next two parts are ready for publication and the tenth part is near completion. This work is based on BORI’s critical edition of MBh.

A western scholar S. Sørensen created “An Index to the Names in the Mahābhārata” with short explanations and a concordance to the Bombay and Calcutta editions and P. C. Roy’s translation which was published from Williams and Norgate, London (1904-1925) and reprinted from Motilal Banarasidass, Delhi (1963). Here, all proper names are given with a complete listing of the places of their occurrence. It also contains, under the names of the 100 sub-parvans, very brief chapter by chapter summaries of the contents of the sub-parvans.

For the emerging R‘&’D area of Sanskrit informatics, it is necessary to make indices available online. Unfortunately, the task of electronic indices for Indian heritage has not attracted required attention of computational linguists. Some efforts made in this area, directly and indirectly, are listed here:

1. The important work in the area of Online Indexing of Indian heritage has been done in University of Göttingen, Germany. It includes a word indexing of complete MBh in Roman transliteration. It is accessible at
   [http://www.sub.uni-goettingen.de/ebene_1/fiindolo/gretil/1_sanskr/2_epic/mbh/sas/mahabharata.html](http://www.sub.uni-goettingen.de/ebene_1/fiindolo/gretil/1_sanskr/2_epic/mbh/sas/mahabharata.html)

2. The Indology Department, University of Wuerzburg, Germany has created “Multimedia Database to Sanskrit drama” which is mainly focused on word indexing of Bhāsa’s drama but also includes mudrārākṣasa of Viṣākhadatta. It is available online at
   [http://www.indologie.uni-wuerzburg.de/bhasa/index.html](http://www.indologie.uni-wuerzburg.de/bhasa/index.html)
3. Linguistics Research Centre of The University of Texas has an online *rāgveda* in Romanized transliteration format. This online text is based on the Barend A. Van Nooten and Gary B. Holland’s electronic version. This can be seen at- [http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/RV/](http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/RV/)

4. A project on the complete text of the Critical Edition of Mahābhārata begun by J. A. B. Van Buitenen and now continued under the chief editorship of James Fitzgerald of Brown University. Van Buitenen (translated the first three volumes, comprising the first five major parvas of the epic) and Fitzgerald (translated volume seven, comprising *strīparva* and the first half of *śāntiparva*) have translated the BORI version of MBh text into modern English prose. At present, ten volumes are projected, and four volumes have been published by the University of Chicago Press.

5. Barend A. Van Nooten, an emeritus Professor of Sanskrit at the University of California at Berkeley, has written “*The Mahābhārata Attributed to Kṛṣṇa Dvaipāyana Vyāsa*” which was published in 1971 by Twayne Publishers, New York. This work provides a well informed but non-technical overview of the MBh. It includes a detailed, book-by-book summary of the story, discussions of the religious, philosophical, and ethical components of the text, and an outline of the MBh’s influence since the eighteenth century.

6. “*The Sanskrit Epics*” - a comprehensive guide to the Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyaṇa is written by Professor John Brockington (Leiden: Brill, 1998), former Head of the Department of Sanskrit at the University of Edinburgh and General Secretary of the World Sanskrit Association, gives an up to date, general survey of the history of the two Sanskrit epics and the scholarship upon them.

7. Paradigmatic index on *rāmopākhyaṇa* of MBh is the work of Peter Scharf and Malcolm Hyman, which gives the Devanāgarī text, Roman transliteration, analysis of sandhi, inflection, glossary, prose paraphrases, syntactic and cultural notes, and English translation. It was described by Scharf (2001) at the international conference on Mahābhārata conference in Montreal (18-20 May 2001) and published in “*The Mahābhārata: What is not here is nowhere else*” by Munshiram Manoharlal, Delhi, 2005 (T.S. Rukmani (ed.)). It is available at [http://sanskritlibrary.org](http://sanskritlibrary.org)

8. Electronic text of the Critical Edition of the MBh is available in downloadable text format of several commonly-used encodings, such as- Unicode Devanagri, Unicode Roman, ISCII, ASCII, Norman etc. at the home page of Professor John Smith, Cambridge University. Smith’s revision is based on Prof. Muneo Tokunaga’s first digital and searchable version of the MBh text. It is available at [http://bombay.indology.info/mahabharata/statement.html](http://bombay.indology.info/mahabharata/statement.html)

9. Maharshi University of Management has created PDF files of all 18 Parvas of Mahābhārata. The site is [http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve//itihas.htm](http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve//itihas.htm)
10. Kishori Mohan Ganguli has translated the MBh in English which is available at- [http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/maha/](http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/maha/)


12. [http://sanskritdocuments.org/](http://sanskritdocuments.org/) has created online versions of Sanskrit documents including Vedas, MBh and many more in ITX, HTML, PS, XD-VNG, GIF and PDF format.


3.1 Distinction of Present System over Previous Ones

“Mahabharata Online” at University of Goettingen provides two services, book and chapter (parva and adhyāya)-wise browsing, and alphabetically sorted index, each entry linking to the part of the text where it occurs. Our system is a dynamic search indexer which provides three kinds of search facility - string input search, search by listing of words by first letter, and browsing the word by parva>upaparva>adhyāya and ākhyāna. The search result displays information of the entry with detailed extracted information of the verse of its occurrence, including number and name of parva, upaparva, adhyāya, śloka number and ākhyāna (if available). One more difference between the two is in their output format. The previous displays the text in Roman IAST scheme and later uses Devanagari Unicode for input and output.

4 Methodology for the MBh Indexer

The MBh, an encyclopedia of Indian civilization, has always remained attractive not only to Indian scholars, but also to the western. The MBh being a popular epic has several versions. The edition selected for this work is the critical edition of Mahābhārata, critically edited by V.S. Sukthankar and others and published by Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute (from 1919 to 1966). It has been digitized by Prof. John Smith based on the work of Muneo Tokunaga in Unicode Devanagari Text format.

To provide more comprehensive search, the text is segmented according to Pāṇinian sandhi rules. The tokens so obtained are basically padas (word-forms). After this, the text has been adapted to the database system. The original and
segmented text has been stored in database tables. The other information of the structure of the text has been stored in different tables and those are connected with each other. The connections of the table complete the reference of the searched query and connect the entire data with other relations. The database has five tables having the information of parva, upaparva, adhyāya, ākhyāna and the ślokas respectively.

The structure for database storage is as follows:

### Table 2. The ‘śloka’ table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shloka Id</th>
<th>Parvald</th>
<th>UpaP arval d</th>
<th>Adhyaya Id</th>
<th>Śloka Id</th>
<th>ShlokaSamhita</th>
<th>ShlokaPada</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>तदशिम मानकुलणां चेत सहेजस्म</td>
<td>नामकरण सामान्य तिन नाम सहेजस्म</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>नोभधरापुरुष उपाध्यायः सृजः पृथक्कृतः</td>
<td>नोभधरापुरुष उपाध्यायः सृजः पृथक्कृतः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>तदाकरणां सन्थनां सन्तुलितां सूक्तिः कठोरं सूक्तिः पृथक्कृतः</td>
<td>तदाकरणां सन्थनां सन्तुलितां सूक्तिः कठोरं सूक्तिः पृथक्कृतः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2603</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>तदेशभुव्युगचाराः भवन्तः भवन्तः पृथक्कृतः</td>
<td>तदेशभुव्युगचाराः भवन्तः भवन्तः पृथक्कृतः</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. The ‘adhyāya’ table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Parvald</th>
<th>UpaParvald</th>
<th>ActAdhId</th>
<th>Adh Nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>प्रथमाध्यायः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>द्वितीयाध्यायः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>तृतीयाध्यायः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>द्वितीयाध्यायः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>द्वितीयाध्यायः</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. The ‘akhyana’ table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Parvald</th>
<th>UpaParvald</th>
<th>Adhyayald</th>
<th>Akhyana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>अक्षुन्नलोकायायान</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>अक्षुन्नलोकायान</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>उस्मदक्षायाम</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>नान्योदयायान</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>अतिश्रोतायाम</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The ‘upaparva’ table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Parva_Id</th>
<th>Upaparva</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>अनुक्रमणोपर्व</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>पौराणिकपर्व</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>श्रेयसिद्धीपर्व</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>श्रीनृसिद्धीपर्व</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The ‘parva’ table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Parva</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>अदितिष्ठ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>समाभास</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>वस्त्रवय (अनुपक्षार्थ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>विद्यासागर</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>उत्साह</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Development of the MBh Indexer

A dynamic search engine-cum-indexer has been developed which is built in the front-end of Apache Tomcat Web server using JSP and Java servlets. It has its data in MS-SQL Server 2005 with Unicode. For connecting the front-end to the database server the MS-JDBC connectivity has been used. The following model describes the multi-tiered architecture of the MBh indexing system:

5.1 Process Flow of the System

There are three ways to give input to the system e.g. Direct Search, Alphabet search and Search by the structure of the text in Devanāgarī UTF-8 format.

Step I: Preprocessing. Preprocessing a text mainly consists of transformation of raw data required to facilitate further cartographic processing. For example - preprocessor will remove any non Devanāgarī characters, punctuations that may have been inadvertently introduced by the user like “@es” in “महादेश” and other similar cases.
Step II: MBh Indexer and Database. At this step, the indexer makes an indexed list of exact and partially matching words. Getting the query as an input, the indexer, after a light preprocessing, sends it to the database. If the word has its occurrence in the database, the system gives the output.

Step III: Output level-1. At this level, the indexer gives all the occurrences of the searched query with its numerical reference in a hyperlinked mode.

Step IV: Output level -2. Clicking any hyperlinked word, system shows its original place in the śloka and also gives its full reference in the text. It also asks for further information from other online lexical resources.
Step V: Output - final level. Here, the indexer gives a list of online lexical resources and also gives the facility to do morphological analysis of the query with the help of POS Tagger\(^2\) and Subanta Analyzer\(^3\).

5.2 Front-End of the MBh Indexer

The front-end of the system is developed in utf-8 enabled Java Server Pages (JSP) and HTML. The front-end of the software enables the user to interact with the indexing system with the help of Apache Tomcat web-server. The JSP technology helps to create web based applications by combining Java code with HTML. The web server runs the Java code and displays the results as HTML. For this system, there are two JSP pages, one is the main search page and the other is the cross-referential search page which searches the searched query in different online lexical and linguistic resources. The snapshots of the indexing system are as follow:

![Fig. 3. Homepage of the MBh Indexing System](http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/post/post.jsp)

![Fig. 4. Search page of the MBh indexing system](http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/subanta/rsbanta.jsp)
Fig. 5. Results of the searched query in hyperlinked mode with their numerical references

Fig. 6. Referential page for the searched query

Fig. 7. Cross-referential page where the user can click any one link to know further linguistic, grammatical or cultural knowledge
5.3 The Back-End of the System

The back-end of the indexing system consists of RDBMS, which contains co-relative data tables. This Tomcat server based program connects to MS-SQL Server 2005 RDBMS through JDBC connectivity. The lexical resources are stored as Devanāgarī utf-8. There are five tables namely; ‘shloka’, ‘adhya’, ‘akhyana’, ‘upaparva’ and ‘parva’.

A design of the indexing system of MBh database is given below:

![Diagram of the interconnection between the database tables](http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/database/)

5.4 Database Connectivity

The database connectivity is done through the JDBC driver software. JDBC Application Programming Interface (API) is the industry standard for database independent connectivity for Java and a wide range of database-SQL databases. JDBC technology allows to use the Java programming language to develop ‘Write once, run anywhere’ capabilities for applications that require access to large scale data. JDBC works as bridge between Java program and Database. SQL server 2005 and JDBC support input and output in Unicode, so this system accepts Unicode Devanāgarī text as well as prints result in the same format.

6 Limitations of the System

1. The system has fixed input and output mechanism. One can search his query in Unicode Devanāgarī only and the output will be in the same format. The work on transcoding of input and output in another format is being developed.
2. At present, the search facility is accessible only for previously displayed links. For enhancement of the system, we are planning to add other online lexical resources like MW Dictionary of Cologne Digital Sanskrit Lexicon (http://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de/monier/indexcaller.php). The Sanskrit Library project at Brown University and Hindi WordNet (http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wordnet/webhwn/wn.php) of IIT, Mumbai. The reason to link with Hindi WordNet is because of a preponderance of Sanskrit words (tatsama) approximately 60-70% words in Hindi.5

3. At present, the system is unable to give the translation in other language.

4. In this version, it may fail to search a word which is in sandhi form. While sandhi-split version of text has been stored for only ādiparva, efforts are being made to do this for all other parvans. The sandhi splitting of the text has been done manually.

5. If a base word is searched it cannot be found in all its forms. For example, if “brahman” (prātipadika) is searched, it will not return results for “brahmā”, “brahmaṇi” etc. A subanta generation module is being developed separately to solve this problem. Alternatively, a subanta analyzer will enable the search to look for the stem if the pada is not found. At this point, the system directs the user to a subanta analyzer at the end of the search. The next version will make this module internal to the search.

6. It has only a string search facility so it cannot search synonymous words. For example, if ‘kṛṣṇa’ is searched, it cannot return ‘nārāyaṇa’, ‘vāsudeva’, ‘hari’, ‘muralidhara’, ‘yogeśvara’ etc. A separate module of Amarakoṣa has been developed. In near future, this module will be used to handle this issue.
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1 Introduction

POS tagging assigns a suitable part of speech label for each word in a sentence of a language. In other words, POS tagging is the process of identifying lexical/grammatical category of a word according to their function in the sentence. For NLP tasks, annotated corpora of a language have a great importance. Annotated corpora serve as an important resource for such well-known NLP tasks as POS-Tagging, chunking, parsing, structural transfer, word sense disambiguation (WSD) etc. POS tagging is also referred to as morpho-syntactic tagging or annotation. A POS Tagger (POST) is a piece of software that reads text in some language and assigns parts of speech to each word (and other token), such as noun, verb, adjective, etc., although generally computational applications use more fine-grained POS tags like ‘noun-masculine’ etc.

The quality of the POS annotation in a corpus is crucial for the development of POST. The design of the annotated Sanskrit corpus is rapidly going on in India. Natural languages are intrinsically very complicated and Sanskrit is not an exception to this. Sanskrit is morphologically and lexically very rich language. It has a variety of words, lexemes, morphemes, and a rich productive mechanism of forming new words. Due to identical inflections for various cases, many of its words are ambiguous and their disambiguation for NLP tasks is a must. Moreover, there are many factors involved in causing ambiguity in this
language. A tagged Sanskrit corpus could be used for a wide variety of research like developing POS Taggers, chunkers, parser, WSD etc.

A tagged text corpus is useful in many ways. More abstract levels of analysis benefit from reliable low-level information, e.g. parts of speech, so a good tagger can serve as a preprocessor. It is also useful for linguistic research for example to help find instances or frequencies of particular constructions in large corpora. Apart from this it is good for stemming in information retrieval (IR), since knowing a word’s part of speech can help tell us which morphological affixes it can host. Automatic POS taggers can help in building automatic word-sense disambiguating algorithms; POS taggers are also used in advanced ASR language models such as class-based N-grams. POS tagging is also useful for text to speech synthesis and alignment of parallel corpora.

2 Characteristics of the Sanskrit Language

Sanskrit is one of the most studied languages of the world. It has been analyzed through many schools of grammar in India and abroad as well. Traditionally, the number of grammatical categories of Sanskrit varies from one to five. According to Indra school of vyakaranā there is only one category of words (arthāḥ padam). Pāṇini recognizes two categories: nominal and verbal (suptiṇantam padam - Pāṇini 1.4.14). The Nyaya philosopher Jagadisha in his śabdaśaktiprakāśika accepts only three categories of words: base, suffix and particles (prakṛti, pratyaya and nipāta). The most popular categorization is of Yaska who describes the language in four categories: nominal base, verb root, prefix and indeclinable (catvāri padajātāni nāmākhyaṇe copasarganipātāśca – Nirukta 1.1). The new grammarians (navyā vaiyākaraṇa) add one more category to the list of Yaska, that is, karmaprayacaniya and accept five categories of words. The different views on number of word categories are given in Durga’s commentary on Nirukta [19]. If we take Yaska’s grammatical categories for POS tagging, it will be very coarse grained tagging. But it will help us give high accuracy result as less number of tags lead to efficient machine learning. Moreover, two of these categories (prefix and indeclinable) belong to the closed class and the remaining two categories have totally different set of inflectional suffixes which are relatively easily identifiable. Apart from this, the set of roots of one category (verb) is also a closed list, that is, dhātupāṭha (list of verb roots listed by Pāṇini). With so shallow information this accuracy will not be of much help in many kinds of NLP tasks like in WSD which requires very fine-grained analysis.

Sanskrit is a relatively free word order language. In Sanskrit, a syntactic unit is called pada. Cardona [3] posits the formula for Sanskrit sentence (N-En)p... (V-Ev)p. A pada can be a nominal (subanta) or verbal (tiṇanta) expression. Padas with sup (nominal) inflections constitute the NPs (subanta padas), and those with tiṇ (verbal) can be called constituting the VPs (tiṇanta pada along with object subantas). In the former, the bases are called prātipadikas which undergo sup suffixations under specifically formulated conditions of case, gender, number, and also the end-characters of the bases to yield nominal-syntactic words.
The rules for subanta padas are found scattered in As̄tādhyāyī mostly in chapters 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, 6-1, 6-4. However, these rules have been treated in the subanta chapter of Siddhānta Kaumudā from rule number 177 to 446 [10].

The derivational morphology in Sanskrit studies primary forms (kr. danta) and secondary forms (taddhita), compounds (samāsa), feminine forms (strīpratyaṅgānta) etc. These can be inflected for 21 case (7 cases x 3 number) affixes to generate 21 inflected forms.

The verb morphology (tiṇanta) is equally complex. Sanskrit has approximately 2014 verb roots including kanvādī according to Pāṇinian dhātupāha classified in 10 ganas to undergo peculiar operations; it can also be subclassified in 12 derivational suffixes. A verb root conjugates for tense, mood, number and person information. Further, these can have ātmanepadī and parasmaipadī forms in 10 lakāras and 3x3 person and number combinations. There are 12 secondary suffixes added to verb roots to create new verb roots. A verb root may have approximately 2190 (tense, aspect, number etc.) morphological forms. Mishra et al. [17] have done a rough calculation of all potential verb forms in Sanskrit to be more than 1029,60,000.

3 Evaluation Discussion of Tagsets

This section presents a survey of tagsets designed specifically for Sanskrit or for all Indian languages and then their evaluation with respect to Sanskrit. The tagsets are given in tables in their respective sub-sections.

3.1 ILMT Tagset (IIIT-Hyderabad)

NLP researchers at IIIT-Hyderabad have designed a standard POS tagset called ILMT tagset, guidelines for POS tagging and Chunking for Indian Languages and also brought out a collection of Application Program Interfaces (APIs) and tools for NLP called Sanchay, which also includes syntactic annotation interface. Their tagset is a flat one derived from the Penn tagset for English. They have made certain changes in the original tagset to make it suitable for Indian languages. Wherever the Penn tags were found to be inadequate for Indian languages, either new tags were introduced or existing tags were modified. It has less number of tags with the assumption that having less tags will facilitate machine learning and will give higher accuracy and coverage. This tagset covers mainly lexical categories and does not consider syntactic function of the word in the sentence, citing a reason that this reduces confusion involved in manual tagging. The machine is able to establish a word-tag relation which leads to efficient machine learning. The following table (Table. 1) contains all the tags listed in this tagset.

Thus, this tagset allows only coarse linguistic analysis and avoids fine-grained distinctions among linguistic items. At the same time, the designers of the tagset believe that “too coarse an analysis is not of much use”. They try to seek a balance between fineness and coarseness. According to them, analysis should not be so fine as to hamper machine learning and also should not be so coarse as...
to lose important information. This tagset does not include attributes of lexical categories such as gender, number, person etc. Apart from this the tags for incorporated adjective and adverb are not applicable in Sanskrit. In Sanskrit, like noun and verb, Particles also require more tags as they have different and valuable function in the language, so in order to suit Sanskrit this tagset will have to be modified significantly. Keeping in mind the complex morphology of Sanskrit this flat tagset will hardly be able to do WSD.

3.2 JNU-Sanskrit Tagset (JPOS)

R. Chandrashekar’s doctoral thesis titled *Part-of Speech Tagging for Sanskrit* [4] deals with the POS tagging problem for Sanskrit for the first time. In the linguistic analysis, JPOS follows the Pāṇinian grammatical description very strictly. His classification of Sanskrit linguistic items is very exhaustive and it provides a very unique tag applying the Sanskrit grammatical terms as much as possible. In the following table (Table. 2) the tag description of main categories is given.

In this tagset, there are 65 word class tags, 43 feature sub-tags, and 25 punctuation tags and one tag UN to annotate unknown words – a total of 134 tags. A single full tag is a combination of word class tag and feature sub-tags (indeclinable and punctuation tags do not have sub-tags). This is helpful in ambiguity resolution as person and number sub-tags have an agreement between the nouns and verbs in Sanskrit. The complete table for verb tags is not given here; I have given only two tags for it- *Parasmai Pada* Verb and *Atmane Pada* Verb. Verb takes *lakāra*, and person-number tags. Adjectives are included with their degrees, that is, they have 3 tags.
Table 2. JNU-Sanskrit Tagset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Tag</th>
<th>Noun Tag</th>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Adverbial Compound</th>
<th>NCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proper noun</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pronoun</td>
<td>SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper Noun Country</td>
<td>NAD</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pronoun First Person</td>
<td>SNU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nāma abhidhāna deśa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pronoun Second Person</td>
<td>SMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patronymic Noun</td>
<td>NAP</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pronoun Reflexive</td>
<td>SNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metronymic Noun</td>
<td>NAS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pronoun Demonstrative</td>
<td>SNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper Noun Nationality</td>
<td>NAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pronoun Interrogative</td>
<td>SNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nāma abhidhāna tadrōja)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pronoun Relative</td>
<td>SNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun Desiderative</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Parasmi Pada Verb</td>
<td>AV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinative Enumerative Compound</td>
<td>NCDI</td>
<td></td>
<td>Atmane Pada Verb</td>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dvandva itaretara)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cardinal Number</td>
<td>SAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinative Collective Compound</td>
<td>NCDS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinal Number</td>
<td>SAMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dvandva samhara)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Past Active Participle</td>
<td>KV1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinative Compound Accusative</td>
<td>NCT2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Past Middle/Active</td>
<td>KV2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinative Compound Instrumental</td>
<td>NCT3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Past Passive Participle</td>
<td>KB1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinative Compound Dative</td>
<td>NCT4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Past Active Participle</td>
<td>KB2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinative Compound Ablative</td>
<td>NCT5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Future Active Participle</td>
<td>KAa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinative Compound Genitive</td>
<td>NCT6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Future Passive Participle</td>
<td>KAb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinative Compound Locative</td>
<td>NCT7</td>
<td></td>
<td>krdanta vidhyarrhaka 1</td>
<td>KV11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aluk Compound</td>
<td>NCA1</td>
<td></td>
<td>krdanta vidhyarrhaka 2</td>
<td>KV12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Compound</td>
<td>NCNT</td>
<td></td>
<td>krdanta vidhyarrhaka 3</td>
<td>KV13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karmadhāraya Compound</td>
<td>NCK</td>
<td></td>
<td>Particles</td>
<td>AV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dvīgu Compound</td>
<td>NCD</td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Particle</td>
<td>AVN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bahuvrīhi Compound</td>
<td>NCB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Conjunctive Particle</td>
<td>AVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disjunctive Particle</td>
<td>AVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interrogative Particle</td>
<td>AVP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Infinitive Particle</td>
<td>AVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>avyava krvāna</td>
<td>AVK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>avyava lvaṁa</td>
<td>AVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adverb Particle</td>
<td>AVKV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interjection Particle</td>
<td>UD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is a flat and fine-grained tagset capturing linguistic features according to the traditional Sanskrit grammar. Its coverage is very high. Almost every kind of linguistic item was treated discretely (especially taddhita and kridanta constructions). This tagset is very informative but we assume that its specificity will suffer while tagging the data. For instance, among noun tags there are 8 tags and the basis of counting them separately seems to be the special morphology for these items like Patronymic Noun (e.g. rāghavaḥ, jānaki), Metronymic Noun (e.g. pārthah, saumitiḥ), (both tags could be treated as Proper Noun), Agent Noun (e.g. kartuh, adhyāpakah) (could be treated as Common Noun). Likewise under Compound category there are 14 types. Many of which could be clubbed
under other categories as well. For example, the words like rājapurusah and devendraḥ have been assigned Determinative Compound (genitive) which could be very well given Common noun and Proper noun respectively. The division of participle tags is also very lengthy; kridanta vartamāna has two separate tags which does not seem serving any purpose and the same is with kridanta vidhyarthaka which has 3 tags.

Apart from this, the human annotator will have enormous cognitive load as this tagset requires remembering this huge number of tags along with exhaustive knowledge of Pāṇinian grammar in order to apply them correctly. Only a sophisticated pundit of Pāṇinian grammar can handle this task. At experiment level, however, no data have been tagged to test its efficiency, so the above is our assumption only. Moreover, its adaptation for other Indian languages will invite enormous changes in the tagset. So the tagged multilingual corpora will hardly be compatible with each other.

3.3 LDCIL Tagset

*Linguistic Data Consortium for Indian Languages*(LDC-IL) is a consortium for the development of language technology in India and was set up by a collective effort of the Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore and several other like-minded institutions working on Indian Languages technology. LDCIL tagset is available in the website of Linguistic Data Consortium for Indian Languages: http://www.ldcil.org/POSTagSet.html. This tagset was formulated by the Standardization Committee on August 6, 2007 at IIIT, Hyderabad and is a further extension of ILMT tagset with some additional tags to achieve higher level of granularity. It is a standard tagset for annotating the corpora of Indian languages. It is a flat tagset designed in the pattern of ILMT tagset and has a total of 26 tags. The table below (Table. 3) contains all the tags. This tagset is similar to ILMT tagset, so the same evaluation goes to this also.

**Table 3. LDCIL Tagset**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pronoun</td>
<td>PRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
<td>DEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb Finite</td>
<td>VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb Auxiliary</td>
<td>VX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>ADJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverb</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postposition</td>
<td>PSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles</td>
<td>PRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunctions</td>
<td>CNJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question Words</td>
<td>WQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantifiers</td>
<td>QTF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLOC</td>
<td>NST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinal</td>
<td>CRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal</td>
<td>ORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensifier</td>
<td>INTF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interjection</td>
<td>INJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negation</td>
<td>NEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotative</td>
<td>UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>SYM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduplicative</td>
<td>RDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo word</td>
<td>ECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper Noun</td>
<td>NNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound (any)</td>
<td>XC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 4. IL-POSTS Sanskrit tagset categories and their Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun (N)</td>
<td>Common (NC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper (NP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb (V)</td>
<td>Pronominal (PPR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reflexive (PRF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reciprocal (PRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative (PRL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wh (PWH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronoun (P)</td>
<td>Adjective (JJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantifier (JQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Modifier (J)</td>
<td>Absolutive (DAB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative (DRL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wh- (DWH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrative (D)</td>
<td>Participle (KDP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gerundive (KDG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Particle (C)     | Coordinating (CCD) |
|                 | Subordinating (CSB)  |
|                 | Gerundive (CGD) |
|                 | Interjection (CIN) |
|                 | Negative (CNG) |
|                 | Emphatic (CEM)  |
|                 | Interrogative (CNT) |
|                 | Adverb (CAD) |
|                 | Ambiposition (upapada) (CPP) |
|                 | Quotative (CQT) |
|                 | Comparative (CCM)  |
|                 | Reduplicative (CRD) |
|                 | Other (CX) |

| Punctuation (PU) | Foreign word (RDF) |
|                 | Symbol (RDS)  |
|                 | Others (RDX) |

## Table 5. IL-POSTS Sanskrit tagset attributes and their values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun (N)</td>
<td>Common (NC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper (NP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb (V)</td>
<td>Pronominal (PPR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reflexive (PRF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reciprocal (PRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative (PRL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wh (PWH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronoun (P)</td>
<td>Adjective (JJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantifier (JQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Modifier (J)</td>
<td>Absolutive (DAB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative (DRL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wh- (DWH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrative (D)</td>
<td>Participle (KDP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gerundive (KDG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Particle (C)     | Coordinating (CCD) |
|                 | Subordinating (CSB)  |
|                 | Gerundive (CGD) |
|                 | Interjection (CIN) |
|                 | Negative (CNG) |
|                 | Emphatic (CEM)  |
|                 | Interrogative (CNT) |
|                 | Adverb (CAD) |
|                 | Ambiposition (upapada) (CPP) |
|                 | Quotative (CQT) |
|                 | Comparative (CCM)  |
|                 | Reduplicative (CRD) |
|                 | Other (CX) |

| Punctuation (PU) | Foreign word (RDF) |
|                 | Symbol (RDS)  |
|                 | Others (RDX) |
3.4 IL-POSTS Sanskrit Tagset

This tagset has been derived from IL-POSTS, a standard framework for Indian languages developed by MSRI. This is a hierarchical tagset which is based on guidelines similar to EAGLES. This tagset encodes information at three levels: Categories, Types, and Attributes. Till date (as far as we know) four language specific tagsets have been derived from this framework; Hindi, Bangla, Tamil and Sanskrit. The tagset for Sanskrit is given here in these two tables (Table. 4, 5)- one having categories and their respective types and the other containing attributes and their respective values:

The standard which has been followed in this tagset takes care of the linguistic richness of Indian languages including Sanskrit. It allows the “selective inclusion and removal of features for a specific language/project, thereby keeping the framework a common standard across languages/projects” [1]. This tagset is supposed to provide cross-linguistic compatibility, reusability, and interchangeability. Keeping in mind its higher accuracy results, it could prove a boon to Indian NLP which still needs to achieve a good position in the world as Indian languages are lacking adequate resources in terms of data and tools (see [1] and [11]).

This framework is very sophisticated in covering the linguistic features of Indian languages. The tags used are extremely fine-grained, and incorporate a great deal of information about case, gender, number and so on. The IL-POST is able to accommodate all desired linguistic features of Sanskrit and the tagged corpus remains compatible with other languages tagged by a brethren tagset. Apart from this, as this tagset follows the standard of European languages it could enable us to access the European language data for Indian NLP and vice versa.

MSRI has developed an annotation tool called MSRI Part-of-Speech Annotation Interface which is a GUI for assigning the appropriate POS label for each word in a sentence. This is designed for annotating within the framework of a hierarchical tagset designed at MSRI. The tool also provides the facility to provide the morphological attributes with their values. The interface supports various operations for viewing and editing the POS labels and morphological information associated with the word. This tool reduces the cognitive load of the human annotator and enables one to speed up the tagging task.

3.5 Sanskrit Consortium Tagset (CPOS)

This tagset is designed for tagging sandhi-free Sanskrit corpus. It is based on traditional Sanskrit grammatical categorization. All the tags seem to be the extensions of Yāska’s four grammatical categories: nāma, ākhyāta, upasarga and nipāta. This tagset has 28 tags. All the tags are given in the following table (Table. 6):

This is apparently a flat tagset and allows the annotation of major categories only. Most of the categories appear to have been adapted either from the JPOS or the ILMT tagset. For morphological analysis it will take help from Morphological Analyzer, so morpho-syntactic features are not included in the tagset. It
Table 6. Sanskrit Consortium tagset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP</th>
<th>nāmapada (common noun)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>nāmasanjā (proper noun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>nāmavīṣesān (adjective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN</td>
<td>kridantānāma (participles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNV</td>
<td>kridantānāma vīṣeṣānā (participle adjective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>sarvanām (pronoun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNV</td>
<td>sarvanām-vīṣeṣānā (demonstrative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>sāmbandhika sarvanām (relative pronoun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMK</td>
<td>saṃkhyavācaka (number)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMKY</td>
<td>saṃkhyeyavācaka (cardinal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMKP</td>
<td>saṃkhyāpūrāṇavācaka (ordinal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP</td>
<td>kriyapada (verb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>avyaya (indeclinable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNK</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AN</th>
<th>niśedhārthaka (negation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>prajñārthaka (interrogative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUP</td>
<td>upapada (ambiposition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASMB</td>
<td>samābdhanām (vocative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUD</td>
<td>uddharaṇa (quotative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KKS</td>
<td>Gerundive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV</td>
<td>kriyāvīṣesān (adverb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>(udgāra) interjection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APY</td>
<td>pada yojaka (connective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVK</td>
<td>vakya yojaka (sentential connective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>dwirukti (reduplication)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>sadṛśyadi (comparative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>other language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUNC</td>
<td>Punctuation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is supposed to give higher accuracy result by having less number of tags. A tool called Sanchay is being used to facilitate manual tagging and thus it reduces the cognitive load of annotator. For Sanskrit tagging, it can be useful as long as we know what will be the use of tagged data in this tagset. At an experimental level two taggers were developed using this tagset - a rule based and a statistical and have reported 79-81% results. The rule based tagger can be accessed using this link http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/cpost/post.jsp. As this tagset does not follow any standard framework the tagged data will hardly allow any sharing and reusability. Due to its coarse-grained tagging and unavailability of Indian language morph analyzers, it will be interesting to see how this tagset can be put to actual use.
4 Conclusion and Further Research

From the above evaluation of the tagsets it appears that the most useful tagged corpus is the one that ensures the maximal use and sharing of it, and it will only be possible when it is tagged by a well-established standard tagset or paradigm. The tagsets that we have discussed in this article are of both kinds—those following global standards/guidelines and those which have evolved from particular language specific requirements. The tagsets like ILPOST, ILMT and LDCIL are designed to take care of all Indian languages, and this could provide resource sharing and reusability of the linguistic resources. The flat tagsets may be easier to process but they cannot capture higher level of granularity without an extremely large list of independent tags. They are hard to adapt too. So far, ILPOSTS has been used for four languages Hindi, Tamil, Bangla and Sanskrit, and an adapted version is reportedly being used in the LDC-IL project at CIIL Mysore for many more languages. So, in order to enrich Indian NLP resources, ILPOSTS seems to be a better option. However, further research is needed to substantiate this claim.

For further research a certain amount of data could be manually tagged with the help of these tagsets by some (1 or 2) human annotator. And on the basis of the experience of these annotators certain facts can be discovered, for example, which tagset is easy to use for Sanskrit and which tagset gives better results and which is less confusing and so on. Thereafter, rule based or statistical taggers can be tested for the efficiency of these tagsets and also their compatibility across languages.
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\text{मनोकरण}\text{\textendash}NP,\text{mas.sg.nom.i} \text{आहेव}V,\text{ppd.sg.3.prs.n} \text{पु \textendash}PU \text{यथापि}\text{CSB} \text{n}CNG \text{किंचित्}\text{CX} \text{देवपादानाम्}\text{NC,mas.pl.gen.vi} \text{अरस्माहि}\text{APPR,0.pl.1.ins.iii.n.n.prx} \text{प्रयोजनम्}\text{NC,neu.sg.0.i} \text{पु \textendash}PU \text{थथापि}\text{CSB} \text{भवताम्}\text{PPR,mas.pl.3.gen.vi.n.n.prx} \text{प्रासकालम्}\text{JJ,neu.sg.0.i.n.n} \text{वक्तव्यम्}\text{KDG,neu.sg.0.i} \text{PU \textendash}PU \text{यथै}\text{CSB} \text{उत्तमम्}\text{JNN,neu.pl.ins.iii.n.n} \text{सर्वे}\text{APPR,neu.pl.3.ins.iii.n.n.0} \text{अष्टिमि}\text{CEM} \text{राजाम्}\text{NC,mas.pl.gen.vi} \text{प्रयोजनम्}\text{NC,neu.sg.0.i} \text{PU \textendash}PU \text{उक्तम्}\text{KDP,neu.sg.0.i} \text{चार्चित्} \text{\textendash}PU

\text{दन्तस्या}\text{NC,mas.sg.gen.vi} \text{लिष्कोषणकेन}\text{NC,mas.sg.ins.iii} \text{रिम्यम्}\text{CAD} \text{कर्णेश्वरकेन}\text{NC,mas.sg.gen.vi} \text{कण्ठित्यलकेन}\text{NC,mas.sg.ins.iii} \text{वाचिदक्षिणि}\text{CEM} \text{\textendash}PU

\text{लुगी}}}\text{NC,neu.sg.ins.iii} \text{कार्यम्}\text{KDG,neu.sg.0.i} \text{भवति}\text{V,ppd.sg.3.prs.n} \text{ईथराणाम्}\text{NC,mas.pl.gen.vi} \text{किमहेम्}\text{CIN} \text{वामस्थिरक्तम्}\text{JJ,mas.sg.ins.iii.n.n} \text{नरेन्द्रणा}\text{NC,mas.sg.ins.iii} \text{\textendash}PU \text{77\textendash}RDS \text{\textendash}PU

\text{तथाCCM \textendash}V,\text{ppd.sg.3.prs.n} \text{देवपादानाम्}\text{NC,mas.pl.gen.vi} \text{अनवयायात्तम्}\text{JJ,mas.pl.0.i.n.n} \text{भूता}\text{\textendash}NC,mas.pl.0.i \text{आपस्मा}\text{\textendash}NC,mas.pl.loc.vii \text{अष्टिमि}\text{CEM} \text{पृष्णामित्तम्}\text{JJ,mas.pl.0.i.n.n} \text{यथापिCSB} \text{स्वम्}\text{PRF,mas.sg.acc.ii} \text{अनिजकारम्}\text{NC,mas.sg.acc.ii} \text{नCNG} \text{भवतम्}\text{V,apd.pl.1.prs.n} \text{PU \textendash}PU \text{देवपादानाम्}\text{NC,mas.pl.gen.vi} \text{एतत्}\text{PPR,neu.sg.3.nom.prx} \text{युक्तम्}\text{JJ,neu.sg.0.i.n.n} \text{nCNG} \text{भवति}\text{V,ppd.sg.3.prs.n} \text{\textendash}PU
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Abstract. Due to the phonetic, morphological, and lexical complexity of Sanskrit, the automatic analysis of this language is a real challenge in the area of natural language processing. The paper describes a series of tests that were performed to assess the accuracy of the tagging program SanskritTagger. To our knowledge, it offers the first reliable benchmark data for evaluating the quality of taggers for Sanskrit using an unrestricted dictionary and texts from different domains. Based on a detailed analysis of the test results, the paper points out possible directions for future improvements of statistical tagging procedures for Sanskrit.

1 Overview and Previous Research

The quality of automatic language analysis methods is one of the central issues in natural language processing (NLP). Most research in this area concentrates on English and the voluminous corpora available in this language. For example, the tagsets and the precision of the POS tagging applied to the Penn treebank were described in [6]. The authors used a small POS tagset that consisted of 48 categories and included tags such as “existential there” and “comma”. Applying “a cascade of stochastic and rule-based taggers” to the treebank, they obtained an error rate of 2-6% using this tagset. A similar approach is found in [5] where CLAWS4, a tagger for the British National Corpus, is described. The authors used a multi-level model for analysis and reported error rates of 1-5% for POS tagging. In more recent publications, however, it has been pointed out that many of the assumptions on which the popular NLP systems for English are based do not apply to other languages. For tagging Hungarian, for instance, a completely different tagset was used in [2]. This tagset consisted of 744 tags, thus even exceeding the size of the tagset applied by SanskritTagger. Using a morphological analyzer and a maximum entropy model, the authors reported error rates of 1-3% for POS assignment in a Hungarian corpus.

Obviously, the precautions brought forward in [2] apply to the computational analysis of Sanskrit to an even higher degree. Like in Hungarian, the linguistic complexity of Sanskrit is partly caused by its inflectional nature. In addition, the automatic processing of Sanskrit faces a number of problems that occur on different levels of language analysis and are not well studied in NLP literature dealing with European and especially Germanic languages.
1. Segmenting a Sanskrit phrase into its inflected components is the first and perhaps most demanding task in the analysis of Sanskrit texts. This situation is mainly caused by the phonetic rules called Sandhi, and it is aggravated by the almost complete absence of typographic conventions such as punctuation or the lower/upper case opposition, which is so useful in analyzing German texts. Similar problems are, for example, known from the automatic processing of Chinese, where word segmentation is a well-studied, though not satisfactorily solved problem (cmp. [8] for an overview of this area).

2. On a higher level of linguistic analysis, the large number of homonyms and the comparatively free word order complicate the automatic processing of Sanskrit. Studies performed for languages whose word order is less regimented than in English suggest that tagging strategies that are based on positional information are less successful in processing such languages (see, for example, [7, 280]). The situation is further complicated by the structure of digital dictionaries of Sanskrit. Many of these dictionaries are not designed for the needs of NLP, but are created from scanned versions of printed dictionaries. Due to the exigencies of philological work, many printed dictionaries contain collocations or infinite verbal forms that may be interesting from a philological perspective, but deteriorate the quality of automatic processing. This means that the stages of processing Sanskrit differ strongly from what is known for European languages and especially English. To analyze Sanskrit phrases, a multi-level strategy had to be designed whose single components are much more entangled than in the processing of European languages (cmp. [4]). Due to these differences in the analysis process and thus in the test design, POS error rates found for European languages are hardly comparable with those for Sanskrit.

The following section first sketches the basic ideas of the tagging process applied in SanskritTagger and then describes the testing procedure and its results.

## 2 Testing the SanskritTagger

### 2.1 The Test Design

In the statistical model used by SanskritTagger, the result of the analysis is influenced by two factors: The language data from which statistical key values are estimated and the procedures that make use of these statistical values to analyze a given piece of text. Since the procedures were outlined in [4], we will concentrate on the question of how the lexical data and the amount of data used for training influences the quality of the analysis.

To begin with, let us shortly reconsider some details of the analysis process to make clear on which kind of data the analysis is based. In the following, $W$ denotes an uninterrupted string, this means a string of letters that does not contain break markers such as spaces or dandas. If $W$ is formed correctly, it can be split into at least one substring $w_i$, which is a grammatically correct Sanskrit form. SanskritTagger divides the analysis of $W$ roughly into three stages:
1. Initially, a list of candidate solutions is generated for each substring $w_i$ that may be contained in $W$. The number of candidate solutions depends on the well-known features that complicate the computational (and human!) analysis of Sanskrit: the number of possible Sandhi breakpoints and the morphological and lexical complexity of $w_i$.

2. In the second step, the program searches for a path through the elements of the candidate lists that is optimal from the perspective of phraseology or lexicography. The path is calculated using a first-order Markov chain whose parameters (i.e., relative frequencies of single lexemes and transition probabilities between bigrams of lexemes) are the statistical key values mentioned above (cmp. [4, 273/74]). These values are estimated from the texts stored in the database of SanskritTagger. As a first hypothesis, we may assume that the size of this text database strongly influences the quality of the estimated parameters and, therefore, also the accuracy of the analysis. At this point, it should be taken into consideration that previous research has shown that the correlation between the amount of training data and the analysis quality is not linear (see, e.g., [9, 363ff.] for an early treatment of this problem). Therefore, we will variate the number of texts used to calculate these parameters for reaching a realistic picture of how the accuracy of the tagging is influenced by the size of the text database (cmp. page 168).

3. After the candidate lists have been filtered by lexical criteria, the third stage of the analysis process uses similar methods to find an optimal POS path through the remaining candidates. The role of the text database and the parameter estimation corresponds with the scenario described in the second step.

For performing the tests, we used the standard leave-one-out strategy with consistent train-test splits. First, the set $T$ of all texts $t$ that contain more than 10,000 words was retrieved from the corpus.

Next, for each $t \in T$, the statistical data was rebuilt without including $t$, and $t$ was analyzed using this data and the built-in routines of SanskritTagger. To evaluate the test result, the new analysis $a_{\text{new}}$ of each separable string was compared with the analysis of the string $a_{\text{DB}}$ that is stored in the program database. This step seems trivial at first view. However, consider the following case:

- **String:** $kṛṣṇa-pādasevanatatparah$
- **$a_{\text{DB}}$:** $kṛṣṇa-paḍa-sevana-tatparah$
- **$a_{\text{new}}$:** $kṛṣṇa-pādasevana-tatparah$

If the new analysis $a_{\text{new}}$ were marked as completely wrong, the error rate would be overestimated because 2 of 4 lexemes ($kṛṣṇa$ and tatpara) were identified correctly. Therefore, we had to devise an evaluation procedure that was able to cope with such imperfect matches.

A simple solution of this problem is offered by alignment techniques (see [3] for a survey of techniques for pairwise alignment and [1, 368ff] for an Indological

---

1 The only large text that was skipped is the MAHĀBHĀRATA, whose processing time would have amounted to several hours.
application of such algorithms. The basic idea of these techniques can be sketched as follows. Given two vectors of symbols \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \), a matrix is created that has the dimensions \( (|v_1|+1) \times (|v_2|+1) \). The first row and the first column of the matrix are filled with ascending numbers, i.e., \( c_{[i,1]} = i - 1 \) for the first row and \( c_{[1,i]} = i - 1 \) for the first column. Now, the comparison algorithm fills the remaining \(|v_1| \times |v_2|\) cells of the matrix. The value \( c_{[x,y]} \) of each cell \([x,y]\) is calculated by inspecting the three preceding cell values \( c_{[x,y-1]}, c_{[x-1,y]} \) and \( c_{[x-1,y-1]}\):

\[
c_{[x,y]} = \min \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
c_{[x,y-1]} + \gamma & \\
c_{[x-1,y]} + \gamma & \\
c_{[x-1,y-1]} + \text{compare}(v_{1x}, v_{2y}) &
\end{array} \right.
\]

\( \gamma \) is the gap penalty with which the non-alignment of two symbols is penalized. \text{compare}(v_{1x}, v_{2y}) \) is a function that compares the symbols \( v_{1x} \) and \( v_{2y} \), which are represented by the analysis of a substring stored in the database \( (v_{1x}) \) and its new analysis \( (v_{2y}) \) in our case. The value of \text{compare} ranges from 1 (\( = v_{1x} \) and \( v_{2y} \) are derived from different lexemes) to 0 (\( = v_{1x} \) and \( v_{2y} \) are identical). It is calculated by inspecting to which degree the analyses of \( v_{1x} \) and \( v_{2y} \) are different. A difference in the lexical analysis is the most severe kind of error because it invalidates the following morphological and POS analysis. \text{compare} returns 1 in this case. This kind of error is caused by two scenarios. In the first scenario, the string is segmented differently in the database and by the new analysis. The string \( \text{krśṇapādasevanena} \) may, for instance, be analyzed as \( \text{krśṇa}[\text{comp.-}]\text{pāda}[\text{comp.-}]\text{sevanena}[\text{instr.}] \) in the database, but as \( \text{krśṇa}[\text{comp.-}]\text{pādasevanena}[\text{instr.}] \) by the new analysis. In many cases, these errors are caused by redundancies found in the Sanskrit dictionaries (cmp. page 163). In the second scenario, both procedures have split the string in the same way, but have assigned different lexemes to at least one substring. In our example, this may result in analyses such as “the worship of the feet of Krśṇa” in the database and “the worship of black feet” by the new analysis due to the homonymy of the noun and the adjective \( \text{krśṇa} \). A more detailed analysis of this class of errors is given in section 2.2. If the lexical analysis has succeeded, errors may occur in the morphological and POS analysis of the words (third step of the analysis). The most frequent types of errors are caused by \( \text{bahuvrīhi} \) composites whose differing gender is not recognized correctly, and by morphologically ambiguous forms such as \text{vanam}, which may be a nominative, an accusative, or a vocative. In these cases, \text{compare} returns a positive value larger than zero that represents the number of correct decisions the algorithm has made. Errors in the analysis of a noun, for example, can occur during the four stages of lexical analysis, this means in case, number, and gender. If the lexical analysis, case, and number were recognized correctly, \text{compare} returns \( \frac{3}{4} = 0.75 \).

After the algorithm has traversed the whole matrix, the cell \( c_{[|v_1|+1,|v_2|+1]} \) contains the accumulated costs of the optimal alignment of \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \). This value may be used to calculate a measure of quality \( e \) for the analysis process:

\[
e(v_1, v_2) = 1 - \frac{c_{[|v_1|+1,|v_2|+1]}}{\gamma \cdot \max(|v_1|, |v_2|)}.
\]
Using $\gamma \cdot \max(|v_1|, |v_2|)$ in the divisor is motivated by the fact that the accumulated costs amount to $\max(|v_1|, |v_2|) \cdot \gamma$ if two sequences contain no pairwise identical symbols. Therefore, $e(v_1, v_2)$ is in the range $[0, 1]$ with $e(v_1, v_2) = 1$ for a perfect match. To extract the details about the errors made by the program, the matrix is traversed in backward direction by using pointers set during the forward pass. The error information gained in this step is examined in detail in the next section.

### 2.2 Results and Evaluation

All texts in the SanskritTagger database that contain more than 10,000 words were analyzed using the testing scenario described in the preceding section. The test data will be evaluated in two steps. First, we will give an overview of general trends in the performance of the tagger, which includes questions such as the influence of the text genre and the style on the analysis accuracy (page 166). Second, we will have a closer look at the lexical errors, which constitute the most frequent class of errors (page 168).

The general performance. The raw test results are listed in table 1, which contains some types of information that need further explanation:

1. **Lexical richness** is the ratio of the number of different lexemes divided by the number of all words contained in a text ($n_T$). It ranges from $\frac{1}{n_T}$ (each word of the text is derived from the same lexeme, something like ‘śiva śiva śiva’) to $\frac{n_T}{n_T} = 1$ (each word is derived from another lexeme).

2. Six kinds of errors are distinguished in the tests. Apart from a lexical error $e_{LEX}$ (cmp. page 165 and page 168 for a detailed analysis of this kind of error), a wrong POS tag can be assigned to a correctly identified lexeme ($e_{POS1-5}$). $e_{POS1}$ occurs only when an infinite verbal form is confused with a finite one.

3. The **hit rate** $H$ records the overall hit rate of SanskritTagger. If $C$ is the number of words that were analyzed correctly and $\omega = \sum_{i=1}^{5} e_{POSi}$, it is defined as

$$H = \frac{C}{C + e_{LEX} + \omega}.$$ 

The lexical hit rate $H_{LEX}$ ignores POS errors because the lexeme has been recognized correctly in such cases:

$$H_{LEX} = \frac{C + \omega}{C + e_{LEX} + \omega}.$$ 

To compare the accuracy of SanskritTagger with that of other POS taggers, the POS error rate can be calculated as follows (values not displayed in table 1):

$$E_{POS} = \frac{\omega}{C + \omega}.$$
Table 1. Results of the leave-one-out tests; refer to page 166 for the exact meanings of the columns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Lexical richness</th>
<th>Avg. phrase length</th>
<th>Analyzed correctly</th>
<th>Error: lexical analysis</th>
<th>Error: diff. word classes</th>
<th>Error: case, number</th>
<th>Error: gender</th>
<th>Error: tense, mode</th>
<th>Error: more than one non-lexical error</th>
<th>Hit rate</th>
<th>Lex. hit rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raśaratnasamuccaya-tīka</td>
<td>0.18 9.8</td>
<td>9986</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raśamañjarī</td>
<td>0.22 7.2</td>
<td>10550</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhāvaprakāśa</td>
<td>0.25 7.0</td>
<td>11096</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laṅkāvatārasūtra</td>
<td>0.16 11.6</td>
<td>9305</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raśendracintāmaṇi</td>
<td>0.25 7.7</td>
<td>10845</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodhicaryāvatāra</td>
<td>0.21 7.4</td>
<td>11257</td>
<td>1219</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yājñavalkyasmṛti</td>
<td>0.27 7.0</td>
<td>11764</td>
<td>1059</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gokarṇapuraṇasāraha</td>
<td>0.19 6.6</td>
<td>12497</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śāṅgadharaśaṁhitā-śāstra</td>
<td>0.17 8.1</td>
<td>12449</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daśakumārarakarita</td>
<td>0.28 16.9</td>
<td>12081</td>
<td>1283</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raśaprakāśaśudhākara</td>
<td>0.19 7.4</td>
<td>13263</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skandapurāṇa</td>
<td>0.20 6.8</td>
<td>13827</td>
<td>1242</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raśendracūḍāmaṇi</td>
<td>0.21 7.2</td>
<td>15417</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viṣṇusmṛti</td>
<td>0.24 5.7</td>
<td>15071</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhacarita</td>
<td>0.20 9.1</td>
<td>15748</td>
<td>1485</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mṛgendraṭīkā</td>
<td>0.16 12.4</td>
<td>17443</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sātvatatantra</td>
<td>0.30 7.1</td>
<td>6240</td>
<td>1259</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthaśastra</td>
<td>0.29 9.3</td>
<td>8877</td>
<td>962</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitopadeśa</td>
<td>0.23 7.1</td>
<td>9822</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raśaratnasamuccaya</td>
<td>0.18 7.2</td>
<td>23311</td>
<td>1656</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mūgḍhāravodhini</td>
<td>0.13 12.7</td>
<td>24613</td>
<td>2087</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1268</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raśāṇava</td>
<td>0.13 6.8</td>
<td>26198</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manusmṛti</td>
<td>0.17 7.0</td>
<td>31177</td>
<td>2728</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auyurvedadīpikā</td>
<td>0.12 12.8</td>
<td>31355</td>
<td>2834</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1259</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kūrmapuruṇa</td>
<td>0.14 6.6</td>
<td>33083</td>
<td>2856</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhāgavatapurāṇa</td>
<td>0.17 7.1</td>
<td>33840</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brhadkathāśloka-śāstra</td>
<td>0.12 6.8</td>
<td>49372</td>
<td>5482</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1401</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anandakanda</td>
<td>0.11 6.9</td>
<td>68767</td>
<td>5896</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3720</td>
<td>1731</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1791</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carakasaṁhitā</td>
<td>0.11 10.5</td>
<td>73239</td>
<td>6830</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>3582</td>
<td>2189</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skandapurāṇa (2)</td>
<td>0.08 6.8</td>
<td>97348</td>
<td>7645</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>3951</td>
<td>1627</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsyapurāṇa</td>
<td>0.10 6.8</td>
<td>101860</td>
<td>9805</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>3996</td>
<td>2518</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1517</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Līṅgapuruṇa</td>
<td>0.08 6.9</td>
<td>105185</td>
<td>10477</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>4137</td>
<td>3447</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sūṣrutaśaṁhitā</td>
<td>0.09 8.9</td>
<td>113237</td>
<td>11904</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>5769</td>
<td>3809</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2274</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāmāyaṇa</td>
<td>0.05 6.8</td>
<td>220398</td>
<td>18643</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>8292</td>
<td>4437</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2619</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 displays the boxplots of $H$, $H_{LEX}$ and $E_{POS}$. Since the analysis of Sanskrit differs strongly from that of other languages, $H$ and $H_{LEX}$ are hardly comparable with rates recorded in previous research. Obviously, however, both $H$ and $H_{LEX}$ need significant improvements in future versions of the program. If we take into account the complex considerations that the linguistic phenomena of composite creation and bahuvrihi make necessary for POS tagging of Sanskrit, the POS accuracy of SanskritTagger compares acceptably with POS error rates reported for less complex languages ($\mu_{ePOS} = 0.090$, $\sigma_{ePOS} = 0.035$).

To go deeper into the details of table 1, we should try to determine the influence of literary features on the analysis quality. If lexical richness and the average phrase length are used to get an estimation of the complexity of a literary style, we get the four plots displayed in figure 2. Astonishingly, the correlations between these two features and the (lexical) hit rates are almost unnoticeable. This result is supported by inspecting linear regressions performed with these data none of whose parameters (intercept, slope) are significant at the 10% level.

Fig. 1. Boxplots of the hit rates recorded in table 1 left: hit rate $H$, middle: lexical hit rate $H_{LEX}$, right: POS error rate

In the introduction, we mentioned the theory that the amount of training data influences the analysis accuracy. To assess this theory, the analysis of the Rasamanjarī was repeated using statistical key values that were calculated from randomly selected subsets of the text corpus. Figure 3 displays graphically the influence between the amount of training data and the analysis quality. Although the analysis accuracy obviously increases with the amount of training data, we achieve comparatively high rates of accuracy even when only 20% of the corpus are used for training. Therefore, it seems that substantial increases in the accuracy of the tagger cannot be achieved by increasing the size of the corpus, but only by improving the analysis procedures.

Lexical errors. Errors in the lexical analysis constitute the major part of the errors made by SanskritTagger. Since a reduction of this class of errors would strongly increase the accuracy of the tagger, we should detail the subclasses of this kind of error:
Confusion of (partly) homonymous words. In most cases, homonyms belonging to different declensional classes (e.g., adjectives and nouns) such as $prthu$ = “broad” and $prthu$ = “name of a man” are confused in this subclass. One of the most productive pairs of words that belongs to this error class is $tad$ = “this” and the suffix $t\bar{a}$, which denotes abstract nouns. Since the nominative and accusative plural of $t\bar{a}$ are identical with the nominative/accusative plural fem. of the pronoun, the program selects the much more frequent pronoun for the configuration any word - $t\bar{a}h$ as long as no overwhelming testimony for the pair any word - $t\bar{a}$ is recorded in the database. Less frequent are confusions of two or more homonymous nouns that are entered as different lexemes in the dictionary. Among these cases, we
Fig. 3. Accuracy of SanskritTagger (y-axis) correlated with the size of the training corpus (x-axis); the solid line indicates the lexical hit rate and the dashed line the hit rate (cmp. page 2)

find, for example, the triple śiva (m.) = “the god Śiva”, śiva (n.) = “bliss”, and śiva (adj.) = “auspicious”, some of whose inflected forms are identical. Another subtype comprised in this class pertains to comparatively few lexemes, but contributes much to the lexical error rate: When inflected forms of nouns or adjectives are recorded as independent lexical items in the dictionary, the lexical analysis often has problems to distinguish between these – finally identical – instances. Examples are prāya (m.)/prāyeṇa (adv.), pratyaha (adj.)/pratyaham or āśu (adj.)/āśu (adv.).

Infinite verbal forms. This category partly coincides with the preceding one. Frequently, gerundives or participles are included as independent lexical items in the dictionary. Examples are hāsyā (adj.) = “ridiculous” and hāsyya as the gerundive of the root has or kartā = nom. sg. of kartr (adj.) = “doing” or as the periphrastic future of the verb kṛ. The Monier-Williams, from which the lexical database of SanskritTagger is built, contains a large number of such lemmatized participles. If the meaning of such lemmata can be derived directly from the meaning of the root (e.g., samjihāna), these lemmata are removed from the digital dictionary. Although this – still ongoing – manual cleanup is time consuming, it reduces the number of alternatives and thus the possibilities of lexical errors. Some few lemmatized participles have developed independent meanings and are therefore kept in the dictionary (e.g., vidagdha= “clever” or samuddhata = “arrogant”). In spite of these improvements, there remains a group of high frequency lemmatized participles such as sat = “good” or kṛta that are responsible for the majority of errors in this class.

Segmentation errors. In this class, two types of errors can be distinguished. The first one is caused by redundancies found in the Monier-Williams. If the dictionary contains both a composite noun and the components constituting
it, a substring $w_i$ corresponding to the composite noun can be analyzed in two ways. An example is the term *suhrd*vākya for which the Monier-Williams gives the meaning “the advice of a friend” and whose components *suhrd* and *vākya* are also recorded in the dictionary. Obviously, the lemma *suhrd*vākya is redundant because its meaning can be derived directly from the meaning of its components when standard rules of compound analysis are applied. Similar to most of the lemmatized participles mentioned above, such lemmata should therefore be removed from the digital dictionary. The second class of errors are real missegmentations, which are comparatively rare.

3 Conclusions and Future Developments

To our knowledge, the tests described in this paper have yielded the first reliable estimations of error rates that occur during the automatic processing of Sanskrit using an unrestricted dictionary and texts from diverse knowledge domains. The largest group of errors consists of lexical misinterpretations, which are mostly caused by high frequency homonyms and redundancies in the digital dictionary. While the redundancies will be reduced by an ongoing revision of the dictionary, the homonyms pose a serious challenge to the computational analysis of Sanskrit. Considering the weak correlation between the amount of training data and the accuracy of the tagger, we cannot expect these and similar errors will disappear with an increasing size of the text corpus. Manually designed decision rules or a more detailed context analysis may offer a way out of this problem. When compared with results reported for other languages, the POS error rate of SanskritTagger is still too high. A combination of morphological and syntactic analysis steps may help to decrease the frequency of this error; however, the basic steps necessary for such an analysis have first to be implemented in SanskritTagger. In conclusion, the results reported in this paper indicate that the three steps of analysis should be merged into one step in future versions of SanskritTagger.
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1 Introduction

The Indian tradition of transmitting knowledge orally is on the verge of extinction. As the oral transmission demands, Indian traditional educational culture was organised to be formal and intensive as opposed to the modern culture which is more informal and extensive (Wood, 1985). In traditional circumstances, a child would receive his education largely by oral transmission, mainly through rote-learning. The method employed was through recitation and remembering. A child is taught the alphabet (varṇamālā), he would memorise a few verses, subhāṣitas, and then start reciting a dictionary of synonymous words – the Amarakośa – till it is memorised. It typically would take anywhere between 6 months to a year to memorise a list of approximately 10,000 Sanskrit words arranged as a list of synonyms. The close inspection of the structure of the Amarakośa gives much more insight into the way the words are organised. When a student memorises it, though in the beginning it appears as a linear list of words, as he starts understanding the meaning of the words, reads the commentaries on this text and starts using these words, the linear structure unfolds into a knowledge web with various links.

The Amarakośa printed in the form of a book just shows the linear order, and the index at the end of the book point to various words for easy references. But there is much more to it than just a linear order. The knowledge a student acquires through various commentaries and also its practical use in his own field of
expertise – be it Āyurveda, Vyākaraṇa or Sāhitya, is in the form of various links. With the modern education culture that is dominated by the use of computers as a tool, which relies more on the secondary memories such as books, computers, and the World Wide Web, than the human memory, it is necessary to make the implicit knowledge in Amarakośa explicit. The computers have an advantage over the printed books. Computers can represent multi-dimensional objects, and thus one can navigate through the whole structure and at the same time with the powerful search facilities can search complex queries. In this paper, we illustrate with examples various kinds of links one can ‘visualise’ in Amarakośa, and provide a database model to store these links in order to facilitate automatic extraction of these links as an answer to a search query.

2 Amarakośa

Amarakośa primarily named Nāma-liṅga-nuśāsana (a work that deals with instructions related to the gender of nouns) is authored by Amarasimha - 4th century A.D. (Oka, 1981) - and is the most celebrated and authoritative ancient thesaurus of Sanskrit with around 60 commentaries and translations into modern Indian as well as foreign languages such as Chinese, Tibetan, French, etc. (Patkar, 1981). It is considered as an essential requisite for a Sanskrit scholar and as such a child is asked to memorise it even before he starts his studies formally. It consists of 1608 verses composed in anuṣṭūp meter and are divided into 3 chapters called Kāṇḍas.

Classification. Each of the three kāṇḍas is further subdivided into various vargas. The classification of three kāṇḍas into 25 vargas is as given below.

- prathamakāṇḍam:
  svargavargaḥ (heaven)
  vyomavargaḥ (sky)
  digvargaḥ (direction)
  kālavargaḥ (time)
  dhīvargaḥ (cognition)
  śabdādivargaḥ (sound)
  nātyavargaḥ (drama)
  pātālabhogivargaḥ (nether world)
  narakavargaḥ (hell)
  vārivargaḥ (water)

- dvitīyakāṇḍam:
  bhūmivargaḥ (earth)
  puravargaḥ (towns or cities)

1 śloka śaṭaṁ gurum jñeyam sarvatra laṅgu paṅcamam |
  dvicatuḥpadayorhrasvam saptamaṁ dirghamanyayoh ||

2 And as such is known as Trikāṇḍī.
śailavargah (mountains)
vanauṣadhivargah (forests and medicines)
simhādīvargah (lions and other animals)
manuṣyavargah (mankind)
brahmavargah (priest tribe)
ksatriyavargah (military tribe)
vaīṣyavargah (business tribe)
śūdravargah (mixed classes)

– trīṇyakāṇḍam:
viṣeṣyanighnavargah (adjective)
saṅkīrṇavargah (miscellaneous)
nānārthavargah (polysemous)
avyayavargah (indeclinables)
liṅgādīsanigrahavargah (gender)

Amarakośa contains 11,580 content words (tokens). Some of the tokens are repeated either within a kāṇḍa or across the kāṇḍas leading to only 9,031 types. The kāṇḍa-wise distribution of the tokens and types is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kāṇḍa</th>
<th>tokens</th>
<th>types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prathamakāṇḍam</td>
<td>2465</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dvitīyakāṇḍam</td>
<td>5827</td>
<td>5282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trīṇyakāṇḍam</td>
<td>3288</td>
<td>2271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synset. A set of synonymous words is termed as a synset. Each synonym may span over one or more verses. The following verse, e.g., provides a synonym for the word jamābuka.

\[
\text{striyām śīvā bhūrīmāyagomāyumṛgadhūrtakāḥ} | \\
\text{srīgālavaṁcakakroṣṭupherupheravajambukāḥ || 2.5.5 ||}
\]

Polysemy. Amarakośa has 4,017 synsets. Some of the words fall under more than one synset, and thus are ambiguous. Most of these polysemous words belong to the nānārthavarga of the third kāṇḍa which lists the polysemous words alphabetically according to their endings. The polysemy distribution in the Amarakośa is summarised in Table 2. There is only one word hari in Amarakośa which has as many as 14 senses, the word antara belongs to 13 synsets, and the word go has 12 synsets. We note that almost 65% words (7459 words) belong to a single synset and thus are not ambiguous.

Gender. A few verses in the beginning of the Amarakośa describe the meta-language and the techniques employed to indicate the gender of various words. The word striyām, for example, in (2.5.5) above is not a token but a word
Table 2. Polysemy distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of meanings</th>
<th>No. of words</th>
<th>Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>hari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>antara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>kriyā, kūṭa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>rasa, vrṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>dhātu, dharma, vasu, ariṣṭa...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from the meta-language indicating the gender of the following word śivā to be feminine. In addition to these general guidelines, in the liṅgādisaṅgrahavarga Amarasimha gives certain grammatical and phonological clues for deciding the gender of a word. In the event of absence of any rule, the gender of the remaining words in 2.5.5, constituting two compound words “bhūrimāyamāyumṛgaḥdhūrtakāḥ” and “ṣṛgālavaṅcakakroṣṭupherupheravajambukāḥ” is inferred to be masculine from their compounding-forms.

The avyayavarga lists synsets consisting of indeclinables.

3 Organisation of Synsets within a Varga

Except the polysemous words (nānārthavarga), all other synsets in a varga show some semantic relation to the varga it belongs to and sometimes even to the preceding or following synsets. These semantic relations indicate various kinds of relations. They may be classified as hierarchical or associative. The hypernym indicating a more general term or the hyponym showing a more specific term are the examples of hierarchical relation. Similarly the holonym-meronym relation marking the whole-part relation is also a hierarchical relation. In addition various other relations are indicated by the adjacency of the synsets. These may be termed as associative relations, which indicate some kind of association of one synset with the other. This association may be the association among human beings, or the association of certain objects with certain other objects. We illustrate below some such relations with examples.

3.1 Example 1: Viṣṇu

The verses from 1.1.18 to 1.1.29 describe various synsets representing Viṣṇu, and objects related to/associated with Viṣṇu. The relations, as is evident from the
following description, are kinship relations such as father, brother, son, grandson, wife, and also associated objects such as conch, discus, sword, vehicle, etc. (See Figure 1).

Visṇuḥ (1.1.18 - 1.1.22)
- Krṣṇa’s father (1.1.22)
- Krṣṇa’s elder brother (1.1.23 - 1.1.24)
- kamadevah (1.1.25 - 1.1.26)
- floral arrows of kamadevah (1.1.26)
- physical arrows of kamadevah (1.1.26)
- son of kamadevah - aniruddhaḥ (1.1.27)
- wife of Visṇuḥ - lakṣmī (1.1.27)
- Special devices/equipments of Viṣṇuḥ (1.1.28)
  (conch, discus, sword, jewel, bow, horse, mark, etc.)
- Krṣṇa’s charioteer, minister (1.1.28)
- Krṣṇa’s younger brother (1.1.28)
- Viṣṇu’s vehicle - garuḍaḥ (1.1.29)

3.2 Example 2: Samayah

The verses from 1.4.1 to 1.4.9 deal with words related to time, units of measurement, special names of special days, etc.

Time (1.4.1)
- Lunar day (1.4.1)
- First lunar day (1.4.1)
- Day (1.4.2)
- Morning (1.4.2 - 1.4.3)

Fig. 1. Relations of Viṣṇu

---

3 The English translations of the subheadings, which are given here and in the following examples, describing the ślokas are taken from Colebrooke’s commentary on Amarakośa (Colebrooke, 1808).
Twilight (1.4.3)
Evening (1.4.3)
First four hours of a day (1.4.3)
Second four hours of a day (1.4.3)
Third four hours of a day (1.4.3)
Period of the day (1.4.3)
Night (1.4.3 - 1.4.4)
  A dark night (1.4.5)
  A moonlight night (1.4.5)
  A night and two days (1.4.5)
  First part of night (1.4.6)
  Midnight (1.4.6)
  Sequence of nights (1.4.6)
Space of three hours (1.4.6) }
  Last day of the half month (1.4.7)
    Precise moment of the full or the new moon (1.4.7)
Full moon day (1.4.7)
  Full moon whole day (1.4.8)
  Full Moon with a little gibbous on part of a day (1.4.8)
No moon day (1.4.8)
  wanning crescent (1.4.9)
  No moon whole day (1.4.9)

In this example we also see violation of nesting. In between the synsets related to \textit{lunar day} and \textit{last day of the month}, the synsets related to \textit{day} (which refers to the apparent solar motion) are intervened.

3.3 Example 3: Kṣatriyah

Here is a group of verses from 2.8.1 to 2.8.10 belonging to the \textit{kṣatriyavarga}. The words here refer to the king, military, ministers, various category of people engaged in the services of kings, etc.

Man of the military tribe (2.8.1)
  King (2.8.1)
    Universal monarch (2.8.2)
    An emperor (2.8.2)
    King over a country (2.8.2)
    Paramount sovereign (2.8.3)
  Multitude of kings (2.8.3)
Multitude of military tribe (2.8.4)
  Minister (2.8.4)
    Deputy minister (2.8.4)
  Priest (2.8.5)
  Judge (2.8.5)
  King’s companions (2.8.5)
Body guards of a king (2.8.6)
Warder (2.8.6)
Superintendent (2.8.6)
  Village Superintendent (2.8.7)
  Superintendent of many villages (2.8.7)
  Superintendent of Gold (2.8.7)
  Superintendent of Silver (2.8.7)
  Superintendent of the womens’ appartment (2.8.8)
    Outside guard of the womens’ appartment (2.8.8)
attendant of a king (2.8.9)
  eunuch (2.8.9)
Prince whose territories lie on the frontiers of those of the enemy (2.8.9)
  Neighboring prince (2.8.9)
  Prince whose territories lie beyond those of the friend (2.8.10)
  Enemy in the rear (2.8.10)

3.4 Implicit Relations

These were three samples from three distinct topics involving totally different kind of relations. All these relations are semantic in nature. A more detailed study of such examples showed that following relations occur more frequently.

- avayavavyavī (part-whole relation)
- parāparājāti (is a kind of relation)
- janyajanaka (child-parent relation)
- patipatnī (husband-wife relation)
- svasvāmi (master-possession relation)
- ājīvikā (livelihood)

There are a few other relations such as kinship relations, ādhāra-ādheya, vaṃśa-vaṃśīya etc. The extraction of such relations and marking is still ongoing. But the instances of such relations were found to be rare.

4 Amarakośa-jñāna-jāla

In the recent past there have been notable efforts by Sanskrit computational linguists with focus on Amarakośa. Jha et. al. (2010, Online Multilingual Amarakosha) have developed a searchable web interface to Amarakośa which provides the Indian language equivalents of the Amarakośa words in addition to the original sanskrit text. Bharati et. al. (2008) and Nair et. al. (2009) did comparative study of the Amarakośa with the existing Hindi WordNet in order to find the usefulness of Hindi WordNet in augmenting the Amarakośa with relational information. There have been efforts by Kulkarni et. al. (2008, 2010) that describe the development of Sanskrit WordNet. The present effort is altogether an innovative effort that helps reveal the internal structure of the Amarakośa.
The Amarakośa-jñāna-jāla is developed as a web application. The application provides a search result of a query dynamically generated using the structured lexicon of the Amarakośa and the supplementary tables marking the relations.

The structured lexicon as well as the supplementary tables showing the explicit relations are simple ASCII text files. Sanskrit words are stored in a roman transliterated scheme (WX notation)\(^4\). There are two advantages of storing the text in WX notation. The first advantage is, it facilitates a lexicographer to use simple unix tools such as grep, sed, etc. for her day-to-day work of updating the knowledge-base. Unicode for Devanagari mixes the phonemes with the syllables, making it un-natural to write the search expressions. The second advantage, of course, is the size. The size of the tables in UTF-8 for Devanagari is more than 2 times the corresponding files in roman transliteration such as WX notation.

### 4.1 Structured Lexicon

The main structured lexicon consists of synsets stored in the form of a set of records. Each record corresponds to a word in the Amarakośa (excluding the meta-language words). It consists of 5 fields as described below.

**Stem.** Amarakośa lists words in nominative cases. However, we decided to go for the nominal stem instead of the nominative case word form. In case of feminine words, this field contains the feminine stem, i.e. the stem after adding the feminine suffix. In case of nānārthavarga (part of the Amarakośa dealing with polysemous words), the polysemous word is entered in this field.

The reason for choosing nominal stem over the nominative case form is the ease in linking the Amarakośa words with the existing computational resources such as morphological analysers and generators and various e-lexicons, which typically expect a prātipadikam and not a prathamānta (ending in nominative case).

**Amarakośa index.** This field contains a reference to an entry in the Amarakośa, as a 5 tuple of numbers, separated by dots. The 5 numbers in the 5 tuple refer to the kānda, varga, śloka, pāda and the word number respectively. Table 3 shows a sample entry corresponding to the following śloka,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{svaravyayam svarganākatridivatridaśālayāḥ} & | \\
\text{suraloko dyodivau dve striyāṁ klibe triviśṭapam} & || 1.1.6 ||
\end{align*}
\]

**Liṅgam (gender).** This field contains the gender of the stem. The gender of a word in a śloka is decided with the help of meta-language employed by Amarakośa. These are further cross checked with Devadatta Tiwari’s Devakośa arthaṭt Amarakośa (Tiwari, 1989) and Colebrooke’s commentary on Amarakośa (Colebrooke, 1808) when in doubt.

Sanskrit has 3 values for gender viz. masculine, feminine and neuter. Thus there are 8 possible combinations (an indeclinable is assigned no gender, and

\(^4\) http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/~anusaaraka/sanskrit/samsaadhanii/wx.html
Table 3. Words and references of the svarga-synset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>svar</td>
<td>1.1.6.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>svarga</td>
<td>1.1.6.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naka</td>
<td>1.1.6.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tridiva</td>
<td>1.1.6.1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tridaśālaya</td>
<td>1.1.6.1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suraloka</td>
<td>1.1.6.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dyo</td>
<td>1.1.6.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>div</td>
<td>1.1.6.2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triviṣṭapa</td>
<td>1.1.6.2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the adjectives are the ones which take all the three genders). In addition, Amarakośa also provides information about words that are always plural or dual by nature. Following combinations of gender, number information were found in the Amarakośa.

- Indeclinable - (avya.)
- Feminine - (strī.)
- Masculine - (pum.)
- Neuter - (napum.)
- Masculine and Feminine - (strī-pum.) [aśan]5
- Feminine and Neuter - (strī-napum.) [udā]6
- Feminine dual - (strī-dui.) [dyāvāprthvyau]7
- Feminine plural - (strī-bahu.) [apsaras]8
- Masculine and Neuter - (pum-napum.) [daivatān]9
- Masculine dual - (pum-dui.) [nāsatyaun]10
- Masculine plural - (pum-bahu.) [grhā]11
- Neuter and indeclinable - (napum-avya.) [apadiśaṇ]12
- Adjective - (vi.)

Vargah. This field contains the name of the varga, as given in the commentaries to which the entry belongs.

Head Word. The first four fields cover all the explicit information that can be easily extracted automatically. The important feature of Amarakośa is that it provides synonymous words. The marking of synonymous words is obvious only

5 aśanirdayoḥ (1.1.47)
6 tārakāpyudāḥ va striyām (1.3.21)
7 dyāvāprthvyau (2.1.19)
8 striyām bahuśvapsarasāḥ (1.1.52)
9 daivatāni puṃsi vā (1.1.9)
10 nāsatyāvaśvināu daśrāvāśvineyau ca tāvubhau (1.1.51)
11 grhāḥ puṃsi ca bhūmnyeva (2.2.5)
12 klībāvyayaṃ tvapadiśaṃ (1.3.5)
through the world knowledge or through the commentaries. To provide a handle to each set of synonymous words – called as synset, we created a field termed as *Head Word* which provides a name to each synset. Thus these Head Words are unique and act as a reference ID for a synset. The total number of Head Words give us the total number of synsets in the Amarakośa. We denote the synset corresponding to a Head Word $W$ by $\text{Syn}(W)$.

The choice of Head-Words is mainly guided by the Bhānuji Dikṣitā’s *Sudhā* commentary on *Amarakośa* (Pandit, 1915). When a better choice was available in the Malayalam commentary *Trivenī* (Moosath, 1956) or *Pārameśvari* (Moosath, 1914) or the Hindi commentary *Prabhā*, it was chosen. Table 4 shows an example of a śloka 2.5.5 converted to a structured table, and figure 2 shows the search result of the Amarakośa-jñāna-jālā for the word śṛgāla.

### 4.2 Tables Marking Various Relations

The relations are among various Head Words and are marked as records. Each record corresponds to one synset ID. The first field of each record consists of the synset ID, and remaining six fields correspond to the Head Words that bear a relation of *is a part of* ($\text{avayavavayavi}$), *is a kind of* ($\text{paraparajati}$), *janya-janaka-bhava*, *pati-patnī-bhava*, *sva-svāmi-bhāva*, *ājēvikā* with the synset ID in the first field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Varga-name</th>
<th>Head-Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>śivā</td>
<td>2.5.5.1.1</td>
<td>stri</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>būrimāya</td>
<td>2.5.5.1.2</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gomāyu</td>
<td>2.5.5.1.3</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mṛgadūrtaka</td>
<td>2.5.5.1.4</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śṛgāla</td>
<td>2.5.5.2.1</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaṇjaka</td>
<td>2.5.5.2.2</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kraṣṭu</td>
<td>2.5.5.2.3</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pheru</td>
<td>2.5.5.2.4</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pherava</td>
<td>2.5.5.2.5</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaṁbuka</td>
<td>2.5.5.2.6</td>
<td>pun</td>
<td>simhādivargah</td>
<td>jambhūkah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Example of a synset
1. Is a part of \((\text{avayavāvayavi})\)

This field marks \textit{is a part of} relation. Let \(W\) be the synset-ID. Then this field will have an entry \(W'\) if the member of \(\text{Syn}W\) is a part of member of \(\text{Syn}W'\) (See Table 5).

For example,

\(\text{Syn}(rātrih) = śarvari, kṣaṇada, kṣapā, niśā, niśithini, rajani, ātri, vibhāvari, tamasvinī, tamī, triyāmā, yāminī, naktam, doṣā, vasati, śyāmā.\)

and

\(\text{Syn}(rātrimadhyah) = \text{ardharātra, niśitha}.\)

Now, \text{ardharātra, niśitha} are part of \text{niśā, rajani, ātri, etc..} Hence \text{rātrimadhyah} is marked to be \textit{is a part of} \(\text{avayava of} \ rātrih\)

Similarly \(\text{pradoṣa, rajanīmukha} (\in \text{Syn}(rātriprāraṁbhaḥ))\) are also part of \text{niśā, rajani, ātri, etc.}. Hence \text{rātriprāraṁbhaḥ}, where \(\text{Syn} (rātriprāraṁbhaḥ) = \text{pradoṣa, rajanīmukha}\) also bears a \textit{part of} relation with \text{rātrih}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head-Word W</th>
<th>part ((\text{avayava}))-of W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rātrimadhyah</td>
<td>rātrih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rātriprāraṁbhaḥ</td>
<td>rātrih</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Is a kind of \((\text{parāparājāti})\)

This field marks \textit{is a kind of} relation. The entry contains the Head Word \(W'\) such that synset ID \(W\) bears a relation of \textit{is a kind of} with \(W'\). The hypernymy and hyponymy relation can be extracted using this field. Here are some entries: (see Table 6.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head-Word W</th>
<th>kind ((\text{parājātiḥ})) of W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gangā</td>
<td>nādi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yamunā</td>
<td>nādi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narmadā</td>
<td>nādi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. \textit{Janya-janaka-bhāva} (parent-child relation)

This field marks the relation of parent-child \((\text{janya-janaka-bhāva})\). (see Table 7.) Where \(\text{Syn} (\text{jayantah}) = \text{pākaśāsani, jayanta.}\)

and

\(\text{Syn (indrāh) = indra, bidāujas, maghavan, marutvat, pākaśāsana, sunāsīra, vṛddhaśravas, purandara, puruḥūta, jīṣṇu, lekhrsabha, śakra, śatamanyu, divaspati, vṛṣan, vṛtrahan, gotrabhid, sutrāman, vāsava, vajrin, balārāti,}\)
śacipati, surapati, vāstospatī, harihaya, jambhabhedī, namucisūdana, svarāj, meghavāhana, saṅkrandana, turāśā, duścyavana, ākhaṇḍala, ṛbhukṣīn, sahasrākṣa, kauṣika, ghanāghanindhi

tarañcana, svaraj, meghavahana, saṅkrandana, turāśā, duścyavana, ākhaṇḍala, ṛbhukṣīn, sahasrākṣa, kauṣika, ghanāghanindhi

Syn (sanatkumāraḥ) = sanatkumāra, vaidhātra and
Syn (brahmā) = ātmabhū, brahman, caturādana, hiraṇyagarbha, lokeśa, parameśthin, pitāmaha, surajyestha, svayambhū, abjayan, aṇḍaja, harisavāhana, kamalaśana, kamalodbhava, nabhijamman, nidhama, prajāpati, pūrva, rajomūrtin, satyaka, sadānanda, svastha, viriṇci, viśvasṛj, vidhātṛ, vidhī, dhātṛ, druhiṇa, ka, ātman, śambhu.

Table 7. Example of Janya-janaka relation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head-Word</th>
<th>Child (janya) of W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ābhirajah</td>
<td>jayantah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brahmā</td>
<td>sanatkumāraḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śivah</td>
<td>ganesah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Pati-patnī-bhāva (husband-wife relation)

This field marks the husband-wife relation, as shown below. (see Table 8.) Where Syn(lakṣmī) = bhāravī, haripriyā, indirā, kamalā, kṣīräsāgarakanyākā, kṣīrodatanayā, lakṣmī, lokajananī, lokamātrī, mā, padmā, padmālayā, ramā, śrī, vṛṣākapāyī, and

Syn(विषु) = हṛṣikeśa, keśava, kṛṣṇa, mādhava, nārāyana, svabhū, vaikuṇṭha, viṣṇu, viṣṭrasravas, dāmodara, acyuta, garuḍadhvaja, govinda, janārdana, pitāmbara, pūṇḍarikakṣa, sārṅgin, viṃśavksena, dāityāri, cakrapāṇi, caturbhuja, āindrāvara, madhuripu, padmanābha, upendra, vāsudeva, trivikrama, adhoksaja, balidhvaṁsin, kaṁśārati, puruṣottama, śauri, śrīpati, vanamālin, xevākinandana, jalaśyaṁ, kaitabhajit, mukunda, muramardana, narakāntaka, puruṣapuruṣa, śrīvatsalāṅchana, viṃśambhara, viṣvarūpa, vidhū, yajñapurūṣa, lakṣmiṇipati, murāri, aja, ajita, avyakta, vṛṣākapī, babhru, hari, vedhas.

Table 8. Example of Pati-patnī relation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head-Word</th>
<th>Husband (patī) of W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lakṣmī</td>
<td>viṣṇuḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pārvati</td>
<td>śivah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṛpāṃmadrāna</td>
<td>agastyaḥ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9. Example of Sva-svāmi relation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head-Word W</th>
<th>master (svāmi) of W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>viṣṇoh mantriḥ</td>
<td>viṣṇuh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viṣṇoh sārathih</td>
<td>viṣṇuh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garudah</td>
<td>viṣṇuh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Sva-svāmi-bhāva (master-possession relation)
This field marks the master-possession or sva-svāmi-bhāva relation as shown below: (see Table 9.)

6. Ājīvikā (livelihood)
This field marks the livelihood relation between two syn-sets. For example, the synset with Head Word matsya is (aṇḍaja, jhaṣa, matsya, mīna, prthuroman, śakuli, vaisāriṇa, visāra, animiṣa) denotes objects which act as a livelihood for the objects expressed through the concept of dhīvara, and hence the livelihood for the objects belonging to the synset dhīvara is marked as a matsya. (see Table 10.)

Table 10. Example of Ājīvikā relation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head-Word W</th>
<th>Livelihood (Ājīvikā) of W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dhīrārah</td>
<td>matsyah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nartakī</td>
<td>nṛtyam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nāvikaḥ</td>
<td>naukā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sevakāḥ</td>
<td>sveā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Quantitative Analysis
For every headword, one or more of the relations as specified above are marked. As was expected, the hierarchical relations viz. is a kind of and is a part of appear prominently than the associative relations. The occurrence of various relations in terms of Head-Words and all the words belonging to the synsets denoted by these head words is shown in Table 11.

4.4 Implementation
From the structured lexicon table and the table of relations we build data bases using the built-in dbm engines of unix and the programes are written in Perl. These dbm engines use hashing techniques to enable fast retrieval of the data by key.
Following three hash tables are built from the structured lexicon.

a)  Head-word hash
where Key=stem and Value=head-word
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Table 11. Relational statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Headwords</th>
<th>Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>is_a_kind_of</td>
<td>2239</td>
<td>6807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>is_a_part_of</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>janya-janaka</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>sva-svāmī</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ājīvikā</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>pati-patnī</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Synset hash
with Key=head-word and Value=synset
c) Word-info hash
generated by Key=stem and Value=word-index and gender

From the table of relations, corresponding to each relation R, we built a hash table which returns the associates a head-Word W with another head-word W’, if W’ is related to W by relation R.

Amarakośa-jñāna-jāla is presented as a web application developed with ‘apache’ web server and ‘perl’ for CGI script. User submits a query a word and a relation, machine produces all the words related to the given word by the chosen relation. The word here may be either a stem or an inflected word form. In the case of inflected word form, machine consults the morphological analyser to get the stem. Figures in appendix - 1 give sample results of queries for different word-relation combinations. When a cursor is placed on a word a tool tip shows its word-index and gender (as shown in Fig. 2.).

5 Conclusion

The study of Amarakośa from a point of view of exploring the relations was undertaken to reveal the implicit knowledge and make it explicit. The resulting computational tool helps a Sanskrit reader to get a feel for various kinds of relations mentioned in the Amarakośa and thereby its richness as a knowledge source. The hierarchical relations such as is_a_part_of and is_a_kind_of will be of help in information extraction, while the associative relations help a reader to get the cultural knowledge.

Sanskrit has a rich tradition of kośas. Most of them are arranged as a list of words with similar meaning (synonymic) or a list of words indicating various shades of a given word (polesemic). Nānamālā, Šabdaratnakara, Šabdacandrīkā are a few among the first type and Nānārthasaṅgraha, Anekārthadhvanimārijā, Viśvaprakāśa are a few examples of the second type. Amarakośa, Abhidhānaratnamālā and Vaijayantikośa has both kind of entries.
This implementation may serve as a model to build similar tools for various other kośas mentioned above.

The Amarakośa is now available with various kinds of search facilities as a web service at

http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/~anusaaraka/sanskrit/samsaadhanii/amarakosha/home.html
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A Appendix - 1

आजीविका
धीरव
अर्थः :: धीरवः | वर्गः :: वारिवर्गः | केवल, दशा, धीरव, जालिक

आजीविका
अर्थः :: मत्स्यः | वर्गः :: वारिवर्गः | अण्डज, झास्, मत्स्यः, मीन, पूर्वरोमन, शकुली, वैसारिक, विसार, अनिमिष

Fig. 3. Example of अजीविका

अवयवी (Holonymy)
अहूली
> अर्थः :: अहूली | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | अहूली, कर्शाखा, कर्णिका
>अर्थः :: हस्तः | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | पद्वास्त, पाणि, शय, हस्त, कर
>अर्थः :: पुजः | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | गाँव, पुज, प्रयोज, दोसा
>अर्थः :: देहः | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | गात्र, कलेवर, पांडन, शरीर, वसुस, कर्मण, विश्राह, काय, मूर्ति, तनु, तन्, देह, करण, उत्सेध, पूर्वालम, आलम, धाम, क्षेत्र, अविर

Fig. 4. Example of अवयवी

अवयवः (Meronymy)
देह
अर्थः :: देहः | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | गात्र, कलेवर, पांडन, शरीर, वसुस, कर्मण, विश्राह, काय, मूर्ति, तनु, तन्, देह, करण, उत्सेध, पूर्वालम, आलम, धाम, क्षेत्र, अविर

अवयवाः:
अर्थः :: चहुतावद्यनिमप्यः | वर्गः :: धीरवः | हृदीक, इन्द्रिय, विषयी, ख
अर्थः :: पायतावद्यनिमप्यः | वर्गः :: धीरवः | कर्मनिम्य
अर्थः :: चहुतावद्यनिमप्यः | वर्गः :: धीरवः | हृदीक, इन्द्रिय, विषयी, ख
अर्थः :: गर्भविश्राहनयः | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | गर्भाशय, जरायु
अर्थः :: शुद्धशोणितस्मप्यः | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | कल्ल, उल्ल
अर्थः :: कुक्षितस्मप्यः | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | पूर्ण, गार्भ
अर्थः :: कृष्णविश्राहनायः | वर्गः :: मनुष्यवर्गः | पुल, कालक, पिलु

Fig. 5. Example of अवयवाः
Fig. 6. Example of hypernymy

Fig. 7. Example of hyponymy
Abstract. Glosses and examples are the essential components of the computational lexical databases like, Wordnet. These two components of the lexical database can be used in building domain ontologies, semantic relations, phrase structure rules etc., and can help automatic or manual word sense disambiguation tasks. The present paper aims to highlight the importance of gloss in the process of WSD based on the experiences from building Sanskrit Wordnet. This paper presents a survey of Sanskrit Synonymy lexica, use of Navya-Nyāya terminology in developing a gloss and the kind of patterns evolved that are useful for the computational purpose of WSD with special reference to Sanskrit.

Keywords: Sanskrit Wordnet, Wordnet, Word Sense Disambiguation, Lexical databases, Sanskrit Lexicography.

1 Introduction

Wordnet is a lexical database. Words belonging to four lexical categories, i.e., noun, adjective, adverb and verb are stored in this database. Words are grouped in such a way that their cognitive synonym will form a set and this set will express a distinct concept. This set of cognitive synonyms is called ‘synset’. Synsets in a wordnet are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. The resulting network of meaningfully related words and concepts can be navigated with the browser.

The first wordnet was built in 1985 for English language. Then followed wordnets for European languages: EuroWordNet. Since 2000, wordnets for a
number of Indian languages are getting built, led by Hindi Wordnet\(^3\) effort at Indian Institute of Technology Bombay (IITB). All wordnets in the world are connected through Global Wordnet Association (GWA)\(^4\). Similar activity started in India with Hindi Wordnet. It was started in IIT Bombay and is going on for last eight years. As of now, wordnets are getting created for 16 out of 22 official languages of India\(^5\). IndoWordNet group is formed and wordnets for these 16 Indian languages are getting interlinked via Hindi Wordnet \(^3\).

In this paper, we share our experience of building Sanskrit wordnet. Since it is built following expand model of wordnet creation, Sanskrit lexicographers create synsets based on base synsets of Hindi Wordnet. While creating synsets, lexicographers collect synonyms from traditional Sanskrit kośas and modern Sanskrit dictionaries. Kośas like Šabdakalpadruma and Vācaspatyam contain Sanskrit glosses. These glosses are very much helpful in creating glosses in Sanskrit. But the etymology based approach of these traditional lexica can be very harmful in this ontology based lexical structure. Since glosses attached to the synsets can become helpful in disambiguating polysemous words, Sanskrit lexicographers take help from already existing wordnets and extract information from them to make Sanskrit glosses more refined and apt. We also show how glosses, given in such a way can be helpful in disambiguating Sanskrit words in the context. Our approach draws a large amount of inputs from the challenges IITB researchers faced while doing wordnet based word sense disambiguation task for Hindi and Marathi languages. We compare Hindi, Marathi and English glosses to make Sanskrit glosses more appropriate by adding distinct features of the concept in the gloss.

2 Importance of Gloss in Wordnet Structure

Synsets are the basic blocks of Wordnet. The member words of a synset perform the task of disambiguating the co-occurred words (which have multiple meanings). These words are helped in this task to a large extent by the glosses provided of the synsets. These glosses aim to capture the concept for which the words in the synset stand for. Thus they play a very crucial role from the structure of the Wordnet in particular and Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) in general.

In general we attempt to study the various facets of this aspect of the Wordnet, namely ‘The Gloss’ on the basis of the experience in building Sanskrit Wordnet with expansion approach \(^4\). Further, in future, we aim to concentrate on the gloss of the verbs as given in the Sanskrit Wordnet and study the implications from WSD point of view.

\(^3\) \url{http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wordnet/webhwn/}
\(^4\) List of all wordnets can be found at \url{http://www.globalwordnet.org/gwa/wordnet_table.htm}
2.1 Importance of Gloss in Wordnet from Computational Point of View

Computationally, the main importance of glosses attached to synsets is Word Sense Disambiguation. WSD is the problem of identifying the correct sense of the word given the context in which it appears. Many words have multiple senses. Humans can identify the correct sense of the word from the context. For example, when we encounter a sentence like *shall we go to the bank for fishing*, we are able to recognize that the meaning of *bank* is *river bank* and not *financial institution* from the contextual clue word *fishing*. How can the computer do the same task?

WSD is important for any Natural Language Processing (NLP) application that involves understanding the meaning of words. These include Machine Translation (MT), Information Extraction (IE), Information Retrieval (IR), document summarization, question answering, etc. For example, in IR we can increase the precision of the retrieved documents by understanding the sense (meaning) of the words in user queries and retrieving documents pertaining to that sense.

WSD approaches can be divided into two broad categories: knowledge based and machine learning based. The latter again can be divided into supervised machine learning and unsupervised machine learning. We will describe the first approach, viz., knowledge based approach which makes heavy use of glosses.

2.2 Knowledge Based Approach to WSD

Knowledge based approaches such as WSD using Selectional Preferences [8], Lesk’s algorithm [5], Walker’s algorithm [10], WSD using conceptual density [1] and WSD using Random Walk Algorithm [6] make use of dictionary definitions or glosses. They are easy to implement requiring only a lookup of a knowledge resource like a Machine Readable Dictionary (MRD). When the MRD is the wordnet, this lookup takes the form of consulting or overlapping gloss of synsets, synsets and recursively for semantically related synsets. Further, they do not require any corpus- tagged or untagged.

Illustration of the algorithm. Following Lesk (1986), we give an intersection similarity based WSD approach for Hindi WSD using Hindi Wordnet [7]. For the word to be disambiguated, we call the collection of words from the CONTEXT of the word in question the Context Bag and the related words from the WORDNET as the Semantic Bag. Fig. 1 gives the pictorial view of the approach and table 1 gives the algorithm used in this approach.

The word ‘bag’ here means a set of words. ‘Context bag’ means the words in the context of the word that is candidate for disambiguation. Sense bag, on the other hand, means words which have various lexical and semantic links with the candidate word, as depicted in the wordnet. This would consist of synonyms, hypernyms, meronyms, words in gloss and so on.

We have used Intersection similarity to measure the overlap. The idea of Intersection similarity is to capture the belief that there will be high degree of

---

Footnote:

Fig. 1. Overlap of the Context Bag (words in the context) and Dictionary Bag (words of gloss and synsets)

Table 1. Lesk like algorithm for WSD

1. For a polysemous word \( W \) needing disambiguation, a set of context words in its surrounding window is collected. Let this collection be \( C \), the context bag. The window is the current sentence and the preceding and the following sentences.
2. For each sense \( s \) of \( W \), do the following.
   - Let \( B \) be the bag of words obtained from the
     a. Synonyms in the synset.
     b. Glosses of the synsets.
     c. Example sentences of the synsets.
     d. Hypernyms (recursively up to the roots).
     e. Glosses of Hypernyms.
     f. Example sentences of Hypernyms (recursively up to the leaf).
     g. Glosses of Hyponyms.
     h. Example sentences of Hyponyms.
     i. Meronyms (recursively up to the beginner synset).
     j. Glosses of Meronyms.
     k. Example sentences of Meronyms.

   Measure the overlap \( C \) and \( B \) using intersection similarity\(^7\)

 overlap between the words in the context and the related words extracted from the WordNet for a sense, and that sense will be a winner sense.

Evaluation. We perform Hindi WSD experiment on the corpora provided by Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), Mysore \(^9\). The system has been

\(^7\) The idea of intersection similarity is to capture the belief that there will be high degree of overlap between words in a context and the related words extracted from wordnet for a sense, and that sense will be a winner sense \(^9\).
Fig. 2. Histogram showing the WSD accuracy across domains for Hindi Words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Percentage of Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>73.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and Sociology</td>
<td>64.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>60.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-Story</td>
<td>42.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass-Media</td>
<td>50.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children Literature</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>44.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>40.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. WSD accuracy across domains for Hindi Words

tested on nouns. The domains of the experiment and the accuracy values are mentioned in the table. The histogram of figure 2 shows the WSD accuracy across domains.

In this paper an attempt is made to study gloss as designed in Sanskrit Wordnet. Thus we try to see if glosses in Sanskrit Wordnet provide us with surface cues that help get the selectional preferences of different senses of a word. We describe below the glosses of a polysemous noun “hari” in Sanskrit. Below we discuss the structure of gloss and application of the algorithm.

Structure of a Gloss. Verb sense definitions are, in general, infinitive verb phrases with adverbials (often prepositional phrases) and additional restrictions on the semantic class of agents and objects. Table 3 shows how structures can be derived from verb sense definition: Similarly, we can form structures using the Dhātupātha meanings as the class. For example table 4 shows the structure in the gloss of the verbal root cup. In such classification, Navya-Nyāya terminology can be helpful for Sanskrit Wordnet. Therefore, an attempt is made to construct verbal glosses using some structures and combining these structures by either Navya-Nyāya terms or by use of certain cases-endings; like instrumental for instruments involved in performing that action, locative for the situation or the condition in which that action takes place.
The motivation behind systematizing glosses came from lexicographer’s experience of understanding Hindi Wordnet (HWN) glosses in the expansion approach. Many times, when HWN glosses were not clearly understood, Sanskrit lexicographers looked for the glosses of the same concept in other wordnets; i.e., English WorNet (EWN) and Marathi Wordnet (MWN).

WSD using Sanskrit Wordnet Gloses. Sanskrit wordnet is still a small database compared to Hindi Wordnet. It contains 5000 synsets. We take following three cases to show how this database can be used in disambiguating polysemous words in following three cases.

1. Hariḥ vrksāsākhām aṅcati
2. Bhaktah harim aṅcati prasannah mādhavah tasya iṣṭaṁ varam ṭadāṭi
3. Hariḥ śaksakaṁ bhakṣayati

Here noun hari and verb aṅcati are polysemous. In the existing Sanskrit Wordnet, noun hari has five senses. These senses are shown in the table 5 and their application in the WSD is shown below.

Table 5. Possible synsets for the word hari in the present Sanskrit Wordnet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Synset members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Vanyapaśah- māryāra- jātiyāḥ biṁśrāḥ tathā ca balavān paśuḥ | sripah, mṛgendraḥ, hariḥ, paścāsyaḥ, ...
| Devatā- viśeṣaḥ- hindudharmanusāri ja-gatpālanakartā | viṣṇuḥ, nārāyaṇaḥ, keṣavaḥ, harīḥ, mādhavah, cakrapāṇiḥ, ...
| Yadvuṇaṁśiṣyasya vasudevasya putraḥ yoh viṣṇoḥ avatāraḥ iti manyate | kṛṣṇaḥ, devakmandanaḥ, hariḥ, mādhavah, kaṁsārīḥ, ...
| Vanyapaśah- yah vrksat vrksam pucchena utpluta gacchati yaśca manuṣyaṁ pārvaṇajātvena khyātaḥ | vānaraḥ, kapiḥ, hariḥ, tarumrgaḥ, ...
| Ubhayacharāḥ prāṇī yah varṣārtuḥ jalāśayasya samīpe drśyate | maṇḍukāḥ, bhekaḥ, plavagah, dardurah, hariḥ, ...

Sentence 1. Word hari in the sentence 1 can be disambiguated using the Lesk like algorithm described in the table in the following way:

**Context Bag C will consist {hari, vṛkṣa-śākhā, aṅc}**

- Consider synset 1 as the first candidate for the sentence 1.
  The bag B for synset 1 mentioned above will consist {vanya-paśu- mājrāra-jātiya hiṃsra, balavat paśu, sinha, mrgendra, hari, pañcāsya, ...}
  Overlap between C and B will be 1 for synset 1 mentioned above.
- Consider synset 2.
  The bag B for synset 2 mentioned above will consist {devatā-виšeṣa, hindu-dharmānusāri jagat-pālana-kartā visnū, nārāyaṇa, keśava, hari mādhava, cakrāpaśī ...}
  Overlap between C and B will be 1 for synset 2 mentioned above.
- Consider synset 3.
  The bag B for synset 3 mentioned above will consist {yadu-vaṃśīya, vasudeva, putra, visnū, avatāra, man, kṛṣṇa, devakīnandana, hari, kamsāri, ...}
  Overlap between C and B will be 1 for synset 3 mentioned above.
- Consider synset 4.
  The bag B for synset 4 mentioned above will consist {vanya-paśu, vṛkṣa, puccha, utplu, gan, manusya, pūrva-jatva, khyāta vānara, kapi, hariḥ, tarunṛga...}
  Overlap between C and B will be 2 for synset 4 mentioned above.
- Consider synset 5.
  The bag B for synset 5 mentioned above will consist {ubhayachara, prāṇin, vārṣṭ-ṭī, jālāśaya, samīpe drś, mandūka, bheka, plavaga, dardura, hari...}
  Overlap between C and B will be 1 for synset 5 mentioned above.

Synset 4 gets the highest overlapping score and therefore it can be considered as the most appropriate sense for the word hari in the sentence 1.

Sentence 2. If we perform similar analysis on the sentence 2, we find that Context Bag C consists {bhakta, hari, aṅc, prasanna, mādhava, Ṵaṭa, vara, dā}. We will get overlap score 2 for synsets 2 and 3 as hari, mādhava these two candidates overlap. In this case, words Ṵaṭa, vara in the context bag indicate that the sense devatā should be selected.

Sentence 3. The Context Bag C for the sentence 3 consists {hari, śaśaka, bhaks}. In this case, information extracted from the relation node of Hypernymy where the sense sinha of the word ‘hari’ is linked with the synset of māṃṣāhāri.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown the importance of glosses in WSD in the context of the noun Hari. Same application can be extended to the verb ‘anacatī’. In the same way, at least primarily, same application can be extended across POS categories polysemous words in Sanskrit. In this task, the use of Navya-Nyāya terminology and semantic structure of the verb root may play a crucial role. We reserve to explore this aspect in future. Also in future, we propose to examine how Gloss in Sanskrit Wordnet becomes useful in the task of WSD across Indian languages, in the context of Indo-Wordnet (Wordnet effort connecting all the available Wordnets of Indian languages). According to us, describing the application of the Sanskrit Wordnet glosses for the specific NLP task of WSD for Sanskrit is the first attempt of its kind. We faced several challenges in building Sanskrit Wordnet through expansion approach. We also did not get much positive support from the traditional lexica in creating glosses. However, we tried to use the traditional āstāra background in creating glosses of verbs (in particular) and other POS categories to overcome such methodological problems. For one thing, we are sure at the moment that glosses specially designed in the way shown in this paper, certainly help WSD for Sanskrit.
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Abstract. Translation divergence at various levels between languages arises due to the different conventions followed by different languages for coding the information of grammatical relations. Though Sanskrit and Hindi belong to the same Indo-Aryan family and structurally as well as lexically Hindi inherits a lot from Sanskrit, yet divergences are observed at the level of function words such as vibhaktis. Pāṇini in his Aṣṭādhyāyī has assigned a default vibhakti to kārakas along with many scopes for exceptions. He handles these exceptions either by imposing a new kāraka role or by assigning a special vibhakti. However, these methods are not acceptable in Hindi in toto. Based on the nature of deviation, we propose seven cases of divergences in this paper.
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1 Introduction

Different languages may follow different conventions for coding the information of grammatical relations. This leads to divergence between languages at various levels in translation in general and in Machine Translation (MT) in particular. Translation divergence patterns have been discussed by Dorr [Dorr, 1994], and based on those patterns considerable work is done for Indian Languages, viz., English-Sanskrit-Hindi MT [Goyal and Sinha, 2009], English-Sanskrit MT [Mishra and Mishra, 2008], English-Hindi MT [Dave et al., 2002] to name a few.

Sanskrit and Hindi belong to the same Indo-Aryan family and Hindi inherits a lot from Sanskrit in terms of structure as well as lexicon. As such, when we look at the divergences between Sanskrit and Hindi, most of the cases discussed in Dorr’s divergence turn out to be either of rare occurrence, or do not pose much problem as far as accessing the source text using machine tools is concerned. On the contrary divergences are observed at the level of function words such as vibhaktis. While both Sanskrit and Hindi are inflectional languages, Sanskrit is synthetic in nature while Hindi is analytic [Dwivedi, 2006]. In Sanskrit both sup and tīt suffixes are termed as vibhakti pratyayas. Sup suffix is added to a nominal stem and tīt suffix is added to a verbal root. But in Hindi only the suffix added to the nominal stem is called as a vibhakti pratyaya. In this paper

1 Vibhaktiśca (suptiśau vibhaktisanjñaustah -S.K.) (P-1.4.104).
we discuss the divergences in the use of nominal suffixes (*vibhakti pratyayas*) between Sanskrit and Hindi.

## 2 Classification of Divergences

Pāṇini uses *kāraka* - a syntactico-semantic relation as an intermediary step to express the semantic relations through *vibhaktis*. The assignment of *kāraka* to various semantic categories is not one-to-one. Rama Nath Sharma (2002) observes—

Pāṇini specifies his *kāraka* categories based upon the principle of sāmānya ‘general’, višeṣa ‘particular’ and īšeṣa ‘residual’. The six categories are identified by general rules formulated based upon linguistic generalizations. Particular rules form exceptions to them. Usage which cannot be accounted for by the above two rule types is governed by rules relegated to the residual category. It is obvious that these exceptions are necessary to capture the peculiarities of usage falling outside the scope of the general rules.

Each *kāraka* in his system has a default *vibhakti*. But as is well-known, there are exceptions and hence there is no one-to-one mapping between the *kāraka* relations to *vibhaktis*. Pāṇini handles these deviations by employing two methods: (a) imposing a *kāraka* role and (b) assigning a special *vibhakti*. For example through the *sūtra* ādhāro’dhikarāṇam (P-1.4.45) a locus is mapped to adhikaraṇa and then it takes seventh case suffix by default (*saptamyadhikaraṇa* P-2.3.36). However the locus of the action related to the verbal roots śī, sthā and āśa preceded by the upasarga adhi is termed as *karma* (adhīśiṁshasāṁ *karma* P-1.4.46) and then by the *sūtra* karmanī dvitiya (P-2.3.2) this karma takes the second case suffix. Thus the deviation of the adhikaraṇa taking the second case suffix instead of seventh is handled by imposing a karma *kāraka* role in place of adhikaraṇa. Similarly, when the linguistic generalisations cannot be captured, he treats the cases as exceptional as in rucyarthāṇām priyamāṇāḥ (P-1.4.33), where he assigns a *sampradāna kāraka* to the one who desires. In Fig 1, we summarise Pāṇini’s way of mapping semantic relations to *vibhaktis* through *kārakas*.

This classification does not hold good as-it-is for Hindi. If a parallel grammar for Hindi in the Āṣṭādhyāyī style were available, it would have been a simple task to arrive at the divergence cases. In the absence of such a grammar, the grammar rules corresponding to exceptional cases and cases which cannot be captured by linguistic generalisations, were all checked for corresponding *vibhaktis* in Hindi. Leaving aside those cases where *vibhakti* is the same in Sanskrit and Hindi and taking up those cases where it diverges, we found that the cases of divergences may be classified into seven types, such as -

1. **Optional Divergence:** *Vibhaktis* optionally found in Sanskrit but absent in Hindi. For instance, in Sanskrit the *karma* of the verb is expressed by the default second case suffix and optionally the fourth case suffix (bālakāḥ

   \[2\] Roughly equivalent to the notion of *object* in western linguistics.
1. Divah karma ca (sádhakatamam, kárake) (P–1.4.43)
2. Karmani dvitiyā (P–2.3.2)
3. Divastadarthasya (karmani, sāṣṭhī śeše, anabhihite) (P–2.3.58)
4. Adhíśiísthásám karma (ádhárah, kárake) (P–1.4.46)
5. Krudhadruherśyánám yam prati kopaḥ (sampradánam, kárake) (P–1.4.37)
6. Sāṣṭhī śeše (P–2.3.50)
7. Pṛthagvinánánabhisttiyányatarasyám (dvitiyā, pañcamī) (P–2.3.32)

Fig. 1. Semantic–Vibhakti Mapping

vidyālayayā/vidyālayayam (gacchanti) but in Hindi it takes only the default second case suffix (bálaka vidyālaya jāte_haiṁ = ‘Boys go to school’).

2. Exceptional Divergence: Sanskrit has certain exceptional rules which block the default suffixes but Hindi uses only the default suffixes. For example, in Sanskrit the karma of the verb exceptionally takes the sixth case suffix (śakuniḥ satasya divyati) but in Hindi it takes the default second case suffix (śakuni sau_rupac jítata_haiṁ = ‘Shakuni wins hundred rupees’).

3. Differential Divergence: Sanskrit and Hindi use different nominal suffixes, for example, in Sanskrit, the person against whom the feeling of hatred druha is directed takes the fourth case suffix (durjanāḥ sajjanāya druhyanti) while in Hindi it takes the fifth case suffix (durjana sajjana_se droha karte_haiṁ = ‘The wicked hate the good’).

4. Alternative Divergence: Sanskrit uses more than one vibhaktis but Hindi takes only few among them. For instance, in Sanskrit alternately the sixth as well as the seventh case suffix is used after a word in conjunction with
äyukta (äyuktaḥ haripūjane/haripūjanasya) but in Hindi only the seventh case suffix is applicable (hariṁ kī pūjā-menā līna = ‘Deeply absorbed in the worship of Hari’).

5. **Non-kāraka Divergence**: Divergences at the level of non-kāraka nominal suffixes, such as upapada vibhaktis, sambandha vibhaktis, etc. For instance, in Sanskrit the word takes fifth case suffix when governed by the karmaprasaka prati (pradyumnaḥ kṛṣṇāt prati asti) while in Hindi it takes the sixth case suffix (pradyumna kṛṣṇa-ke pratinidhi hai = ‘Pradyumna is the representative of Krishna’).

6. **Verbal Divergence**: Divergences due to the special demand of certain verbs. For example, the karma of the verb ā+ruḥ in Sanskrit (vānaraḥ vṛkṣam ārohati) takes the seventh case suffix in Hindi (bandara pariṇa para caṛhatā hai = ‘Monkey climbs on the tree’).

7. **Complex-Predicate Divergence**: This divergence results when a Sanskrit verb is mapped to a complex predicate in Hindi. For instance, the karma of the verb anu+sṛ in Sanskrit (rāmam anusarati sitā) is expressed by the genitive case in Hindi (rāma-kā sitā anusaraṇa karati hai = ‘Sita follows Rama’).

These cases are elaborated in detail.

### 2.1 Optional Divergence

When a sūtra assigns optionally two different vibhaktis in Sanskrit but Hindi allows only one vibhakti, we term the resulting divergence as *Optional Divergence*.

**Illustration**

**divaḥ karma ca (sādhakatamam and kārake) (P-1.4.43).** That kāraka which is supplemental in the accomplishment of the action of the verbal root diva (to play) is termed as karma, in addition to karaṇa. e.g.,

(1) San: akṣān/akṣaiḥ dīvyati
Hin: pāsom_se khelatā hai
gloss: dice_with plays
Eng: ‘(He) plays with dice.’

In the above example (1), akṣa is the instrument of the verbal root diva expressed through the third case suffix derived from the general rule sādhakatam karaṇam (P-1.4.42) but due to the optional rule divaḥ karma ca, akṣa optionally takes the second case suffix. Whereas in Hindi this optional rule does not apply and thus Hindi allows only the third case suffix.

Table 1 lists the sūtras which account for an additional optional vibhakti in Sanskrit either on account of imposed kāraka (Nos.1-3) or on account of special vibhakti assignment. In all these cases Hindi allows only the default kāraka and hence the default vibhakti.
Table 1. Optional Divergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Sūtra</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Optional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4.43 divah karma ca</td>
<td>karana 3 karma 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4.44 parikrayane.</td>
<td>karana 3 sampradāna 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4.53 ḫṛkronyatarasyāṃ</td>
<td>kartā 3 karma 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.3.12 gatyarthakarmāṇi.</td>
<td>karma 2 - 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3.22 saṁjñō’nyatarasyāṃ</td>
<td>karma 2 - 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.3.31 enapā dvitiyā</td>
<td>- 6 - 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.3.59 vibhāsopasarge</td>
<td>karma 2 - 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.3.71 kṛtyānāṃ karttari.</td>
<td>kartā 3 - 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Exceptional Divergence

When sūtras give exceptional rules for cases by restricting the general rules but these rules are not applicable in Hindi, the divergence is termed as Exceptional Divergence.

Illustration

adhiśtiṣṭhāsāṃ karma (ādhāraḥ and kārake) (P-1.4.46). That kāraka which is the locus of the verbal roots śīni (to lie down), sthā (to stand), āśa (to sit), when preceded by the upasarga adhi is termed as karma. e.g.,

(2) San: bālakah paryaṅkaṁ adhiṣete
Hin: ladakā palamgaṇa sotā hai
gloss: boy bed on sleeps
Eng: ‘Boy sleeps on the bed’.

In this example, the locus paryaṅka of the verbal root adhi + śīni is termed as karma and thus takes the second case suffix. But this rule does not apply in Hindi. So paryaṅka which is the locus and hence adhikarana by the rule ādhāro’dhikaraṇam (P-1.4.45) takes the seventh case suffix. This applies to other verbs sthā and āśa with prefix adhi as well.

Table 2 lists the sūtras which account for non-default vibhaktis in Sanskrit by imposing a new kāraka (as in Nos.1-3) or by imposing an altogether different vibhakti for the kāraka. In all these cases, Hindi however takes the default kāraka and hence default vibhakti.

2.3 Differential Divergence

All those cases where Paṇini’s rule assigns a certain vibhakti either through kāraka or by direct case assignment and Hindi uses altogether different vibhakti are termed as the case of Differential Divergence.
Table 2. Exceptional Divergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Sūtra</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
<th>Vibhakti</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
<th>Vibhakti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4.46 adhiśūnsthāsāṃ karma</td>
<td>adhikaraṇa</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>karma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4.47 abhinivīśaśca</td>
<td>adhikaraṇa</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>karma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4.48 upānvadhāvāvāsāḥ</td>
<td>adhikaraṇa</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>karma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.3.58 divāḥ tadarthasya</td>
<td>karma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3.61 presīyabruvovrhaveṣo</td>
<td>karma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.3.64 kṛtvārthaprayoge</td>
<td>adhikaraṇa</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Illustration

apavargē tṛtiyā (kālādhvanoḥ atyantasaṁyoge) (P-2.3.6). The third case-suffix is employed after the words denoting the duration of time or place (adhvan), when accomplishment (apavarga) of the desired object is meant to be expressed. e.g.,

(3) San: aṁāna anuvākah adhitāḥ
   Hin: dinabhara_mem anuvāka (veda kā eka bhāga) paṛhaʃiyā
gloss: whole day_in anuvaka (veda of one part) read
   Eng: ‘Anuvaka was perseverely and effectually studied (by him) in one day’.

In example (3), the person not only studied anuvāka but completely understood and memorised them. Attainment of knowledge is the fruitful result and hence the word aṁāna which denotes the duration of time takes the third case-suffix. But in Hindi it takes the seventh case-suffix.

Table 3 lists the sūtras which describe cases where Hindi vibhakti differs from the Sanskrit vibhakti.

2.4 Alternative Divergence

In case of Alternative Divergence Sanskrit allows more than one case suffixes and Hindi takes only a few of them, and rarely an altogether different case suffix.

Illustration
dūrāntikārthaiḥ śaṣṭhyanyatarasyāṁ (pañcamī) (P-2.3.34). When in conjunction with dūrā (distant, far), and antika (near) and their synonyms, the sixth case suffix is optionally employed and alternately the fifth. e.g.,

(4) San: grāmasya/grāmāt vanaṁ dūram asti
   Hin: gānuva_se jaṅgala dūrāhai
gloss: village_from forest far is
   Eng: ‘Forest is far from the village’.
Table 3. Differential Divergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Sūtra</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kāraka</td>
<td>Vibhakti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4.34</td>
<td>ślaghahunsthā.</td>
<td>sampradāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4.35</td>
<td>dhāreruttamargaḥ</td>
<td>sampradāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4.37</td>
<td>krudhadruherṣyāsūyā.</td>
<td>sampradāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.4.38</td>
<td>krudhadruhorupasṛṣṭa.</td>
<td>karma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4.39</td>
<td>rādhiṣyoryasya.</td>
<td>sampradāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.3.6</td>
<td>apavargē tṛtiyā</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.3.17</td>
<td>manyakarmanyanādare.</td>
<td>karma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.3.23</td>
<td>hetau</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.3.37</td>
<td>yasya ca bhāvena.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.3.43</td>
<td>sādhunipuṇābhīyām.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.3.67</td>
<td>ktasya ca varttamāne</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In example (4), in Sanskrit grāma takes optionally the sixth case suffix as well as the fifth when combined with dūra as well as antika but Hindi takes only the fifth case suffix.

Table 4 lists the sūtras where Sanskrit takes more than one vibhaktis but Hindi takes only a few of them.

Table 4. Alternative Divergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Sūtra</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vibhakti</td>
<td>Vibhakti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3.32</td>
<td>prthagvinānāna.</td>
<td>2,3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.3.34</td>
<td>dūrāntikārthaiḥ.</td>
<td>5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.3.36</td>
<td>saptamyaḥrikaraṇe ca</td>
<td>2,3,5,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.3.39</td>
<td>svāmīṣvarādhiṣṭi.</td>
<td>6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3.40</td>
<td>āyuktakuṣalābhīyām.</td>
<td>6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.3.41</td>
<td>yataśca nirdhāraṇam.</td>
<td>6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.3.44</td>
<td>prasitotsukābhīyām.</td>
<td>3,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.3.72</td>
<td>tulyārthairatulopamābhīyām.</td>
<td>3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.3.73</td>
<td>caturthī cāsiśyaśya.</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5 Non-kāraka Divergence

Certain words known as upapada demand specific vibhaktis called Upapada Vibhaktis for nouns with which they combine. These are all typically exceptions to the sastrī śesē (P-2.3.50). In Hindi, however, in most of the cases sixth case suffix is used.
Illustration

sahayukte apradhāne (trṭīyā) (P-2.3.19). The word denoting apradhāna in conjunction with saha and its synonyms takes the third case suffix. e.g.,

(5) San: rāmeṇa saha sītā vanaṁ gacchati
   Hin: rāma_ke sātha sītā vana jātī hai
gloss: rama_with sita forest goes
   Eng: 'Sita goes to forest with Rama'.

In example (5), in Sanskrit it is seen that sītā and vana are directly related to the verb in the form of kartā and karma but rāma is not directly related to the verb and hence is called apradhāna. The association of rāma with sītā is denoted by the word saha due to which rāma takes the third case suffix from the above rule. But in the case of Hindi, rāma in conjunction with saha takes only the sixth case suffix.

Table 5 lists the sūtras where Sanskrit generally takes the second case suffix barring the sixth case suffix but Hindi does not take this exemption into account and takes the sixth case suffix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Sūtra</th>
<th>Sanskrit Vibhakti</th>
<th>Hindi Vibhakti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4.84 trṭīyārthe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4.85 hīne</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4.87 upo’dhike ca</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.4.89 lakṣanetthambhūtā.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4.90 abhirabhāge</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.4.95 atiratikramaṇe ca</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.3.4 antara’ntareṇayukte</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.3.5 kālādhvānaraṇayantasanyoge</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.3.10 pañcamyapāṇparibhiḥ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.3.11 pratimdhpratidane ca yasmāt</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.3.16 namāḥ svastisvāhā.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.3.19 sahayukte apradhāne</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.3.26 anyārāditarartedik.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5,6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Hindi Specific Divergences

All the divergences we covered so far were specific to the Aṣṭādhyāyī, and some of them might be attributed to the characteristics of Sanskrit. The default vibhakti of karma in Sanskrit is dvitiya. But in Hindi, the karma takes vibhakti other than dvitiya. These divergences may be attributed to the nature of Hindi.
On the face of it divergences may be classified into two classes depending upon whether the Sanskrit verb maps to a simple Hindi verb or a complex predicate.

(a) Verbal Divergence
Consider the example,

\[(6) \text{San: } vānaraḥ } \text{vrṣam } \text{ārohati} \]
\[\text{Hin: } \text{bandara } \text{peṛa}_\text{para } \text{caṛḥatā}_\text{hai} \]
\[\text{gloss: monkey tree on climbs} \]
\[\text{Eng: 'Monkey climbs on the tree'}. \]

Here, the karma of the verbal root \(ā + \text{ruh}\) is \(\text{vrṣa}\) whereas in Hindi the karma \(\text{vrṣa}\) takes seventh case suffix. The important question from Hindi grammar point of view then is - whether \(\text{vrṣa}\) should be termed as a karma as in Sanskrit or should it be termed as an adhikaraṇa? If we term it as a karma, then the treatment will be close to Sanskrit but one needs to impose a rule accounting for the divergence in the suffix. If we term it as an adhikaraṇa, then we deviate from the Sanskrit grammar but can take an advantage of the default vibhakti mapping.

There are many such instances, and these should be treated carefully by Sanskrit scholars who know Hindi well, taking insights from how Pāṇini handled such cases.

(b) Complex Predicate Divergence
If a verb in Sanskrit maps to a complex predicate\(^3\) in Hindi, then the karma of the verb takes the sixth case suffix. e.g.,

\[(7) \text{San: } rāmam } \text{anusarati sīṭā} \]
\[\text{Hin: } \text{rāma}_\text{ka} } \text{sīṭā } \text{anusaraṇa } \text{karaṇā}_\text{hai} \]
\[\text{gloss: rama of sita follows} \]
\[\text{Eng: 'Sita follows Rama'}. \]

Here in example (7), \(\text{rāma}\) which is the karma is expressed with the genitive case in Hindi. This change is a systematic one which may be explained through the rule \(\text{kartaṇkarmaṇoḥ kṛti}\) (P-2.3.65). In Hindi \(\text{anu} + \text{sṛ}\) is translated as a complex predicate \(\text{anusaraṇa}_\text{karaṇā}\) where \(\text{anusaraṇa}\) is the \(kṛḍanta\) and \(\text{karaṇā}\) is the main verb.

It is necessary to study these divergences in karma vibhakti in detail. Sanskrit has approximately 2000 verbal roots and many more with the \(\text{upasarga}s\). Mapping the corresponding verb-frames in Sanskrit to the Hindi verb-frames may give some hints towards these divergences. Though it is a voluminous task, any MT system requires this study.

\(^{3}\) A complex predicate consists of a noun followed by a light verb such as \(\text{karaṇā}, \text{honā}, \text{etc.}\) e.g. \(\text{vivāha karaṇā}, \text{snāna karaṇā}, \text{etc.}\).
3 Conclusion

The cases of divergences may be summarised then as:

(A) Divergences originating from Sanskrit Grammar (as shown below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Sanskrit uses optional <em>vibhakti</em> in addition to default <em>vibhakti</em>.</td>
<td>Hindi allows only the default <em>vibhakti</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Exceptional</td>
<td>Sanskrit uses different <em>vibhakti</em> than the default (Pāṇini blocks the default <em>vibhakti</em> by treating it as an exceptional case).</td>
<td>Hindi uses the default <em>vibhakti</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Differential</td>
<td>Pāṇini imposes certain kārakas or vibhaktis which cannot be captured through the semantic generalisations.</td>
<td>Hindi uses different vibhaktis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td>Sanskrit uses more than one alternative <em>vibhakti</em>.</td>
<td>Hindi uses only one of them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Non-kāraka</td>
<td>Sanskrit uses more than one alternative <em>vibhakti</em>.</td>
<td>Hindi uses the sixth <em>vibhakti</em>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B) Divergences due to the idiosyncrasy of Hindi:

1. Special *vibhakti* expectancy of verbs
2. Complex Predicate

These seven cases of divergence may prove useful in resolving the ambiguities at the level of nominal suffixes in Machine Translation and may serve as a platform for looking at vibhakti level divergences between Sanskrit and other Modern Indian Languages.
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Abstract. This paper presents an algorithm, which identifies different types of pronominal and its antecedents in Sanskrit, an Indo-European language. The computational grammar implemented here uses very familiar concepts such as clause, subject, object etc., which are identified with the help of morphological information and concepts such as precede and follow. It is well known that natural languages contain anaphoric expressions, gaps and elliptical constructions of various kinds and that understanding of natural languages involves assignment of interpretations to these elements. Therefore, it is only to be expected that natural language understanding systems must have the necessary mechanism to resolve the same. The method we adopt here for resolving the anaphors is by exploiting the morphological richness of the language. The system is giving encouraging results when tested with a small corpus.
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1 Introduction

Sanskrit, the language of the Indo-European family has very long writing tradition available in both poetry and prose. It contains many linguistic elements in its rich grammatical and philosophical tradition but Sanskrit syntax has been least focused by the modern linguist. Speyer [15] and Hock [4] have looked on many syntactic aspects of Sanskrit language.

In recent years Sobha et al [11,12,13] has looked on anaphora resolution for Indian languages including Sanskrit in detail from computational perspective. Jha et al [5,6] has discussed about anaphora resolution techniques and the concept of anaphora in different knowledge tradition of Sanskrit including Vyakaranā, Nyāya, and Mīmāṃsā. Keeping these in mind, this paper discusses about various types of pronominal constructions in Sanskrit and an algorithm to resolve it.

Anaphora resolution refers to the problem of determining the antecedent of an anaphora in a document. The most common type of anaphora is pronominal anaphora and it can be exhibited by personal, possessive or reflexive pronouns. There are many approaches to solve this problem such as rule based [1,2,3], statistical and machine learning based techniques [7,8,9,10]. This paper describes about a rule based pronominal resolution for Sanskrit and its scope is limited only to the simple prose sentences.
2 Sanskrit Anaphora

There are two types of anaphoric construction available in Sanskrit; anaphora proper and anaphora-like cases [6]. Sobha et al [13] gives a theoretical description of anaphora proper and in this paper its computational aspects are presented.

2.1 Classification of Sanskrit Anaphora

The different types of anaphora proper are pronominal, reflexives, and reciprocals in a context. Below is the list of Sanskrit anaphora. The reflexive (sva and ātman) and reciprocal (parasparam and anyonyam) does not have gender feature so they do not exhibit the gender agreement with their antecedent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anaphors</th>
<th>Sanskrit Anaphor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pronominal</td>
<td>tat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
<td>idam, etat, adas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexive</td>
<td>sva, ātman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td>parasparam, anyonyam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pronominal Anaphors.** The major classification in pronominal is the first, second, and third person pronoun. First and second person are commonly used as deictic, though they are used in discourse. The third person pronoun is the most commonly used anaphora in a language. In Sanskrit tat is the third person pronoun which has the following separate forms in different cases for masculine and feminine gender.

In the following set of examples (1-4), we see the distribution of third person pronoun tat and its antecedent; a phrase or clause that is referred to by an anaphoric pronoun. Example (1-3) is grammatical because there is a person, number and gender (PNG) agreement between the antecedents and pronominal while (4) is ungrammatical because there is no PNG agreement between them. In example (1a) antecedent sitā is in feminine singular form so its anaphor in (1b) sā is in feminine singular form. In example (2) antecedent chātrāh and the anaphor te is in masculine plural form while in example (3) antecedent kālidāsah and anaphor sah is in masculine singular form. But in example (4) antecedent kārīkaḥ is in masculine singular form but the anaphor te is in masculine plural form. This violates the PNG agreement and the sentence is ungrammatical. From the above we find that there should be PNG agreement between pronominal and its antecedent.

---

1 Although neuter gender is also available in Sanskrit but we are not giving here the neuter forms because they are same as masculine except in nominative and accusative. In nominative and accusative, the forms are tat, te, tāni respectively for singular, dual and plural.
### Table 2. Forms of pronominal *tat* in different cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Masculine Gender</th>
<th>Feminine Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>sah</td>
<td>tau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>tau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>tena</td>
<td>tābhyaṁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>tasmāt</td>
<td>tābhyaṁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>tasmāt</td>
<td>tābhyaṁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>tasya</td>
<td>tayoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>tasmin</td>
<td>tayoh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.a. [sitā, mama | svasā | asti]MC
sīta.f.nom.sg | i.gen.sg | sister.f.nom.sg | is.prest 3rd sg

b. [sā, pāṭaliputra | nivasati]MC
she.f.nom.sg | pāṭaliputra.loc.sg | live.prest.rd pl
‘Sita is my sister. She lives in Pataliputra’.

2.a. [atra | chāṭrāḥ | nivasanti] MC
here | student.m.nom.pl | live.prest.3rd.pl

b. [te | adhyayanam | kurvanti] MC
he.m.nom.pl | study.m.acc.g | do.prest.3rd.pl
‘Students live here. They do study.’

3.a. [kālidāsah | asmākam | priya-kaviḥ | asti.] MC
kālidāṣa.m.nom.sg | i.gen.pl | favourite-poet.m.nom.sg | is.prest.3rd sg

b. sah, meghadūtasya | praṇetā | asti.] MC
he.m.nom.sg | meghadu.ta.gen.sg | write | is.prest.3rd sg
‘Kalidasa is our favourite poet. He is the writer of Meghaduta.

4.a. *[mama | bhrātā | kärtikāḥ, asti.] MC
i.gen.sg | brother.m.nom.sg | kärtika.m.nom.sg | is.presr.3rd sg

b. [te | pāṭaliputra | nivasanti] MC
he.m.nom.pl | pāṭaliputra.m.loc.sg | live.prest.3rd pl
‘Kartik is my brother. They live in Pataliputra.’

The above example shows the distribution of pronominal at the inter-sentential level. In sentence (1a) *sīta* is in nominative form and it is the subject of the sentence and the pronoun is in the next sentence, (1b) takes *sīta* as the antecedent. In sentence (2a) and (3a) *chāṭrāḥ* and *kālidāsah* having nominative case, are the subject of the sentence and the pronouns *te* and *sah* are in the next sentence.

**Demonstrative Pronoun.** Demonstrative pronouns *idam, etat, adas* are other anaphoric expression in Sanskrit and their uses are often related to the spatial distance. *Etat* is used for very close objects, while *idam* is used for distantly
situated objects and if the object is beyond the eyes then *adas* is used. In the classical Sanskrit, the use of *idam* and *etat* has hardly any differences. All these have different declinable forms for masculine, feminine and neuter gender. The anaphoric distribution of demonstrative pronoun in Sanskrit can be seen in examples (5-8).

5.a. [ayam asmākam *vidyālayaḥ* asti.] MC
this.m.nom.sg i.m.gen.pl school.m.nom.sg is.prest.3rd sg

b. [asya] bhavanam bhavyam asti.] MC
it.m.gen.sg building beautiful is.prest.3rd sg

‘This is our school. Its building is beautiful.’

6.a. [mama grāmāḥ] bhār-prānte asti.] MC
i.m.gen.sg village.m.nom.sg bhār-state.m.loc.sg is.prest.3rd sg

b. [ayām] gaṅgāyāḥ taṭe asti.] MC
this.m.nom.sg Ganga.f.gen.sg bank.m.loc.sg is.prest.3rd sg

‘My village is in Bihar. This is situated on the bank of Ganga.’

7.a. [gaṅgā] asmākam pavitra-nadi vartate.] MC
Ganga.f.nom.sg i.m.gen.pl pious-river.f.nom.sg is.prest.3rd sg

b. [iyam] himālayāt niḥṣṛtya bangasāgare patati.] MC
this.f.nom.sg himalaya.m.abl.sg originate.ppl bay of bengal.loc.sg

‘The Ganga is our pious river. Having originated from Himalaya, this falls into bay of bengal.

8.a. sanskrit-bhāṣā deva-bhāṣā kathyate.] MC
sanskrit-language.f.nom.sg god-language.f.nom.sg say.pst.3rd sg

b. [esā] viśvasya prācīnatama-bhāṣā.] MC
this.f.nom.sg world.m.gen.sg oldest-language.f.nom.sg

‘Sanskrit language, is called language of God. This is the oldest language of the world.

In the sentence (5b) the PNG features of demonstrative pronoun *asya* (5b) matches with *vidyālayaḥ* in (5a), which is the antecedent of *asya*. Similarly the demonstrative pronoun *ayam* in (6b) has antecedent gr(ma( in (6a). Here also there is PNG agreement between the pronoun and its antecedent. In sentence (7) gaṅgā is the subject of the sentence and is the antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun *iyam* of (7b). Sentence (8a) is in passive voice and the antecedent *sanskrit-bhāṣā* is the direct object position. The pronoun *esā* is in sentence (8b) and it has PNG agreement with its antecedent *sanskrit-bhāṣā*.

From the above we arrive at the following algorithm:

1. A pronoun P is coreferential with an NP iff the following conditions hold:
   (a) P and NP have compatible P, N, G features.
   (b) P does not precede NP
   (c) If P is possessive, then NP is the subject of the clause which contains P.
        If P is non-possessive, then NP is the subject of the immediate clause which does not contain P.
Reflexive Pronoun. *sva* and *ātman* are reflexive pronoun in Sanskrit. In Sanskrit unlike the above pronominal, the antecedent and the reflexives are bound and the antecedent is always the subject of the sentence in which the reflexive occurs. For example, in sentence (9) *rāmaḥ* is the antecedent of the reflexive pronoun *sva* and it is the subject of the sentence. In sentence (10) antecedent *pātravargaiḥ* and reflexive *vseṣu*, which is in re-duplicated form is bound to each other and they are local. Similarly in sentence (11) antecedent *eṣā* and reflexive *ātmānam* are locally bound to each other. But here reflexive is preceding the antecedent due to relatively free word order and focus function.

9. rāmaḥ, sva,-grham gacchati.
   ram.m.nom.sg own-house.loc.sg go.prest.3rd.sg
   ‘Ram is going to his own house

10. tad ucyatāṃ pātravargaiḥ sveṣu-sveṣu,:
    then tell actor.m.nom.pl own.m.loc.pl-own.loc.pl
    pāṭheṣu a-samuḍhaiḥ bhavitvyam iti
    lesson.loc.pl not-carefree become so
    ‘So let the actors are told to be careful about thir own lessons.’

11. bhartr.-gataya¯ac in tya¯a ātmānam, api
    husband-go contemplation self even
    na eṣāi vibhāvayati.
    not she conscious.prest.eg
    ‘Owing to her contemplation regarding her husband, *she* is not conscious of even herelf.’

2. A pronoun P is coreferential with an NP iff the following conditions hold:
   (a) Reflexive and NP have compatible Number features.
   (b) Reflexive does not precede NP
   (c) The NP is the subject of the clause which contains Reflexive.

3 Architecture

3.1 Pre-processing

The position of the noun plays a major role in identifying the antecedent of a pronoun. From the above examples we could see that the antecedent is mostly the subject or the direct object and it can be in the same sentence or in the preceding sentence. Another feature is the position of the noun with respect to the clause, whether it is in the main clause or subordinate clause. Depending on this we can identify whether the noun is the antecedent of the pronominal or not. For this the clause boundaries have to be identified. We use simple linguistic rules to identify the clause boundaries. In the following paragraphs we discuss about how we identify the clause boundary and the subject and object.
Subject/object Identification. We identify subject and direct object using the morphological markings on the nouns. In this we use that all nominative nouns are probable candidate for subject hood, all dative nouns if the verb is a cognitive verb is probable candidate for subject hood and finally possessive nouns with nominative head or dative head are also possible noun for subject hood. Nouns inflected for all other cases are considered as direct object.

Clause Identification. yat is the complement marker in Sanskrit. With the help of yat we identify the main clause and the subordinate clause. In both the clause there will be a finite verb. For example,

12. [sītā avadat]MC [yat\textsubscript{comp} tasyāḥ
sītā.f.nom.sg say.pst.3rd sg that she.f.gen.sg
svasā nivasati]SC
sītā.f.nom.sg delhi-nagare live.prest 3rd sg
sister.f.nom.sg delhi-city.m.loc.sg ‘Sita aid that her sister lives in Delhi city.’

To mark the conditional clause the, conditional marker yadi is used. The main clause in this case contains the use of tarhi, which is optional. Both the clause will have finite verb. For example,

13. yadi rāmaḥ adya āgamisyaṭi]COND
if he.m.nom.sg toay come.fut.3rd sg
[(tarhi) sah śvah gamisyaṭi]MC
then he.m.nom.sg tomorrow go.fut.3rd sg
‘If Ram comes today, then he will go tomorrow.’

We use the clause marker for identifying the presence of the clause. The boundaries are identified using the yadi as the beginning and tarhi as the end for the conditional clause. Similarly we use yat as the marker for complement clause and the finite verb before yat is considered as the end of the main clause and finite verb after yat as the end of subordinate clause. The beginning of the clause is identified using the noun nominative immediately following yat as the beginning of the subordinate clause and the noun nominative before the yat as the beginning of the main clause. We have similar rules for other types of clauses and for multiple embedding of clauses. Though this does not resolve all the sentences we got a reasonably good result.

Morphological Analyzer. The anaphora resolution system for Sanskrit is based on the hypothesis that any noun in Sanskrit is the combination of root and case suffixes where case suffixes carry information about PNG features. A morphological generator has been developed using Finite State Automata (FSA) and paradigm based approach. The FSA is built using all possible suffixes and the root dictionary is classified based on paradigms [16] . The suffixes, used in FSA are listed with its grammatical features, is utilized, while giving the output of the morphological analyzer to give the syntactic features of the morphemes. The parse for the words from the FSA are validated with morphosyntactic rules.
3.2 Algorithm for Anaphor Resolution

Hence the algorithm we use for identifying the antecedent NPs is as follows:

Consider all the NPs Preceding the pronoun in sentence (S).

If the clause marker (CM) is present in S

Then, Identify the Main (M) clause and the Subordinate (Sub) clause of S

Identify the Subject and object of the S.

Consider all the Nouns in the sentence that precede the pronoun.

Identify the Pronoun (P) / Reflexive (R) and the Nouns (N) preceding the P/R

If P is non-possessive then

Check the PNG of P and N

If PNG agrees, then check for subject or object marker

If N is the subject/object of the clause where P does not occur

Then N is identified as the antecedent

If P is possessive then

Check the PNG of P and N

If PNG agrees, then check for subject or object marker

If N is the subject of the clause where P occur

Then N is the antecedent

If R then

Check the PNG of P and N

If PNG agrees, then check for subject or object marker

If N is the subject of the clause where P occur

Then N is identified as the antecedent
4 Anaphora Resolution System

The input to the anaphora resolution component is the parsed output which identifies the subject, object and the clause boundaries (The parser is not a sophisticated one, we are identifying it using linguistic rules and a small Dictionary). The different types of clauses present in the input sentence are identified (We are using a rule based approach for identifying the clause boundaries). The NPs which precede P are identified. The NPs which matches according to the pronominal algorithm are identified and checked for PNG agreement between the pronoun and reflexives and the NPs. The NP which matches in PNG and the algorithm is identified as the antecedent of the Pronoun.

5 Evaluation

We have tested the system using 200 sentences taken from the book titled Sanskrit Sahacara. It contains simple sentences. The number of pronominal present in 200 sentences was 40. Among the 40 pronominal only 26 were correctly identified. The details about the correct and wrong identification are given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Sentences</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Wrong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Pronominals</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

This is an algorithm we have developed to identify pronominal in Sanskrit. The approach outlined here does not exploit the hierarchy, but exploits the nominal morphology. The work is still in progress and we are reporting an on going work. Hence the system is evaluated with a very small data. Pronominal resolution is necessary for any understanding systems such as question answering systems, information extraction and machine translation.
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1 Introduction

Most, if not all, Sanskritists would agree that ellipsis is a common feature of Classical Sanskrit. Yet, what ellipsis is in Classical Sanskrit and which grammatical factors determine under which conditions it is permitted are questions which, to my knowledge, have never been raised in modern studies of Classical Sanskrit. The aim of this paper is to direct the attention of the community of Sanskrit scholars to these questions.

Below, I report on the forms of ellipsis which I have found in two corpora and discuss their bearing on possible answers to the questions raised above. The two corpora are the prose sentences found in V. S. Apte’s The Student’s Guide to Sanskrit Composition and the sentences up to the thirty-eighth verse of the Svārthānumāṇa chapter of Dharmakīrti’s Pramāṇavārttika (PVS). I also supplement the discussion with cases found in sundry sentences outside of the corpora.

The term ellipsis is often used broadly and without much care, with the result that it fails to encompass anything which would be taken by linguists as a unified phenomenon. To arrive at a linguistically useful characterization, let us consider the English expression Yajñadatta lentils. This expression is not a sentence. It seems somehow defective and it fails to express a proposition. Yet, if it is preceded by the English sentence Devadatta cooked rice, as in (1.1) below, the expression Yajñadatta lentils no longer appears defective and it conveys a proposition, namely the one expressed by the sentence Yajñadatta cooked lentils. It is surely no coincidence that what the defective expression Yajñadatta lentils conveys when it is immediately preceded by the sentence Devadatta cooked rice is precisely what is expressed by the sentence which results from inserting the verb cooked, found in the preceding sentence, into the defective expression Yajñadatta cooked...
Moreover, as illustrated by the pair of sentences in (1), what the defective expression Yajñadatta lentils conveys varies with proposition expressed by the sentence preceding it.

(1.1) Devadatta cooked rice; Yajñadatta lentils.
(1.2) Devadatta grew rice; Yajñadatta lentils.

Generalizing from this example, I say that an expression contains ellipsis just in case the expression, by itself, does not form an acceptable constituent, but which, when supplemented by suitable expressions from its preceding or succeeding text, or cotext, with little or no modification to it, yields an expression which forms a constituent and the resulting expression expresses what the unsupplemented expression conveys, relative, of course, to the given cotext. I call the point of ellipsis the point in an otherwise defective expression where the insertion of an expression taken from the cotext turns the defective expression into one which is not defective and which conveys what the defective expression conveys relative to the cotext. I call the expressions which are supplied the antecedent.

The notation I use below is the familiar notation of labelled bracketing. To enhance readability, I omit all pairs of labelled brackets not essential to the discussion. To explain uses of the notation specific to this paper, let me begin with an application of the notation to the first example in (1).

(2) [S Devadatta [V cooked 1] rice ]; [S Yajñadatta [V E 1] lentils ]

‘S’ is the label for sentence or clause and ‘V’ is the label for verb. The antecedent of the point of ellipsis has a numerical index prefixed to its right hand bracket and the point of ellipsis is marked by a pair of square brackets enclosing ‘E’ and having the same labels as those of its antecedent. Of course, the notation of labelled brackets was devised for languages such as English in which the linear order of expressions play a syntactic role. As is well known, linear order plays a reduced role in Classical Sanskrit prose. The reader, then, should understand the notation applied to expressions of Classical Sanskrit as indicating solely constituency. Thus, in terms of this use of the notation, the placement of ‘E’ with the constituent immediately containing the point of ellipsis is arbitrary. However, from the cases examined, it appears that the order of the words within the constituent immediately containing the antecedent of the ellipsis and the order of the words in the constituent immediately containing the point of ellipsis are parallel. For that reason, I have placed the ‘E’ in the same linear position relative to its sister constituents as its antecedent has relative to its sister constituents. Finally, I have supplemented the usual categorial labels for adjective, noun,

---

\[\text{1 It is useful to distinguish between the physical situation, or setting, in which an expression is uttered and the text, or cotext, which either precedes or succeeds it. I shall use these technically defined terms, rather than the more common but very imprecise term context.}\]

\[\text{2 As is well known, ellipsis and anaphora are very similar phenomena.}\]
adjective phrase and noun phrase with numerical indices corresponding to the standard enumeration in Pāṇinian grammar of the cases. To highlight structural properties of the Sanskrit expressions, I have also taken the liberty of eliminating sandhi.

There is no exceptionless linguistic regularity. Due to limitations of space and time, I have not mentioned well known exceptions to generally recognized linguistic regularities, nor have I considered alternative analyses to the various examples adduced below.

The predominant forms of ellipsis are those of the ellipsis of the head verb of a verb phrase and of a head noun of a noun phrase. In addition, I have found some cases where the point of ellipsis is the point of a complement to a head verb or a head adjective. I begin by reviewing first the forms of ellipsis within a verb phrase, second the forms within a noun phrase and third the forms within an adjective phrase. I end by bringing to the reader’s attention a form of ellipsis which I call denial ellipsis.

2 Ellipsis within the Verb Phrase

The most commonly encountered pattern of ellipsis within a verb phrase is the one where the verb itself is ellipted, similar to the English case given above. (The English case is known in the literature as *gapping*.) Verb head ellipsis may occur when the ellipted verb occurs in one coordinated clause and the antecedent in another. Thus, in the example here, the verb *vidhīyeta* (*can be affirmed*) occurs in the first clause and it serves as the antecedent for the verbless second clause.

(3) PVS 5.10
[S vidhau [S viruddhaḥ vā [V vidhīyeta 1] ] [S a-viruddhaḥ vā [V E 1] ] ]
When there is an affirmation, either what is incompatible can be affirmed or what is not incompatible can be affirmed.

Such ellipsis may also occur when the clauses are asyndetically coordinated, that is, coordinated without a conjunction.

(4) MBh 1.241.7 (cited in Scharf [8] p. 110)
[S loke ca [S ekasmin vṛkṣaḥ iti [V prayuñjate 1] ] [S dvayoḥ vṛkṣau iti [V E 1] ] ]
[S bahuṣu vṛkṣāḥ iti [V E 1] ] ]
In ordinary speech, the word ‘tree’ applies to a single thing, the word ‘tree’ [in the dual] to two things and the word ‘trees’ to many things.

Verb head ellipsis is found when the point of ellipsis occurs in a main clause and the antecedent in a subordinate one. In the next example, the point of ellipsis is in the verbless main clause *atra tathaḥ viraktah api (now in the same way an unimpassioned person too)*. Its antecedent is the verb of the subordinate clause *yathā raktah bravītī (as an impassioned person speaks)*, which precedes the point of ellipsis.

---

3 I follow here the useful coinage of Quirk *et al* [6], who introduced the verb *to ellipt*, corresponding to the noun *ellipsis*. 
Now an unimpassioned person speaks in the same way as an impassioned one does.

Here is another such case example, this one taken from Śabarabhāṣya.

And it is not the case that the word ‘cow’ does not apply to the form in the same way as the word ‘stick possessor’ does not apply to a stick.

Verb head ellipsis may also occur when the antecedent is in a preceding sentence. For example, sādhyate (is established) occurs in the first sentence and serves as the antecedent for the point of ellipsis of the verbless main clause of the second sentence.

In this case, only intentional activity [pertaining to an absence] is established. In this case too, an absence also is established when one states the absence of a pervadee on the basis of a non-apprehension of [its] pervader property.

Like ellipsis in other languages which have been well studied, features required at the point of ellipsis of a word and the features of the antecedent expression may differ. Thus, in the next sentence, uktau, a past participle being used as a main verb, is in the neuter dual, whereas the point of ellipsis requires the form of masculine singular.

Concomitance and contra-concomitance, ascertained by [their] respective means of epistemic cognition, are thereby mentioned. The pakṣa-property is also [thereby stated].

Unusual for Sanskritists whose first language is a Western European language is the fact that the point of ellipsis may precede the antecedent for the point of ellipsis. Although I have not come across examples in the Svārthānumāna chapter of the Pramāṇavārttika so far, I have found examples in Karṇakagomin’sṭikā on Dharmakīrti’s text. In the example adduced below, the first two clauses are verbless and the antecedent for their points of ellipsis is the verb kathyate, which occurs in the last clause.
The overall meaning here is this: the seed for the conceptualization of properties is mentioned by the first verse; the conceptualization of properties by the second; and the rejection of [an inference’s grounds] forming part of the state of affairs of [its] conclusion by the third.

This configuration, in which the point of ellipsis precedes its antecedent, does not appear to be uncommon, as I have come across two examples outside my two corpora.

Therefore here a form will be accepted as subordinate, the individual as principal.

Now, why is a material form which is connected with such things as cloth not accepted as abiding as a pot in the same way as another material form [is accepted] as abiding as a pot?

The question arises whether or not ellipsis within a verb phrase is confined to the head verb. I have found three cases where, besides the verb, other material in the verb phrase is ellipted. In the first case, the verb and the negative adverb na are required for the point of ellipsis.

In this way, when [either the relation of something] being something or [the relation of something] being the cause [of something] is established, neither does artificiality exist in the absence of non-eternity nor does smoke exist in the absence of fire.

One might wonder whether or not this case of ellipsis might be better described as the ellipsis of the entire verb phrase. There is some evidence to support this analysis. Thus, in the next example, the verb phrase of the first sentence comprises a direct object and the verb, kāraṇam anumāpayati (implies a cause). Both are required for the point of ellipsis in the following sentence.
(13) PVS 10.6
[S tasmāt nāntarīyakam eva kāryam [NP2 kāraṇam 2] [V anumāpayati 3] tat-pratibandhāt] 
[S na anyat [VP [NP2 E 2] [V E 3]] vipakṣe a-darśane api]
Therefore, only an immediate effect implies a cause because of [its] relation to it [sc., the cause]. No other does, even if there is no observation [of it] in the vipakṣa.

However, it does happen that the head verb and only some, and not all, of its complements are ellipted. Thus, the first subordinate clause below contains a verb cintayati (was wondering) and two complements, second case noun phrase complement kim (what) and a prepositional phrase complement mām antaraṇa (lit. about me; about him). Yet, the succeeding two clauses omit only the verb and the prepositional phrase and repeat the second case noun phrase.

(14) K 178.23–179.2 (as cited in SG 3.1.13)
At that moment, he went to sleep just while wondering what Vaiśāṃpāyana was wondering about him, what poor Patralekha was wondering about him and what the prince’s retinue was wondering about him.

3 Ellipsis in Noun Phrase

I now turn to ellipsis within the noun phrase. I begin with ellipsis in non-subject noun phrases, since subject noun phrase present complicating factors whose consideration it is best to put off for the moment. As with verb phrases, so with noun phrases, the head can be ellipted. The next sentence, discussed above, contains both the ellipsis of a head verb and the ellipsis of a head noun. Here, the third case noun phrase prathamayā kārikāyā (by the first verse) in the first subordinate clause is reduced to the adjective phrases dvitīyayā (by the second) and tṛṭīyayā (by the third) in the second and third clauses respectively.

(15) PVST 108.8 (same as (9) above)
[S atra [S [S [NP3 [AP3 prathamaya] [N3 kārikayā 2]] [NP1s dharmakalpanā-bijam] [V E 1]] [S [NP3 dvitīyayā [N E 2]] [NP1s dharmakalpa] [V E 1]] [S [NP3 tṛṭīyayā [N3 E 2]] [NP1s pratiḥ nā-artha-ekadeśata-pariharaha] ca [V kathyate 1]] iti samudāya-arthaḥ]
The overall meaning here is this: The seed for the conceptualization of properties is mentioned by the first verse; the conceptualization of properties by the second; and the rejection of [an inference’s grounds] forming part of the state of affairs of [its] conclusion by the third.

What is noticeable about the next case is that the antecedent is the single noun of an absolute phrase and the point of ellipsis is the position the noun would occur in in the absolute phrase of the following clause.
When there is an affirmation of what is not incompatible [with anything else], then there is no denial [of anything else], because there is no incompatibility of [its] co-occurrence [with anything else].

[And] even when there is an affirmation of what is incompatible, without non-apprehension, there is no awareness of the incompatibility.

Ellipsis also occurs in a predicate noun phrase. In the second sentence of the example below, predicated of its subject noun phrase ākṛti-pratyayasya (understanding of a form) is vyakti-pratyayasya (understanding of the particular), from which nimittam (basis), the head of the predicate noun phrase in the first sentence, has been ellipted.

Therefore a word is a basis for the understanding of form, the understanding of a form for the understanding of the particular.

3.1 Ellipsis in Subject Noun Phrase

I now turn to ellipsis in the subject noun phrase. As is well known, an independent clause in Classical Sanskrit does not require a subject noun phrase. Some cases are clearly not cases of ellipsis, for no antecedent is required for understanding the subjectless clause. Thus, for example, the following clause has no subject noun phrase. The agent of the verb āha is Dignāga, but Dignāga is mentioned no where in the work.

And in this way, one [i.e., Dignāga] has said that the entire difference between grounds for inference and what is to be inferred is due to differentiation between property and property-possessor, which falls within the purview of the intellect.

However, there are cases which satisfy all the usual conditions for ellipsis: while there is no noun in the nominative case, there is a subordinate constituent which make sense only relative to a noun in the nominative case; and, in the preceding cotext, there is a noun in the nominative case whose sense is the sense
which is relevant the subordinate constituent. Though the following example contains a case of verb head ellipsis, what is relevant here are the two cases of head noun ellipsis. The head noun of the subject noun phrase of the first sentence bhedaḥ (difference) and the head noun bhāvānām (of things) of the subordinate noun phrase bhāvānām abhinnānām (of similar things) are both omitted from the following sentence, whose verb is also to be supplied from the first sentence, as we saw above.

(20) PVST 108.17
[S na [NP3 [N3 jāti-ādīna 1] tāvat] [NP1s [NP6 [N6 bhāvānām 2] [AP6 abhinnānām ] ] [N1 bhedaḥ 3] ] [VP [V kriyate 4] ]...]
[S na api [NP3 [N3 E 1] ] [NP1s [NP6 [N6 E 2] [AP6 bhinnānām ] ] [N1 E 3] ] [VP [V E 4] ]...]
No universal makes similar things different, ..., neither does it make dissimilar things different, ... .

The sentences in the next two examples are verbless sentences. In each example, the second sentence contains the point of ellipsis associated with which is a subordinate noun phrase whose proper interpretation requires the head noun of the subject of the preceding sentence.

(21) PVS 8.5
[S iti tatra api [NP1s atīta-eka-kālānām [N1 gatiḥ 1] ] ]
[S na [NP1s [NP6 an-āgatānām ] [N E 1] ] vyabhicārāt ]
So, in this case, there is knowledge of things contemporaneous and antecedent [to the observation of the ground]. There is no knowledge of things future, because of deviation [from them].

(22) PVS 23.18
[S katham tarhi idānīm [NP1s bhinnāt sahakārīṇāḥ [N1 kārya-utpattīḥ 1] ] [S yathā [NP1s caṣkūr-rūpa-ādeḥ vijñānasya [N1 E 1] ] ] ]
How then now does an effect arise from distinct ancillary causes, as when there is the arising of awareness from [a variety of ancillary causes such as] eye and form?

Remarkably, the antecedent for noun ellipsis may be part of a compound. In the next case, the antecedent is the head pratiṣedhāḥ (ruling out) of the compound eka-siddha-pratiṣedhāḥ (ruling out what is established for one).

(23) PVS 11.3
[S dvayoḥ iti eka-siddha-(pratiṣedhāḥ1)] [Sprasiddha-vacanenaśaṃdigdhayoḥ śeṣavat-asādhārānayoḥ sapakṣa-vipakṣayoḥ api [N1 E 1] ]
The expression ‘for both’ rules out anything which is established for [just] one [of the two interlocutors]. The expression ‘established’ rules out doubtful properties which are deficient and undistributed with respect to the sapakṣa and vipakṣa.
Such cases are not rare. Next is a case where the required antecedent for the second sentence is *pratipattih* (*knowing*), the head of the compound which is the head of the subject noun phrase, again, of a verbless sentence.

(24) PVS 9.8
[S [NP1s [NP5 vacana-mātrāt ] a-(pratipattih1) ] ]
[S na api [NP1s [N1 E1] [NP5 viśeṣat ] ] abhiprāyasya durbodhatvāt
vyavahāra-saṃkāreṇa sarvesām vyabhicārāt ]
So, there is no knowing [whether or not someone is impassioned] from his merely speaking.
Nor is [there any knowing whether or not someone is impassioned] from a special kind [of speaking], because, [a speaker’s intentions’ being difficult to know, [his various forms of] behavior are diverse and so all [forms of his speaking] are deviant [with respect to whether or not he has passion].

The next example contains head noun ellipsis both in the subject noun phrase and in the predicate noun phrase of the second sentence.

(25)ŚBh (as cited in Scharf [8] p. 286)
[S na tu [S [NP1s [N1 go-śabda-avayavah 1] [AP1 kaścit ] ] [NP1 [NP6
ākṛteḥ ] [N1 pratyayakah 2] ] ]
[S [NP1s [N E1] anyah ] [NP1 [NP6 vyakteh ] [N1 E2] ] ]
But it is not the case that some part of the word ‘cow’ makes one aware of the form, another of the particular.

To see how subtle the question of whether or not the absence of a subject noun phrase is a matter of ellipsis or not, let me explain, using an example from English, an important distinction which can be easily overlooked. There is an important contrast in English between the pronoun *it* and the pronoun *one*, as seen from considering the following minimally contrasting pair of sentences.

(26.1) Devadatta bought a mango and Yajñadatta too bought it.
(26.2) Devadatta bought a mango and Yajñadatta too bought one.

For the first sentence to be true, Devadatta and Yajñadatta must have bought the very same mango. For the second sentence to be true, it is required only that each bought a mango. The point can be made in another way: should the pronoun in each sentence in (3) be replaced by its antecedent, the replacement preserves truth conditions in the second case but not the first.

(27.1) Devadatta bought a mango and Yajñadatta too bought a mango.
(27.2) Devadatta bought a mango and Yajñadatta too bought a mango.

The difference between *it* and *one* is that the semantic value of *it*, when it has an antecedent, must be a unique value of its antecedent, whereas the value of *one* is any of several values, all of which are in the extension of the antecedent.

How does this bear on ellipsis? According to the characterization of ellipsis given at the start, filling a point of ellipsis with its antecedent (modulo gender
and number) yields an expression which expresses what the expression containing
the ellipsis conveys.

Consider now the next example.

(28) PVS 2.16
[S [NP7 pradeśa-viśeṣe kva-cit 1] na [NP1s [N1 ghaṭah 2] ] upalabdhi-
ḷaṅgaṇa-प्रृपतस्या amupalabdheḥ ]
[S [S yadi [NP7 E 1] syat [NP1s [N1 E 2] ] ] [NP1s [N1 E 2] ] upalabhya-
sattvah eva syat ]

There is no pot in a certain particular place, since [it], satisfying the
conditions for apprehensibility, is not apprehended [there].

If one were to exist [there], [then] it would be precisely that thing whose
presence is to be apprehended.

There are three points of ellipsis in the second sentence, two of them elli-
ted subject noun phrases and one of them an elliected verb complement noun phrase.
The value of the first elliected subject noun phrase can not be the value of its
antecedent, for the preceding sentence denies the existence of any pot. This
means that the value assigned to it is any value which is in the extension of ghaṭah
(pot). This is reflected in the translation of the elliected subject noun phrase by
the English pronoun one. In contrast, the value of the second elliected subject
noun phrase must be the very value assigned to the first elliected subject noun
phrase. This is reflected in the translation of that elliected subject noun phrase
by the English pronoun it. Finally, the value of the elliected verb complement
noun phrase must be the value of its antecedent noun phrase. This is reflected
in the translation of that elliected noun phrase by the English pronoun there.

4 Ellipsis in Adjective Phrase

Ellipsis in adjective phrases appears to be not so common. The only case found
in the two corpora is a case where the adjective head, itself a compound, serves
as the antecedent for the point of ellipsis in the second sentence.

(30) PVS 3.1
[S bhedah dharma-dharmitaṁ [A1 buddhi-ākāra-kṛtaḥ 1] ]
[S na arthaḥ api [A1 E 1] vikalpa-bhedanāṁ svatantrāṇāṁ an-artha-
āsrayatvāt ]

Differentiation [of them] as property and property-possessor is brought
about through an image of the intellect. It is not that a thing too is so
brought about, since conceptual differentiation, being independent [of
things], does not have a basis.

The only other case I am aware of occurs in the Mahābhāṣya, where the point
of ellipsis is the complement to an adjective.
[S [S yathā tarhi ratha-aṅgāni vihṛtāni pratyekam [PP vrajikriyām prati 1] asamarthāni bhavanti] [S tat-samudāyāḥ ca rathāḥ [PP E 1] samarthaḥ ] evam . . . ]
Just, then, as the parts of a chariot when taken apart are individually incapable of movement yet the whole of them, the chariot, is capable, so . . .

5 Denial Ellipsis

Let me conclude by drawing attention to what might be still another form of ellipsis, though this is not so clear, as I think the examples below will show. What I call denial ellipsis is what occurs when an author wishes to deny an antecedently made claim. It has the form of the negative adverb na followed by a fifth case noun phrase which gives the grounds for the denial. Its antecedents are either clauses or noun phrases.

In the first case below, the first sentence is a verbless clause expressing a negative existential. The negative existential is within the scope of a seventh case noun phrase tat-ātmatve (having the other for its nature), best taken as a verbless absolutive. The object of the denial in the second sentence is the preceding verbless clause, under the scope of the verbless absolutive.

(32) PVS 2.21
[S [NP7 tat-ātmatve ] [NP1s sādhya-sādhana-bheda-abhāvaḥ ] iti cet ]
[S na E dharma-bheda-parikalpanāt ]
It might be argued that there is no difference between the establishable and the establisher when [the one] has the other for its nature. [This is] not [so], since differentiation among properties is conceptualized.

In the next case, the antecedent for the point of ellipsis is a fifth case noun phrase prayojana-abhāvāt (because of having no point), which, at the point of ellipsis, must be understood to have propositional content.

(33) PVS 1.12
[S [NP5 prayojana-abhāvāt ] [NP1s an-upacāraḥ ] iti cet ]
[S na E sarva-dharmi-dharma-pratisedha-artha-tvāt ]
It might be argued that there is no synecdoche [here] since [it] would have no point. [This is] not [so], since [it] has the purpose of prohibiting [from being a ground] a property property-possessors of which are everything [but the pakṣa].

6 Conclusion

Above, I have examined a diverse set of examples of ellipsis in Classical Sanskrit. The preponderance of cases are those in which the antecedent of the point of
ellipsis is a head verb or a head noun. There is only one case where the antecedent is a head adjective. The few remaining cases are those in which a complement of a verb or an immediately subordinate constituent of a noun phrase. The forms of ellipsis differ in important respects from the forms of ellipsis for English known as gapping, verb phrase ellipsis and copular complement ellipsis. Also noteworthy are cases of ellipsis where the antecedent is the head of a compound and cases of ellipsis where the antecedent comes after the point of ellipsis in spite of the fact that the antecedent and the point of ellipsis are in coordinated clauses. Both of these patterns are unknown in English.

The foregoing raises three questions. First, are there other forms of ellipsis in Classical Sanskrit? Second, under what conditions may one expression serve as an antecedent to a point of ellipsis? Third, how is the value of a constituent containing a point of ellipsis determined? To answer these questions satisfactorily, further extensive and careful empirical investigation of prose texts must be undertaken. This requires that texts of Classical Sanskrit be suitably annotated so that facts pertaining to ellipsis can be characterized. The annotation must be fine-grained enough so that the phenomena does not slip through undetected, but not so fine-grained that it prejudices the possibility of finding data which might draw into question working hypotheses regarding the nature of ellipsis. The preceding presents a first stab at such an annotation.

In closing, let me bring to the reader’s attention an observation well known to linguists, especially descriptive linguists (Quirk et al. [6] ch. 12.), which will be useful to bear in mind while pursuing answers to the last two questions. There is a close parallel between ellipsis, which, as we saw, requires an antecedent, and anaphora, which comprises a proform with an antecedent. Indeed, it is no coincidence that linguists use the term antecedent in connection with both phenomena. This is well illustrated by English nominal head ellipsis, where the pronoun one and a point of ellipsis are in complementary distribution.

### Table 1. Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Aṣṭādhyāyī</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reference:</td>
<td>adhyāya.pāda.sūtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Kādambarī, Peterson (ed) [5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference:</td>
<td>page.line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBh</td>
<td>Mahābhāṣya, Kielhorn (ed) [4].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference:</td>
<td>volume.page.line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVS</td>
<td>Pramāṇavārttika, svārthānumāna chapter, Gnoli (ed) [3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference:</td>
<td>page.line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVST</td>
<td>Pramāṇavārttikasvārthānumānaṭīkā, Sāṅkṛtyāyana (ed) [7].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference:</td>
<td>page.line (of ṭīkā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Student Guide to Sanskrit Composition, Apte [1].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference:</td>
<td>chapter.exerciseset.example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŚBh</td>
<td>Śabarabhāṣya, Scharf [8].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(34.1) The performance by Alex of Bach is better than the *E/one by Bill of Chopin.

(34.2) Alex’s performance of Bach is better than Bill’s E/*one of Chopin.

Whether the head noun of a noun phrase in which a determiner or a possessive noun phrase immediately precedes the head noun can be ellipted or replaced by the pronoun one depends on the choice of determiner or of a possessive noun phrase. This close parallel between ellipsis and anaphora suggests that investigation into either phenomena should pay attention to the results of investigation into the other.
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**Abstract.** Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyī can be thought of as an automaton to generate Sanskrit words and sentences. Aṣṭādhyāyī consists of sūtras that are organized in a systematic manner. The words are derived from the roots and affixes by the application of these sūtras that follow a well-defined procedure. Therefore, Aṣṭādhyāyī is best suited for computational modeling. A computational model with conflict resolution techniques was discussed by us (Sridhar et al, 2009)[12]. In continuation with that, this paper presents, an improvised computational model of Aṣṭādhyāyī. This model is further developed based on the principle of asiddhatva. A new mathematical technique called ‘filter’ is introduced to comprehensively envisage all usages of asiddhatva in Aṣṭādhyāyī.

1 Introduction

We (Sridhar et al, 2009)[12] have discussed computational structure and conflict resolution techniques of Aṣṭādhyāyī. In the current paper, the computational model has been restructured and developed further incorporating the principle of asiddhatva. In the earlier model, asiddha for śatva and tuk were not handled. This model moves closer to the traditional view of Aṣṭādhyāyī[1].

In Aṣṭādhyāyī the sūtras are declared as asiddha in the following instances:

1. pūrvatrasiddham (8.2.1)  
   Sūtras from 8.2.1 to 8.4.68 (tripādi) are asiddha to sūtras from 1.1.1 to 8.1.74 (sapādasaptādhyāyī). Also, in tripādi the successive sūtras are asiddha to their previous sūtras.

2. asiddhavadatrābhāt (6.4.22)  
   The sūtras from 6.4.22 to 6.4.175 are deemed as asiddha to each other.

3. śatvatukorasiddhaḥ (6.1.86)  
   The sūtras 6.1.87 to 6.1.111 are asiddha to śatva sūtras (8.3.39 to 8.3.119) and tuk sūtras (6.1.70 to 6.1.75)

¹ There were objections from the traditional grammarians on the assumption of linear application of tripādi sūtras in the earlier model. The present model doesn’t have any such assumption. The environment is visible through filters to sapādasaptādhyāyī even after the application of tripādi sūtras.
The concept of asiddhatva is used in Aṣṭādhyāyī:

- to prevent the application of sūtra on the substitute
- to enable the application of sūtra on the substituent
- to mandate the order of application of sūtras

When sūtra A is declared as asiddha to sūtra B, then the transformed state obtained by application of sūtra A is invisible to B. This concept of asiddhatva finds its application in vidhi sūtras.

Vidhi sūtras describe context sensitive transformations. It defines the operation to take effect in a particular context. Each vidhi sūtra will inspect the environment to find the context for its application. The environment contains all the transformations that happened due to application of sūtras. Even though there is only one environment, for sūtras, the object of inspection need not be same as the object of application. It will be same when there is no previous application of another sūtra in the environment that is asiddha to this sūtra. Otherwise, the object of inspection and the object of application will be different. The sūtra inspects the state just before the application of the first asiddha sūtra. But the application will be on the transformed state due to application of the most recent sūtra. This can be explained in following example:

1. śas hi
   ↓ 6.4.35
2. śā hi
   ↓ 6.4.101
3. śā dhi

Suppose the environment is śas hi then the condition for sūtras śā hau (6.4.35) and hujhalbhyo herdhiḥ (6.4.101) are satisfied. As only one sūtra is applicable at any given point of time, one of them will be selected by the conflict resolver. Assume that 6.4.35 is applied. Then in the new transformed environment - śā hi - the condition for 6.4.101 is not satisfied. However, the sūtra 6.4.35 is asiddha to 6.4.101. Therefore, the sūtra 6.4.101 inspects the state 1 - śas hi and finds the condition satisfied. But, when this sūtra is applied, the object of application will be state 2 - the latest environment resulted after the application of 6.4.35 - śā hi.

The object of inspection for any given sūtra can be obtained using a technique called Filter. Filter is a mathematical function that gives an inspection environment for a sūtra. The pre-image for the function is the current environment. The object of inspection is the state that exists prior to the first application of any sūtra that is asiddha to the sūtra in question.

---

2 Asiddhavacanam ādesalakṣaṇapratiśedhārtham utsargalakṣanabhāvārtham ca - varṭika 6.1.86.1.
3 See [12].
4 Vidhi sūtra is one among the various types of sūtra discussed in the paper[12].
5 This is similar to the story of matsu yantra bhedana during the svayamvara of Draupadi in Mahābhārata. Here the participant is supposed to look into the reflection in water of a rotating fish and target the real fish.
2 Model of Aṣṭādhyāyī

The principle of asiddhatva discussed above is an important device in the operation of Aṣṭādhyāyī. A complete and consistent process to operationalize Aṣṭādhyāyī can be visualized as an engine comprising of devices like asiddhatva, paribhāṣā etc. This engine generates words from roots and affixes by following a completely mechanical process.

The core of the engine is built on conventions defined in paribhāṣā sūtras. These conventions are framed to interpret metadata. The metadata describe mode of operation, context and the object of operation. The vidhī sūtras consist of data marked with these metadata. Interpreting the metadata, the engine carries out the operation on the object with the data supplied.

The mechanics of the engine can be summarized as follows: The vidhī sūtras keep inspecting the object(environment) supplied. The sūtra that finds the condition satisfied, sends a request to the conflict resolver. More than one sūtra may send a request in any particular context. Conflict resolver adopts the resolution techniques and unambiguously selects one among them for application. The selected sūtra will be applied to transform the environment.

As described earlier the object of inspection needs to take into account the principle of asiddhatva. To achieve this filters at various levels are introduced that are mathematically formulated. The filter \( f(A, B, x) \) returns the object of inspection \( \alpha' \) for sūtra \( x \) in the environment \( \alpha \), where \( A \) and \( B \) are set of sūtras such that \( \forall sūtra \ a \in A, every sūtra \ b \in B \) is asiddha. Set \( C \) is an ordered set of sūtras that are applied in the environment \( \alpha \) arranged in the order of their application. The filter has the following algorithm to return the object of inspection:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If } x \in A \text{ and } (C \cap B) \neq \emptyset \\
\text{then return the state before application of sūtra } g \in \alpha, \text{ where } g \text{ is the first element } \in (C \cap B) \\
\text{else return } \alpha
\end{align*}
\]

Now, the following sets are defined for usage in specific filter definitions:

1. \( SA = \{1.1.1, 1.1.2, \ldots, 8.1.140\} \) - sapādasaptādhyāyī sūtras
2. \( TP = \{8.2.1, 8.2.1, \ldots, 8.4.68\} \) - tripādi sūtras
3. \( TU = \{6.1.70, 6.1.71, \ldots, 6.1.75\} \) - tuk sūtras
4. \( AV = \{6.4.23, 6.4.24, \ldots, 6.4.175\} \) - asiddhavat sūtras
5. \( SH = \{8.3.39, 8.3.40, \ldots, 8.3.48\} \cup \{8.3.55, 8.3.56, \ldots, 8.3.119\} \) - śatva sūtras
6. \( EA = \{6.1.87, 6.1.88, \ldots, 6.1.111\} \) - ekādeśa sūtras and
7. \( PP = g(x) = \{x+1, x+2, \ldots, 8.4.68\} : x \in TP \) , which is a dynamic set.

Using these set definitions, specific filter functions can be mapped to the asiddha declarations.

---

C \( \cap B \) is also an ordered set arranged by the order of \( C \).
Tripādi Filter $TF(\alpha, x) = f(SA, TP, \alpha, x) \ pūrvarāśiddham\ (8.2.1)$
Asiddhavat Filter $AF(\alpha, x) = f(AV, AV, \alpha, x) \ asiddhavadatrābhāt\ (6.4.22)$
Ekādeśa Filter $EF(\alpha, x) = f(SH \cup TU, EA, \alpha, x) \ satvatukorasiddhaḥ\ (6.1.86)$
Pūrvampratī Filter $PF(\alpha, x) = f(TP, PP, \alpha, x) \ pūrvarāśiddham\ (8.2.1)$ is a dynamic filter.

These filters as part of the Aśṭādhyāyī engine are depicted in figure 1. In this figure, the environment (ENV) contains all the states due to linear application of all the relevant sūtras. Block SA represents the sapādasaptādhyāyī sūtras, defined as set SA above. All the sūtras in this block will be inspecting ENV through the filter TF, as the tripādi sūtras are asiddha for the entire sapādasaptādhyāyī. Block AV stands for the asiddhavat section of sapādasaptādhyāyī, defined as set AV earlier. The sūtras in this block have the filter AF along with filter TF. Block TU denotes the tuk section of sūtras of sapādasaptādhyāyī, defined as set TU previously. In addition to the filter TF this block has an additional filter EF.

Block TP represents tripādi, defined as set TP above. In tripādi for every sūtra the successive sūtras are asiddha. Each sūtra needs a different form of filter. Hence, this filter has been defined previously as a dynamic filter varying as a function of the given sūtra. This dynamism has been represented as a group of multiple filters PF. Block SH denotes the šātva section of tripādi, denoted by set SH earlier. This block has an additional filter EF along with the PF filter. The filter EF is common for Blocks TU and SH as per sūtra šatvatukorasiddhaḥ (6.1.86).

The Block CR represents the Conflict Resolution device which receives requests from all the sūtras that are applicable in the context and determines a sūtra for application by applying the resolution techniques[12].

---

It is to be noted that set EA is asiddha to set SH⊂ SA, which is the converse to the general rule that TP is asiddha to SA.
3 Examples

The following examples illustrate the current model of Āstādhyāyī and the role of asiddhatva in various scenarios:

Example 1. vanena (vana case 3, number 1)

1. vana ṭā
   \[7.1.12\]
2. vana ina
   \[6.1.87\]
3. vanena

This is a simple example where asiddhatva has no role. Initially the word vana in case 3, number 1 gets the ṭā pratyaya from the sūtra svaujas... (4.1.2) The sūtra ṭānasinasaminātasyāḥ (7.1.12) finds the condition and sends a request to conflict resolver. The resolver finds no other competing sūtra and hence allows this sūtra (7.1.12) for application on the environment. It transforms the object of application by changing ṭā to ina and pushes to the environment stack. Then the sūtra ādgunāḥ 6.1.87 goes through similar process and gets applied. The stage vanena does not satisfy the condition for any sūtra and remains as the final form.

Example 2. śādhi

1. śās hi
   \[6.4.35\]
2. śā hi
   \[6.4.101\]
3. śā dhi

In this example when the environment is in state 1, two sūtras śā hau 6.4.35 and hujhalbhyo herdhibh 6.4.101 find the condition and request the resolver. There is no conflict between these two but only one sūtra can be applied at a time, hence resolver chooses one among them and applies it. Let us say it picks 6.4.35. After the application of this sūtra, the state will be moved to state 2 as shown. The sūtras in Block AV will still see state 1, since they are seeing through filter AF. Even at state 2, both the above mentioned sūtras find the condition for application as they are seeing through the filter AF. However, the sūtra 6.4.35 is not permitted for second application. Therefore the sūtra 6.4.101 will request and is applied on the environment. The object of application will be state 2, even though the object of inspection is state 1. This application transforms the environment to state 3. This state does not satisfy the condition for any sūtra and remains as the final form.

\[8 \text{ laksye laksanam sakrdeva pravartate } [5]\]
Example 3. jahi

1. jan hi
   ↓ 6.4.36
2. ja hi

When the environment in state 1, hanter jah 6.4.36 is the only sūtra that finds the condition and is applied on the environment to transform to state 2. Here the condition is satisfied for the sūtra ato heh 6.4.105. Because this sūtra is in Block AV, it views the environment through filter AF. Hence the object of inspection for this sūtra is state 1 but not state 2. Therefore this sūtra is prevented from application. State 2 remains as the final form.

Example 4. dvā atra

1. dvau atra
   ↓ 6.1.78
2. dvāv atra
   ↓ 8.3.19
3. dvā atra

The environment is as in state 1, the sūtra ecoyavāyavah 6.1.78 finds the condition and is applied. Then environment is transformed to state 2. The sūtra lopah. śakalyasya 8.3.19 will be applied through similar process. Now the transformed environment is state 3. The question is whether the sūtra akah. savarn. e dirghah. 6.1.101 will be able to find the condition in this state. The answer is no. The sūtra 6.1.101 being in block SA it inspects at the environment through the filter TF. It gets state 2 as the object of inspection, where it does not find condition. Therefore this sūtra cannot be applied and the final form is state 3.

Example 5. kosya

1. ko asya
   ↓ 6.1.109
2. kosya

In state 1 the rule eňaḥ padāntādati 6.1.109 is applied. Even though in this state, the sūtra inah. saḥ (8.3.39) can find the condition satisfied, but this rule belongs to set SH and inspect ENV through filter EF. So, the sūtra 8.3.39 gets state 1 as object of inspection, where it does not find the condition satisfied. Therefore this sūtra will not be applied. Hence, state 2 is the final form.

Example 6. pretya

1. pra i ya
   ↓ 6.1.87
2. pre ya
   ↓ 6.1.71
3. pretya
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In state 1 the rule aadgunah 6.1.87 is applied. This transforms the environment to state 2. The rule hrasvasya pitī kṛti tuk (6.1.71) belongs to TU inspects ENV through the filter EF, and gets the object of inspection as state 1. Here, the sūtra 6.1.71 finds the condition and applied on the object of application, that is, state 2. Thus, transforming to state 3. It can be seen that in state 2 the sūtra do not find the condition satisfied, but this state is not the object of inspection. The final form is state 3.

Example 7. manorathah

1. manasrathaḥ
   ↓ 8.2.66
2. manarrathah
   ↓ 6.1.114
3. manaurathah
   ↓ 6.1.87
4. manorathah

In state 1 the sūtra sasajus.o rūḥ (8.2.66) is applied transforming to state 2. This is a rutva vidhi and is considered as an exception to asiddha declaration in the Pāṁhinian tradition. Hence haśi ca (6.1.114) should find the object of inspection as state 2 not state 1. This is handled in the TF definition. In this context, the sūtras 6.1.114 and rori 8.3.14 find the condition. sūtra 6.1.114 is applied instead of 8.3.14 as per resolution technique of siddha sūtra precedence. With this application the context is transformed to state 3. Then sūtra aadgunah (6.1.87) is applied to get the final form. This has been dealt by Cardona[11]

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the concept of asiddhatva has been mapped to the mathematically defined new concept called filter. This definition comprehensively envisages all applications of asiddhatva without deviating from the traditional interpretation. Further empirical study to validate the current model will throw more light on apt mathematical representation of asiddhatva.

Cardona[11] has discussed many illustrations that show exceptions to asiddhatva principle. He has shown that without these exceptions there will be sūtras that become purposeless as they would have no scope for application. The feasibility of incorporating these exceptions into the current computational model and filter technique needs a detailed study and further research.
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1 The Methodological Approach of the Ancillary Disciplines

The ancillary disciplines (Vedāṅga) associated with the Vedas exhibit a certain degree of commonality in their general methodological approach. These disciplines were developed with the principal aim of retaining the given vedic phenomena by envisaging a system for its structured and standardized transmission. The main object of their enquiry are vedic utterances and sacrificial activities which can be empirically observed and analysed.

These disciplines were regarded as empirical sciences (aparā-vidyā) in contradistinction to the knowledge of the Absolute (parā-vidyā). For example, in Muṇḍakoṇiṣad it is stated that “Those who know brahman say that there are two sciences which should be known—the spiritual (parā) and the empirical (aparā). The empirical sciences are (the mastering of) Ṛgveda, Yajurveda, Sāmaveda, Atharvaveda (and the ancillary disciplines) Śīkṣā (phonetics), Kalpa (ritual sciences), Vyākaraṇa (grammar), Nirukta (etymology) and Jyotiṣa (astrology). The spiritual knowledge, however, is the one through which that
Absolute is realized. According to Śaṅkarācārya the word ‘Veda’ here (as elsewhere in this context) means the collection of vedic utterances. The upaniṣadic approach is to know that, which is beyond and behind the given and their effort is not to return back to the given but to cross it. Similarly, the emphasis of the Yoga as well as the buddhist tradition is to get rid of the given. It is heya, that which is to be avoided, for which the cause (hetu) must be realized, a solution (hāna) is to be found and the corresponding prescription (hānopāya) must be instructed.

The general procedure employed by the ancillary disciplines can be perceived as consisting of observing a given phenomenon, recording of the observed facts and comprehending the given through these observed facts. The main effort of the authors of the texts belonging to these disciplines is to develop a systematic framework for the description of a given phenomenon. Such a descriptive framework provides

- constituent units associated with a given phenomenon,
- their characterizing features or attributes and
- such statements which interconnect these units and attributes with a view to correlate the description with the original.

In the following, we take up some of the texts of the ancillary disciplines in order to represent them in this framework.

1.1 Prātiśākhya

The given phenomena in this case are the utterances of saṃhitā-pāṭha. The constituent padas are units that convey some meaning and these are collected in the pada-pāṭhas associated with a particular saṃhitā-pāṭha. The main aim of Prātiśākhya texts is to synthesize vedic utterances contained in saṃhitā-pāṭha out of constituent units, namely, the padas. In this way the constituent padas are correlated with the original saṃhitā-pāṭha.

It may be objected that Prātiśākhya texts consider saṃhitā-pāṭha to be a modification of the pada-pāṭha as, for example, the statement saṃhitā pada-prakṛtiḥ in Ṛgveda-Prātiśākhya (2.1). Commenting on this, Uvaṭa (22) says that saṃhitā, whose constituents are padas, is here a modification of the constituting padas. For example, the modifications satva or ṇatva occur in saṃhitā only. Because they are the constituents, therefore, the padas are established original forms. Yāska in his Nirukta (18) also states that saṃhitā is the one

1 dve vidyone veditave yitah sa ma yadbrahmavido vadanti parā caivāparā ca.
tatpāraḥgye yajurvedaḥ sāmavedo tharvavedaḥ ikṣa kalpo vyākaraṇaḥ nirukto chando jyotiṣamāti atah parā yayā tadakṣaramadhigamyahe (Mu. 1.4-5).
2 veda-śabdena tu sarvatra śabdāraśśrivakṣitah (Mu. Bhā. 1.5).
3 For an analysis of this caturvyūha approach see [29].
4 arthaḥ padaṃ (Vā. Prā. 3.2).
5 padāni prakṛṭibhuṭāni yasyāḥ saṃhitāyāḥ sā padapraṇātī prakṛṭitātra vikāraḥ. tathā hiṣatvaṇatvādayo vikāraḥ saṃhitāyāeva bhavanti. prakṛṭibhuṭatvāc ca padānām śiddhātvaṃ. (Uv. 2.1).
having *padas* as its constituent and all the branches of the Veda consider it to be so. Commenting upon this, Durgācārīya takes up the question in a detailed manner and puts forward two possible cases:

1. That, which is the cause of *padas*, that (*samhitā*) is *padaprakṛti*. Why? *Padas* are formed out of *samhitā*. Therefore, some consider *samhitā* to be the original form (*prakṛti*) and *padas* to be their modifications (*vikāra*).

2. Others, however, understand the statement *padaprakṛtiḥ* *samhitā* to be *samhitā*, whose cause are the *padas*. Why? Because *samhitā* is gained out of the combinations of *padas* only. Therefore, *padas* are the original form and *samhitā* is their modification.

He further raises the question, which option is better: to consider *padas* to be the original form and the *samhitā* to be their modification or *vice versa* and decides for the latter giving several justifications based on the earlier usage of *samhitā-pāṭha*.

The original phenomena in this case are the given set of vedic utterances, the *samhitā-pāṭha*. The set of constituent units consists of the *padas* as well as the basic speech-sounds of vedic utterances (*varṇa*) and syllables (*aksara*) etc. The rules of *Prātiṣākhya* now characterize and combine these constituent units with the aim of correlating them to the original utterances. In this way, they describe the given set and provide a mechanism to retain the original by means of constituents and rules prescribed in a systematic framework. As an example, let us take the following statement:

\[ \text{viśva sahabhuvapuṣavasuṣu} \] (Vā. Prā. 3.101).

The last vowel */a/* of *viśva* becomes long (dirgha) in case saha, bhuvā, puṣa or vasu follow. For instance: *gandharvavastvā viśvāvasuḥ* (Śu. Yaj. 2.3).

This rule operates on constituents like */a/*, *viśva*, *puṣa* etc. with the help of attributes like *dirgha*, *svara* etc. and statements like ‘add the attribute *dirgha* to the last *svara* of *viśva* if the unit *vasu* follows’ are meant to connect the word *viśva* with the original utterances of the Veda. Without this rule one would have combined *viśva* with *vasu* but would not have changed the concerned vowel long. This would have led the formation of *viśvāvasuḥ* which is not to be found in the original utterances.

---

6 padaprakṛtiḥ samhitā. padaprakṛtini sarvacaraṇanāṃ pārśadāni. (Ni. 1.17).

7 padānāṃ vā prakṛtīḥ seyaṁ padaprakṛtīḥ. kim kāraṇam? samhitāto hi padānī prakriyante. tasmat-saṁhitāita prakṛtirvikāraḥ padāṇiśeṣaṁ evameke manyante. apane punaḥ padaprakṛtiḥ samhitetī padānī prakṛtirvasyaḥ seyaṁ padaprakṛtirītī. kim kāraṇam? padāṇeva hi samhanyamānāni samhitā bhavati. tasmat padāṇeva hi prakṛtirvikāraḥ samhitetī. (Durga. 1.17 [28]).

8 āha. kim punaratra śādhīyaḥ padānāṃ prakṛtitvam samhitāyā vikāratvamuka vā vikāratvaṁ padānāṁ prakṛtitvam samhitāyā iḥ? ucyate samhitāyāḥ prakṛtitvam jñāyaḥ. āha. kim kāraṇam? ucyate. mantra hyābhivyajyamānāḥ pūrvarṣermaṇadṛśaḥ samhitayāvābhivyajyate na padāḥ. (Durga. 1.17 [28]).
1.2 Šiksā

The Šiksā texts, e.g. the VYĀSA-ŠIKŠĀ [12] or NĀRADĪYĀ-ŠIKŠĀ [1] undertake a detailed enquiry into the sound units, attach a number of attributes like svara, vyanjana, sparśa etc. and also make a number of statements as to the combinations of these units and/or their attributes. For example:

\[\text{ikāraṃ yatra paśyeyurikāreṇaiva saṃyutam |} \]
\[\text{udāttamanudāttena prāśiṣṭaṃ taṃ nibodhata |} \]
Where a short udātta /i/ is seen to join a short anudātta /i/
the resulting svarita should be known as prāśiṣṭa (I p. 109).

Here again a statement is made as to the characterization of a constituent which is the result of some other operation, which in turn is conditioned in terms of certain constituents like /i/ and attributes like udātta and anudātta sounds.

1.3 Chandas

The texts concerned with metrical systems (chandas) also function in a similar manner. The given phenomena here are the vedic and secular (laukika) Sanskrit expressions. The constituent units in this case are the fundamental sound units (varṇa). It is this much smaller set with which the science of prosody works. The attributes are assigned either to a single sound unit or to syllables (aṅkṣara) which are certain specific sequences of basic sound units. The statements or rules specify which attribute should be assigned to which particular unit or to which specific sequence. An example from the CHANDAHŚASTRA of Piṅgala [4]:

\[\text{gāyatryā vasavah | (Cha. Ś. 3.3).} \]
A verse quarter (pāda) containing eight (vasu) syllables (aṅkṣara) is called gāyatṛi.

The most important unit in case of CHANDAHŚASTRA is an aṅkṣara or syllable. This unit has two basic attributes, namely light (laghu) and heavy (guru). A verse or linguistic expression is seen as a sequence of syllables. Depending upon the number and distribution of syllables in a verse, different verse names or characterizing attributes are assigned to that sequence. The conditions are expressed using one or more of the following considerations:

1. Number of syllables in a sequence
2. Sum of the weights (mātrā) of the syllables in a sequence
3. Distribution of syllables in a sequence
4. Number of sub-sequences (pādas)
5. Syllable at which a pāda or word starts
6. Syllable after which a pause is to be made

\[\text{For an exhaustive list of the topics covered in the VYĀSA-ŠIKŠĀ see [12] pp. 5-16.}\]
The only operation here is that of attribute assignment. The entire field of operation is considerably simple and straightforward compared, for example, to the operations of Aṣṭādhyāyī. Chandahsāstra deals primarily with numbers. It uses various names for numbers and provides groupings based on numerical values. Since, there are two basic attributes laghu and guru which a syllable can take, it is akin to the binary sequences of 0 and 1. The conditions are such, that the numerical characteristics are to be exploited.

Methodologically, however, the process can again be seen as follows: Given a linguistic expression, it is first analyzed into constituent units. In this case the units are syllables and the process of analysis can also be automatic and rule-based. The units are characterized by using the two basic attributes (laghu and guru) which sometimes depend on the neighboring units as well. Now the combination of these units in that sequence provides conditions for assigning the verse characterizing attributes to that linguistic expression. In this manner, the expression gets a prosodical identity. This assures the reproduction of that expression according to its standard rendering. This way, the prosodical characteristics of a given expression are retained.

1.4 Vyākaraṇa

The given phenomena which the grammarians like Pāṇini are representing are vedic utterances as well as the correct Sanskrit expressions according to the standard usage prevalent among the cultivated people during their time. Given a collection of such linguistic expressions, Aṣṭādhyāyī provides a description in terms of constituent units out of which they are composed. It characterizes these units by attaching a number of attributes to them and provides for their appropriate combinations. A process of synthesis is specified which forms the given linguistic expressions from these building blocks. The grammar, thus, connects the basic units with the original expressions. The constituent units and the rules of synthesis together provide a systematic structure to represent the standard usage. In this way, grammar provides a description of the object set and helps in retaining and upholding the given. This is one of the main purposes of its composition (See Sect. 3).

The brief account of the basic methodological approach of some of the Vedāṅga texts is to illustrate the possibility to read them from the perspective of the framework mentioned above. This involves recognizing and identifying the components, scrutinizing their character and detecting the relationships between these components. A model which may account for a broader coverage of the processes of ancillary disciplines (Vedāṅga) should first and foremost concentrate on these core processes. A particular system can then be modelled as a special instance of this general model. We now turn our attention to propose a general model first.

The question as to what exactly is the content of this object set is of no direct relevance to the model presented in this chapter. What is necessary is to acknowledge that some object set is being analyzed and described. For a discussion about the nature of this set see [3] pp. 183-206.
2 A Model for the General Methodology of Vedāṅga

2.1 Phenomenon, Description and Its Model

The general effort which is evident in the ancillary texts is towards observing and describing a set of some given phenomena. An instance can be the collection of utterances (sāṃhitā-pāṭha) in the Śūkla-Yajurveda or the collection of correct and standard Sanskrit expressions. Yet another example may be even the rituals performed during a vedic sacrifice. Let us say, we represent this set of given phenomena by the symbol $Ω$. The object set $Ω$, therefore, is the collection of given phenomena which is to be analysed and described.

$$Ω: \text{a set of given phenomena}$$ (1)

Let us now represent by the symbol $Δ$ the description of the object set $Ω$. This is what the different ancillary disciplines provide.

$$Δ: \text{a description of } Ω$$ (2)

We can now specify the relationship between the object set ($Ω$) and the description ($Δ$) as follows:

$$Ω \approx Δ$$ (3)

This description $Δ$ represents the works like the Chandaḥsāstra of Pingala, the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini or the Vājasaneyi-Prātiṣākhya. A model $M$ for this description $Δ$ is what we seek. Let the symbol $M_Δ$ represent this model.

$$M_Δ: \text{a model of } Δ$$ (4)

We specify this relationship as follows:

$$Δ \simeq M_Δ$$ (5)

Now let us say that $Δ_p$ represents the descriptions as mentioned in the Vājasaneyi-Prātiṣākhya. Then $M_{Δ_p}$ is the corresponding model of this description. Similarly, if $Δ_c$ represents the description which the Chandaḥsāstra provide and $Δ_a$ represents the description which the Aṣṭādhyāyī gives, then the corresponding models would be given by $M_{Δ_c}$ and $M_{Δ_a}$ respectively.

The hypothesis is that the models $M_{Δ_p}$, $M_{Δ_c}$ and $M_{Δ_a}$ can be generalized to a general model $M_Δ$ which corresponds to the core structure and processes common to all the descriptions.\footnote{Owing to the constraints of space, only the above mentioned three descriptions are dealt with. The hypothesis can include descriptions coming from Śīkṣā, Nirukta, Kalpa and Jyotiṣa texts as well. Apart from the linguistic aspects which these texts contain, the other facets, e.g. the performances of sacrificial rituals as contained in the Ğṛhya-sūtra also exhibit a similar approach. The structural analysis of rituals is one of the prime foci of the ongoing special research area “The Dynamics of Rituals (Ritualdynamik)” at the University of Heidelberg (www.ritualdynamik.de). Ritual experts (Staal [25], Oppitz [19], Michaels [13] [14], Houben [10]) acknowledge the compositional character of rituals. Mishra [17] connects it with the grammatical process of Aṣṭādhyāyī.}

In the following, we specify a general model...
of this methodological approach and then show that the descriptive techniques employed by the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini can be modelled within this general framework.

2.2 Towards a General Model for the Ancillary Disciplines

First let us look into the description $\Delta$. What does $\Delta$ look like? For that, we first consider the descriptions as provided by

$\Delta_p$ : the Vājasaneyi-Prātiśākhya
$\Delta_c$ : the Chandahsāstra of Pūgala and
$\Delta_a$ : the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini.

Three basic categories are evident here with which the descriptive technique works. These are:

$U$ : the constituent units of a given phenomenon
$A$ : the nature, characteristics or attributes of these constituent units
$S$ : statements about constituent units, attributes and about the statements themselves.

Constituent Units. If we look into the corpus of these texts, a big collection of constituent units can be identified: speech-sounds or phonemes like $a$, $i$, $u$ etc., morphemes like $bhū$, $l(a)(t)$, $(ś)a(p)$, $tī(p)$ etc. and words like $sarva$, $ananta$ etc.

Attributes. The constituent units possess a number of attributes that reflect their physical, linguistic or structural peculiarities. We use the general term attribute to represent a broader category of designations (saṃjñā) or expressions that encode some information — be it the system internal or the system external — and associate it with the appropriate unit. For example, the technical term $guru$ is an attribute carrying information that is gained from the distribution of sound units in a string. On the other hand, belongingness to a particular group of literature is an attribute that carries system external information.

Statements. The Vedāṅga texts enunciate constituent units together with their attributes. Further, they correlates them. For this purpose, a number of statements are made. Given units and attributes, the statements tell us which attributes are associated with which units or how are two units connected with each other. Many of them tell us the consequences when certain units come closer or are present adjacent to each other. Some statements also inform us about the

12 These external world information can be of different sorts: phonetic peculiarities, concepts, meanings, pragmatic considerations, some special occasion, opinions, social conventions, a particular group of texts, special geographical regions etc. See, for example $aḷaṃkhalōḥ pratiśedhayōḥ prācām ktvā$ (A. 3.4.018), $udicāṃ mārio vyatihāre$ (A. 3.4.019), $liṇāśiṣi$ (A. 3.4.116), $chandasyubhayathā$ (A. 3.4.117) and a number of such rules.
working of the system, the meta-level information for proper interpretation and application of other rules. By providing the combinational possibilities of units, statements constitute a connecting link between these units and the original or given linguistic expression.

The description $\Delta$ as provided in texts like Aṣṭādhyāyī can be modelled on the basis of these three categories. We propose:

**Proposition 1 (A General Model $M_\Delta$ for $\Delta$).** Given a description $\Delta$ of some object set $\Omega$. A general model $M_\Delta$ of this description consists of a triplet $(U, A, S)$, where $U$ is the set of constituent units, $A$ the set of attributes and $S$ the set of statements.

$$M_\Delta = (U, A, S)$$

To sum up, our hypothesis is as follows:

1. There is a methodological similarity in the approach of ancillary disciplines (Vedāṅga).
2. They start with observing a set of given phenomena ($\Omega$).
3. They provide a description ($\Delta$) of the given phenomena $\Omega$.
4. This description is achieved by providing the constituent units $U$, assigning them attributes $A$ and making a number of statements $S$. We represent this through the symbol $M_\Delta$.
5. $M_\Delta$ finally connects the constituent units to the original or the given phenomenon.

Symbolically, the methodological approach can be represented as:

$$\Omega \approx \Delta \simeq M_\Delta = (U, A, S)$$

Before we make some observations on this hypothesis (in Sect. 3.1 and 4), a few examples are needed to elucidate the model and to indicate its feasibility.

### 2.3 Enunciating the Units, Specifying Attributes and Operations

The authors of Vedāṅga texts can be seen as constantly and consistently forming groups and sub-groups of units they enunciate. The purpose of group formation is to club together necessary constituents which undergo some similar operation. This way higher degree of generalization is possible. This is the core philosophy of lāghava: to reduce the load by specifying some statement for all the units which share the relevant characteristics and do not handle them individually.

Every element of a group shares a common characteristic: this is the characteristic that it is a part of that group. This characteristic can be expressed in terms of an attribute. The name of the subset is the attribute defined and each element of that subset is assigned that attribute. Grouping together related units is one way of assigning an attribute to them.

---

13 For the purpose of computer modelling an appropriate data structure is required (see Sect. 3.3).
Example 1. Consider the subset $a(c)$ formed in Śivasūtras:\[^{14}\]

$$a(c) = \{a, i, u, r, l, e, o, ai, au\}$$\[^{15}\]

This is equivalent to the statement that the units $\{a, i, u, r, l, e, o, ai, au\}$ are assigned the attribute $a(c)$.

$a-a(c), i-a(c), u-a(c)$ etc.

Every set of units can be seen as unit-attribute pair and conversely unit-attribute pairs can be seen as constituting a set. Looking from this perspective, the pratyāhāra, for example, are nothing but attributes.

Example 2. Let us now look at the enunciation of the basic speech-sounds in Vājasaneyi-Prātiśākhya.\[^{16}\] Here there is a very clear grouping of the listed speech-sounds in different sets like varṇa, svara, sandhyakṣara, vyañjana, kavarga, sarpā etc.

$$svara = \{a, ā, ā3, i, ï, ï3, ..., au, au3\}$$

$$sandhyakṣara = \{e, e3, ai, ai3, o, o3, au, au3\}$$

This again can be seen as assigning the attribute svara or sandhyakṣara to each element of the corresponding set. In other words, the units like $a$ get the attributes like svara. Symbolically, $a$-svara, $e$- {svara, sandhyakṣara}.

Example 3. Consider the rule A. 1.1.001: vrddhirādaic [Assign vrddhi to units having ā(t) or ai(c)].

This rule performs the operation of attaching an attribute to certain specific units. The condition is that the units to which this attribute can be attached must possess either the attribute ā(t) or ai(c). Let us say, we have a unit $u_i$ with either ā(t) or ai(c):

$$u_i\{ā(t), ai(c)\}$$

Then the present rule stipulates that the attribute vrddhi is to be assigned to that unit:

$$u_i\{ā(t), ai(c)\} \Rightarrow u_i\{vrddhi\}$$\[^{17}\]

The conditions are expressed here in terms of attributes and the operation performed is assignment of an attribute.

\[^{14}\] ai i u (n) | r ! (k) | e o (n) | ai au (c) | ... h (l) | (Śivasūtra 1-14).

\[^{15}\] The sub-sets are formed using the it-markers and the rule A. 1.1.071: adirantyena sahetā [The first sound and the last it sound includes the units occuring in between the sequence].

\[^{16}\] athāto varṇasamānnāyaḥ vyākhyaśyāmāḥ | tatra svarāḥ prathamam | a iti ā iti ā3 iti ... ī3 iti | atha sandhyakṣarāṇi | e iti e3 iti ai iti ai3 iti o iti o3 iti au iti au3 iti | iti svarāḥ | ... ete paṇḍaṣṭiTvarṇā brahmarśīrātmavācāh | (Vā. Prā. 8.1-25).

\[^{17}\] Notation: $A \Rightarrow B$: State $B$ results from state $A$ after the application of a rule.
Example 4. Let us take another example of attribute addition. The groupings in the Dhātu-Pāṭha can be seen as assigning the attributes like bhūdi, curādi etc. to respective units. The rule bhūvādayo dhātavāh (A. 1.3.001) assigns the attribute dhātu to certain units grouped in a collection. So a unit like bhū gets this attribute. The condition here is expressed not in terms of attributes but in terms of certain units like bhū, ad(a), hu etc. If there is a unit $u_i$ which is identified as bhū, then that unit gets the attribute dhātu:

$$u_i\{bhū\} \Rightarrow u_i\{dhātu\}$$

Example 5. The rule halo’nantarāḥ saṃyogah (A. 1.1.007) assigns the attribute to two units sharing the attribute $h[a](l)$ if they occur consecutively. This condition is based on the phonetic characteristics as well as their positional (or structural) relatedness.

Example 6. The assignment of the attribute samprasāraṇa in the rule igyaṇah samprasaṇāṇam (A. 1.1.045) is based not only upon the attribute i(k) but also upon the process of vocalization. So, an operation or a statement can also be a condition for another operation or statement.

Example 7. Let us now take an example for combination of units. The rule guptikibhṛyāḥ san (A. 3.1.005) stipulates the combination of units $gup(a)$, $tij(a)$ and $kit(a)$ with the unit $sa(n)$. Now, the units $gup(a)$, $tij(a)$ and $kit(a)$ get the attribute dhātu by the rule bhūvādayo dhātavāh (A. 1.3.001). The rule pratyayah (A. 3.1.001) assigns the attribute pratyaya to the unit $sa(n)$. Now, the rule paraśca (A. 3.1.002) says that those units, which are having pratyaya as attribute must be attached after the units having the attribute dhātu. In the light of all this information, it can be said that $sa(n)$-pratyaya is added after $gup(a)$-dhātu etc.

$$u_i\{gup(a), tij(a), kit(a)\} \Rightarrow u_i < u_j\text{-}sa(n)$$

Example 8. The statement vartāmāne laṭ (A. 3.2.123) facilitates the addition of the unit $l(a)(t)$ after a unit having the attribute dhātu. The condition for introduction is told in terms of a semantic attribute vartamāna. It can be seen as a statement which says that the unit $l(a)(t)$ can be introduced after a dhātu if the semantic attribute vartamāna is present.

These few examples are to illustrate the possibility to read these texts from the perspective of the model mentioned above. This framework needs to be

---

18 Anantaram saṃyogah (Vā. Prā. 1.48).
19 Vocalization is mentioned in the AsTādhyāyī from svaṇaḥ samprasaṇāṇam putrapatyostatpuruse (A. 6.1.013) to vibhāṣa pareḥ (A. 6.1.044).
20 Notation: $x < y$ represents ‘$y$ follows $x$’.
21 The question as to how the semantic attributes like vartamāna be made available is an important aspect for computer implementation of the rules. See Sect. 3.4.
tested further for its applicability. One way of testing it is to develop a computer implementation of the same. Next, we mention the main features of the computer implementation of the general model and then its special instance in case of the Aṣṭādhyāyī.

3 Computer Implementation of $\mathcal{M}_\Delta$

In Sect. 2.2 we proposed a model $\mathcal{M}_\Delta$ for representing the description $\Delta$ of some phenomena $\Omega$. The description $\Delta$ here denotes the texts like Aṣṭādhyāyī corresponding to the set $\Omega$ of linguistic expressions. This model $\mathcal{M}_\Delta$ consists of a set of constituent units $U$, attributes $A$ which characterize them and a number of statements $S$ which tell us which unit gets which attribute and how the units can be modified. All three — units, attributes and statements — can appear as a condition for some operation. Within the context of a particular description, e.g. the Aṣṭādhyāyī $\Delta_a$, there are many conventions which make the description understandable, explicit and precise.

A computer implementation of this model has two concurrent goals: firstly, it serves as a tool to check the suitability of the proposed model for representing the ancillary disciplines; and secondly, it explores the possibility of rendering these texts in a programmed manner, thus underlying their structured composition as well as bringing to surface the structures of the objects of these description.

3.1 Some Pre-suppositions

There are certain assumptions regarding the nature of the grammatical system of Pāṇini that shape the overall architecture of its computer implementation. Without entering into the discussions associated with some of these pre-suppositions (sometimes spanning over more than two millenia) for the sake of presenting a clear picture of the architecture, I think it is appropriate to mention them.\(^\text{22}\)

I see Aṣṭādhyāyī within the overall context of the nature of enquiry as contained in the ancillary disciplines (Vedāṅga) and the methodological approach adopted by them. There are striking similarities (see Sect. \([1]\)). The main objective of these disciplines is to retain and carry the given (vedic phenomena) and use it correctly. In the Paspaśāhniksa, while enunciating the purpose of grammar, Vārtikakāra mentions preservation or retention to be the first goal.\(^\text{23}\)

This is possible only when an exact description of the essential characteristics of the original is composed. It is desired that this description be shorter than the original. Only then can it facilitate a feasible retention of the original. This is

\(^{22}\) There is, for example, a difference of opinion as to how exactly the Pāṇinian process works: whether it is an automatic device to generate correct Sanskrit sentences, starting from meaning and providing at the end valid linguistic expressions or rather it is a reconstitutive or cyclical process beginning with provisional statements and resulting in perfected (saṃskṛta) expressions \([9]\). For a recent update in some of the important, but still unresolved issues, see \([24]\).\(^{23}\)

\(^{23}\) rakṣohāgamalaghvasamdehāḥ prayojanam (Pas. Vā. 2).
sought to be achieved by identifying those units which appear recurrently in the original. For reproducing the original, the units need to be combined. For this purpose rules are to be formulated. These rules of synthesis are the connecting threads which connect the description with the original. Securing this connection is of utmost importance. A description that is not properly related with the original is not authoritative. This, for example, is what the Prātiśākhyaśas seek to achieve: to connect the pada-pāṭha with the original samhitā-pāṭha. And this is what a grammarian does by formulating the rules of grammar: connecting the constituents with the original.

A grammarian, however, crystallizes two substantial new steps. Firstly, he opens the object set for expressions which do not necessarily and exclusively belong to vedic expressions. Secondly, he increasingly employs non-real (kālpanika) constituent units which do not have any correspondence in the real or given world. Nāgeśabhaṭṭa in his Vaiyākaraṇa-siddhānta-paraṇa-laghu-maṇjūśā remarks the imaginary nature of the constituent units that are improvised by the teachers and employed only within the grammatical system. For example, units like l(a)(t) or jhi are not to be found in the world, but are stipulated by the grammarian. This implies, now it is all the more incumbent to provide the connection with the original through the formulation of precise rules. Through his grammar Pāṇini, so to say, converts the imaginary constituent units into real utterances — a kind of satyakriyā. Evidently, there is a direct proportionality between the number of imaginary units in a system and the number of rules as well as the complexity of their interdependence. The number of rules to handle the interconnections between abstract units increases with the increase in abstract units.

Why should new imaginary units be introduced at all? For the sake of a compact and concise formulation of the description. Each imaginary unit carries with it the potential to evolve into a much larger number of finished forms. Brevity (lāghava), therefore, is not only a feature of the meta-language of Pāṇini, but the main idea behind this style of description, namely, to represent an object set through a description set which is less voluminous than the original. This becomes a necessity as the object set expands immensely once opened up for non-vedic expressions as well.

---

24 Patañjali, right in the beginning of the Paspaśāhnika, mentions first the non-vedic expressions and then the vedic ones, which are sought to be instructed. kesāṁ śabdānāṁ (anuśasanam)? laukikānāṁ vaidikānāṁ ca | . . . vaidikāḥ khalvapi | (Pas. Bhā. 2-3).


26 Thieme suggested this to be the purpose of grammar, although his idea behind this suggestion was that grammar is a device having magical effect which ‘works the truth’ of the special nature of Sanskrit, sanskṛtasya sanskritatvam [26]. Houben differs [9], but Scharfe suggests that this direction deserves to be explored further [24] p.87.

27 rakṣohāgamlaghvasaṃdehāḥ prayojanam | (Pas. Vā. 2). laghvarthaṁ cādhyeyam vyākaraṇam | (Pas. Bhā. 20) lāghaṇeṣu śabdajñānamsya prayojanam | (Pradīpa on Pas. Bhā. 20).
This also explains the *generative* potential inherent in the process of synthesis in the *Aṣṭādhyāyī*. This process of synthesis presupposes an analytical phase. The process of analysis itself is not recorded in the grammatical corpus, but only its results [5]. The process of synthesis from constituent units to the final linguistic expressions is provided in terms of a number of rules allowing certain combinations of units and restricting others. It is this process which the following computer application aims to implement.

### 3.2 Architecture and Implementation

A brief sketch of the overall architecture of the computer implementation of the entire process is provided in [16] pp. 53-54. Two basic modules are mentioned there: an *Analyzer* and a *Synthesizer*. In the following, I mention a few improvements undertaken since then, especially within the *Synthesizer* module. These improvements are aimed towards incorporating the following features:

1. The modelling for the process of synthesis as implemented in the *Synthesizer* module now reflects the general model for representing the core processes of ancillary disciplines. It thus perceives *Aṣṭādhyāyī* in the general context of the methodology of *Vedāṅga*. This accounts better for the evolution and development of *Aṣṭādhyāyī*.
2. While the basic data structure is kept as in [15], a modification in the *ProcessStrips* is implemented to facilitate a better capability for checking conditions for applicability of operations.
3. A key improvement is now towards automatic application of rules. For this several strategies are incorporated (see below).
4. There is now a possibility to ask the user for information in case it is not available within the system.

We now provide a brief account of the main features of the computer implementation of the structure and processes of *Aṣṭādhyāyī*.

### 3.3 Basic Data Structure

**Language Components and Sound Sets.** The core data structure is designed with a view to facilitate the execution of grammatical operations. At any stage of processing, there is string of speech-sounds which gets modified. Certain speech-sounds get added and others get replaced or deleted. This changing string of speech-sounds is represented through a *LanguageComponent* which is a list of sets.

\[
\text{LanguageComponent} = [\{\}, \{\}, \{\}, \ldots]
\]  

Each set of this list (called *SoundSet*) represents a speech-sound or a phoneme. It contains attributes which this speech-sound possesses. Moreover, it also contains attributes of units to which it is a part.

\[
bhū = [\{bh, dhātu, \ldots\}, \{u, a(c), dīrgha, dhātu, \ldots\}]
\]
The **LanguageComponent** represents linguistic units at all levels: phonemes, morphemes, words, compounds, sentences etc. On the one hand there is no rigid boundary between two units, allowing them to conjoin at ease, and on the other hand, individual units can be identified on the basis of the characterizing attributes. Another advantage is that it allows, for example, changes at the level of a phoneme, conditioned upon semantic or syntactic attributes. In fact, there is no categorization in terms of phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics; there are only constituent units and attributes. Attributes reflect these characters, e.g. \(a(c)\) is an attribute reflecting phonetic characteristics, \(d\bar{h}\bar{a}tu\) a morphological one, \(ap\bar{a}\bar{d}\bar{a}na\) a syntactic one and \(v\bar{a}\bar{r}\bar{t}a\bar{m}\bar{a}\bar{n}a\) has semantic nature. But in the **LanguageComponent** they all occur as an attribute of the corresponding units. The units are, so to say, marked up with the attributes and the appropriate sub-string which corresponds to some attribute can be obtained by performing simple set intersections. For example, consider the following **LanguageComponent** at some stage of derivation:

\[
\{\{b\bar{h}, b\bar{h}\bar{u}, d\bar{h}\bar{a}tu, \ldots\}, \{u, b\bar{h}\bar{u}, a(c), d\bar{i}\bar{r}\bar{g}\bar{h}a, dh\bar{a}tu, \ldots\}\}\]  (10)

Here, the vowel phoneme can be obtained by intersecting the sound sets with the set \(\{a(c)\}\) and the morpheme denoting a verbal root can be gained by noting the **SoundSets** which intersect with the set \(\{d\bar{h}\bar{a}tu\}\).

**Basic Operations.** An operation brings about some change in the **LanguageComponent**. This can be of two types: either an attribute is added to one or more **SoundSets** or the **LanguageComponent** gets extended at some index. The operations of **As\text{\textasciitilde}T	ext{\textasciitilde}Adhy\text{\textasciitilde}Y\text{\textasciitilde}I** can be implemented on the basis of these two fundamental operations.

**Representing operational stages.** The basic data structures and operations reflect the state of the **LanguageComponent** at a particular stage in the process of synthesis. This is not enough for the application of many rules, where the conditions include information like how the current rule being applied is related to the rule applied in the previous step. In other words, the successful advancement of the process is not just dependent upon a particular stage but sometimes on previous stages as well. The system must, therefore, be aware of not just a particular stage, but the entire process itself. The entire process is now modelled as a chain of **Slices** with each **Slice** representing a given stage in the process of derivation.\(^{28}\)

\(^{28}\) This and the following features are new improvements from the previous versions mentioned in [15] and [16].
Slices correspond to those operational statements which bring about some modification in the LanguageComponent. It consists of an InitialLanguageComponent and a FinalLanguageComponent; the latter one is obtained after the application of an operational rule.

![Fig. 2. A Slice](image)

ConditionCodes is a dictionary which stores the necessary information about the specific operation which is executed at a particular stage. The information is gathered by applying the conditionsCheck functions. These functions check the applicability of an operation at a given stage. In case the function is applicable, they set the corresponding parameters. ConditionCodes associated with each Slice make it possible to trace back the operational steps, thus allowing e.g. the application of rules from the tripādi section.

Ancillary Strip. There is an AncillaryStrip now which is the place to assign static attributes to a unit which is to be added. Static attributes are those attributes which are inherently associated with a unit and do not change once assigned, e.g. the attribute $a(c)$ or $h[a]([l])$. From the point of view of data structure, it is similar to the ProcessStrips.

Process Strip now is a list of Slices. This data structure reflects the entire process of synthesis. During the process of synthesis ProcessStrip gets extended, one Slice is added at each operational step. We now present a trace of the important procedural steps.

![Fig. 3. Ancillary Strip / Process Strip](image)

3.4 Procedural Steps

The process of synthesis is carried on the ProcessStrip which carries with it the necessary information about the current and previous stages of development.

29 For more information, see [16].
Step 1. The first step is to look at the last Slice of the given ProcessStrip, take the FinalLanguageComponent and initialize the next Slice by adding it as the InitialLanguageComponent.

![Fig. 4. Step 1: Initializing a new Slice](image)

Step 2. The ProcessStrip is sent to ConditionsCheck module. At this stage conditions are verified as to which rules can be applied at the current status of the ProcessStrip. It results in a set of ConditionCodes corresponding to applicable rules. For the sake of checking the conditions, certain dynamic attributes (e.g. samyoga, ṭi etc.) are assigned if required.

![Fig. 5. Step 2: Condition Check](image)

Step 3. The next major step is to select one rule from among the set of applicable rules. This is done in a Selector module. The main function of this module takes the set of applicable ConditionCodes and makes it a singletone set.

Here, there are different kinds of selection which are to be accounted for.

1. Selection on the basis of semantic conditions / attributes: Even if there is only one rule available for application, there is sometimes a need to select the right unit. For example the rule: tip tas ḥi sip thas tha ṁip vas mas ta átām jha thās athām dhvam ḳi vahi mahi (A. 3.4.078). If the condition is fulfilled (e.g. the presence of a lakāra) still a selection process is required. This is facilitated by rules like tiṇas trīṇi trīṇi prathama madhyama uttamaḥ (A. 1.4.101) and tāṇi ekavacana dvivacana bahuvacanāni ekaśaḥ (A. 1.4.102). The attributes prathama, ekavacana etc. are needed to decide with the help of these rules, which suffix is to be chosen. From an operational perspective, it is not enough to define prathama, ekavacana etc. It is required to know whether this attribute is acceptable to the ProcessStrip. There are two ways to determine this: (i) either from the analyzedSet gained from the Analyzer module (see [16]) or (ii) from the user.
Fig. 6. Step 3: Selecting one rule from the set of applicable rules

2. Selection when two applicable operations have two completely unrelated sthānins: Here it is required to select between two operations, which are both applicable at a given stage, but have completely unrelated place of application within the ProcessStrip. This can happen e.g. in cases when more than one word is to be processed simultaneously in a linguistic expression. This issue needs more attention in the future development of the system.

3. Conflict Resolution: This is the case when given two applicable rules $r_1$ and $r_2$ a definite order, say first $r_1$ then $r_2$, must be followed. Otherwise, it leads to wrong results. Here we use primarily the siddha principle [7], [8], which involves copying the current ProcessStrip, applying both the rules and checking whether one destroys the nimitta for the other (see [16]).

4. There is a mechanism to test the mutual rule ordering between two rules which come closer during the process of synthesis. It is effected by noticing the mutual order in their ConditionCodes. This may later result in a kind of rule dependency graph of Aṣṭādhyāyī.

The selected ConditionCode becomes now a part of the Slice.

Step 4. The entire ProcessStrip now enters the Operations module where, depending upon the values in ConditionCode, an operation is performed. It modifies the LanguageComponent, adds it as the FinalLanguageComponent to the Slice and returns the ProcessStrip.

Modification of the LanguageComponent is undertaken in the following steps: If a new unit is to be added, then it is passed through a sub-module named StaticAttributes. Here a unit is rendered in the form of a LanguageComponent and one after another the rules for addition of static attributes (like $a(c)$, $h[a](l)$ etc.) are assigned. In this module the order of applicability is linear and the attributes which are used as condition for other rules are assigned before that rule. There is no conflict resolution here as it is not needed. Not all the attributes but only the static ones are assigned. This is to improve the performance of the system. ProcessStrip is extended as long as there is some rule which is available for application. During the applicability check, it is taken care of that the rules do not get applied infinitely. This is achieved in that the condition is so formulated that the application of some rule makes its further application at the same location (sthānin) on same conditions (nimitta) impossible.
For example, once \( l(a)(t) \) is introduced after a \( dhatu \), it is not introduced again. So the condition check includes checking for the already presence of \( l(a)(t) \).

4 Some Observations

The model presented above and the corresponding implementational design is aimed to facilitate the representation of the content, structure and operations of the methodological enquiry of ancillary disciplines (\textit{Vedāṅga}) in general and the \textit{Aṣṭādhyāyī} of Pāṇini in particular.

The entire framework is based on a minimal set of categories (\textit{Units, Attributes, Statements}). The scheme of the general architecture and the core data structures is such as to allow to represent the functionalities of interpretative procedures (e.g. \textit{paribhāṣās, siddha-principle [7]} and additional amendments (e.g. \textit{Vārtika}).

The system is not guided by any fixed external organization, for example, the division of the grammatical corpus in \textit{śīva-sūtra, sūtra-pāṭha, dhātu-pāṭha, gaṇa-pāṭha, unādi-sūtra} etc. or any reorganization of these under categories of modern linguistics (see e.g. [23] p. 97), but focuses on the core methodology. There is, however, a possibility to make the system aware of these divisions. The approach is to identify the constituent units and assign a number of attributes to them and then on the basis of these represent the external structures.

\textit{Table 1.} Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.</th>
<th>\textit{Aṣṭādhyāyī}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uv.</td>
<td>\textit{Uvātā-bhāṣya} on \textit{Ṛgveda-Prātiśākhya}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cha. Śā.</td>
<td>\textit{Chanda-Śāstra} of Pāñgala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni.</td>
<td>Nīruktā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pas.</td>
<td>\textit{Paspāśāhnikā}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pas. Bā.</td>
<td>\textit{Paspāśāhnikā Bhāṣya}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pas. Vā.</td>
<td>\textit{Paspāśāhnikā Vārtika}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu.</td>
<td>\textit{MunḍakaPaniṣad}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu. Bhā.</td>
<td>\textit{MunḍakaPaniṣad Śaṅkara-Bhāṣya}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. L.</td>
<td>\textit{Vaiyākaraṇa-siddhānta-parama-laghu-mañjuśa}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vā. Prā.</td>
<td>\textit{Vājasaneyi-Prātiśākhya}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śu. Yaj.</td>
<td>\textit{Śukla-Yajurveda}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The system allows for the representation of the content, structures and processes of other ancillary disciplines (e.g. Śikṣā, Chandas, Nirukta, Prātiṣākhya etc.) thus facilitating a more comprehensive and comparative study of these sciences. The possibility of system external (human) input during the process of synthesis is now taken into account.
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